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The above map depicts the Indy Connect Rapid Transit Red Line, Blue Line, Green Line and Purple Line as they are planned as
of December, 2014. Note the routes and stations shown are for illustrative purposes only as alignments are subject to change
depending on each idividual route’s planning process.
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prepared for:

As part of the Indy Connect initiative, the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning
Organization (IMPO) is evaluating four rapid transit corridors: the Red, Blue, Purple,
and Green Lines. In support of that process, the IMPO commissioned the Transit
Oriented Development (TOD) Strategic Plan to evaluate and develop a framework to
leverage the land use and economic development potential of transit investment in
the Central Indiana region.
The TOD Strategic Plan analyzes the regional market dynamics and land use
characteristics to assess the potential for transit oriented development along the
planned transit corridors. While the lines are being studied as four transportation
corridors, they have unique issues and opportunities from a land use perspective.
The TOD Strategic Plan approached the corridors by the following segments:
•

Red Line North (Indianapolis to Carmel/Westfield)

•

Red Line South (Indianapolis to Greenwood)

•

Blue Line West (Indianapolis to Plainfield)

•

Blue Line East (Indianapolis to Cumberland)

•

Purple Line (Indianapolis-Eagle Creek to Lawrence)

•

Green Line (Indianapolis to Noblesville)

The results of this analysis will be a critical factor into the evaluation of alternatives
for each corridor, and will help determine the routing, station locations, and phasing
of a future mass transit system. The Plan will also provide inputs to the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) for federal transit funding. The FTA currently evaluates
funding applications based on six factors, which are given equal weighting: mobility
improvements, environmental benefits, congestion relief, cost-effectiveness, land
use, and economic development.
The TOD Strategic Plan is focused on the two factors of land use and economic
development, which account for one-third of an application’s total score under the
current federal transportation funding authorization, MAP-21. This is based on
increasing case study evidence that successful transit infrastructure investment can
and should be leveraged to yield broader community and economic development
benefits through transit-supportive land use planning and policies.
The TOD Strategic Plan addresses the long-term projections of regional population,
household and employment changes through 2040 and how that affects demand
for TOD considering demographic and economic trends. A demand model factors
both the market dynamics as well as the physical characteristics of potential station
areas to forecast the potential for regional demand for households and jobs to be
accommodated within the potential transit station areas. Potential station areas are
further analyzed and organized by an investment framework that prioritizes the roles
of private, public, and philanthropic sectors to fund and implement transit oriented
development.
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The significant capital costs of rapid transit lines, stations, and vehicles also demands supportive infrastructure investment to enhance
access to station areas, boost ridership, and spur TOD. As such, “value capture” or public funding/financing mechanisms are analyzed
in which the private property value increases driven by public investments are “captured” and used to pay for all or part of the costs of
the transit-supportive infrastructure investments. An implementation and management plan provides direction and recommendations
on action steps to be taken to pursue potential value capture tools.
To guide future corridor and station area development, the Plan also addresses important urban planning and station area design
principles to support TOD. Six system-wide station area typologies are applied to potential station areas to inform land use, scale,
density and infrastructure needs for TOD. Finally, the market and physical characteristics of each station area are summarized with
action plans for implementing TOD at the potential station areas along the Red, Blue, Purple, and Green Lines.
By design, this Plan is a framework and a work in process. As additional refinements are made to planning and implementation of the
four rapid transit lines, and new corridors are studied going forward, the Plan will be modified, supplemented and enhanced.
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Transit Trends
THE COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
The demand for new fixed-guideway transit, including bus and rail, is strong
and growing all across the country. According to Reconnecting America, more
than 721 fixed-guideway transit projects from around the country were in various
stages of the transit planning process in 2013, representing a 78+ year backlog
of projects, at current federal funding levels. The already competitive landscape
of federal transit funding will intensify favoring initiatives that are cost-effective
and which leverage transit investment with supportive land use policies to spur
regional economic development.
Among those communities that have fixed-guideway transit systems in place or
in planning are the regions Central Indiana competes with every day for jobs and
economic development: Charlotte, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Louisville,
Minneapolis, Nashville, Pittsburgh and Raleigh; all of which have commuter,
light rail or bus rapid transit systems in operation or final planning. Without a
functional transit system, the Indianapolis region risks a growing competitiveness
gap among its peers.
These peer communities, and others, have evolved to see transit as more than a
transportation utility, beyond improved mobility, and the associated environmental
and productivity benefits. Successful transit regions have also used transit as a
strategic framework to guide growth, levering public investment in infrastructure
as an engine for regional economic development.
Part of the shift is market-driven. Demographic changes and shifting lifestyles
are leading to greater demand for development that is walkable, higher density,
mixed-use and transit-served. To both ends of the demographic spectrum,
Millennials and Baby Boomers, place and connectivity matter. Quality transit
service can support both generations, and is becoming an important factor in
location decisions for both people and businesses looking for talent.
Part of the shift is fiscally-driven. Brought into focus by the recession, many
communities are now struggling to maintain costly infrastructure and public
services amid declining tax revenues. Dealing with the effects of inefficient land
use and sprawling development patterns, local governments have to both reduce
costs of public services while increasing the yield of tax revenues per acre.

‹ COMPETITION >
This map depicts the cities with rapid
transit systems in various stages of
planning and construction.

Transit can provide a market-driven growth management strategy. Land use is
intensified to provide a density and mix of residential, retail and office places
which yield more revenue per acre to local government. Such places are also
more cost-effective to provide with infrastructure and public services. And, if
designed and developed appropriately, these places to live and work can meet
demand from a significant and growing segment of the marketplace.

Source: Reconnecting America, 2013
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TOD Demand
UNDERSTANDING DEMAND
Demographic changes, economic trends and shifting lifestyles are leading to
greater demand for development that is walkable, higher density, mixed-use and
transit-served. These trends are present in communities nationally, including
Indianapolis.
CONSUMER PREFERENCE FOR HIGHER DENSITY HOUSING
IN MIXED-USE DISTRICTS
A series of recent national surveys have shown that consumer preferences are
changing in line with demographic shifts.1 To test the alignment of these national
trends with Central Indiana residents, the Indianapolis MPO and Metropolitan
Indianapolis Board of Realtors (MIBOR), conducted a region-wide study to
discover what factors residents consider most important when making their
housing decisions, what their future aspirations are related to housing and how
satisfied they are with their communities and overall quality of life.2 Among the
findings:
•

•

Fewer than half of all residents are living in their preferred type of community.
When respondents were asked about the location in which they currently live
(rural, small town, downtown city, etc.) and subsequently asked about their
ideal location, just 43 percent of respondents gave the same response to
both questions.
Demand is high for downtown living, small town settings, rural living and
suburban neighborhoods that have a mix of housing and business. When
asked about ideal community, the biggest discrepancy between where
people currently live and would ideally live were found in these community
types.

‹ WHAT IS TOD? >
TOD = Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) is a term used to describe land use
and real estate development that occurs
around stations along a transit line, but
TOD is more than that. It describes a
fundamental set of objectives that can
be achieved through integrated transit
planning, development, urban design,
infrastructure improvements, and
reinvestment.

SUPPLY - DEMAND IMBALANCE
The same national surveys showed remarkable concurrence about preferences
for housing types; approximately 60 percent of Americans want single-family
detached homes and about 40 percent want attached homes.3 In Central Indiana,
the preference for single-family detached is higher, at 72 percent. Yet, about 90
percent of all new homes built in Central Indiana are single-family detached,
primarily suburban, housing-only subdivisions where residents are dependent on
an automobile to fulfill daily needs despite the fact that only 15 percent of Central
Indiana residents prefer to live in those kinds of neighborhoods.
While a majority of households will desire single-family detached homes,
more diverse housing choices could potentially fulfill the other 30 percent to
40 percent of the market. The current regional supply of nearly 40,000 singlefamily detached lots represents a more than adequate backlog to serve the 70
percent demand.4 In contrast, current demand for attached housing in mixeduse districts is under-served in Central Indiana, and that demand is projected to
increase with demographic changes over the next 20 years.
1
2
3
4

‹ TRANSIT ADJACENT >
Transit
adjacent
development
describes development that occurs at
stations, but that does not follow the
principles of good TOD.

‹ TRANSIT READY >
Transit
ready
development
describes development that has the
characteristics inherent to TOD (e.g.,
higher density, walkable, mixed-use)
but not yet served by transit.

Arthur C. Nelson, Robert Charles Lesser and Company (RCLCO), National Association of Realtors (NAR)
Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors (MIBOR) and the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (IMPO),
Community Preference Survey Executive Summary, March 2013
Arthur C. Nelson, Robert Charles Lesser and Company (RCLCO), National Association of Realtors (NAR)
Metrostudy, October 2013
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DEMAND FOR TOD
Shifting Demographics
DECLINING HOMEOWNERSHIP RATES

‹ MODE NEUTRAL >
TOD is often associated with rail transit
and streetcars, but studies show that
TOD can occur for many different modes
of transit, including bus rapid transit.
More important than mode, it is the
quality, frequency, and reliability of the
transit service as well as destinations
that determine the success of a transit
system.

‹ CONNECTIONS >
TOD connects transit networks and
the places where people, live, work,
shop, learn, and play to give the market
housing and transportation choices.

Central Indiana’s homeownership rate peaked near 70 percent around 2000,
but several factors are now driving those rates down.5 One- and two-person
households comprised 58 percent of the region in 1990, but they are projected to
grow to 68 percent of total households by 2035. The sub-prime mortgage products
that enabled growth in homeownership between 1990 and 2005 have generally
been eliminated, and Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have questionable futures.
Mortgage companies have tightened underwriting guidelines and increased down
payment requirements, which may lock out a large portion of the next generation
of homebuyers, Millennials.6
HOUSING + TRANSPORTATION COSTS
Relative affordability is traditionally measured by an area’s housing costs, but new
research by the Center for Neighborhood Technology indicates that housing and
transportation costs are actually a better metric. With most households living in
auto-dependent neighborhoods, over half of the region’s households are paying
more than 45 percent of median income on housing and transportation. Transitrich neighborhoods, in contrast, shift transportation expense to discretionary
household expenses, which can have greater impact on local spending. If all other
things remain the same, households earning the median income of $53,085 could
save approximately $8,000 each year by moving to (or becoming) a transit-rich
neighborhood.7
HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT
In 2005, the Center for Transit Oriented Development (CTOD) published Hidden in
Plain Sight, a study of the 4,000 half-mile station areas along fixed-guideway transit
corridors in the United States.8 CTOD found that about six million households were
already located within a half-mile of a fixed guideway transit station, and that more
than 14.6 million, or about one-quarter, of total households will favor transitserved housing by 2025.9 Hidden in Plain Sight also analyzed demographics in each
of the station areas to profile the most likely groups of people to live around transit.
Considering these findings with research on housing preferences,10 four groups
emerged as potential TOD residents: transit-dependent households, seniors with
limited mobility, Baby Boomers, and Millennials.
NUMBER OF BABY BOOMERS + MILLENNIALS VS. OTHER REGIONS
Baby Boomers and Millennials account for 52 percent of the population in Central
Indiana, which is comparable to peer regions that are pursuing mass transit
initiatives. Considering absolute numbers, Indianapolis has more Millennials and
Baby Boomer residents with a statistical preference for transit than many of its
peer regions, including Austin, Nashville, Charlotte and Jacksonville.

5
6
7

8
9
10
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U.S. Census Bureau, 2000
According to recent studies, Millennials are the most educated generation ever, but also the poorest generation since the
Great Depression, carrying significant debt and little savings or liquid assets.
Center for Neighborhood Technology defines “auto-dependent neighborhoods” as areas where the average household
spends greater than 25 percent of their income on transportation costs. Conversely, households in “transit-rich
neighborhoods” spend less than 15 percent of the area median income on transportation costs.
Center for Transit-Oriented Development (CTOD)
By 2025, this demand will account for 25 percent of all U.S. households.
NAR 2011, Nelson 2011, RCLCO 2008
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4 MARKET SEGMENTS
With a Transit Preference
(1) TRANSIT DEPENDENT HOUSEHOLDS
Households earning less than $25,000 a year, which statistically have limited
access to a personal vehicle, are categorized as transit-dependent households.
On average, about 40 percent of riders on U.S. transit systems earn less than
$25,000 a year, but 70 percent of IndyGo riders meet this income threshold.11

(2) SENIORS WITH LIMITED MOBILITY
Mobility becomes a greater issue as people age, and many seniors find themselves
dependent on public transportation. A Transportation for America study called
Aging in Place, Stuck Without Options (2011) measured seniors’ access to transit,
and Indianapolis ranked 7th worst among 46 metro areas of one to three million
people, leaving 79 percent of seniors with poor access to transit.

(3) BABY BOOMERS
The first Baby Boomers turned 65 in 2011, and the number of people turning 65
in Central Indiana each year will skyrocket over the next 10 to 15 years. The 78
million Baby Boomers account for about 27 percent of the nation’s population,
and about 26 percent of Central Indiana (390,000 residents). About 60 percent
of seniors will change housing type between the ages of 65 and 85, and surveys
indicate that Baby Boomers want “safe urbanism,” walkability, and proximity to
“third places,” which are inherent in TOD.12

(4) MILLENNIALS
Millennials, also known as the Echoboomers or Gen Y, are the largest and
most educated generation in history, but also the most economically depressed
since the Great Depression. The 81 million Millennial Americans account for 27
percent of the national population, and 415,000 account for 27 percent of Central
Indiana’s population. Serving, housing, and employing Millennials will dominate
the economy for the next 20 years. Based on surveys, 77 percent of Millennials
prefer to live in an urban core, and most prefer dense, walkable neighborhoods
with transit and proximity to jobs.13

11
12
13

Faulk, Dagney, Hicks, Michael, and Kroll, Kevin. Public Transportation in Indiana. Ball State Univeristy Center for
Business and Economic Research, 2013.
“Safe urbanism” means in a city with proximity to cultural amenities, but also in a safe neighborhood. “Third places” are
places to spend time outside of work or home.
RCLCO 2008
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DEMAND FOR TOD
Projections: 2010 to 2040
CONSUMER PREFERENCES IN CENTRAL INDIANA

‹ MPO-MIBOR SURVEY
RESULTS >
Neighborhood Type

Currently Prefer
Live
to Live

Downtown

2%

6%

In addition to demographic trends, consumer preferences are also changing. A
2012 survey of 1,502 adults in Central Indiana (defined for the study as Boone,
Brown, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, Montgomery, Morgan
and Shelby counties) assessed the housing and neighborhood preferences of
consumers. Among the findings, in a home purchase decision:
•

72 percent prefer to live in a single-family detached home

29%

•

15 percent prefer to live in a suburban neighborhood with only houses

Suburb-Housing Only 29%

15%

•

Small Town

10%

15%

57 percent weight the neighborhood, including nearby shops and amenities,
over the size and features of the home itself in a home purchase decision

Rural Area

14%

23%1

•

48 percent prefer to live in a neighborhood that has a mix of houses, stores,
and other businesses that are walkable

•

36 percent prefer houses that are built closer together on smaller lots where
it is easy to get to everything in the community

•

45 percent prefer a neighborhood where houses are built close together on
smaller lots with a shorter commute to work

City-Residential Area 23%

9%

Suburb-Mixed Use

19%

1

Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of Realtors and the
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization,
Community Preference Survey Executive Summary,
March 2013

While 72 percent of the households in Central Indiana prefer single-family
detached homes, only 15 percent prefer suburban, housing-only subdivisions.
Yet, approximately 90 percent of all new homes built in Central Indiana are
single-family detached, primarily suburban, housing-only subdivisions where
residents are dependent on an automobile to fulfill daily needs.
More diverse housing choices could potentially fulfill demand from a significant
segment of the market. Current demand for attached housing in mixed-use
districts is under-served in Central Indiana, and that demand is projected to
increase with demographic changes over the next 20 years. Baby Boomers and
Millennials represent the two largest age cohorts in U.S. history. Baby Boomers
have been and Millennials will continue to be the primary drivers of the economy,
including housing. These two segments also have in common a strong preference
for higher density homes in mixed-use, walkable communities, which are often
associated with TOD.
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ESTIMATING DEMAND
To provide a high-level estimate of the potential demand for TOD in the region, Greenstreet compared the estimated
households, employment and population in 2010 with projections for 2040, which is based on the 2010 Census and forecasts by
the Indianapolis MPO from a variety of demographic and economic trend data. While the forecasts considered the counties of
Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Madison, Marion, Morgan, and Shelby, Greenstreet’s focus was on the three
counties which include the planned rapid transit corridors: Hamilton, Johnson, and Marion.
To determine the preference for detached vs. attached housing among the estimated 2010 housing units, Greenstreet
referenced the 2012 Central Indiana consumer preference survey which indicated a preference for attached housing as follows:
Hamilton (21 percent); Johnson (23 percent); and Marion (33 percent). In recognition of the maturity of the Millennials and
Baby Boomer age cohorts, which will have significant implications on housing, Greenstreet estimates a slight shift in attached
housing preference percent by 2040 as follows: Hamilton (25 percent); Johnson (27 percent); and Marion (37 percent). These
assumptions are conservative when compared to national surveys of nearly 40 percent of adult consumers indicating a current
preference for attached housing.
The resulting change in demand is then factored according to neighborhood preference. Based on the 2012 Central Indiana
consumer survey, 48 percent of regional households prefer to live in a neighborhood that has a mix of houses and stores and
other businesses that are walkable. Marion County households show a higher preference of 54 percent, while Hamilton County
(48 percent) and Johnson County (41 percent) are lower.
The analysis of potential demand for mixed-use, walkable, attached households estimates market demand for approximately
35,000 to 53,000 housing units, which could be located within ½ mile of a transit station. This range represents approximately 20
percent to 30 percent of the overall household change of 175,000 new households projected in Hamilton, Johnson, and Marion
counties from 2010 to 2014. However, the household change accommodated
in mixed-use walkable, attached households varies by county: Marion (35.5
percent); Hamilton (14.1 percent); and Johnson (13.6 percent).
Of the three counties, Marion County is projected to capture about 51 percent
of the total demand for mixed-use, walkable, attached households, followed
by 36 percent in Hamilton County, and 13 percent in Johnson County. However,
because Marion County is the most urban in character, has greater consumer
preference toward TOD, and is planned to have the most transit stations within
the Indy Connect plan, the Marion County capture of the regional demand could
be higher than the 51 percent. This will depend on the local land use policies,
demographics, and the private sector’s ability to deliver product in in response
to market demand.
The Indianapolis MPO projects growth of approximately 633,000 people, 249,000
jobs and 282,000 households from 2010 to 2040 in the region defined as Boone,
Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Madison, Marion, Morgan, and Shelby
counties. To inform the regional long-term transportation plan, the Indianapolis
MPO has projected the location of population, employment and household change
by transportation analysis zones, which is a unit of geography most commonly
used in conventional transportation planning models. The following maps show
the location of projected population and employment change in relation to the
planned transit corridors, with darker areas generally showing greater potential
for transit oriented development as well.
TOD STRATEGIC PLAN

HAMILTON

MARION

JOHNSON

‹ CENTRAL INDIANA >
Proposed transit authorization legislation
includes Hamilton, Marion, and Johnson
Counties.
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DEMAND FOR TOD
Projections: 2010 to 2040
POTENTIAL DEMAND for Higher Density, Mixed-Use, Walkable Places - HAMILTON COUNTY:
99,860
estimated HH
in Hamilton
County 20101

190,139
projected HH
in Hamilton
County 20401

X

X

21 percent
Preference
for Attached
Product2

25 percent
Preference
for Attached
Product2

Change in
Demand
26,564 HH

X

3

48 percent
Neighborhood
Preference4

=

12,751 Unit Demand
for Mixed Use,
Walkable, Attached
Units in Hamilton
County by 2040

NOTES:
1.

Household (HH) estimates and projections are from the Indianapolis MPO for Hamilton County

2.

Based on December 2012 survey of consumers in Hamilton County; increased to 25 percent in 2040 to reflect increased demand from
Millenials and Baby Boomers

3.

Difference in 2010 and 2040 housing units

4.

Based on December 2012 survey of consumers in Hamilton County; percentage of the market that would prefer to live within walking
distance of shopping, employment and other services

source: Indianapolis MPO; U.S. Census Bureau; MIBOR; Greenstreet Ltd.

POTENTIAL DEMAND for Higher Density, Mixed-Use, Walkable Places - MARION COUNTY:
366,176
estimated
HH in Marion
County 20101

417,088
projected HH
in Marion
County 20401

X

X

33 percent
Preference
for Attached
Product2

37 percent
Preference
for Attached
Product2

Change in
Demand
33,484 HH

3

X

54 percent
Neighborhood
Preference4

=

18,082 Unit Demand
for Mixed Use,
Walkable, Attached
Units in Marion
County by 2040

NOTES:
1.

Household (HH) estimates and projections are from the Indianapolis MPO for Marion County

2.

Based on December 2012 survey of consumers in Marion County; increased to 37 percent in 2040 to reflect increased demand from
Millenials and Baby Boomers

3.

Difference in 2010 and 2040 housing units

4.

Based on December 2012 survey of consumers in Marion County; percentage of the market that would prefer to live within walking
distance of shopping, employment and other services

source: Indianapolis MPO; U.S. Census Bureau; MIBOR; Greenstreet Ltd.
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DEMAND FOR TOD
Projections: 2010 to 2040
POTENTIAL DEMAND for Higher Density, Mixed-Use, Walkable Places - JOHNSON COUNTY:
52,708
estimated HH
in Johnson
County 20101

86,934
projected HH
in in Johnson
County 20401

X

X

23 percent
Preference
for Attached
Product2

27 percent
Preference
for Attached
Product2

Change in
Demand
11,349 HH

X

3

41 percent
Neighborhood
Preference4

=

4,653 Unit Demand for
Mixed Use, Walkable,
Attached Units in the
Indianapolis MSA by
2040

NOTES:
1.

Household (HH) estimates and projections are from the Indianapolis MPO for Johnson County

2.

Based on December 2012 survey of consumers in Johnson County; increased to 27 percent in 2040 to reflect increased demand from
Millenials and Baby Boomers

3.

Difference in 2010 and 2040 housing units

4.

Based on December 2012 survey of consumers in Johnson County; percentage of the market that would prefer to live within walking
distance of shopping, employment and other services

source: Indianapolis MPO; U.S. Census Bureau; MIBOR; Greenstreet Ltd.

HAMILTON, MARION, JOHNSON COUNTIES - 2010-2040:
Low-Potential
Demand:

35,000 estimated HH

20.0 percent of Total
Demand

Mid-Potential
Demand:

44,000 estimated HH

25.1 percent of Total
Demand

High-Potential
Demand:

53,000 estimated HH

30.3 percent of Total
Demand

35,000
to
53,000
Unit
Demand
for
Mixed Use, Walkable,
Attached Units in
Hamilton, Marion, and
Johnson Counties by
2040

source: Indianapolis MPO; U.S. Census Bureau; MIBOR; Greenstreet Ltd.
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Red Line North

SR-32

‹ RED LINE NORTH >
Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

146TH ST

BI

NF
OR

D

BL
VD

COLLEGE AVE

I-465

‹ LEGEND >
2040 Employment Density (per square mile)

38TH ST

I-6

5
I-70

<5,000
5,001 - 10,000
10,001 - 25,000
25,001 - 50,000

ST
E WASHINGTON

>50,000

Source: Indianapolis MPO
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Red Line North

SR-32

‹ RED LINE NORTH >
Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

146TH ST

BI

NF
OR

D

BL
VD

COLLEGE AVE

I-465

38TH ST

‹ LEGEND >

I-6

5

2040 Population Density (per square mile)
I-70

<1,000
1,001 - 2,500
2,501 - 5,000

E WASHINGTON

5,001 - 8,000

ST

>8,000

Source: Indianapolis MPO
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Red Line South

E WASHINGTON

‹ RED LINE SOUTH >

ST

I-70

SHELBY ST

Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

I-6

5

I-465

ISON

MAD
AVE
COUNTY LINE RD

W MAIN ST

‹ LEGEND >

Source: Indianapolis MPO

N

2040 Employment Density (per square mile)
<5,000
5,001 - 10,000
10,001 - 25,000
25,001 - 50,000
>50,000
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Red Line South

E WASHINGTON

ST

I-70

‹ RED LINE SOUTH >
SHELBY ST

Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

I-465

ISON

MAD

I-6

AVE

5

COUNTY LINE RD

W MAIN ST

Source: Indianapolis MPO

N

‹ LEGEND >
2040 Population Density (per square mile)
<1,000
1,001 - 2,500
2,501 - 5,000
5,001 - 8,000
>8,000
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Blue Line West

‹ BLUE LINE WEST >
Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

MERIDIAN ST
WEST ST

I-465

TON
ING

ASH
WW

IND AIRPORT

‹ LEGEND >

Source: Indianapolis MPO

N

2040 Employment Density (per square mile)
<5,000
5,001 - 10,000
10,001 - 25,000
25,001 - 50,000
>50,000
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Blue Line West

‹ BLUE LINE WEST >
Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

MERIDIAN ST

WEST ST

I-465
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N

Source: Indianapolis MPO

‹ LEGEND >
2040 Population Density (per square mile)
<1,000
1,001 - 2,500
2,501 - 5,000
5,001 - 8,000
>8,000
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Blue Line East

‹ BLUE LINE EAST >
Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

POST RD

E WASHINGTON

I-465

2040 Employment Density (per square mile)

EMERSON AVE

SHELBY ST

‹ LEGEND >

Source: Indianapolis MPO

N

<5,000
5,001 - 10,000
10,001 - 25,000
25,001 - 50,000
>50,000
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Blue Line East

‹ BLUE LINE EAST >
Projections provided by Indianapolis
MPO

POST RD

E WASHINGTON

I-465

Source: Indianapolis MPO

EMERSON AVE

SHELBY ST

N

‹ LEGEND >
2040 Population Density (per square mile)
<1,000
1,001 - 2,500
2,501 - 5,000
5,001 - 8,000
>8,000
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Purple Line West
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Purple Line West

‹ PURPLE LINE WEST >
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Purple Line East

‹ PURPLE LINE EAST >
Projections provided by Indianapolis MPO
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Purple Line East

‹ PURPLE LINE EAST >
Projections provided by Indianapolis MPO
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FUTURE EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
2040 Projections for Green Line
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FUTURE POPULATION DENSITY
2040 Projections for Green Line
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TOD Potential
TRANSIT IS A MARKET ENHANCER,
NOT A MARKET MAKER
Research indicates that transit alone will not lead to redevelopment if the
fundamentals necessary to support market-based real estate investment are not
present. However, in areas with strong market fundamentals, transit can enhance
the viability of real estate investment and development. This is especially true in
“cooler” market locations, such as Indianapolis, where public investment may be
necessary to catalyze private sector investment. This is why transit is considered
a market enhancer, but not a market maker by itself.
Different neighborhoods will be more or less prepared for TOD depending on
the existing conditions of their street and sidewalk network, the location and
density of people and jobs, and other factors. Some station areas will have a
strong commercial core near the transit platform. Some station areas will be
primarily residential areas and some will be primarily employment-based. Some
areas will be mixed-use and some will only serve a transportation function, such
as park and ride. To avoid cannibalization - where stations in close proximity are
competing against each other for the same real estate demand - each station
area must be planned strategically within the context of the corridor as well as
the regional system.
MEASURING TOD POTENTIAL
Two indices measure the two important aspects of an area’s TOD potential. TOD
READINESS considers the more physical features of a potential station area,
such as infrastructure, while MARKET STRENGTH measures the market
characteristics which support TOD.
Factor 1: TOD Readiness
The TOD Readiness rating includes variables that are quantitative, objective
measures of an area’s physical readiness for transit oriented development. These
measure features of an area that are either expensive or impractical to change.
Factor 2: Market Strength
The Market Strength rating is a measure of the current real estate market’s
ability to support transit oriented development. A number of TOD market-related
factors are organized into tiers based on impact and permanence, and an area’s
final TOD Market Strength Rating is determined by the weighted average of each
score.

< ELIMINATED
ALTERNATIVES >
An important part of the FTA’s Alternatives
Analysis is to consider all possible routes
for each corridor. The following routes were
considered, analyzed, and eliminated, for
each corridor.
RED LINE NORTH: Near downtown, Meridian
Street up to 16th Street and College
Avenue up to 38th Street were eliminated,
in favor of Capital/Illinois due to the job
densities along that one-way pair. North of
38th Street, College Avenue is the better
alternative because of land use patterns
supporting mixed-uses, as opposed to
residential estates along Meridian Street
and Westfield Boulevard. Keystone Avenue
was also eliminated due to being located too
far east. North of I-465, Pennsylvania Street
is the best connection with Carmel due to
high Market Strength and infill opportunity.
RED LINE SOUTH: Near downtown, Virginia
Avenue / Shelby Street, East Street / McCarty
Street, and East Street/Prospect Street
were chosen over Madison Avenue due
to TOD-supportive land use. Additionally,
Madison Avenue is below grade for a portion
of this alternative.
BLUE LINE EAST: Despite 10th Street
scoring well for TOD Readiness, East
Washington Street is the recommended
alternative. 10th Street is narrow and is an
indirect route to Cumberland.
BLUE LINE WEST: Michigan Street is a
strong connection to IUPUI, but is out of the
way en route to Indianapolis International
Airport. Washington Street was chosen for
Blue Line West.
PURPLE LINE EAST: East of Meridian,
30th Streetand other alternatives were
eliminated, with 38th having the clear
advantage for ridership and TOD Potential.
PURPLE LINE WEST: While 30th and and 38th
are still being considered, the Michigan Rd
connection was eliminated. 30th Streetwest
of Lafayette Rd did not make any important
connections, and performed poorly.
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METHODOLOGY
Definitions of Variables
Potential station areas were analyzed using a composite of a TOD Readiness rating and a Market Strength rating, based on the
variables below.
1

EMPLOYMENT DENSITY
Employment density has a strong correlation with TOD and transit ridership. Employment data is based on 2010 U.S.
Census figures by block, adjusted to 1/2-mile station areas using the prescribed FTA data collection methodology and
compared with Existing Land Use criteria.

2

EMPLOYMENT DENSITY WITH TRANSIT PREFERENCE
Certain employment sectors have a stronger tendency to locate near transit which can drive TOD and transit ridership.
Employment data is based on 2010 U.S. Census figures by block, adjusted to 1/2-mile station areas using the prescribed
FTA data collection methodology and compared with Existing Land Use criteria.

3

POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE
Population density figures are based on 2010 U.S. Census figures by block, adjusted to 1/2-mile station areas using the
prescribed FTA data collection methodology and compared with Existing Land Use criteria.

4

GROSS RESIDENTIAL DENSITY
Gross residential density is based on 2010 U.S. Census figures by block, adjusted to 1/2-mile station areas using the
prescribed FTA data collection methodology and compared with Existing Land Use criteria.

5

RESIDENTIAL VACANCY RATE
Percentage of dwelling units within 1/2-mile of the station area that were listed as vacant in the 2005-2009 American
Community Survey.

6

SIDEWALK TO STREET RATIO
This data comes from the percent of total road frontage that has existing sidewalks based on 2010 Indianapolis MPO data.

7

INTERSECTIONS PER SQUARE MILE
A common measure of walkability and connectivity, intersections per square mile is based on data from Street Smart Walk
Score®.

8

AVERAGE BLOCK LENGTH
Based on data from Street Smart Walk Score®, average block length can be affected by very large parcels, or the pattern
of development. Shorter blocks improve pedestrian access and walkability.

9

PHYSICAL BARRIERS
An assessment of the physical barriers (rivers, streams, large non-conducive land uses, highways, elevation changes) to
development and connectivity within a station area.
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METHODOLOGY
Definitions of Variables
10 WALK SCORE®
Walk Score® measures the “walkability” or rather proximity to common services and amenities, in addition to other useful
factors.
11 RETAIL SALES
The total sales of retailers within 1/2-mile walk shed.
12 PERCENTAGE OF BABY BOOMERS AND MILLENNIALS
The percentage of the population that falls into the category of either “Baby Boomers” or “Millennials” are based on 2010
U.S. Census figures by block, adjusted to 1/2-mile station areas using the prescribed FTA data collection methodology and
compared with regional average of 52 percent.
13 MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME
The median income for households within 1/2-mile of the transit station.
14 AVERAGE RENT
The average rent for occupied housing within 1/2-mile of the station area.
15 MEDIAN HOME VALUE
The median value of occupied homes within 1/2-mile of the station area.
16 DISTANCE TO CBD
Proximity to the central business district (CBD) strongly correlates with public transportation use and TOD.
17 HOUSING + TRANSPORTATION AFFORDABILITY
The Center for Neighborhood Technology’s Housing and Transportation (H+T®) Affordability Index measures the affordability
of a census block by factoring not just housing costs, but also the place- and location-driven transportation costs.
18 LAND ASSEMBLY
Based on an assessment of the opportunity for land within 1/2-mile of the station area to be acquired and aggregated for
new development and redevelopment.
19 MAJOR TRIP GENERATORS
Major trip generators are locations that can generate over 5,000 visitors in a day, at least once per year. These can include
airports, large shopping malls, hotels, major entertainment and sports venues and convention centers.
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METHODOLOGY*
Red Line TOD Potential Scoring
The study area for the Red Line corridor centered around Madison Avenue, Meridian Street, Capitol Avenue/Illinois Street, and
College Avenue through Marion County, plus the cities of Carmel and Greenwood. The study assessed land use and market
characteristics of the region and the proposed corridors in relation to each other using a methodology based on research and
approaches developed by the Center for Transit Oriented Development (CTOD).
The Phase I potential station scoring process analyzes various data for regional market dynamics and land use characteristics
to assess the potential for TOD within the Central Indiana region. Nine variables were studied at 321 nodes to determine how
the nodes relate within a given corridor, and how the corridors relate to each other within the region. Since many nodes were
studied within close relation to each other, a quarter-mile radius was used to avoid overlap.
The Phase II analysis evaluates half-mile radius nodes at key intersections along the proposed Red, Blue, Purple, and Green
Lines, encompassing several potential alignments starting at the core of downtown Indianapolis. A total of 129 nodes are
assessed: 47 on the Red Line, 32 on the Blue Line, 32 on the Purple Line, and 18 on the Green Line. Nineteen variables are
weighted on a scale of 1 to 10 according to the relative impact as a driver for TOD Readiness and Market Strength. Generally, the
highest weighted variables address the demographic and market characteristics of the area, followed by physical conditions.

Variables for Determining TOD Potential:
VARIABLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Employment Density*
Employment Density with Transit Preference
Population per Square Mile
Gross Residential Density
Residential Vacancy Rate
Sidewalk to Street Ratio
Intersections per Square Mile
Average Block Length
Physical Barriers
Walk Score

WEIGHT
10
10
6
4
2
3
3
2
2
5

VARIABLE
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

WEIGHT

Retail Sales
Percentage of Boomers + Millennials
Median Household Income
Average Rent
Median Home Value
Distance to CBD
Housing + Transportation Affordability™
Land Assembly
Major Trip Generators

2
4
1
1
1
3
3
3
1

Source: Greenstreet Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC

* Estimating employment density for this study used InfoUSA data, provided by the Indianapolis MPO. A second source, Dun & Bradstreet was used for quality control, to
check for discrepancies. There were significant differences in these employment estimations for some stations, which are noted in the appendix.

In the Station Area Information Sheets chapter, a composite score is provided for each node as calculated from the nineteen
weighted variables. This score is a sum of each variable’s score (1-5), multiplied by the weight of that given variable, some of
which are a measure of “Market Strength,” and some of which are a measure of “TOD Readiness.” The raw composite scores
originally range from 66 - 330, so 65 is subtracted from all composite scores for an adjusted range of 1 - 265. The adjusted
composite scores for the Red Line nodes range from 68 to 242.
For the heat map, composite scores are classified into eight categories, ranging from relatively no TOD potential to the highest
TOD potential, to show the range of scores and the relative strength of TOD opportunities across all corridors. A score of less
than 80 indicates that there is very little TOD potential. Areas with strong TOD potential are those that scored 110 or more.
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RED LINE NORTH
TOD Potential North of Downtown
‹ Red Line NORTH >
Between downtown Indianapolis and
Carmel’s City Center, the Red Line has
many areas of strong TOD potential. The
strongest inner-city corridors originate
in the Indianapolis CBD and run north
along Capitol Avenue, Illinois Street, or
Meridian Street. Both south, and north of
I-65 scored well in the analysis, as well
as Broad Ripple, and areas near Carmel’s
City Center and Pennsylvania Street office
corridor.
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RED LINE SOUTH
TOD Potential South of Downtown
‹ Red Line SOUTH >
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RED LINE SUMMARY
For TOD Potential

‹ SUMMARY >
The TOD Potential Analysis revealed stronger and weaker areas along alternative routes. A few segments with
multiple alternatives needed to be narrowed down for a recommended alternative, and the TOD Potential Analysis
informed the recommendations.

RED LINE: NORTH
Between downtown Indianapolis and Carmel’s City Center, the Red Line has many areas of strong TOD potential. The strongest
inner-city corridors originate in the Indianapolis CBD and run north along Capitol Avenue, Illinois Street, or Meridian Street. Both
south, and north, of I-65 scored well in the analysis, as well as Broad Ripple, and areas near Carmel’s City Center and Pennsylvania
Street office corridor.
Midtown Variation: 16th Street to 38th Street The two options connecting Methodist Hospital at 16th Street and Illinois Street
to 38th Street, Capitol Avenue/Illinois Street, and Meridian Street, had similar scoring. Due to close proximity of the alternatives,
similar strengths in TOD Readiness and job densities keep these alternatives very competitive. TOD Potential slightly favors Meridian
Street, which has been chosen for further study.
Midtown Variation: 22nd Street to 30th Street A route alternative along College Avenue for this segment under performed by
a wide margin, with little market strength at 22nd Street and College Avenue. Therefore this segment was eliminated from further
study.
Midtown Variation: 30th Street to 38th Street This segment of College Avenue also underperformed when compared to the
intersections at 30th Street and Meridian Street or Capitol Avenue/Illinois Street. Therefore this route alternative was eliminated
from further study. It is also important to serve the 38th Street corridor, which scores very well at College Avenue, Central Avenue,
and Meridian Street.
North Variation: 86th Street to 106th Street Starting north on College Avenue, and ending on the Pennsylvania Street business
corridor in Carmel, two route alternatives were considered, College Avenue and Meridian Street. With only one viable stop
on Meridian Street, which scores very low, an opportunity to serve a minor job cluster would be missed. The College Avenue/
Pennsylvania Parkway alternative scored much better, and was chosen for further study.
RED LINE: SOUTH
South of downtown Indianapolis, the Red Line alternatives have more limited areas of strong TOD potential, along a single, dominant
route. The TOD analysis reinforced the recommended alternative with robust TOD potential. The areas around Eli Lilly and Company,
Fountain Square, University of Indianapolis, and Greenwood Park Mall all scored well in the analysis.
South Variation 1: From Stop 11 to Main Street At the southern end of the Red Line, a split was proposed for service to alternate
between a Madison Avenue terminus, and another on Emerson Avenue to reach St. Francis Hospital. However, TOD potential does
not support the Stop 11/Emerson Avenue route since the residential density and job density are relatively low outside of the hospital.
South Variation 2: Transit Center to Southern Avenue There were two primary options to connect the Downtown Transit Center
with Garfield Park: via Pennsylvania Street/Delaware Street and Madison Avenue, or Virginia Avenue and Shelby Street through
Fountain Square. The Pennsylvania Street/Delaware Street/Madison Avenue alternative scored well north of I-70, but scored poorly
along Madison Avenue. The Virginia Avenue/Shelby Street alternative also scores well near downtown and Eli Lilly and Company,
but also outside of the freeway loop in Fountain Square. Beyond stronger TOD potential, important externalities also discount
the Pennsylvania Street/Delaware Street/Madison Avenue alternative. Management of Banker’s Life Fieldhouse strongly opposed
operations in front of Banker’s Life Fieldhouse, due to incompatibility with special events and current congestion. Furthermore,
Madison Avenue is a restricted-access, below-grade roadway for the 1.5 mile stretch between Terrace Avenue and Pleasant Run
Parkway, leaving no opportunity for TOD.
A route alternative on Virginia that would more specifically serve Eli Lilly and Company at East Street and Merrill Street was
considered, but later eliminated from further study.
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METHODOLOGY*
Blue Line TOD Potential Scoring
The study area for the Blue Line corridor centered around Washington Street/US 40 through Marion County, plus the towns of
Plainfield and Avon; Indianapolis International Airport; and the Town of Cumberland. The study assessed land use and market
characteristics of the region and the proposed corridors in relation to each other using a methodology based on research and
approaches developed by the Center for Transit Oriented Development (CTOD).
The Phase I potential station scoring process analyzes various data for regional market dynamics and land use characteristics
to assess the potential for TOD within the Central Indiana region. Nine variables were studied at 321 nodes to determine how
the nodes relate within a given corridor, and how the corridors relate to each other within the region. Since many nodes were
studied within close relation to each other, a quarter-mile radius was used to avoid overlap.
The Phase II analysis evaluates half-mile radius nodes at key intersections along the proposed Red, Blue, Purple, and Green
Lines, encompassing several potential alignments starting at the core of downtown Indianapolis. A total of 129 nodes are
assessed: 47 on the Red Line, 32 on the Blue Line, 32 on the Purple Line, and 18 on the Green Line. Nineteen variables are
weighted on a scale of 1 to 10 according to the relative impact as a driver for TOD Readiness and Market Strength. Generally, the
highest weighted variables address the demographic and market characteristics of the area, followed by physical conditions.

Variables for Determining TOD Potential:
VARIABLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Employment Density*
Employment Density with Transit Preference
Population per Square Mile
Gross Residential Density
Residential Vacancy Rate
Sidewalk to Street Ratio
Intersections per Square Mile
Average Block Length
Physical Barriers
Walk Score

WEIGHT
10
10
6
4
2
3
3
2
2
5

VARIABLE
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

WEIGHT

Retail Sales
Percentage of Boomers + Millennials
Median Household Income
Average Rent
Median Home Value
Distance to CBD
Housing + Transportation Affordability™
Land Assembly
Major Trip Generators

2
4
1
1
1
3
3
3
1

Source: Greenstreet Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC

* Estimating employment density for this study used InfoUSA data, provided by the Indianapolis MPO. A second source, Dun & Bradstreet was used for quality control, to
check for discrepancies. There were significant differences in these employment estimations for some stations, which are noted in the appendix.

In the Station Area Information Sheets chapter, a composite score is provided for each node as calculated from the nineteen
weighted variables. This score is a sum of each variable’s score (1-5), multiplied by the weight of that given variable, some of
which are a measure of “Market Strength,” and some of which are a measure of “TOD Readiness.” The raw composite scores
originally range from 66 - 330, so 65 is subtracted from all composite scores for an adjusted range of 1 - 265. The adjusted
composite scores (composite scores) for the Blue Line nodes range from 47 to 230.
For the heat map, composite scores are classified into eight categories, ranging from relatively no TOD potential to the highest
TOD potential, to show the range of scores and the relative strength of TOD opportunities across all corridors. A score of less
than 80 indicates that there is very little TOD potential. Areas with strong TOD potential are those that scored 110 or more.
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‹ Blue Line WEST >
Between downtown Indianapolis and Indianapolis International Airport (IND), the Blue Line has few areas of strong
TOD potential. Only IUPUI and the nearby hospitals offer high TOD potential beyond the CBD, but these are located
north of West Washington Street along Michigan Street. IND itself is an economic boon for the region, with over 9,000
employees serving over seven million travelers a year. These figures are expected to grow to 16,000 employees and
14 million travelers per year by 2040.
Note: While the Indianapolis International Airport is a multi-modal transportation hub and employment center, its
land use configuration is not conducive to TOD. For this reason, the area around the airport was not studied for its
TOD potential under this model.
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BLUE LINE EAST
TOD Potential East of Downtown
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‹ Blue Line EAST >
Indianapolis’ East Side has significantly more TOD potential than the west. Areas of high TOD potential extend
outside of downtown to the neighborhoods of Holy Cross and Cottage Home and both are fueled by market factors
and the physical infrastructure of the area. Further east on Washington Street, the late 1800s neighborhood of
Irvington is located in a well-established district center.
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BLUE LINE SUMMARY
For TOD Potential

‹ SUMMARY >
The TOD Potential Analysis revealed the stronger and weaker areas along the Blue Line alternative routes. The
study of the Blue Line’s east leg included East Washington Street and 10th Street. The Washington Street route
terminates in Cumberland, and the 10th Street route terminates at Community Hospital East. The west leg
includes Michigan Street via IUPUI, and Washington Street terminates at Indianapolis International Airport, a major
employment center.

BLUE LINE: EAST
Indianapolis’ East Side has significantly more TOD potential than the west. Areas of high TOD potential extend outside of
downtown to the neighborhoods of Holy Cross and Cottage Home, fueled both by market factors and the physical infrastructure
of the area. Further east on Washington Street, the late 1800s neighborhood of Irvington is located in a well-established district
center.
East Variation: 10th Street terminating at Community Hospital East This route alternative for the Blue Line east of Downtown
Indianapolis displayed a high level of potential along Massachusetts Avenue, continuing outside of downtown to the Near
East Side. It also had a strong terminus: high employment density at 13th Street and Ritter Avenue. For reasons of potential
ridership and route connectivity, this route alternative was eliminated from further study.
East Variation: East Washington Street terminating in Cumberland East Washington Street is a central spine for eastern
Marion County, providing a direct route to Cumberland. This is an advantage over 10th Street, but Community Hospital East
cannot be directly served. High TOD potential lies near Southeastern Avenue and Oriental Street due to Angie’s List and Ivy
Tech, and intact urban infrastructure. Historic Irvington is also a successful district center, with good walkability and residential
density. This route alternative was chosen for further study.
BLUE LINE: WEST
Between downtown Indianapolis and Indianapolis International Airport (IND), the Blue Line has few areas of strong TOD
potential. Only IUPUI and the nearby hospitals offer significant TOD potential beyond the CBD, but these are located north of
West Washington Street along Michigan Street. IND itself is an economic boon for the region, with over 9,000 employees serving
over seven million travelers a year. These figures are expected to grow to 16,000 employees and 14 million travelers per year
by 2040.
West Variation: Michigan Street terminating at Warman Avenue In other cities with successful transit systems, universities
and hospitals are a priority for access and connectivity. IUPUI, the VA Hospital, Eskenazi Health and Riley Hospital for Children
would all be served by this route alternative, which scored very well east of the White River. However, providing a connection to
IND is significantly out of the way. This route alternative was eliminated from further study.
West Variation: Washington Street terminating at IND IND is a very important economic driver for the region, and continues
to grow. However, this route is the weakest of all other alternatives on the Red or Blue Line, with little TOD potential outside of
downtown. A few nodes, however, could offer longer term potential: Central State at Tibbs Street continues to receive public
and private investment in its redevelopment as Central Greens, and the former General Motors Stamping Plant also has strong
long term prospects as the new site for the justice center complex and an outdoor entertainment venue. The Indianapolis Zoo
recently finished the International Orangutan Center, which should increase the number of annual visitors from 1.2 million to
1.7 million. For these and other reasons, this route alternative was recommended for further study.
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METHODOLOGY
Purple Line TOD Potential Scoring
The study area for the Purple Line corridor centered around 38th Street from Eagle Creek to Post Road to an eastern terminus at
Lawrence Village at the Fort. On the west side, one alternative is still under consideration: 38th Street from the west to Lafayette
Road to 30th Street to Meridian. The study assessed land use and market characteristics of the region and the proposed corridors
in relation to each other using a methodology based on research and approaches developed by the Center for Transit Oriented
Development (CTOD).
The TOD Potential analysis evaluates half-mile radius nodes at key intersections along the proposed Red, Blue, Purple, and
Green Lines, encompassing several potential alignments starting at the core of downtown Indianapolis. A total of 129 nodes
are assessed: 47 on the Red Line, 32 on the Blue Line, 32 on the Purple Line, and 18 on the Green Line. Nineteen variables are
weighted on a scale of 1 to 10 according to the relative impact as a driver for TOD Readiness and Market Strength. Generally, the
highest weighted variables address the demographic and market characteristics of the area, followed by physical conditions.

Variables for Determining TOD Potential:
VARIABLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Employment Density*
Employment Density with Transit Preference
Population per Square Mile
Gross Residential Density
Residential Vacancy Rate
Sidewalk to Street Ratio
Intersections per Square Mile
Average Block Length
Physical Barriers
Walk Score

WEIGHT
10
10
6
4
2
3
3
2
2
5

VARIABLE
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

WEIGHT

Retail Sales
Percentage of Boomers + Millennials
Median Household Income
Average Rent
Median Home Value
Distance to CBD
Housing + Transportation Affordability™
Land Assembly
Major Trip Generators

2
4
1
1
1
3
3
3
1

Source: Greenstreet Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC

* Estimating employment density for this study used InfoUSA data, provided by the Indianapolis MPO. A second source, Dun & Bradstreet was used for quality control, to
check for discrepancies. There were significant differences in these employment estimations for some stations, which are noted in the appendix.

In the Station Area Information Sheets chapter, a composite score is provided for each node as calculated from the nineteen
weighted variables. This score is a sum of each variable’s score (1-5), multiplied by the weight of that given variable, some of
which are a measure of “Market Strength,” and some of which are a measure of “TOD Readiness.” The raw composite scores
originally range from 66 - 330, so 65 is subtracted from all composite scores for an adjusted range of 1 - 265. The adjusted
composite scores (composite scores) for the Purple Line nodes range from 33 to 187.
For the heat map, composite scores are classified into eight categories, ranging from relatively no TOD potential to the highest
TOD potential, to show the range of scores and the relative strength of TOD opportunities across all corridors. A score of less
than 80 indicates that there is very little TOD potential. Areas with strong TOD potential are those that scored 110 or more.
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METHODOLOGY
Purple Line TOD Potential Scoring
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‹ Purple Line >
The Purple Line is currently the only line being studied as a cross-town route. As currently recommended, the
route would be implemented in eastern and western phases. The eastern phase would be first, and each alignment
would connect Downtown Indianapolis to the far eastern and western ends. The potential exists to easily convert the
Purple Line into a cross-town route further in the future as ridership grows. If that occurs, the Purple Line would
serve to feed the Red and Green Lines primarily along 38th Street, a significant complete east-west connection
through northern Marion County. Strong residential density at both ends helps to serve this function as a feeder
route, with the only points of Market Strength occurring at the far west end near Eagle Creek, and the intersection
with the Red Line. The eastern terminus, located at Lawrence Village at the Fort, is expected to continue to grow in
the future.
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METHODOLOGY
Green Line TOD Potential Scoring
The study area for the Green Line corridor is centered around Delaware Street, Pennsylvania Street and Fort Wayne Avenue
north of the Downtown Transit Center in Downtown Indianapolis, then connecting to the Hoosier Heritage Port Authority (HHPA)
owned right-of-way to the cities of Fishers and Noblesville in Hamilton County. The study assessed land use and market
characteristics of the region and the proposed corridors in relation to each other using a methodology based on research and
approaches developed by the Center for Transit Oriented Development (CTOD).
The Phase I potential station scoring process analyzes various data for regional market dynamics and land use characteristics
to assess the potential for TOD within the Central Indiana region. Nine variables were studied at 321 nodes to determine how
the nodes relate within a given corridor, and how the corridors relate to each other within the region. Since many nodes were
studied within close relation to each other, a quarter-mile radius was used to avoid overlap.
The Phase II analysis evaluates half-mile radius nodes at key intersections along the proposed Red, Blue, Purple, and Green
Lines, encompassing several potential alignments starting at the core of downtown Indianapolis. A total of 129 nodes are
assessed: 47 on the Red Line, 32 on the Blue Line, 32 on the Purple Line, and 18 on the Green Line. Nineteen variables are
weighted on a scale of 1 to 10 according to the relative impact as a driver for TOD Readiness and Market Strength. Generally, the
highest weighted variables address the demographic and market characteristics of the area, followed by physical conditions.

Variables for Determining TOD Potential:
VARIABLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Employment Density*
Employment Density with Transit Preference
Population per Square Mile
Gross Residential Density
Residential Vacancy Rate
Sidewalk to Street Ratio
Intersections per Square Mile
Average Block Length
Physical Barriers
Walk Score

WEIGHT
10
10
6
4
2
3
3
2
2
5

VARIABLE
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

WEIGHT

Retail Sales
Percentage of Boomers + Millennials
Median Household Income
Average Rent
Median Home Value
Distance to CBD
Housing + Transportation Affordability™
Land Assembly
Major Trip Generators

2
4
1
1
1
3
3
3
1

Source: Greenstreet Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC

* Estimating employment density for this study used InfoUSA data, provided by the Indianapolis MPO. A second source, Dun & Bradstreet was used for quality control, to
check for discrepancies. There were significant differences in these employment estimations for some stations, which are noted in the appendix.

In the Station Area Information Sheets chapter, a composite score is provided for each node as calculated from the nineteen
weighted variables. This score is a sum of each variable’s score (1-5), multiplied by the weight of that given variable, some of
which are a measure of “Market Strength,” and some of which are a measure of “TOD Readiness.” The raw composite scores
originally range from 66 - 330, so 65 is subtracted from all composite scores for an adjusted range of 1 - 265. The adjusted
composite scores (composite scores) for the Green Line nodes range from 69 to 251.
For the heat map, composite scores are classified into eight categories, ranging from relatively no TOD potential to the highest
TOD potential, to show the range of scores and the relative strength of TOD opportunities across all corridors. A score of less
than 80 indicates that there is very little TOD potential. Areas with strong TOD potential are those that scored 110 or more.
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METHODOLOGY
Green Line TOD Potential Scoring
‹ Green Line >
Between downtown Indianapolis and
Noblesville’s historic downtown, the
Green Line has a few areas of strong
TOD potential. Through downtown
Indianapolis to St. Clair Street, the Green
Line has the three strongest nodes in the
entire system, where employment density
and residential density overlap. Further
north in Marion County, most nodes
are located in low-density industrial or
residential areas, with a few points of
strength at 52nd Street and 82nd Street.
In Hamilton County, downtown Fishers
at 116th Street performed very well.
Significant investment in infrastructure
and public space amenities are coupled
with more residential and commercial
space expected to be developed in the
coming years. Downtown Noblesville’s
historic street grid and urban fabric are
positioned well to support future growth,
but Noblesville currently lags Fishers in
new downtown development.

SR-32

146TH ST

I-

46

5
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TOD Investment
TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE VS.
TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
Transportation infrastructure, whether highways or mass transit, is expensive.
Beyond the cost of the transit system itself, leveraging a future transit system by
improving access to transit facilities and fostering transit oriented development,
requires supplementary investment in transit-supportive infrastructure.
According to the Center for Transit Oriented Development, case studies have
shown that investment in transit-supportive infrastructure (i.e., amenities,
sidewalks and bikeways, infrastructure enhancements, project development
subsidies, etc.) can be $.50 to $1.00 for every $1.00 invested in the transit system
itself (i.e., right-of-way acquisition and development, transit vehicles, platforms
and stations, storage and maintenance facilities, etc.).

‹ TRANSIT INFRASTRUCTURE >

‹ WORK TOGETHER >
“Local governments and developers
need to work together as this discussion
moves forward to ensure that zoning
ordinances and local land use policies
are supportive of the potential future
transit oriented development and
establish the appropriate groundwork
for its success.”
~ Central Indiana Transit Task Force,
2011

Right-of-way acquisition + vehicles + platforms + station facilities +
maintenance and storage facilities...

‹ TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE >
Public amenities + infrastructure enhancement + pedestrian
connections + catalyst projects...
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Understanding
TOD Investment
NECESSARY PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TOD
Many of the benefits from TOD, including higher property values related to the
increased connectivity from transit, also rely on the range of place making
investments necessary to create a walkable neighborhood. This includes good
sidewalks, street trees, public plazas and parks, and, to the extent possible, a
district offering goods and services catering to people’s daily needs. In examining
station area improvements along a variety of transit lines, case studies have
shown that for every $1 invested in transit infrastructure, local communities
need to invest an additional $0.50 to $1 to develop pedestrian connections and
other transit supportive infrastructure improvements. While these costs can
vary depending on the condition of the area and the need for utilities and other
infrastructure that might be necessary to support higher density development,
communities should be prepared to make their own investments in and around
station areas beyond what a regional or even local transit provider is already
contributing.
Not all transit station locations are the same - development will
vary from station to station.

‹ THE MARKET >
Transit alone will not overcome a
weak real estate market.

Station areas have to be chosen
strategically, planned, and
designed correctly for economic
development to occur.

LEVERAGING TRANSIT
To capture existing and future development opportunities with limited resources,
the TOD program must be strategic when targeting and investing in station
areas and corridors. While there is a general need for regional coordination of
infrastructure planning, finding adequate funding to provide transit-supportive
infrastructure will be critical. Public, private, non-governmental and philanthropic
sources, each providing unique access to networks and resources can play a part,
but these roles have to be coordinated and investments prioritized.
To help leverage transit oriented development and increase travel by transit,
walking and bicycling, a TOD Investment Framework can inform land use policy
and station area investment priorities. The TOD Investment Framework charts
station areas on a spectrum of both the Market Strength and TOD Readiness
indices, with the intersection of these two scores determining the investment
strategy: Infill + Enhance; Catalyze + Connect; Plan + Partner. This construct was
conceived by the Center for Transit Oriented Development, and has been applied
in transit planning for systems in Baltimore, Denver and Portland, among others.
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A connected street network (white) is important.
Highly disconnected street networks often exist
in suburban residential areas and urban areas
that have barriers such as highways and railways.
Efforts must be taken to enhance or create
connections
for transit stations to be viable.
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Existing market conditions matter, as does public infrastructure such as sidewalks, bicycles routes and a highly connected
street grid.
An important determinant of the success of transit and TOD is connections to sidewalks and bikeways which encourage many more people
to walk or bike to transit and neighborhood destinations. For illustrative purposes, a study of the Green Line revealed a varied quality of
Bikeways
pedestrian access among potential station areas
within Marion
County. Regional
Defined by the
percentage of sidewalk facilities within a ½ mile
Exisiting
Sidewalks
radius of the station area, pedestrian access ranged from 23 percent to 87 percent.
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TOD Investment Framework
Integrating TOD Readiness and Market Strength

MOST READY
FOR TOD

A station-area’s overall TOD Potential is measured by charting the two indices of TOD
Readiness and Market Strength. These measurements are shown in the matrices
below and can be used to determine what investment strategy is appropriate for
a given station. The three strategy options for a station area include: (1) Plan +
Partner, (2) Catalyze + Connect, and (3) Infill + Enhance.

NEARLY READY
FOR TOD

TOD Readiness

THREE CATEGORIES OF TOD POTENTIAL

LEAST READY
FOR TOD

Market Strength

TOD Readiness

(1) - PLAN + PARTNER
These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since they
generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support major
private investment. Given their transit accessibility, however, these areas are
ideally suited for station area planning and technical assistance for development
implementation (e.g., visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID).
These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic sectors,
to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment to follow.

LEAST READY
FOR TOD

Market Strength

(2) - CATALYZE + CONNECT
These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
transit oriented development, and are characterized by either strong urban form
with limited Market Strength, or limited urban form with more robust Market
Strength. Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase
activity levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g.,
parks, plazas and public buildings). There is also an opportunity to work with local
jurisdictions to identify placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the
pedestrian orientation of the street network and provide better connectivity for all
modes. These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

TOD Readiness

NEARLY READY
FOR TOD

Market Strength

TOD Readiness

MOST READY
FOR TOD

Market Strength
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(3) - INFILL + ENHANCE
These station areas are the most “TOD ready,” and are generally characterized
by good urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
Market Strength. Given the relative strength of these areas, TOD investments
should leverage significantly higher residential and/or employment densities,
demonstration projects, urban living amenities (e.g. restaurants, shops), and/ or
workforce housing. They are the most appropriate locations for significant infill
development and are primarily the focus of the private sector.
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Corridor Overview - Red Line NORTH
TOD Investment Framework Scoring
This corridor has the strongest market for TOD overall, with significant potential for public investment leverage. The longest
stretch of strong TOD potential occurs north of downtown to 16th Street. Catalyze + Connect areas that are best positioned
for public investment include Illinois Street at 30th Street, near the Children’s Museum, and 38th Street; and many nodes on
College Avenue south of Broad Ripple.

‹ Red Line NORTH >

< CATALYZE + CONNECT NODES >

Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis)
and Market Strength (X Axis)

COLLEGE AVENUE (10-15)

TOD READINESS (TR)

The neighborhoods south of Broad Ripple
have slowly lost population, and have older,
mostly single family housing stock. Infill and
more housing options would complement
the strong commercial nodes in the area,
further increasing market fundamentals.

Source: urbanindy.com

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

CARMEL OFFICE CORRIDOR (17-19)

Infill + Enhance
Catalyze + Connect
Plan + Partner
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Node
Capitol/Maryland
Illinois/Washington
Capitol/Ohio
Capitol/Michigan
Illinois/Michigan
Capitol/10th
Illinois/10th
Capitol/16th
Illinois/16th
College/38th
College/46th
College/52nd
College/54th
College/Br. Ripple
College/67th
College/86th

MS
158
171
165
190
184
177
184
152
169
91
81
106
99
151
83
91

TR
46
50
59
53
53
51
51
52
56
47
41
40
35
44
30
19

# Node
MS
17 Penn Pkwy/101.5 86
104
18 Penn/116th
117
19 City Ctr/Guilford
20 City Ctr/Rangeline 127
113
21 Rangeline/Main
152
35 Meridian/22nd
36 Meridian/Fall Creek 112
124
37 Meridian/30th
108
38 Meridian/38th
170
39 Meridian/18th
153
40 Meridian/34th
102
41 Clay Terrace
42 Greyhound Ct/151st 102
77
43 Union/Main St
49
44 Grand Park
121
47 College/96th

TR
19
17
26
26
38
54
48
49
39
59
42
18
12
21
20
19

This corridor is strong on Market Strength
due to high employment densities in
Indiana’s second largest business district.
However, it is lacking a connected street
network and pedestrian accessible
amenities that are necessary for successful
TOD.

Note: Many more station areas were studied than shown above. The station areas shown in this
document are those chosen for further study.
Note: The Market Strength (MS) scores, which ranged from 50 - 250, were adjusted to 1 - 201
by subtracting 49. TOD Readiness (TR), which ranged from 16 - 80, were adjusted to 1 - 65 by
subtracting 15.
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Corridor Overview - Red Line SOUTH
TOD Investment Framework Scoring
In this corridor, strong TOD potential exists only close to downtown, with one other point of strength near the University of
Indianapolis (66). Here, improved residential and employment density would push the neighborhood over a tipping point of
supporting a retail hub at Hanna Avenue and Shelby Street. Near Greenwood Park Mall, there is above average density of
employment with transit preference, but a lack of residential density and poor pedestrian infrastructure. This area has great
infill TOD infill opportunity, given its position as a regional shopping center with available and underutilized land.

GREENWOOD PARK MALL (32)
A relatively strong node, falling under
Catalyze + Connect, Greenwood Park Mall
has a very disjointed road and sidewalk
network, and purely auto oriented land
uses. Improved connections and mixed-use
infill would maximize the potential of this
regional shopping center.

‹ Red Line SOUTH >
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis)
and Market Strength (X Axis)

TOD READINESS (TR)

< CATALYZE + CONNECT NODES >

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

Source: google.com

Infill + Enhance
Catalyze + Connect
Plan + Partner

UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS (27)
This growing university is well placed to
become an even stronger anchor for the
south side of Indianapolis. Dense infill
near the intersection of Hanna Avenue and
Shelby Street can improve the sense of
place by providing some university oriented
retail options, housing, and possible shared
uses with the university.

#

Node

MS

TR

# Node

MS

TR

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Virginia/Louisiana
Virginia/Prospect
Shelby/Raymond
Shelby/Southern
Shelby/Troy
Shelby/Hanna
Madison/Thompson
Madison/Edgewood
Madison/Southport
Madison/Stop11

164
118
88
71
67
110
74
53
80
131

51
54
44
38
37
32
29
19
33
30

32
33
34
45
46

106
93
98
114
74

32
41
34
55
44

Madison/GW Mall
Madison/Main
Madison/Kmart
Virginia/College
Shelby/Southern

Note: Many more station areas were studied than shown above. The station areas shown in this
document are those chosen for further study, but may not match the final list of station areas as
recommended. Some station areas were studied twice, as they overlapped with other lines, and may
show slightly different scoring.
Note: The Market Strength (MS) scores, which ranged from 50 - 250, were adjusted to 1 - 201
by subtracting 49. TOD Readiness (TR), which ranged from 16 - 80, were adjusted to 1 - 65 by
subtracting 15.
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Corridor Overview - Blue Line EAST
TOD Investment Framework Scoring
The Blue Line East has strong nodes on the Near East Side as well as in Irvington. An important trend, however, is that while
there is a full range of TOD Readiness, Market Strength is generally lacking. Important Catalyze + Connect nodes include
Washington Street at Rural Street and Emerson Avenue.

‹ Blue Line EAST >
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis)
and Market Strength (X Axis)

< INFILL + ENHANCE NODES >
EAST WASHINGTON STREET (2-6)

TOD READINESS (TR)

The East Washington Street corridor is the
only other segment in the Indy Connect
system that has comparable TOD Readiness
to the Red Line North. The East Washington
Street Partnership recently completed
a near-term strategic planning effort,
ReEnergize East Washington Street, to focus
efforts and resources on catalyst projects at
key nodes, including Southeastern Avenue,
Oriental Street, Hamilton Avenue, and Rural
Street. Private investment from recent
employment expansions and new business
start-ups has led to net job growth which
will reinforce the Market Strength of the
corridor.

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
Infill + Enhance
Catalyze + Connect
Plan + Partner
# Node
1
Wash/East
2
Wash/S’eastern
3
Wash/Arsenal
4
Wash/Hamilton
5
Wash/Rural
6
Wash/LaSalle
7
Wash/Sherman
8
Wash/Linwood
9
Wash/Emerson
10 Wash/Ritter

MS
177
133
119
101
84
83
65
72
86
96

TR
54
54
62
48
48
47
43
37
41
49

# Node
11 Wash/Arlington
12 Wash/Ridgeview
13 Wash/Shortridge
14 Wash/Franklin
15 Wash/Post
16 Wash/Cherry Tree
17 Wash/W. Sq. Mall
18 Wash/Walmart
19 Wash/Meijer

MS TR
90 46
60 34
68 21
40 21
33 15
70 15
79 21
76 15
74 28

Source: eastwashingtonstreet.org

Note: Many more station areas were studied than shown above. The station areas shown in this
document are those chosen for further study, but may not match the final list of station areas as
recommended. Some station areas were studied twice, as they overlapped with other lines, and may
show slightly different scoring.
Note: The Market Strength (MS) scores, which ranged from 50 - 250, were adjusted to 1 - 201
by subtracting 49. TOD Readiness (TR), which ranged from 16 - 80, were adjusted to 1 - 65 by
subtracting 15.
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Corridor Overview - Blue Line WEST
TOD Investment Framework Scoring
Overall, the Blue Line West is the weakest segment from the perspective of TOD potential. While TOD opportunity falls
sharply outside of downtown, the important service of connecting downtown to the airport cannot be overlooked. Indianapolis
International Airport is not only growing in terms of passengers served, but employment.

< INDIANAPOLIS
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(IND) >

‹ Blue Line WEST >
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis)
and Market Strength (X Axis)

Indianapolis International Airport (IND) is an
economic engine for the region, as a major
transportation and logistics hub. Despite
being a major employment destination, the
character of the airport is unique and was
not studied specifically from TOD Potential.

TOD READINESS (TR)

AEROTROPOLIS

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
The Indianapolis Airport Authority has its
own long-term plan for the development of
an “aerotropolis.” By 2040, cargo tonnage,
passengers, and on-airport employees are
expected to grow significantly. As many
as 16,000 employees could be working at
IND and surrounding businesses, up from
10,000 currently.

Infill + Enhance
Catalyze + Connect
Plan + Partner
#
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Node
Wash/Illinois
Wash/Capitol
Wash/West
Wash/Wh Rv Pkwy
Wash/Harding
Wash/Belmont
Wash/Warman

MS
171
171
155
89
89
80
46

TR
50
51
44
42
53
51
42

#
27
28
29
30
31
32

Node
Wash/Holt
Wash/Fleming
Wash/Fuller
Wash/Morris
Wash/Sigsbee
Wash/Bridgeport

MS
37
49
70
78
53
27

TR
28
33
26
38
29
21

Note: Many more station areas were studied than shown above. The station areas shown in this
document are those chosen for further study, but may not match the final list of station areas as
recommended. Some station areas were studied twice, as they overlapped with other lines, and may
show slightly different scoring.
Note: The Market Strength (MS) scores, which ranged from 50 - 250, were adjusted to 1 - 201
by subtracting 49. TOD Readiness (TR), which ranged from 16 - 80, were adjusted to 1 - 65 by
subtracting 15.
Note: IND was not studied for TOD potential due to land use considerations.
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Corridor Overview - Purple Line
TOD Investment Framework Scoring
The Purple Line has generally weak market conditions for TOD. TOD Readiness is better, though, and the underlying IndyGo
routes are among the strongest performing in the system. The greatest potential is near the overlap with the Red Line and
Green Line, from Meridian Street to the State Fair Grounds along 38th Street. Relatively strong residential density at both ends
of the Purple Line make this a strong feeder route for employment centers and other attractions in downtown Indianapolis.

‹ Purple Line >

< CATALYZE + CONNECT NODES >

Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis)
and Market Strength (X Axis)

INTERNATIONAL MARKETPLACE (4, 5)

TOD READINESS (TR)

The International Marketplace Coalition is
embracing new-found diversity and with
the help of the community and businesses
it is actively working to transform the area
around the Lafayette Square Mall into the
International Marketplace. Recognized by
The New York Times as being a place “where
the world comes to eat,” over 70 languages
are spoken in the diverse neighborhood
near the intersection of 38th Street and
Lafayette Road.

< PLAN + PARTNER NODE >
INDIANA STATE FAIRGROUNDS (12)
MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Infill + Enhance
Catalyze + Connect
Plan + Partner
Node
38th/Eagle Cr Pkwy
38th/High School
38th/Moller
38th/Georgetown
38th/Lafayette
30th/Lafayette
30th/Cold Spring
30th/Dr MLK Jr
30th/Meridian
38th/Central
38th/College
38th/HHPA
38th/Keystone
38th/Meadows
38th/Sherman
38th/Emerson

MS
137
101
77
88
92
72
48
32
137
119
83
48
72
64
42
50

TR
29
23
33
27
26
28
17
43
51
44
39
36
35
37
34
31

# Node
17 38th/Arlington
18 38th/Shadeland
19 38th/Franklin
20 56th/Post
21 Pendleton/Post
22 38th/Post
23 Post/42nd
24 38th/Kevin Way
25 Lafayette/34th
26 30th/Wh Rv Pkwy E
27 30th/Clifton
28 38th/Monon
29 38th/Layman
30 38th/Richardt
31 38th/Alsace
32 59th/Ivy Tech

MS
53
93
52
72
44
66
49
76
70
10
43
67
27
64
42
63

TR
33
25
27
28
24
48
41
30
23
24
41
36
29
18
27
22

Operating at its present location since 1892,
the annual State Fair and the additional
year-round activities at the Fairgrounds
generate a significant direct impact to the
local economy, estimated at $158.4 million
in 2011. The Indiana State Fair operation
only employs about 60 full-time staff,
however, and the employment density per
acre is low. Market Strength indicators for
the neighborhoods around the Fairgrounds
are improving in large part to the efforts
of Mapleton-Fall Creek Development
Corporation and the Destination Fall Creek
plan and initiatives.

Note: Many more station areas were studied than shown above. The station areas shown in this
document are those chosen for further study, but may not match the final list of station areas as
recommended. Some station areas were studied twice, as they overlapped with other lines, and may
show slightly different scoring.
Note: The Market Strength (MS) scores, which ranged from 50 - 250, were adjusted to 1 - 201
by subtracting 49. TOD Readiness (TR), which ranged from 16 - 80, were adjusted to 1 - 65 by
subtracting 15.
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Green vertical
eps

Corridor Overview - Green Line
TOD Investment Framework Scoring

At 23 miles long, the Green Line connects Noblesville in the north to downtown Indianapolis while connecting Fishers and
the Indiana State Fair Grounds along the way. Outside of downtown Indianapolis, the Catalyze + Connect nodes include 16th
Street, which has particularly strong TOD Readiness, but lacks Market Strength. Also, 52nd Street and the downtowns of
Fishers (116th Street) and Noblesville have TOD Potential. In between are largely low-density residential or industrial areas,
facing significant connectivity issues.

< URBANIZING SUBURBS >

‹ Green Line >
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis)
and Market Strength (X Axis)

With over 100,000 square feet each of new
commercial and residential space under
development, the Nickel Plate District in
downtown Fishers is rapidly increasing
density.

TOD READINESS (TR)

DOWNTOWN FISHERS

Source: fishers.in.us

A: Central Green Improvements
B: The Depot at Nickel Plate
C: Yeager Project
D: Loftus Robinson Project
E: Meyer Najem Building
F: 116th St. Pocket Park

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
Infill + Enhance
Catalyze + Connect
Plan + Partner
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Node
Virginia/Pearl
Delaware/Pearl
Penn/Ohio
Delaware/Ohio
Ft Wayne/St Clair
College/10th
HHPA/16th
HHPA/30th
HHPA/38th

MS
160
163
189
189
193
163
59
29
49

TR
59
59
56
62
59
52
50
44
33

#
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Node
HHPA/52nd
HHPA/62nd
HHPA/71st
HHPA/82nd
HHPA/96th
HHPA/116th
HHPA/146th
HHPA/S. 8th
HHPA/SR 32

MS
114
102
94
91
90
120
64
48
95

TR
35
22
17
22
15
37
20
22
37

Note: Many more station areas were studied than shown above. The station areas shown in this
document are those chosen for further study, but may not match the final list of station areas as
recommended. Some station areas were studied twice, as they overlapped with other lines, and may
show slightly different scoring.
Note: The Market Strength (MS) scores, which ranged from 50 - 250, were adjusted to 1 - 201
by subtracting 49. TOD Readiness (TR), which ranged from 16 - 80, were adjusted to 1 - 65 by
subtracting 15.
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Plan + Partner
TOD Investment Framework

The TOD Investment Program for Plan + Partner stations should support planning efforts,
stakeholder connections, and improvements to underlying TOD market conditions.
•

These areas currently lack many of the key market and physical features needed to ensure full leverage of public
investments

•

Due to the low-return nature of investments in infrastructure, CDC, non-governmental and philanthropic funding
sources will be more efficient than public or private investments

•

New investment and increased activity can move Plan + Partner communities up to Catalyze + Connect

Action Steps
•

Long range planning is needed to ensure that the full potential of the transit investment can be realized in the future

•

Key stakeholders should participate in station area and corridor planning efforts

•

Connect local governments with other entities who may be able to help fund infrastructure needs

PLAN + PARTNER
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis) and Market Strength (X Axis)

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Blue Line >

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Red Line >

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
# Node

MS TR

16
17
18
26
29
41

91
86
104
67
53
102

College/86th
Penn Pkwy/101.5
Penn/116th
Shelby/Troy
Madison/Edgewood
Clay Terrace
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19
19
17
37
19
18

# Node

MS TR

42
43
44
45

102
77
49
121

Greyhound Ct/151st
Union/Main St
Grand Park
College/96th

12
21
20
19

# Node

MS TR

7
12
13
14
15
16
17

65
60
68
40
33
70
79

Wash/Sherman
Wash/Ridgeview
Wash/Shortridge
Wash/Franklin
Wash/Post
Wash/Cherry Tree
Wash/W. Sq. Mall

43
34
21
21
15
15
21

# Node

MS TR

18
26
27
28
29
31
32

76
46
37
49
70
53
27

Wash/Walmart
Wash/Warman
Wash/Holt
Wash/Fleming
Wash/Fuller
Wash/Sigsbee
Wash/Bridgeport

15
42
28
33
26
29
21
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Plan + Partner
TOD Investment Framework

The TOD Investment Program for Plan + Partner stations should support planning efforts,
stakeholder connections, and improvements to underlying TOD market conditions.
•

These areas currently lack many of the key market and physical features needed to ensure full leverage of public
investments

•

Due to the low-return nature of investments in infrastructure, CDC, non-governmental and philanthropic funding
sources will be more efficient than public or private investments

•

New investment and increased activity can move Plan + Partner communities up to Catalyze + Connect

Action Steps
•

Long range planning is needed to ensure that the full potential of the transit investment can be realized in the future

•

Key stakeholders should participate in station area and corridor planning efforts

•

Connect local governments with other entities who may be able to help fund infrastructure needs

PLAN + PARTNER
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis) and Market Strength (X Axis)

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Green Line >

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Purple Line >

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
# Node

MS TR

2
7
8
12
14
15
16
17
18
19

101
48
32
48
64
42
50
53
93
52

38th/High School
30th/Cold Spring
30th/Dr MLK Jr
38th/HHPA
38th/Meadows
38th/Sherman
38th/Emerson
38th/Arlington
38th/Shadeland
38th/Franklin
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23
17
43
36
37
34
31
33
25
27

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

# Node

MS TR

21
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

44
49
70
10
43
67
27
64
42
63

Pendleton/Post
Post/42nd
Lafayette/34th
30th/Wh Rv Pkwy E
30th/Clifton
38th/Monon
38th/Layman
38th/Richardt
38th/Alsace
59th/Ivy Tech

24
41
23
24
41
36
29
18
27
22

# Node

MS TR

8
9
11
12

29
49
102
94

HHPA/30th
HHPA/38th
HHPA/62nd
HHPA/71st

44
33
22
17

# Node

MS TR

13
14
16
17

91
90
64
48

HHPA/82nd
HHPA/96th
HHPA/146th
HHPA/S. 8th

22
15
20
22
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Catalyze + Connect
TOD Investment Framework

The TOD Investment Program for Catalyze + Connect stations should strengthen underlying
market conditions with catalyst projects, subsidize targeted projects, and bolster placemaking.
•

These areas offer some physical and/or TOD market foundations for transit oriented development, but are not yet able
to achieve TOD character due to shortcomings in their current TOD market and/or physical context

•

These are key areas for targeted public investment to catalyze TOD growth

Action Steps
•

Key stakeholders should work with local and regional jurisdictions to develop infrastructure that improves walkability
and provides better connectivity

•

Target public investments in projects that help attract private development, increase density, and make these
communities more desirable places to live and work

•

TOD-supportive physical improvements and increased market activity can move Catalyze + Connect communities up to
Infill + Enhance

CATALYZE + CONNECT
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis) and Market Strength (X Axis)

‹ Blue Line >

TOD READINESS (TR)

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Red Line >

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
# Node

MS TR

11
12
13
15
19
20
21
24
25

81
106
99
83
117
127
113
88
71

College/46th
College/52nd
College/54th
College/67th
City Ctr/Guilford
City Ctr/Rangeline
Rangeline/Main
Shelby/Raymond
Shelby/Southern
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41
40
35
30
26
26
38
44
38

# Node

MS TR

27
28
30
31
32
33
34
38

110
74
80
131
106
93
98
108

Shelby/Hanna
Madison/Thompson
Madison/Southport
Madison/Stop 11
Madison/G’wood M.
Madison/Main
Madison/Kmart
Meridian/38th

32
29
33
30
32
41
34
39

# Node

MS TR

8
9
19
23
30

72
86
74
89
78

Wash/Linwood
Wash/Emerson
Wash/Meijer
Wash/Wh Rv Pkwy
Wash/Morris

37
41
28
42
38
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Catalyze + Connect
TOD Investment Framework

The TOD Investment Program for Catalyze + Connect stations should strengthen underlying
market conditions with catalyst projects, subsidize targeted projects, and bolster placemaking.
•

These areas offer some physical and/or TOD market foundation for transit oriented development, but are not yet able
to achieve TOD character given shortcomings in their current TOD market and/or physical context

•

Key areas for targeted public investment to catalyze TOD growth

Action Steps
•

Key stakeholders should work with local and regional jurisdictions to develop infrastructure that improves walkability
and provides better connectivity

•

Target public investments in projects that help attract private development, increase density, and make these
communities more desirable places to live and work

•

TOD-supportive physical improvements and increased market activity can move Catalyze + Connect communities up to
Infill + Enhance

CATALYZE + CONNECT
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis) and Market Strength (X Axis)

TOD READINESS

‹ Green Line >

TOD READINESS

‹ Purple Line >

MARKET STRENGTH
# Node

MS TR

1
3
4
5
6
10

137
77
88
92
72
119

38th/Eagle Cr Pkwy
38th/Moller
38th/Georgetown
38th/Lafayette
30th/Lafayette
38th/Central
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29
33
27
26
28
44

MARKET STRENGTH

# Node

MS TR

11
13
20
22
24

83
72
72
66
76

38th/College
38th/Keystone
56th/Post
38th/Post
38th/Kevin Way

39
35
28
48
30

# Node

MS TR

7
10
15
18

59
114
120
95

HHPA/16th
HHPa/52nd
HHPA/116th
HHPA/SR 32

50
35
37
37
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Infill + Enhance
TOD Investment Framework

The TOD Investment Program for Infill + Enhance stations should build employment and
residential densities, including workforce housing.
•

These areas have strong urban character including higher densities, a mix of activities, quality urban form and
transportation options combined with moderate to stronger TOD Market Strength

•

The most “TOD ready” transit communities.

Action Steps
•

Key stakeholders should promote more intensive infill development and enhancement of local services and amenities

•

Enhance placemaking through urban living infrastructure to help maximize local TOD potential and catalyze further
private market investment

INFILL + ENHANCE
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis) and Market Strength (X Axis)

‹ Red Line >

TOD READINESS (TR)

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Blue Line >

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)
# Node

MS TR

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

158
171
165
190
184
177
184
152
168
91

Capitol/Maryland
Illinois/Washington
Capitol/Ohio
Capitol/Michigan
Illinois/Michigan
Capitol/10th
Illinois/10th
Capitol/16th
Illinois/16th
College/38th
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46
50
59
53
53
51
51
52
56
47

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

# Node

MS TR

14
22
23
35
36
37
39
40
45
46

151
164
118
152
112
124
170
153
114
74

College/Br. Ripple
Virginia/Louisiana
Virginia/Prospect
Meridian/22nd
Meridian/Fall Creek
Meridian/30th
Meridian/18th
Meridian/34th
Virginia/College
Shelby/Southern

44
51
54
54
48
49
59
42
55
44

# Node

MS TR

1
2
3
4
5
6
10

177
133
119
101
84
83
96

Wash/East
Wash/S’eastern
Wash/Arsenal
Wash/Hamilton
Wash/Rural
Wash/LaSalle
Wash/Ritter

54
54
62
48
48
47
49

# Node

MS TR

11
20
21
22
24
25

90
171
171
155
89
80

Wash/Arlington
Wash/Illinois
Wash/Capitol
Wash/West
Wash/Harding
Wash/Belmont

46
50
51
44
53
51
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Infill + Enhance
TOD Investment Framework

The TOD Investment Program for Infill + Enhance stations should build employment and
residential densities, including workforce housing.
•

These areas have strong urban character including higher densities, a mix of activities, quality urban form and
transportation options combined with moderate to stronger TOD Market Strength

•

The most “TOD ready” transit communities.

Action Steps
•

Key stakeholders should promote more intensive infill development and enhancement of local services and amenities

•

Enhance placemaking through urban living infrastructure to help maximize local TOD potential and catalyze further
private market investment

INFILL + ENHANCE
Each node is plotted on the matrix below by TOD Readiness (Y Axis) and Market Strength (X Axis)

‹ Green Line >

TOD READINESS (TR)

TOD READINESS (TR)

‹ Purple Line >

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

MARKET STRENGTH (MS)

# Node

MS TR

# Node

MS TR

9 30th/Meridian

137 51

1
2
3
4
5
6

160
163
189
189
193
163
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Virginia/Pearl
Delaware/Pearl
Penn/Ohio
Delaware/Ohio
Ft Wayne/St Clair
College/10th

59
59
56
62
59
52
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VALUE CAPTURE

THE CHALLENGE OF INFRASTRUCTURE FUNDING
The Indiana Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers gave
the Hoosier State a C- for roads in its 2010 report card, stating:
“The funding needed to update Indiana’s local roads to current
standards is approximately $3.5 billion, with a shortfall of
around $715 million per year for annual maintenance needs.
State-owned roads will require an additional $21.8 billion from
2016 to 2030 for maintenance and expansion, with Major Moves
funds covering the needs from the present through 2015. Even
with Indiana’s influx of money from the Major Moves initiative,
funding levels at both the state and local levels continue to be
a challenge in addressing the substantial need to improve road
conditions and maintain Indiana’s economic viability.”1
The vast majority of funding for INDOT’s $1.5 billion annual budget
comes from Federal and State sources.2 Motor fuel taxes represent
virtually all of the Federal funds while 68% of the State funds are
sourced from motor fuel taxes. Vehicle registrations, licenses, and
title fees make up the next largest source of state transportation
funding (22 percent).3 INDOT views the following as its largest
financial challenges:
•
•
•
•

1
2

3
4

Decline of fuel taxes primarily due to more fuel efficient vehicles,
hybrids, and alternative fuel vehicles and changing technology
Sustainability of condition ratings for Bridges, Roadways, and all
other Asset classes
Construction inflation and the reduction of INDOT’s purchasing
power
Solvency of the Federal Highway Trust Fund4

< ABOUT >
Infrastructure, whether it is a
new road or a rapid transit line,
is expensive and securing funding
for infrastructure is often a
challenge for many communities.
As part of the TOD Strategic Plan,
Strategic Economics researched
and prepared a summary of value
capture tools and strategies for
funding needs related to the
planned rapid transit lines in the
Indy Connect plan. This section
describes the use, role, and
limitations of value capture tools
for transit-related infrastructure,
both generally and in the
Indianapolis regional context.

Indiana Section, American Society of Civil Engineers. Report Card for Indiana’s Infrastructure, 2010
INDOT’s annual use of funds is $1.5 billion, of which about 85% currently goes to operating expenses, debt service
on previous bond issuances, and preservation of existing assets. Over 95% of Major Moves funding has been spent
or allocated to infrastructure projects. Future capital investment for new roads and highways. Due to declining
revenues largely driven by fewer fuel tax dollars), INDOT’s projected 5 year spending plan reflects more investment in
Preservation and less directed to large capacity projects. Operating Expense remains relatively flat across all years.
Comparing 2003 to 2019, INDOT is expected to spend only $200M more in FY2019. Yet, when adjusted for construction
inflation, INDOT should be spending $1.2B more than 2003. Revenues are not there to support the needs nor can they
maintain the rate of inflation which is projected to grow at nearly 60% faster than the CPI (consumer price index) over
the next 10 years.
Brassard, Dan. INDOT Memorandum on Indiana’s Transportation Financial Outlook. April 25, 2014
Brassard, Dan. INDOT Memorandum on Indiana’s Transportation Financial Outlook. April 25, 2014
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VALUE CAPTURE
Infrastructure Funding
In 2014, a “Blue Ribbon Panel” on Indiana’s transportation infrastructure addressed the issue, primarily from the
perspective of logistics and economic development. Among the recommendations were “end any and all revenue
diversions from transportation related activities from their original intended funding purpose:”
•

Federal and State Highway funds no longer used for mass transit.

•

Federal fuel tax, vehicle mileage fee and other highway fund user fees flow directly to the Highway Trust Fund,
not the General Revenue Fund.

•

State fuel tax, vehicle mileage fee, state sales tax on gasoline and vehicle registration fee flow directly to the
State Motor Vehicle Highway Account.

•

Federal and State Highway Funds should not pay for transit, enhancement, safety, and other non-road programs.5

The recommendations clearly intend to preserve existing funding sources for Indiana’s existing highway infrastructure
and identify new dedicated sources to address future road, air, and water infrastructure projects. This follows 2011
state legislation that eliminated a share of the state sales tax that went to the Public Mass Transportation Fund, which
supports northern Indiana commuter rail and bus systems around the state.
A further decline in the relatively small amount of state funding allocated to mass transit would create further
challenges in advancing transit in Central Indiana. However, the Panel went further, evaluating and prioritizing future
infrastructure projects.
“Of all the recommended projects, the Commerce Connector has drawn particularly heavy scrutiny due to
its potential impact on Indianapolis. The City of Indianapolis is concerned that the Commerce Connector
will encourage growth outside of Marion County along the Connector’s corridor, which the City believes will
contribute to additional and continuing blight within the City’s south side. The Panel recognizes that the City
of Indianapolis does not support the Commerce Connector and appreciates its concerns. However, the Panel
believes that the Commerce Connector is a high priority, critical project because of its ability to facilitate the
movement of freight and passenger traffic into and around Indianapolis, particularly at bottleneck locations
such as the intersection of I-69 and I-465 on the northeast side of Indianapolis.”6
Despite such a significant investment ($1.8 billion in 2013 dollars) in highway infrastructure and the purported
economic benefits, the net long-term effect could be more detrimental to the Central Indiana region. Another
outer belt could enable low-density, inefficient, and expensive land use and development patterns that are not
cost-effective for local government to service, to expand further.

5
6

“Blue Ribbon Panel on Transportation Infrastructure: Final Report to Governor Pence,” July 9, 2014
“Blue Ribbon Panel on Transportation Infrastructure: Final Report to Governor Pence,” July 9, 2014
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VALUE CAPTURE
Infrastructure Funding
THE CHALLENGE OF FUNDING TRANSIT AND TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE INFRASTRUCTURE
Indiana is not alone in having to balance competing infrastructure priorities and limited resources. The competitive
environment for federal transportation funds is increasing while and state and local capacity to fund infrastructure
is diminishing. Communities are increasingly looking to creative solutions for dedicated funding for transit. Beyond
the transit system itself, transit oriented development often requires investments in adjacent infrastructure and
community facilities to support the type of development that can enhance robust transit ridership. These transitsupportive infrastructure investments might include:
•

Increasing utility capacity (e.g., sanitary sewer, water, storm sewer) and roads (to complete the grid) to support
more development.

•

Improving walking and bicycling connectivity by adding or improving sidewalks, crosswalks, bicycle lanes,
bicycle storage, and streetscape enhancements such as lighting, street trees, and benches.

•

Creating or improving parks, plazas, and other open space amenities.

•

Building structured parking facilities which allows surface parking lots to be redeveloped for TOD.

•

Assembly and acquisition of land.

These types of transit-supportive infrastructure and the development they facilitate can benefit the environment,
the economy, and public health by making it easy for people to walk, bicycle, or take transit; reducing pollution from
automobiles; and providing affordable transportation options. However, communities often find it difficult to pay for
transit-supportive infrastructure because it requires upfront investment. Further, many of the benefits accrue to the
public and are therefore difficult to monetize, rarely generating sufficient revenue to pay for itself.7

7

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and co-authored by Strategic Economics, “Infrastructure Financing Options for Transit-Oriented Development,” January 2013.
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VALUE CAPTURE
Infrastructure Funding
To meet the demand for transportation infrastructure, including rapid transit, communities are braiding multiple
local, state and federal funding sources and strategically prioritizing public investments and projects, to build a
broad and stable funding stream. The tools are broadly categorized under:
•

Direct fees, including user and utility fees and congestion pricing.

•

Debt tools, including private debt, bond financing, and federal and state infrastructure debt mechanisms.

•

Credit assistance, including federal and state credit assistance tools and the Transportation Infrastructure
Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA).

•

Equity, including public-private partnerships and infrastructure investment funds.

•

Value capture, including developer fees and exactions, special districts, tax increment financing, and joint
development.

•

Grants and other philanthropic sources, including federal transportation and community and economic
development grants and foundation grants and investments.

•

Emerging tools, including structured funds, anchor institution partnerships, parking management, land
banks, redfields (private properties in financial distress) to greenfields, district energy systems, and a national
infrastructure bank.

A detailed description of these tools and case studies of their uses can be found in the January 2013 report
“Infrastructure Financing Options for Transit-Oriented Development,” released by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and co-authored by Strategic Economics.8
While these tools may have a place in the capital stack of implementing the Indy Connect plan, this section will
focus on the value capture tools and strategies for funding needs related to the introduction of the Indy Connect
planned rapid transit lines. This section comes from reviews of academic literature by Strategic Economics,
Strategic Economics’ own past studies, and Strategic Economics’ professional experience in providing technical
and analytical assistance to communities throughout the United States considering deploying value capture
strategies in conjunction with transit construction.

8

The report is available online at http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/infra_financing.htm. http://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/pdf/2013-0122-TOD-infrastructure-financing-report.pdf.
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Overview
WHAT IS VALUE CAPTURE?
Over the last decade in particular, research and case studies have
reinforced that the presence of transit can increase property values,
yielding valuable development opportunities.9 In this period of constrained
Federal transit funding, dwindling local and state government tax
revenues, coupled with widespread demand for new and expanded transit
systems, policy makers and elected officials are increasingly interested
in harnessing a portion of the value that transit confers to surrounding
properties to fund transit infrastructure or related improvements in
station areas. This concept is known as “value capture.”10
The Connection between New Transit, Economic Benefits, and
Value Creation
The magnitude of increased property values and development determine
whether and how a value capture strategy will succeed. Therefore, it
is important to first understand when and why new transit generates
benefits that are then capitalized as increased property values.
A large body of research has shown that transit access can generate a
wide range of benefits. Well-designed transit linking major destinations
will generate significant direct and indirect benefits, including:11
•

Users enjoy convenient, quick, and comfortable access to destinations,
while also reducing transportation costs compared to owning and
operating a private automobile;

•

Employers enjoy improved workforce and consumer access;

•

Public facilities costs for construction and maintenance of roads and
parking facilities are reduced due to lower private automobile use;

•

Reduced traffic congestion (relative to capacity to move people) allows
for greater productive or leisure time;

•

Land use can become more efficient by concentrating development
near transit (via reduced need for automobile use and, therefore, less
space required to meet parking demand);

•

Land use efficiencies may translate into reduced infrastructure costs
per capita and reduced regional growth consumption of agricultural
or natural land;

THE ELECTRIC STREETCAR
ERA IN INDIANAPOLIS LASTED
62 YEARS.

Source: www.broadripplehistory.com

9
10
11

Fogarty, Nadine, Nancy Eaton, Dena Belzer, and Gloria Ohland, “Capturing the Value of Transit,” Center for Transit
Oriented Development, 2008.
Using transportation infrastructure to open up new land for development, thereby increasing its value, is not a new idea.
This was the principle driver behind most of the streetcar systems in the early 20th century, including Indianapolis’. They
were privately developed for the expressed purpose of maximizing the value of surrounding real estate.
Adapted from Litman, Todd Alexander, “Evaluating Public Transit Benefits and Costs: Best Practices Guidebook,”
Victoria Transport Policy Institute, July 21, 2011. http://www.vtpi.org/tranben.pdf; and Fogarty, Nadine, Nancy Eaton,
Dena Belzer, and Gloria Ohland, “Capturing the Value of Transit,” Center for Transit Oriented Development, 2008.
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Overview
•

The region may enjoy productivity gains due to concentrations of workers and economic activities;

•

Emergency services costs can be reduced due to fewer automobile collisions per capita;

•

Environmental quality may be improved due to reduced pollution emissions and increased preservation of nonurbanized lands.

Public investments in well-designed transit generate benefits that increase the desirability of locations
near transit stations; this desirability is capitalized as higher attainable property values in transit oriented
locations. Transit’s benefits to businesses and residents translate into a willingness to pay higher rents or
purchase prices for properties, thus resulting in a “land value premium” near well-designed transit. This premium
is associated with the land since the value boost is a function of location rather than built improvements.12 These
higher land values also increase the incentive for developers to build higher-intensity development in order to
compensate for increased land costs.
Transit tends to exhibit its strongest value premium impact within a quarter-mile to half-mile radius around
a station; these areas can potentially function as transit oriented development. Transit value premiums occur
most strongly within the quarter-mile to half-mile radius of a transit station, since this represents an easy walking
or biking distance. Each station area can potentially serve as a “transit oriented development,” or “TOD.” TOD
refers to a walkable area with excellent station access, a mix of uses, and density to support activity in the area and
ridership at the station. Without these design features, an area near a transit station is merely transit-adjacent. A
TOD is not merely a single building or development, but consists of an entire district or neighborhood designed to
facilitate and support non-automobile trips.
New transit adds the most value in locations where additional accessibility enhances the underlying value
of an already desirable location. Pre-existing regional and local market strength are the primary factors in
determining the magnitude of additional value generated in a location near transit.13 A transit investment is unlikely
to drive significant added value in a market experiencing flat or falling values, since transit primarily functions as
a reorganizer of regional market strength. Well-designed, accessible transit shifts the regional location decisions
of businesses and residents, but has a marginal (though quantifiable) impact on regional economic activity.14 At the
local level, market conditions influence whether a given station location can attract additional development. For
example, Strategic Economics found that stations in stronger market areas of Charlotte’s Blue Line rail were more
likely to attract development than stations in relatively weak markets, regardless of land development opportunity.15

12
13
14
15

Cervero, Robert and J. Landis, “BART at 20: Property Value and Rent Impacts,” in 74th Annual Meeting of the Transportation Research Board, Washington D.C., 1995.
Fogarty, Nadine, and Mason Austin, “Rails to Real Estate: Development Patterns along Three New Transit Lines,” Center for Transit-Oriented Development, March 2011. http://www.ctod.org/
portal/node/2302.
Lacono, Michael, and David Levinson, “Case Studies of Transportation Investment to Identify the Impacts on the Local and State Economy,” January 2013, http://conservancy.umn.edu/
handle/11299/146923; and Belzer, Dena, Sujata Srivastava, and Mason Austin, “Transit and Regional Economic Development,” Center for Transit-Oriented Development, May 2011, http://www.
reconnectingamerica.org/resource-center/browse-research/2011/transit-and-regional-economic-development/.
Fogarty, Nadine, and Mason Austin, “Rails to Real Estate: Development Patterns along Three New Transit Lines,” Center for Transit-Oriented Development, March 2011. http://www.ctod.org/
portal/node/2302.
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Research has demonstrated that five key factors determine the magnitude of transit’s positive effects on
property values and new development (after controlling for other regional variables such as differences in
property values, property attributes, etc.). However, studies have found widely-varied property value premiums
near transit.16 The positive impacts of transit on property values generally depend on the following factors, in order
of significance:
•

Access to Destinations: Given that accessibility is transit’s primary benefit to users, transit lines generate the
greatest value impacts when they connect to key employment, entertainment, retail, and housing destinations.17
Employment destinations are particularly important, since jobs are highly-concentrated in office-based
employment centers, transit service runs most frequently during commute hours, and transit in a dedicated
right-of-way provides its greatest relative time-savings during periods of peak traffic congestion.18

•

Quality and Type of Service: Frequency and quality of transit service also directly influence transit’s accessibility
benefit and, therefore, are strongly tied to property value premiums. Studies have found that commuter rail and
heavy rail systems typically generate higher value impacts than light rail, likely due to their greater regional
connectivity, frequency of service, and speed.19

•

Property Type: Research has found mixed results regarding which types of residential and commercial
properties experience the greatest value premiums from transit introduction. In general, transit appears to
drive greater value premiums for condominiums compared to single-family homes, and is more likely to drive
value premiums for residential rather than commercial properties.20 Furthermore, the value premium is greater
farther from the station for residential properties compared to commercial properties; this correlates to research
findings that commuters are willing to walk farther from their home to a transit station than from their job to a
transit station.21

•

Station Access and Land Uses: Land uses and local station access also influence property value outcomes.
Studies have found that in denser, urban environments, properties with convenient, comfortable, and safe
walking access to stations experience a greater price premium compared to less accessible properties near
transit stations.22

•

Supportive Land Use Policy: Properties tend to experience a greater value premium in areas near transit that
feature walkable streets (i.e., streets with a high density of intersections, wide sidewalks, perceptions of safety
from automobile traffic, and access to amenities) and easily accessible mixes of commercial and residential
uses.23 Developing communities with these characteristics requires proactive and supportive land use policies.
Those policies encourage mixed-uses, creation of a walkable street network, higher-density development, and
reduced automobile needs. Reduced automobile needs and higher-density development can concentrate people
near transit, encourage transit use, and allow developers to better leverage the land value premium to further
increase property values near transit.
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Debrezion, Ghebreegziabiher, Eric Pels, and Piet Rietveld, “The Impact of Railway Stations on Residential and Commercial Property Value: A Meta-Analysis,” Journal of Real Estate Finance and
Economics 35, no. 2 (June 2007): 161–80.
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See, for example: Goetz, Edward G., Kate Ko, Aaron Hagar, Hoang Ton, and Jeff Matson, “The Hiawatha Line: Impacts on Land Use and Residential Housing Value,” Center for Transportation
Studies, University of Minnesota, February 2010.
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Recent research has found that bus rapid transit lines can drive property values and new development at levels
that are similar to rail projects; literature suggests that the design, connectivity, and location of robust transit
service matter more than the mode. Studies regarding transit premiums have typically focused on heavy rail, light
rail, and commuter rail. However, recent research demonstrates the potential for bus rapid transit to drive value
impacts. Recent studies of Pittsburgh and Boston’s BRT systems found value premiums for homes or condominiums
located close to an East Busway or Silver Line station, respectively.24 An early study of new BRT lines in Cleveland,
Ohio, Eugene, Oregon and Kansas City, Missouri found significant amounts of new public and private investment
underway.25 And a comparative study of 21 North American light rail and bus rapid transit lines also found that transit
lines located adjacent to downtowns or other major destinations had the strongest impact on development, while lines
located adjacent to highways or other barriers had a relatively limited impact.26
Each station along a transit alignment will present its own unique challenges and opportunities for gaining a value
premium from transit, depending on local market strength and proximity to major activity centers. The potential
for a given station area to experience value increases will vary based on its local market strength, proximity to major
activity centers and the other aforementioned factors. As a result, stations along the same line may each hold very
different potential for experiencing a transit-driven land value premium and increased development activity.
Each station area also has unique infrastructure needs. Public investments in new transit are likely to drive some
positive value impacts, but unlocking each station area’s full potential to achieve value premiums and increased
development activity often requires a range of investments beyond the transit itself. For example, infrastructure needs
might include improvements to street connectivity, the general pedestrian environment, sewer and water expansions
to service higher-intensity development, and parks. This additional investment should be viewed as a necessary
complement to the transit infrastructure, since together they drive a higher land value premium.

24
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Perk, Victoria, “Land Use & Property Value Impacts of BRT,” presented at the 5th National Bus Rapid Transit Conference, Las Vegas, NV, August 20, 2012.
United States Government Accountability Office, “BRT: Projects Improve Transit Service and Can Contribute to Economic Development,” Report to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate, United States Government Accountability Office, July 2012.
Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21 North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation &
Development Policy, September 2013.
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HOW VALUE CAPTURE WORKS
This section describes the potential uses of value capture, conditions under
which it is effective, types of value capture tools typically available, and
strategic guidance on using value capture in the Central Indiana context.
This section builds off the previous description of conditions under which
additional value is generated near transit.
Value capture refers to public funding/financing mechanisms in which
the private property value increases, driven by public investments, are
“captured” and used to pay for all or part of the costs of those public
investments. Most value capture tools are district-based, recognizing that
the positive value impacts of public infrastructure and transit investments
are concentrated in a specific area. Value capture mechanisms used for
transit are even more likely to be district-based, since the benefit created by
transit is spread across the area surrounding the station.
Depending on the tool, value capture can be used for a pay-as-you-go
approach or to finance the up-front costs of immediate infrastructure
construction. In a pay-as-you-go approach, an improvement is only
made once a sufficient amount of revenue is collected to cover the cost
of the improvement. This contrasts with a “financing” approach in which
the improvement is paid for before revenue equal to the full cost of the
improvement is available. Typically this payment is made by borrowing
against future revenues and issuing bonds that are paid back over time
with taxes, user fee payments, or other revenue sources. Value capture
techniques are typically applied using a financing approach since these
tools are often used to pay for infrastructure needs required to support
additional development.
Funding generated by value capture tools must be part of a larger
funding and financing strategy to pay for public investments. Given the
magnitude of infrastructure and transit investments required to unlock
the development potential of areas near new transit, value capture tools
are not a panacea for funding all public costs. Instead, value capture must
be used as part of a larger strategy of layering revenue sources, with each
source aligned to specific uses based on revenue source, timing, and
magnitude of available funding. In some instances, it may be possible to
use multiple value capture tools in the same area, particularly if those
tools do not undercut each other’s revenue potential. For example, a tax
increment financing district can capture value without increasing total
taxes, while an additional assessment district would increase actual
contributions from property or business owners.

LAST ELECTRIC STREETCAR IN
INDIANAPOLIS, 1953

Source: www.indystar.com

Effective value capture requires significant increases in property
values and development activity. Value capture tools will be relatively
ineffective in areas in which market conditions are weak, development
potential is limited, and/or the usefulness and desirability of new transit
is limited. Only a relatively small portion of value generated by public
transit and public infrastructure investments can be captured even
under ideal circumstances. Some value capture tools can also potentially
constrain development due to increased costs to developers/property
owners. Therefore, value capture only functions effectively when public
infrastructure and transit investments are expected to significantly
increase property values and development activity.
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Weak market areas require alternative interventions and outside funding sources. If a location near new transit
is unlikely to experience significant price appreciation or new development due to weak market conditions, then
additional proactive interventions from the public or non-profit sector may be required to achieve the desired TOD.
There may be no value to capture to pay for the public investments, at least in the short to mid-term.
The value generated by a value capture technique will vary significantly, depending on the magnitude of
expected revenues, the timing of those revenues, and when using a financing technique the perceived levels
of market risk associated with bonding against future values. The timing of a revenue stream can significantly
impact the value derived from it. A revenue stream that is generated more consistently over time will generate higher
bonding capacity and be better able to fund improvements. In contrast, a revenue stream that grows slowly over time
will result in lower financing capacity and is therefore less useful. Total bonding capacity is also affected by investor
perceptions of risk. Investments with untested revenue streams or in which the bulk of the revenue is projected to
occur at the end of the bond term are often deemed riskier compared to investments with more predictable and
consistent revenues. Riskier investments will also require higher reserve funds and be subject to higher interest
rates. Perceived risk is heightened by value capture sources or techniques relatively unproven in a given market,
dependence on cyclical real estate markets, inexperienced public entities, and dependency on value appreciation in
weaker real estate markets.
Value capture is most applicable and politically acceptable when the value capture and the funded improvements
occur in the same area. As described in the following section, some value capture tools require a legally-proven
rational nexus between the improvements being financed and the location or type of improvements being funded.
Beyond these legal requirements, it is generally easier to gain support for value capture tools when the funded
improvements directly benefit the sources of funding. As a result, district-based value capture tools typically fund
infrastructure or operations that clearly benefit the district itself.
Value capture has not typically been used to fund transit except for local circulators (streetcars or small buses),
single station investments, or development fees for operations. The benefits of regional transit systems are
diffuse, and the value impacts driven by these larger lines and/or systems vary dramatically from one area to another.
As a result, value capture tools have historically funded infrastructure associated with supporting transit oriented
development, rather than the transit itself. There are limited examples of value capture being used to fund transit
infrastructure, typically when the benefits of the transit are highly concentrated. For example, value capture
tools were used to fund capital costs to construct the South Lake Union streetcar in Seattle; since the streetcar
is a local circulator, its property value impacts are strongest within three blocks of its short, looping alignment.
Value capture tools were also used to fund Denver’s Union Station and Washington, D.C.’s New York Avenue
Metro station based on the benefits conferred to properties within a tightly defined district surrounding the
station.
Efforts to expand the use of value capture to fund transit itself are underway. Due to constrained funding
sources for transit, value capture is increasingly investigated as a means of funding new transit alignments,
stations, and operations. While this approach is promising, financing costs may be high due to the unproven nature
of using value capture tools to fund larger transit lines and operations. The following examples demonstrate
recent use of value capture to fund transit infrastructure or operations:
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•

Atlanta, Georgia: The BeltLine tax increment district covers
eight percent of Atlanta’s land area. The district was established
in 2005 with support from the city, school board, and county
government. It is projected to generate approximately $1.4 billion
of 25 years, or close to a third of the cost required to implement
the 22-mile BeltLine transit system and associated infrastructure
improvements.

•

Corvallis, Oregon: A fee established in 2010 contributes funding to
transit operation, among other services. The fee is charged to all
utility customers based on estimated trips by property type.

•

Dallas, Texas: The City of Dallas approved a series of multi-location
tax increment districts near Dallas Area Rapid Transit stations,
with proceeds to be spent on connective TOD infrastructure. The
districts were established with multiple institutional partners, and
funding raised in one area may be spent in another. Unfortunately,
the districts were constrained by being approved in 2008, just before
property values fell due to the real estate market collapse.

•

Denver, Colorado: The $500 million transformation of Union Station
and the surrounding area into a TOD was funded partly thorough
bonds supported by tax increment financing and revenue generated
from sales of publicly owned land. The project’s success was partly
due to the involvement of all levels of government, including federal
funders, regional agencies, the City and County of Denver, regional
transportation authority, downtown development authority, and local
partners.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Source: www.railstotrails.org, 2014

CORVALLIS, OREGON

www.google.com

DALLAS, TEXAS

Source: www.google.com

DENVER, COLORADO

Source: www.citylab.com, 2014
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FAIRFAX COUNTY, VIRGINIA

•

Fairfax County, Virginia: A “transit improvement district” (TID) was
established in 2004 as one of many sources of revenue for transit
construction along a new Metrorail line running through Fairfax and
Loudoun Counties. The assessment district required a vote of property
owners and, due to insufficient support in Loudoun County, only exists
in Fairfax County. The TID was one of several local sources used to
fund the local share of costs for rail construction and the necessary
local infrastructure improvements. Additional local sources included
the creation of special service district taxes around Loudoun County’s
stations, airline fee revenue from Washington Dulles International
Airport, and other smaller sources.

•

San Francisco, California: San Francisco has assessed a transit
impact development fee since 1981, and is in the process of expanding
the fee to residential development. The one-time fee is assessed on
new development based on the direct impact new jobs or housing units
have on the city’s transit service; the fee’s actual rates must reflect
this direct nexus between new development and transit ridership
(since additional ridership increases transit’s costs). The impact fee
revenue is used to fund both capital costs and operations. The fee has
been successful in generating revenues without limiting new projects
due to the strength of the city’s real estate market. However, bonding
against the fee has proven difficult due to the unpredictable nature of
development cycles. Therefore, revenues generated by the fee have
been used on a “pay as you go” basis. In addition, because these are
one time fees, the revenue is primarily used for capital expenditures,
rather than ongoing operations and maintenance.

•

Seattle, Washington: Property owners in the South Lake Union area
approved a special assessment district to fund a portion of the capital
construction costs of a new 1.3 mile streetcar line. The streetcar began
operations in 2008. The assessment district has raised significant
funding due to rapid development in the area and the presence of large
property owners with multi-parcel development plans.

•

Pennsylvania: The Transit Revitalization Investment District Act of 2004
authorized the creation of Transit Revitalization Investment Districts
(TRID). Although each district is customized to its unique needs, the
legislation enables a transit agency to participate in joint development,
acquire parking, and use tax increment financing to raise revenues.
Several districts have been formed, but their use as a funding and
financing tool remains unproven.

Source: www.washingtonpost.com,2014

SAN FRANSICO, CALIFORNIA

Source: www.mitod.org,2014
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VALUE CAPTURE TOOLS
This section describes the primary types of value capture tools that can be used to fund transit and/or local TOD
infrastructure, how each tool functions, and the benefits and drawbacks of each. The section then describes how
to strategically approach the selection, use, and implementation of a value capture strategy along the Indianapolis
region’s new bus rapid transit corridors. It should also be noted that the enabling legislation controlling these various
kinds of mechanisms vary by state.
The following value capture tools are most commonly used to fund local infrastructure, transit infrastructure, and/or
transit operations.
Development Impact Fees
Development impact fees are one-time fees charged to new development. A jurisdiction uses these fees to defray the
costs of expanding services for new development. As in the San Francisco example above, these fees can be used to
fund new transit infrastructure and operations, although examples of this use are limited. Since fees cannot be used to
mitigate existing service deficiencies, there must be a clear and legally defensible connection between the fee amount
and the impact of new development on costs of services or infrastructure. Impact fees are a useful way of ensuring that
development pays its ‘fair share’ of public costs. However, fee revenue varies along with the real estate development
market, and the magnitude of potential revenue is usually much smaller compared to assessment or tax increment
financing districts. Impact fee revenues are usually too small and unpredictable to warrant bond financing. Therefore,
impacts fees are typically only used to pay for improvements or operations after all the necessary funds are collected.

In practice: Development impact fees were used in the aforementioned San Francisco example. They were also used
in the Warner Center area of Los Angeles, described in detail as part of the Orange Line bus rapid transit case study.
Joint Development
Joint development is a partnership between a public sector entity and private developers to construct improvements.
Typically the public entity owns all or a portion of the land to be developed, and negotiates a customized agreement
with private developers. Joint development agreements may include cost-sharing for local infrastructure, or sharing
of revenue generated by the development. Examples of the latter include ground lease revenue, air rights payments,
or distribution of a portion of rents or sales proceeds. Public agencies typically prefer to maintain ownership of land
in order to benefit from future increases in revenue generated by its development. The revenues generated by a joint
development agreement may be used for capital or operating costs of transit or other infrastructure.
Joint development transactions can be difficult to arrange and administer, and require significant public staff capacity
and knowledge. Federal Transit Administration (FTA) rules restrict the types of joint development in which a transit
agency can participate, and the FTA must receive a portion of revenues if its own funds are used in the project. Despite
these limitations of joint development as a value capture funding source, joint development can be a useful means of
spurring development on valuable publicly held sites while also helping to fund needed improvements.
Special Assessment District
Special assessment districts (also known as local improvement districts, benefit assessment districts, or local taxing
districts) are areas in which an additional assessment is levied on properties based on their benefit received from a
public investment. Since the funding is tied to benefits, special assessment districts typically enact a tiered assessment
rate, with properties receiving fewer benefits assessed at lower rates. The funding raised by these districts can be used
for capital costs and/or operating costs depending on the restrictions in the enabling legislation. Property owners often
must approve assessment districts, though voter thresholds and requirements vary from state to state.
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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Source: www.urs.com

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

Source: www.lightrailnow.org, 2005

Since property owners often approve these districts, they are easier to
implement in places with large, consolidated property ownership seeking
to redevelop properties; those property owners gain the most individual
benefits from new infrastructure or transit investments. Assessment
district revenues are relatively consistent and certain over time, allowing
for higher bonding capacity relative to revenue. However, because these
districts are an additional tax, they raise total costs for property owners,
require property owner support, and can be difficult to enact and administer.

In practice: Special assessment districts were deployed in the aforementioned
examples of Fairfax County and Seattle. As these examples demonstrate,
property owners are willing to participate in special assessment districts
when they receive a clear benefit from new, accessible transit connections.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)
TIF raises revenue for capital or operating costs by diverting increased
property tax revenue generated by increasing existing property values and
new development. Other versions of TIF are based on diversion of growth
in sales tax revenues. TIF laws, uses, and functionality vary dramatically
from state to state; some states allow district-based TIF, while others only
apply it to individual projects. Generally TIF revenues may only be raised
after their planned uses and collection period are well-established. TIF
districts are often well-received by property owners since they reinvest
public revenues directly into the areas in which they are generated, and do
not increase the overall tax burden to property owners. However, TIF does
divert revenues away from other public sector uses and may be opposed by
other taxing agencies. TIF enactment therefore requires a strong argument
that property value increases would not occur in an area without the
funded public investments. Since TIF revenues build slowly over time and
are dependent on real estate market conditions, bonds levied against TIF
revenues sometimes provide less funding relative to total revenue received
as compared to assessment districts.

In practice: TIF was used in the aforementioned examples in Atlanta, Dallas,
and Denver. TIF was enabled by the TRID example in Pennsylvania.
Transportation Utility Fees
Transportation utility fees are not commonly used to fund transit, but are
included in this discussion for consideration. These fees are assessed on
property based on estimated transportation demands generated by the
property use, and – similar to other utilities - are paid monthly, quarterly,
or yearly along with regular customer utility bills. These fees are most
often used for roadway improvements, but can also be used as a dedicated
funding source for transit. These fees are not technically a tax and therefore
can often be enacted by local government (so long as they are allowed
under state legislation). Funding raised by these fees may be limited, but
their consistency and large base of contributors provides a steady stream
of revenue to fund transit operations and improvements.

In practice: Transportation utility fees were used in the aforementioned
Corvallis, Oregon example.
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Strategic Economics conducted six case studies of transit oriented development
in cities across the country. These case studies provide insight into how real
estate market conditions, transportation designs, and land use planning
affected the ability to use value capture tools in response to the introduction of
bus rapid transit systems and, in one case, light rail transit.
The case studies provide an overview of the transit oriented development
including the context, description, project costs and funding sources, and
outcomes and lessons learned.
The case studies include the following transit systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emerald Express BRT, Eugene-Springfield, Oregon
HealthLine BRT, Cleveland, Ohio
Main Street Metro Area Express BRT, Kansas City, Missouri
Martin Luther King Junior East Busway, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Orange Line BRT, Los Angeles, California
Tacoma Link Light Rail Transit LRT, Tacoma, Washington

‹ABOUT>
Six case studies of bus rapid transit or
light rail transit systems from a variety
of markets were analyzed for lessons
learned.
The case studies demonstrate how
local market context and transit
design influence value creation and
the selection of infrastructure funding
and financing strategies.

The following table illustrates key components of each transit line, including its
location, transit type, transit features, purpose of the line, and real estate market
responses.
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CASE STUDY COMPARISON CHART
LINE

LOCATION

TYPE

FEATURES

Emerald
Express
(EmX)

Eugene,
Oregon

BRT
7.8 mi

• Median and curbside
stations
• Dedicated lanes
• Doors on both sides

• Increase capacity
• Reduce travel times
• Provide access to
employment center

• Minimal development activity in five
years after opening due to recession
• Low property values constrained
opportunity to use value capture
tools
• Property development largely
affiliated with institutions: Student
housing building boom occurred at
University of Oregon; medical offices
were built near new hospital

HealthLine

Cleveland,
Ohio

BRT
6.8 mi

•
•
•
•
•
•

Platform-level boarding
Central median stations
Dedicated lanes
Modern, iconic stations
Off-board fare collection
Real-time information
displays
• Signal prioritization
• Stylized bus design

• Promote economic
development
• Connect two
large employment
districts
• Improve access for
residents

• Federal, state, and city subsidies
required to jumpstart redevelopment
• Anchor institutions helped bring
housing and retail to underserved
neighborhood
• City has focused on design and
been flexible on code requirements
to allow new construction to move
forward

Main Street
Metro Area
Express
(Main Street
MAX)

Kansas City,
Missouri

BRT
9 mi

• Dedicated traffic lanes
• Signal priority
• High frequencies at
peak hours
• Enhanced stations
• GPS arrival information

• Part of downtown
• For a decade, all new projects
revitalization
required public assistance
strategy
• Large and small scale redevelopment
• Connect residents to
occurring
• Starting to see purely market based
employment
projects proposed

Martin
Luther King
Jr. East
Busway

Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania

BRT
9 mi

• Bus-only highway
• Reduce travel times
• Difficult to distinguish
from regular bus service

• Little developable land due to steep
topography
• Few value capture tools available
• Revolving fund with low interest
loans for developers
• Recruitment of The Home Depot,
Whole Foods, and Google has
revitalized East Liberty

Orange Line

Los Angeles,
California

BRT
14 mi

•
•
•
•

• Redevelopment agencies were
eliminated by governor, limiting TIF
• Little building in majority of the
corridor since the recession
• Warner Center projected to
experience high long-term demand
for office, residential, and retail

Tacoma Link

Tacoma,
Washington

LRT
1.6 mi

• Stations feature public
artwork
• Partially low-floor
articulated cars
• Median Stations

Landscaped transitway
Semi-exclusive busway
Off-board fare collection
Signal Priority

PURPOSE

• Provide worker
access to large
suburban
employment center
• Increase capacity
• Reduce travel times

TOOLS/RESULTS

• Promote economic
• Limited tools for value capture
• Significant development occurred
development
• Downtown circulator
until recession
• Recent uptick in economic activity
• New subarea planning for TOD

Source: Strategic Economics, 2014
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EUGENE-SPRINGFIELD, OREGON
CONTEXT
In the mid-1990s, Lane Transit District (LTD) evaluated ways to improve their
transportation system to meet the needs of a growing population in the EugeneSpringfield metropolitan area. The agency examined several transportation
alternatives. After concluding that light rail was cost-prohibitive due to the
metropolitan area’s relatively small population, LTD focused their efforts on bus
rapid transit, using Curitiba, Brazil as a model.1 LTD adopted several goals for the
new transit line, including: increasing ridership, reducing operating costs, increasing
corridor carrying capacity, supporting planned land use patterns, and enhancing nontransit infrastructure such as bicycle, sidewalk, and landscaping improvements.2

EMX STATION, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

EMERALD EXPRESS BRT
The first phase of the Emerald Express bus rapid transit line (EmX), opened in
January 2007, connecting the downtowns of Eugene and Springfield along Franklin
Boulevard in the Glenwood industrial area. The route also serves the University of
Oregon – with a student population of approximately 25,000 – and Sacred Heart
Medical Center.3 Buses run in exclusive lanes for about 60 percent of the 4 mile
corridor and have priority at traffic signals.4 In January 2011, a 7.8 mile extension
opened between Springfield Station and the Gateway area to the north. This extension
provides connections to a regional employment center, a regional medical center,
and a major shopping center.5 EmX has 10 minute headways during the weekday
and runs every 15 to 30 minutes at night and on the weekends. A third segment to
West Eugene is still in the planning stage and stalled in the face of strong public
opposition. Opponents of the project feel that their opinions are not being heard and
that construction impacts will be challenging for businesses.

Source: Flickr user Wolfram Burner, 2010.

PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
The first phase of EmX along Franklin Boulevard cost approximately $25 million to
build, with the federal government contributing 80 percent of capital costs:
• $13.3 million: Federal New Starts program
• $6.7 million: Federal Formula Funds
• $5 million: Local funding6 (this does not include any value capture tools)
The second phase to the Gateway area cost approximately $37 million, with the
federal government again contributing 80 percent of the funds:
• $29.6 million: Federal New Starts program
• $5.4 million: State ConnectOregon lottery bond
• $2 million: LTD Capital Fund.7 (this does not include any value capture tools)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Crowley, Michael, “The Emerald Express: Overcoming Growing Pains and Opposition to Bus Rapid Transit.”
U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “The EmX Franklin Corridor BRT Project Evaluation,” 2009.
U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “The EmX Franklin Corridor BRT Project Evaluation,” 2009.”
Crowley, Michael, “The Emerald Express: Overcoming Growing Pains and Opposition to Bus Rapid Transit.”
Crowley, Michael, “The Emerald Express: Overcoming Growing Pains and Opposition to Bus Rapid Transit.”
U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “The EmX Franklin Corridor BRT Project Evaluation,” 2009.”
U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “Pioneer Parkway EmX BRT: Springfield, Oregon,” 2007.
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The proposed West Eugene extension would cost $95.6 million, funded by:
• $75 million: Federal Small Starts program
• $20.6 million: State of Oregon Lottery Funds8

OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Value capture was not a viable funding technique due to limited value appreciation and development activity. Eugene-Springfield
was hit hard by the recession and experienced very little new construction in the immediate years after EmX began operations. With
declining property values and little new building activity, there was no revenue to be captured. While there has been improvement in
the local economy, lease rates remain too low relative to construction costs to entice new development to the corridor. Development
is also constrained by small lot sizes, thus requiring negotiations with multiple property owners to assemble a larger parcel for
developing cost-efficient higher-density projects.
Potential for transit-oriented development was further constrained by dated land use regulation. Eugene’s Land Use Code went
into effect nearly 40 years ago, and the City has been slow to update the ordinance to reflect the presence of the BRT line. Industrial
zoning in Glenwood along the original EmX corridor remained until last year, limiting the potential for transit-oriented development.
Anchor institutions have catalyzed recent development along EmX, though the amount of development activity attributable
to the BRT line is uncertain. The University of Oregon has recently undertaken development of student housing near the corridor.
More student beds were added in the past seven years at the university than in the rest of its history combined. EmX is heavily
used by students, whose tuition covers the cost of a bus pass. Those students use EmX to access retail, dining, and entertainment
destinations in downtown Eugene. In the Gateway area, Sacred Heart Medical Center at Riverbend opened in 2008 and has attracted
medical clinics and office buildings. However, these buildings were not designed to leverage potential created by EmX, consisting of
2 to 3 story heights and large surface parking lots.
MAP OF EUGENE-SPRINGFIELD EMX ALIGNMENT

Source: Lane Transit District, 2014; US Census TIGER Line Data, 2013; Strategic Economics, 2014.

8

U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “West Eugene EmX Extension: Eugene, Oregon,” 2011.
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CLEVELAND, OHIO
CONTEXT
Euclid Avenue in Cleveland, Ohio was once known as “Millionaire’s Row,”
but suffered as the manufacturing sector began declining in the mid-20th
century. As jobs and middle and upper-income residents left the city for the
suburbs, Euclid Avenue suffered from decades of disinvestment. By the early
2000s, the Euclid corridor was left with a surplus of vacant lots and a blighted
building stock.9 Despite this, Euclid Avenue, a former streetcar corridor,
provided a direct connection between two of the largest employment centers
in the City: Downtown and University Circle. The City looked for ways to link
these two areas together, originally considering light rail. After light rail was
deemed too expensive, the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority (RTA)
settled on bus rapid transit as an alternative and set three main goals for its
new transit line:
• Increase transit efficiency by reducing travel times for customers, and
reduce congestion along Euclid Avenue;
• Promote long-term economic and community development along the
Euclid corridor via policies that encourage transit-oriented development
and provide reliable public transportation service;
• Improve the quality of life of those living, working, or visiting Euclid
Avenue by improving the pedestrian environment, creating a sense
of place, improving access to employment and cultural centers, and
improving regional air quality.

HEALTHLINE ON EUCLID AVENUE,
DOWNTOWN CLEVELAND

Source: Flickr user Roger DuPuis, 2012

CLEVELAND CLINIC BUILDINGS
ALONG THE HEALTHLINE ROUTE

HEALTHLINE BRT
The HealthLine bus rapid transit line, operated by RTA, began operating in
October 2008. The 6.8 mile line runs along Euclid Avenue from Public Square
in downtown to Louis Stokes Station at Windermere in East Cleveland, where
it provides a connection to the Red Line rail service. The HealthLine serves
both downtown and University Circle, the two largest employment centers in
the City. University Circle is home to several anchor institutions, including
Case Western Reserve University and University Hospitals. Headways on the
route are 2.1 minutes during rush hour and 15 to 30 minutes on weekends
and holidays.10 The HealthLine is the most fully-featured bus rapid transit
line in the United States, with dedicated lanes, dedicated signals, off-board
fare payment, platform-level boarding, and uniquely-branded semi-enclosed
stations.

9
10

Source: Flickr user Embarq Brasil, 2012.

Hellendrung, Jason, “HealthLine Drives Growth in Cleveland.”
Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21
North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation and Development Policy, 2013.
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PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
Funding for the $200 million HealthLine came from a number of sources, with the federal government contributing about 40
percent. No value capture tools were used due to a weak real estate market. The transit system was funded by:
• $82 million: Federal New Starts grant
• $75 million: State of Ohio
• $21 million: RTA
• $10 million: Northeast Ohio
• $8 million: City of Cleveland
• $3 million: other state and local funds11

OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Due to the weak development market, the HealthLine was implemented as an economic development tool and therefore
not funded via value capture. Developers used federal, state, and local incentive programs to bring economic activity to Euclid
Avenue. At the federal level, Historic Preservation and New Market tax credits were used along much of the corridor to rehabilitate
historic buildings. The State of Ohio awarded $9 million to the City of Cleveland through the Clean Ohio Brownfield Revitalization
Fund and Ohio Job Ready Sites Programs. These funds allowed for the acquisition, site cleanup, and site development of vacant
commercial and industrial properties. The City also provided incentives via its Vacant Property Initiative, offering forgivable
construction loans to spur job creation.12 These focused efforts by all three levels of government boosted the real estate market
by removing blight and upgrading the building stock, making Euclid Avenue a more desirable location for investment.
The HealthLine was the catalyst for attracting funding for significant infrastructure investments, resulting in
improvements to the overall real estate market. Only $50 million of the $200 million total project went to platforms,
stations, and vehicles. The remainder went towards the installation of fiber-optic cables, reconstruction of outdated water and
sewer lines, “undergrounding” of power lines, installation of new streetlights, and improvements to bicycle and pedestrian
connections. The City completed all utility improvements as part of a local match to state and federal funding. Officials believe
that the investments have greatly improved the appearance and functionality of Euclid Avenue.
Non-profit institutions were instrumental in bringing new retail and housing options to an area overlooked by developers.
Prior to the construction of the HealthLine, many institutions in University Circle were oriented away from Euclid Avenue. This
created a “dead zone” that lacked retail and housing options for employees, students, and visitors.

11
12

Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21 North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy, 2013.
Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21 North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy, 2013.
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Case Western Reserve University and other partners attempted to shift activity toward Euclid Avenue, beginning with the
university’s Uptown development. The university created a vision of a “main street” that would increase activity close to campus
by providing housing, shops, and entertainment venues. With developers able to reduce on-site parking due to the proximity to
the HealthLine and shared parking facilities on campus, construction was able to move forward due to decreased building and
land costs. In Phase 1, 114 apartments and 56,000 square feet of retail came to market, creating a critical mass of activity for
University Circle’s residents and employees, and stitching together a hole in the urban fabric of Cleveland.
Recognizing the weak real estate market, the City allowed flexibility in land use regulations without sacrificing long-term
objectives for achieving transit-oriented development. The City of Cleveland created a Design Review District along Euclid
that required all new developments in the corridor to be reviewed by a panel of architects and urban designers.13 A master plan
was created for the Midtown neighborhood, requiring construction be a minimum of three stories, be built to the street line,
cover at least 80 percent of the lot, and have reduced parking minimums. Recognizing the especially weak market conditions
of stations in Midtown, the City decided to be flexible and work with developers to encourage new construction even if a project
did not exactly comply with the code. In one example, the City worked with a developer that had designed a single story office
building set back from the street by a large surface parking lot. The two sides compromised for a denser building type that was
still financially feasible: a two story building constructed at the street line, with parking in the rear.
MAP OF CLEVELAND HEALTHLINE ALIGNMENT

Source: Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority, 2014; US CensusTIGER Line Data, 2013; Strategic
Economics, 2014.

13

Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21 North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy, 2013.
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Case Studies: Main Street Metro Area Express
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
CONTEXT

POWER AND LIGHT DISTRICT IN
DOWNTOWN, KANSAS CITY

In the 1990s, downtown Kansas City was suffering from economic decline, losing
jobs and residents to the suburbs. As downtown hollowed out, the neighborhood
was left with high levels of crime, vacant lots, and a disinvested building stock.
Leaders from the public, private, and nonprofit sectors decided to work together
and reverse these trends. Their efforts intended to lead to improved planning,
economic development, and transportation outcomes. The City of Kansas City
took the lead in the revitalization efforts, issuing over $1 billion in bond financing to
pay for infrastructure upgrades, land acquisitions, and public parking structures.
The bonds are paid back from increased property tax revenue and a special tax on
sales within the downtown area. Over the past 20 years, these efforts have lead
to more than $6 billion in public and private investment in downtown Kansas City.

MAIN STREET METRO AREA EXPRESS BRT
Source: Flickr user Jeff Slater, 2009.

The Main Street Metro Area Express (Main Street MAX), operated by the Kansas
City Area Transportation Authority (KCATA), opened in July 2005. The line
connected River Market in the north to downtown. According to KCATA, the
Main Street MAX links about 150,000 residents to their places of employment.14
This connectivity to a major employment destination has proven crucial to the
popularity of the system. Several anchor institutions are located along the 9 mile
corridor including City Hall, the federal courthouse, the Convention Center, the
Power and Light District, Union Station, and the University of Missouri Kansas
City. During morning and evening rush hours, the line runs every 9 minutes in
dedicated lanes with signal priority. This compares to 15 to 30 minute headways
the rest of the day. The system includes off-board fare payment and utilizes GPS
technology to provide real time arrival estimates for each of its 22 stations, but
lacks dedicated lanes.

PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
80 percent of the $21 million Main Street MAX was funded by federal programs,
including New Starts, with the remaining $4.2 million coming from local sources.15

OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
BRT was part of a much larger process to revitalize downtown Kansas
City. The City of Kansas City issued approximately $1 billion in debt to fund
the redevelopment efforts. This included $300 million for land acquisition,
infrastructure improvements, site development, and parking structures for the
Power and Light shopping and entertainment district.

14
15
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Parker, Bob and Bethany Johnson, “Bus Rapid Transit Case Studies,” 2009.
Parker, Bob and Bethany Johnson, “Bus Rapid Transit Case Studies,” 2009.
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$250 million went towards the Sprint Center, a multi-use indoor arena. While there have been large scale redevelopment efforts
like the Power and Light District, smaller developments – such as renovation of the historic building stock – have also occurred.
Despite this development activity, Main Street MAX was primarily an added amenity rather than a critical catalyst.
Some weak markets require proactive responses from the public sector to rebound. All development that occurred in
downtown Kansas City over the past decade required subsidy. The $850 million Power and Light District project received
significant public funding, including $165 million from the City for infrastructure improvements. This nine-block project included
a mix of retail, office, residential, and entertainment uses. Smaller scale development – such as renovation and adaptive reuse
of historic buildings – used Historic Preservation Tax Credits and other subsidies.

MAP OF KANSAS CITY MAX ALIGNMENT

Source: Kansas City Area Transportation Authority, 2014; US Census TIGER Line Data,
2013; Strategic Economics, 2014.
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PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
CONTEXT
EAST BUSWAY

One of Pittsburgh’s defining features is its unique geography; its hilly terrain
is intersected by three large rivers. Unfortunately, this natural amenity also
resulted in long travel times for those attempting to cross the metropolitan area.
A busway system was conceived as a way to address transportation needs and
alleviate congestion through increased transportation capacity. The plans called
for bus-only roads that could later be converted to light rail.16 The Port Authority
of Allegheny County (Port Authority) decided to convert a rail right of way into two
new rail tracks and a two-lane busway.

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR EAST BUSWAY BRT
Source: Flickr user David Wilson, 2005.

BAKERY SQUARE NEAR THE EAST
LIBERTY BUSWAY STATION

The city’s busways form the oldest bus rapid transit system in the United States.
The Martin Luther King Jr. East Busway (East Busway), operated by the Port
Authority, opened in February 1983. This 6.8 mile line connected seven stations
from downtown Pittsburgh to Wilkinsburg in the east. When the line opened, it
reduced travel times from one hour to 15 minutes.17 During rush hour, buses run
as often as every 2 minutes. The line serves predominately low-income African
American communities, including the East Liberty neighborhood. In 2003, the
line was extended 2.3 miles southeast to Swissvale. The East Busway runs in
a dedicated, grade-separated right-of-way. However, the East Busway lacks
amenities of newer bus rapid transit systems such as unique branding or offboard fare collection.

PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
Source: Flickr user Joseph, 2012.

The first phase of the East Busway cost $115 million (in 1983 dollars) while the
extension to Swissvale was built for $68.8 million (in 1983 dollars). Both segments
were 80 percent funded by federal sources.18 The high cost is partially explained
by the fact the East Busway was essentially built as a separate highway rather
than an addition to an existing street network.

16

17
18
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Levinson, Herbert, Samuel Zimmerman, Jennifer Clinger, Scott Rutherford, Rodney L. Smith, John Cracknell, and
Richard Soberman, “Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: South, East, and West Busways,” Transit Cooperative Research Program,
Report 90, 2003.
Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21
North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation and Development Policy, 2013.
Kelly, Josh, “Case Study: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,” Institute for Sustainable Communities, http://
sustainablecommunitiesleadershipacademy.org/resource_files/documents/pittsburgh-get-there-pgh.pdf
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OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Value capture is a challenge in Pittsburgh due to government constraints and the design of the transit system. The
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has few tools available that allow for value capture. The form of TIF used most commonly is the
previously-described Transit Revitalization Investment District (TRID). TRID was only used in the planning process in Pittsburgh,
but not for funding or financing. Little new development has occurred along the East Busway, due to topography and lack of
planning for TOD. Since the original purpose of the busway system was reducing travel times, effort went into making the buses
move rapidly through the corridor, with less focus on promoting real estate development.
As a result, the busway functions similarly to a highway and acts as a barrier between wealthy communities to the south and
lower income neighborhoods to the north. Additionally, the steep topography limits the amount of developable land at certain
stations.
Significant public intervention was needed to jump-start a stagnant real estate market, including public-private joint
development. Former Mayor Tom Murphy led an aggressive recruitment of The Home Depot to a large, vacant lot in East
Liberty to act as a catalyst for the struggling neighborhood. This development was automobile-oriented and relatively far
from the East Busway, but it laid the groundwork for the turnaround in East Liberty. Even after the store opened, the City of
Pittsburgh still owned 12 out of the 40 acres of land in the neighborhood. The City looked to partner with a local developer to
help attract Whole Foods. In addition to providing gap financing, the City made a series of circulation improvements to facilitate
the development. The final piece to the revitalization efforts was attracting Google to an abandoned Nabisco factory, 200 yards
from the East Liberty Busway station.19 Since the company moved in, there has been significant demand for office, retail, and
residential space.

MAP OF PITTSBURGH EAST BUSWAY ALIGNMENT

Source: Port Authority of Alleghany County, 2014; US Census TIGER Line Data, 2013;
Strategic Economics, 2014.

19

Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock, “More Development for Your Transit Dollar: An Analysis of 21 North American Transit Corridors,” Institute for Transportation and
Development Policy, 2013.
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
CONTEXT
ORANGE LINE STATION IN WARNER
CENTER, LOS ANGELES

Source: Flickr user Metro Library and
Archive, 2006.

ORANGE LINE IN WARNER CENTER

Source: Flickr user Metro Library and
Archive, 2006.

The Orange Line traces its roots back to 1893, when Southern Pacific Railroad
opened a freight line through the then-agricultural San Fernando Valley section
of Los Angeles, California.20 From 1911 to 1952, the Pacific Electric Railway
offered passenger rail service throughout the corridor. After lying dormant
for decades, the City of Los Angeles proposed to restore rapid mass transit
service to the corridor, which had since been surrounded by a heavily populated
residential community consisting primarily of single family homes. Faced
with strong community opposition to at-grade rail service due to the impacts
it would have on traffic in the heavily congested neighborhoods, the California
Legislature passed a statute in 1991, known as Robbins law, prohibiting any
at-grade rail transportation in the corridor.21 After Los Angeles County voters
passed Proposition A in 1998, which prohibited the construction of new subways
anywhere in the county, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (LACMTA) proposed a bus rapid transit system that would connect
residents of the San Fernando Valley to downtown Los Angeles via a shared stop
with the terminus of the Red Line subway.22

ORANGE LINE
The Orange Line bus rapid transit system, operated by LACMTA, opened in
October 2005, connecting the Red Line subway system at North Hollywood to
the largest employment district in the San Fernando Valley, Warner Center.
The BRT line also provides connections to Metro Rapid enhanced bus lines at
Sepulveda and Van Nuys stations, two major north-south arterials that serve the
Westside of Los Angeles. LACMTA completed a northern extension to Chatsworth
Metrolink Station in 2012, connecting the Orange Line with Ventura County via the
regional commuter rail system. The initial segment of the Orange Line consists
of 14 stations, approximately one mile apart, operating on a dedicated busway.
It crosses 34 intersections, including major north-south arterials, and buses are
equipped with signal priority systems.23 The Orange Line has 4 minute headways
during rush hour and 15 to 30 minutes during off-peak hours and weekends.24
Recently there has been talk of converting the Orange Line into light-rail as
California Governor Jerry Brown overturned Robbins law in July 2014.25

20
21
22
23
24
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Masters, Nathan, “Photos: When the Metro Orange Line Was Rail,” KCET, November 1, 2013, http://www.kcet.org/
updaily/socal_focus/history/la-as-subject/photos-when-the-metro-orange-line-was-rail.html.
Nelson, Laura J., “San Fernando Valley Light-Rail Line is Back on the Table,” Los Angeles Times, July 11, 2014. http://
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, “Orange Line Bus Rapid Transit: Sustainable Corridor
Implementation Plan,” 2012.
Vincent, William and Callaghan, Lisa, “A Preliminary Evaluation of the Metro Orange Line Bus Rapid Transit Project,”
Transportation Research Board, Issue 2034, 2007.
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority, “Orange Line Bus Rapid Transit: Sustainable Corridor
Implementation Plan,” 2012.
Nelson, Laura J., “San Fernando Valley Light-Rail Line is Back on the Table,” Los Angeles Times, July 11, 2014. http://
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PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
The Orange Line was one of the more expensive BRT systems to construct, costing $304.6 million for the original segment
and $180 million for the latest extension. Local sales taxes have helped to pay for a significant portion of the transit system.
Proposition C, a ½-cent sales tax, was passed in 1990 by Los Angeles County and paid for over 40 percent of the cost of Phase
1.26 In 2008, voters passed another ½-cent sales tax under Measure R that helped speed up the timeline of the extension to
Chatsworth.27 The initial Orange Line corridor received only a relatively small amount of federal money ($28.2 million) with the
State of California and the City of Los Angeles picking up the rest of the cost ($145.8 million and $3.9 million, respectively.)28 It
is unclear if value capture was used for the Orange Line’s capital costs, but changes to the Warner Center Specific Plan in 2012
explicitly state that impact fees will be used for capital improvements and operations in the future.

OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
Value capture has been successful in the Orange Line’s strong market areas, but is a challenge in weaker markets along
the route due to the elimination of tools by the state government. Warner Center is an outlier compared to the rest of the
Orange Line, as it has been successful in charging one-time mobility fees since 1993 without harming new development.
Although these funds were historically used to improve circulation in the neighborhood and were not specifically dedicated to the
Orange Line, their use is now evolving. Approximately $156 million in mobility fees are expected to be collected over the lifetime
of the specific plan and may now be used for bus purchases, operating expenses, and a new Orange Line Station in the Warner
Center neighborhood (as well as streetscape improvements, street improvements, transportation demand management, etc.).
Elsewhere along the Orange Line, using value capture mechanisms, in particular TIF, has been difficult since the elimination of
redevelopment agencies by Governor Brown.
Development has occurred where there are supportive market and land use patterns to fulfill demand. Warner Center
is perhaps one of the strongest real estate markets in the San Fernando Valley and has seen significant office, retail, and
residential development in recent years. Much of the growth at Warner Center has been attributed to its role as an employment
center and the existence of large parcels that are conducive to high density development. The Orange Line has had a minimal
impact to date when Warner Center was the Orange Line’s western terminus and since the line’s extension. The Orange Line’s
eastern terminus in North Hollywood has attracted multifamily development due to the Red Line subway, zoning that allowed
for taller- and higher-density projects, and at one point, activity by the TIF-funded redevelopment agency. When redevelopment
agencies were dissolved statewide, development in North Hollywood became significantly constrained. However, the area has
recently experienced renewed interest from developers due to its excellent transit access.

26
27
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U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “Metro Orange Line BRT Project Evaluation,” 2011.
City of Los Angeles, “Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority,” 2014, http://cao.lacity.org/debt/LACMTA%20Presentation%202-18-14%20for%20LA%20Regional%20
Investors%20Conference.pdf
U.S. Federal Transit Administration, “Metro Orange Line BRT Project Evaluation,” 2011.
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Lack of developable land and a weakened real estate market has limited development throughout much of the Orange
Line corridor between Warner Center and North Hollywood. Much of the Orange Line runs through built-out, low-density
residential neighborhoods, resulting in little new development throughout the middle section of the corridor. The recent northern
extension has not experienced new development either, as those stations offer less favorable demographics to developers.

MAP OF LOS ANGELES ORANGE LINE ALIGNMENT

Source: Los Angeles Metro, 2014; City of Los Angeles, 2014; US Census TIGER Line Data,
2013; Metrolink, 2014; Strategic Economics, 2014.
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Case Studies: Tacoma Link
TACOMA, WASHINGTON
CONTEXT
In 1996, voters in King and Pierce Counties approved Sound Move, an initiative to raise
the sales tax to fund specific regional transportation projects such as the Tacoma
Link (Link). Initially, Link was designed to be the end of a regional light rail line
from Tacoma to Seattle, serving as the spine of a larger regional network. While the
regional system is still a work in progress, the Link opened in August 2003, with the
major goals of increasing downtown circulation and bringing economic development
to the area.

TACOMA LINK

TACOMA LINK LIGHT RAIL
Sound Transit operates the free 1.6 mile route that connects six stations in downtown
from the Tacoma Dome to the Theater District. The Tacoma Dome station is a large
multimodal center, providing connections to buses, commuter rail, Greyhound, and
a planned Amtrak connection. It is the only Link station with parking. Several large
institutional and entertainment anchors are located along the corridor, including the
University of Washington Tacoma (UW Tacoma) and the Convention Center. Voters
approved Sound Transit 2 in 2008, a sales tax measure funding a 2.4 mile expansion
of Link to the hospital district, connecting St. Joseph’s and Multicare Hospitals.29 This
expansion will also travel through residential areas and is expected to open in Fall
2016. The system runs every 12 minutes during daytime on weekdays and Saturdays,
compared to 24 minute headways in the early morning, late night, and on Sundays.

Source: Flickr User Gordon Werner, 2013

LINK STATION IN DOWNTOWN
TACOMA, WASHINGTON

PROJECT COSTS AND FUNDING SOURCES
Link was built for $80.4 million, and funded primarily by revenues from the Sound
Move initiative. The expansion is projected to cost $150 million, with $50 million
apiece to be contributed by funding from Sound Transit 2, a federal Small Starts
grant, and a partner that is to be determined.30

OUTCOMES AND LESSONS LEARNED
State regulations and a weak real estate market have hampered the ability
to perform value capture. Value capture is a challenge due to provisions in the
Washington State Constitution, which does not allow tax increment financing. The
state also has strong laws regulating subsidizing of projects. At the local level, low
property valuations led the City of Tacoma to eliminate impact fees in order to make
new construction feasible.

Source: Flickr User Matt Johnson, 2010.

Significant development activity occurred when Link first opened, but was
halted by the recession; development activity is slowly returning. In the first
half of the 2000s, Tacoma experienced a building boom in its downtown as 3,000
new residential units were constructed. The recession slowed downtown’s
redevelopment, but economic activity is returning. Recently, State Farm moved 1,100
employees to downtown. As of August 2014, there were over 450 multifamily units
in the development pipeline. UW Tacoma is expected to be a driver of downtown
development as it looks to expand from 4,000 to 14,000 students over the next 20
years.
29
30

Sound Transit, “Tacoma Link Expansion.”
Sound Transit, “Expanding Tacoma Link,” 2013.
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The City of Tacoma engaged in planning efforts to set the stage for future transit-oriented development around Link. Over the
past few years, the City has worked towards producing specific plans for North Downtown, South Downtown, and the Hilltop Subarea
(through which the Link expansion will pass) in connection with the new transit line. As a result of these efforts, Tacoma has set
the stage to enable continued transit-oriented development. Off-street parking requirements and impact fees were eliminated for
downtown projects, and the height limit was increased to 400 feet. New construction in the subareas is allowed expedited review and
is exempt from individual environmental reviews. The public strongly supports downtown revitalization and efforts to promote transitoriented development surrounding Link.

MAP OF TACOMA LINK ALIGNMENT

Source: Sound Transit, 2014; City of Tacoma, 2014; US Census TIGER Line Data, 2013;
Strategic Economics, 2014.
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SUMMARY OF CASE STUDY LESSONS LEARNED
Value capture is of limited use in weak market locations. Nearly all of the case study cities were hampered in their ability to
attract new transit-oriented development due to the recent recession and/or long-term weak regional and local markets. The lack
of investment in these markets meant that there were no revenues to collect as value capture revenue, and increasing the cost of
construction to developers would have further limited activity. Notably the two examples of value capture that were implemented
occurred along the Orange Line in Los Angeles, where Warner Center was able to generate revenue from its mobility fee and the
North Hollywood neighborhood was generating tax increment prior to the dissolution of redevelopment agencies in California.
Weak market locations require more proactive public sector interventions. Rather than using value capture tools, several of the
weaker market areas in the case studies used subsidies and regulatory assistance to spur development. In Cleveland, the city offered
flexibility from its design standards to an office developer to make new construction happen rather than have the site continue to
sit vacant. Other development in the region was undertaken with the assistance of tax credits and involvement of major non-profit
institutions. In Pittsburgh, the mayor utilized an aggressive recruiting strategy to help attract a major tenant that would help lay the
groundwork for East Liberty’s revitalization. In Kansas City, tax credits programs were used to help move projects forward.
The purpose and design of the transit lines themselves influenced their TOD potential. The lines that were most successful in
attracting new construction were ones designed with economic development goals in mind. Cleveland, Kansas City and Tacoma
explicitly stated that the purpose of the new transit lines were to revitalize the neighborhoods through which they traveled. Those
systems were designed in conjunction with other efforts that were supportive of transit-oriented development. Cleveland conducted
infrastructure improvements along Euclid Avenue, while in Tacoma, the City created zoning incentives such as reduced parking and
increased height limits. In comparison, Eugene-Springfield and Pittsburgh have not experienced as much development partially
because the BRT systems were designed primarily to enable faster travel through the region, and zoning codes were not updated to
reflect the increased mobility provided by the new station areas.
A terminus does not require a strong market. It’s more important to know where the strongest markets and significant employment
and activity centers are located and to connect these to the transit lines, stops,and stations. Warner Center, located on the Los
Angeles Orange Line, was a strong termini when it was created with ample development activity and value capture opportunity. When
the Orange Line was extended, Warner Center became a mid-line station and the new terminus at Chatsworth was a weaker market
with less value capture opportunities. Neither Warner Center nor Chatsworth’s roles and opportunities changed after the extension.
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PROJECTIONS
DEFINING THE TRANSIT SYSTEM SEGMENTS
The four principal rapid transit lines (Red, Blue, Purple, and Green) are further
defined by segments, which are based on the planned timing of available funding
and implementation, as determined by the IMPO. An announcement date
occurs when federal and local funding has been approved and the engineering
commences for the project. The opening date occurs when construction of the
project is completed and transit service on the segment commences. Relevant to
tax increment financing (TIF), the TIF start date occurs when the base assessed
value is set and increment begins to be accrue.
TRANSIT SEGMENT

ID

DATE
ANNOUNCED

OPENING
DATE

TIF
START DATE

< ABOUT >

RED LINE
UIndy to Broad
Ripple

A

2015

2018

2016

Broad Ripple to
Carmel

B

2015

2018

2016

Carmel to Westfield C

2023

2026

2024

UIndy to
Greenwood

D

2023

2026

2024

Downtown Transit
E
Center to Lawrence

2020

2023

2023

Meridian to Eagle
Creek

F

2026

2029

2032

Tibbs to
Cumberland

G

2020

2023

2021

Tibbs to
Indianapolis
International
Airport/Plainfield

H

2026

2029

2028

I

2026

2029

2022

PURPLE LINE

To project the potential value capture
revenues, a model was structured to
simultaneously analyze four value
capture tools under consideration –
tax increment financing (TIF), special
assessment districts, transportation
utility fees, and development impact
fees. This section is to document
the organizational structure of the
value capture model, define the
assumptions used in the model,
and summarize the potential value
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TRANSIT SYSTEM SEGMENTS
The following map displays the various segments used for revenue projection purposes. Not all segments will be built at the same
time. Each segment has a different assumed announcement and build-out year.
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THE VALUE CAPTURE MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
The value capture model was structured to simultaneously analyze four value capture tools under consideration in this analysis – tax
increment financing (TIF), special assessment districts, transportation utility fees, and development impact fees. This section is to
document the organizational structure of the value capture model pertinent and explain the characteristics of the funding sources in
the model.
The value capture model is in Microsoft Excel® format, with the spreadsheet containing multiple tabs. The spreadsheet is selfcontained, (i.e., it does not rely upon external spreadsheets or files to fulfill its functions). Background worksheets are hidden, so that
the visible tabs either contain user-provided inputs (with pertinent input cells usually containing a yellow highlight) or output tables.
Some of the spreadsheet calculations utilize pivot tables, which must be manually refreshed (by pressing F9) when input variables
have been changed; it is recommended that a manual refresh be implemented each time a new entry for a variable is made.
COVERSHEET
The “Coversheet” tab provides a table of contents for the spreadsheet, and global inputs for assessed value and for the funding
sources. Pertinent variables are as follows:
•

“Average AV Growth per year”: Keep this variable “0” to keep monetary figures in present year (2014) dollars, else enter a base
AV growth rate (between 1% and 2%) to look at nominal (year-of-expenditure) figures.

•

“AV Impact”: The impact that transit stations have on property values within ½-mile. Initial value is 10% (i.e., property values
near transit stations are 10% higher than comparable properties elsewhere). This impact is phased in according to the “AV_
Schedule” tab, as outlined below.

•

“Gross AV per [unit][new job]” and “% net”: these variables determine the new assessed valuation resulting from household
and job growth within proximity to transit stations. The “% net” accounts for how much of the assessed value represents a net
increase in assessed valuation, following demolition of prior existing development. For example, if a new $200,000 residential
unit is constructed on the site of a previous (demolished) $52,000 unit, the “% net” is 74% (i.e., the net assessed value of $148,000
[equal to $200,000 less $52,000] is 74% of the $200,000 gross assessed value.

•

“Special Assessment District”: The fee (applied annually) is based on a percentage of assessed value of properties within
walking distance of transit stations. The model assumed a $.03 per $100 of assessed value. For example, a $150,000 home would
incur a fee of $45 annually.

•

“Transportation Utility Fee”: The fee (applied annually) to all households and jobs within districts for the purposes of funding
transportation improvements, including transit. The model assumed a $12.00 per residential unit per year. For commercial
space, a $12.00 per employee fee was assumed. For example, a 2,000 sq. ft. business at 250 sq. ft. per employee would incur a
fee of $96.00 annually.

•

“Development Impact Fee”: The fee (one-time, applied at the time of building permit) for construction of new residential
and commercial space (the growth in households and jobs respectively for that particular year). The model assumes a new
residential unit would incur a one-time fee of $200.00. In practice, this could be adjusted based on the number of bedrooms or
square footage, while commercial space would likely incur a development impact fee based on square footage. However, for the
purposes of the value capture model a fee of $50 per employee was assumed. For example, a 2,000 sq. ft. business at 250 sq. ft.
per employee would incur a one-time fee of $400.00.

SUMMARY
The “Summary” tab shows the annual revenue generated by each of the funding sources for the years 2015 to 2040, for each
construction segment (as defined in “Imp_Schedule”, below). The revenue estimates are based on the inputs and calculations
contained in other worksheets. For TIF, the revenue estimates do not start generating positive returns until property values
are impacted by the transit stations, which in turn depend upon the implementation of the transit infrastructure. Special
assessment districts can be implemented at any time, but they are affected by the transit premium on assessed value specified
in the Coversheet and phased in according to the AV_Schedule worksheet.
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CORRIDOR AV
This tab shows the assessed value outputs that serve as the basis for the revenue calculations in the Summary tab, and
are similarly organized by construction increment and year. The calculations for transportation utility fees and development
impact fees use the “households” and “employment” figures, while special assessment districts use the total assessed value
results, which includes the “premium” value placed on properties proximate to transit stations (as per variables specified in the
Coversheet and AV_Schedule worksheets). The rows for “base” and “incremental” assessed values pertain to the calculation of
TIF revenues. Because the Indiana Department of Local Government Finance and local assessors are required to re-evaluate the
base assessed value, this variable is no longer frozen once the TIF is in place, but rather adjusts with each year’s reassessment
subject to market conditions. In Indiana, this process is called “neutralization.” Any premium associated with the introduction
of transit, therefore, contributes to the base assessed value. The only capturable increment is due to new construction or
improvements on the property and/or up-zoning, which is changing the underlying zoning of a property from one of lower use
to one that is of higher use.
PARCELS
The assessed values for properties within the TOD districts are contained in this spreadsheet. Data from three different
assessors are contained within – Marion County, Hamilton County, and Johnson County. Marion County data were the most
complete, and contained the use, gross assessed value, net value after deductions, and applicable tax districts (which, when
combined with the tax rate sheet [hidden] allows for the calculation of revenue. If the nominal growth rate in the Coversheet tab
is greater than 0, than the 2040 assessed value and revenue are also shown.
Hamilton County data contained all of the same variables as the Marion County data, with the exception of deductions and
associated net value. A proxy net value was determined by calculating the net value as a percentage of gross for each use type
in Marion County, and applying it to the associated use for Hamilton County. Again, the identification of taxing districts allows
for the easy calculation of estimated revenue.
Johnson County data contained relatively few variables, and lacked the use, net value, and taxing district. The Marion County
overall net percentage of 53% was applied to the gross values in Johnson County, and a proxy tax rate was applied to provide
revenue estimates.
DISTRICTS
This tab relates the TOD districts to the construction increments listed in the Imp_Schedule worksheet. TOD districts were
developed around station areas for each high-capacity transit (HCT) facility, and the “Union” geoprocessing tool in ArcGIS was
used to consolidate the districts. Some overlap in the areas of stations for different HCT projects was evident, i.e., a particular
parcel may be proximate to more than one transit station. In order to avoid double-counting of impacts, each TOD district with
more than one pertinent station was randomly assigned to one of the construction increments (the orange cells), with the
removed construction increments being shown in yellow.
Note that any district can be included in any construction increment by changing the value of the associated cell to “1”, and can
similarly be excluded by entering a “0”. It is recommended that whatever modifications are made, that each district belong to
no more than 1 construction increment.
BALANCE
Household and employment totals provided by the IMPO are contained here. The proportions of households and jobs within and
outside of TOD districts are shown. There is an option to reallocate a percentage of household and employment growth from
outside of districts to within them (or, by entering a negative number, for within the districts to outside). However, since the
IMPO had already reallocated a portion of growth to TOD districts, any additional reallocation was deemed unnecessary, and
so the percentages here have an initial value of “0”. The worksheet is included here strictly for purposes of sensitivity testing.
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AV_SCHEDULE
This tab shows how the property value premiums on properties near transit stations are phased in. Note that in this worksheet,
the percentages refer to the proportion of the impact that has been phased in (as designated on the Coversheet), and not
the premium itself. The impact percentages in Column B can be manually modified, but it is recommended to apply different
parameters in the yellow boxes. In accordance with the findings of the literature review, property value impacts are accelerating
from the moment of announcement (as entered in the Imp_Schedule worksheet), and level off into a linear function when the
transit construction is complete.
IMP_SCHEDULE
This tab shows anticipated announcement and opening dates for various implementation increments of HCT. The “opening
date” column is editable, but does not change calculations in other spreadsheets; rather, it is the “announcement date” column
that affects when the property premium starts being applied (as per the AV_Schedule tab) and the “TIF start date” that shows
when the base value for the TIF districts are set and increment starts being collected.
POTENTIONAL VALUE CAPTURE REVENUES
The following table summarizes the forecasted potential value capture revenue by segment and by value capture tool. These forecasted
potential revenues are based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
TRANSIT SEGMENT

DEVELOPMENT
IMPACT FEES

SPECIAL
ASSESSMENT
DISTRICT

TAX INCREMENT
FINANCING

TRANSPORTATION
UTILITY FEES

RED LINE
UIndy to Broad Ripple

A

686,881

16,792,722

38,760,793

33,426,554

Broad Ripple to Carmel

B

1,225,791

15,104,211

47,638,240

14,779,692

Carmel to Westfield

C

411,076

4,330,808

9,736,262

3,444,299

UIndy to Greenwood

D

282,475

3,064,780

7,414,024

5,252,506

Downtown Transit Center to
Lawrence

E

212,323

6,130,355

6,098,705

9,933,094

Meridian to Eagle Creek

F

170,880

4,076,856

1,173,249

2,863,803

G

314,999

10,557,208

11,723,736

23,554,646

84,201

1,708,414

1,650,577

2,940,391

676,398

15,361,583

19,631,522

19,336,207

PURPLE LINE

BLUE LINE
Tibbs to Cumberland

Tibbs to Indianapolis
H
International Airport/Plainfield
GREEN LINE
Downtown Transit Center to
Noblesville
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POTENTIONAL VALUE CAPTURE REVENUES BY ACRE
The following table summarizes the forecasted potential value capture revenue per acre by segment and by value capture tool. The forecasted
potential revenue per acre is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
TRANSIT SEGMENT

ACRES

DEVELOPMENT
IMPACT FEES

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT
DISTRICT

TAX INCREMENT
FINANCING

TRANSPORTATION
UTILITY FEES

RED LINE
UIndy to Broad Ripple

A

6,788.83

101

2,474

5,710

4,924

Broad Ripple to
Carmel

B

3,902.09

314

3,871

12,208

3,788

Carmel to Westfield

C

2,188.75

188

1,979

4,448

1,574

UIndy to Greenwood

D

2,513.27

112

1,219

2,950

2,090

Downtown Transit
Center to Lawrence

E

6,558.02

32

935

930

1,515

Meridian to Eagle
Creek

F

4,789.93

36

851

245

598

Tibbs to Cumberland

G

7,636.76

41

1,382

1,535

3,084

Tibbs to Indianapolis
International Airport/
Plainfield

H

3,062.71

27

558

539

960

I

6,776.66

100

2,267

2,897

2,853

PURPLE LINE

BLUE LINE

GREEN LINE
Downtown Transit
Center to Noblesville
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VALUE CAPTURE REVENUE BY TOOL
The following charts summarize the forecasted potential value capture revenue by segment and by value capture tool. The forecasted potential
revenue is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
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VALUE CAPTURE REVENUE BY TOOL
The following charts summarize the forecasted potential value capture revenue by segment and by value capture tool. The forecasted potential
revenue is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
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VALUE CAPTURE REVENUE BY TOOL
The following charts summarize the forecasted potential value capture revenue by segment and by value capture tool. The forecasted potential
revenue is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
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TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE BY SEGMENT
The following charts summarize the forecasted total assessed value of all parcels by segment. Increases in TIF base AV, due to Indiana’s
neutralization process is shown in blue, while captureable increment for TIF is shown in yellow. The forecasted total assessed value of all
parcels is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
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TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE BY SEGMENT
The following charts summarize the forecasted total assessed value of all parcels by segment. Increases in TIF base AV, due to Indiana’s
neutralization process is shown in blue, while captureable increment for TIF is shown in yellow. The forecasted total assessed value of all
parcels is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
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TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE BY SEGMENT
The following charts summarize the forecasted total assessed value of all parcels by segment. Increases in TIF base AV, due to Indiana’s
neutralization process is shown in blue, while captureable increment for TIF is shown in yellow. The forecasted total assessed value of all
parcels is based on the assumptions in the model, which are subject to change.
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UNDERSTANDING VALUE
As demonstrated twice annually on a property tax bill, property value has two
components: land value and improvement value. Land value consists of the
characteristics of the land itself as well as the attributes due to location, which will
have different values depending on the use (e.g., transit access, highway access,
views, waterfront, adjacent properties, etc.). The improvement value is the value
of any structures and improvements on the property, typically estimated as the
amount that it would cost to replace the building. Replacement cost of a building,
which is the cost that it would take to rebuild an existing building, will be about
the same anywhere within a given region. The value of the property, however, can
vary widely for the same type of building which is a function of where it is located.
The “transit premium” is really a land value premium, because the benefit of
transit is primarily a function of the location of the property and can affect the
marketability of the property’s location. Increase in value can yield a current
benefit due to proximity to transit, such as when an existing office building can
achieve higher lease rates and/or lower vacancy due to its location near a new
transit stop. In other cases, the expectation of future value can affect property
value, such as when a gas station near a new transit stop has the potential for
redevelopment to a more intensive use in the future.
Value capture strategies differ in how, when, and where they may be applied and
can yield different outcomes. Some value capture strategies target owners of
existing property, while others target developers. Some value capture strategies
apply to specific station areas and others are implemented at the parcel level, but
applied throughout a given jurisdiction.
The value capture tools profiled in this plan are explicitly or implicitly enabled
under Indiana law and are well-used and documented in other communities with
transit. As a case in point, the U.S. Government Accountability Office surveyed 55
transit agencies on value capture policies. More than half of the transit agencies
(32 of 55) reported that joint development, in which a transit agency and a private
entity partner to develop property around a transit station, has been used as a
source of funding for transit, while about a third (19 of 55) reported that special
assessment districts, tax increment financing, and development impact fees
have been used.1 Transportation utility fees were not part of that study.

1

< ABOUT >
Value capture tools are property-based
public financing mechanisms that
“capture” a portion of any increase in
property value attributable to the price
premium created by the addition of
transit or other public improvements.
This section summarizes five primary
value capture tools in this strategic
plan, their legal status under
Indiana Code, and how they can be
implemented and managed to achieve
transit oriented development. Other
tools for supporting transit oriented
development are also profiled.

United States Government Accountability Office. “Report to Congressional Committees:
Federal Role in Value Capture Strategies for Transit Is Limited, but Additional Guidance
Could Help Clarify Policies.” GAO-10-781, July 2010.
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Value Capture Tool

# of Transit Agencies Reporting Use
(out of 55)

Total # of Uses of Each Strategy

Development Impact Fees

10

22

Special Assessment Districts

10

17

Tax Increment Financing

6

13

Source: GAO analysis of transit agency-reported data.

Financial data collected from several transit agencies indicate that revenue generated annually through joint development is
generally small when compared with an agency’s annual operating expenses. Revenue generated by the other three (above)
value capture strategies has varied, but in some cases has been critical to the financial feasibility of the transit project or to
improvements that support transit oriented development.
Key findings from other case studies of value capture strategies include the following:2
• Local governments may use a combination of value capture mechanisms;
• TIF and special assessment districts are the mechanisms likely to yield the highest revenue;
• The use of TIF requires significant institutional capacity, community support, and agreement among taxing agencies;
• The use of transit impact fees is rare. It benefits from state- and local-level enabling legislation, robust nexus studies, a
strong real estate market, and private sector support;
• Transit impact fees and special assessment districts must be carefully designed and implemented to minimize inequities;
and
• Strong real estate markets, significant institutional capacity, and clear policy guidelines are needed to undertake joint
development.
Value capture tools can be applied individually or combined to meet specific transit system and market contexts and financial
goals. At this time, however, this plan does not suggest that all the value capture tools profiled should necessarily be
implemented concurrently. There will be important considerations as to the economic efficiency, equity, sustainability, and
feasibility that must be part of any future implementation plan. To be successful, a comprehensive value capture strategy must
have broad support, be politically feasible, as well as economically sustainable; otherwise the fees will negate the economic
incentive for private investment and development.3

2
3

Mathur, Shishir, et al. “A Decision-Support Framework For Using Value Capture to Fund Public Transit: Lessons From Project-Specific Analyses,” Mineta Transportation Institute, 2012.
While careful research was conducted, and legal counsel consulted as a part of this plan, there are important legal considerations for units of
government in implementing some or all of these strategies. A specific legal review should be undertaken of potential value capture strategies
relative to federal, state and local statutes, ordinances and regulations.
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VALUE CAPTURE ON EXISTING PROPERTY
As a result of access to transit, different property owners experience different
changes in values. Some owners of existing properties do not necessarily see a
direct financial benefit from new transit, and some developers view investment
opportunities near transit stations and are motivated to support and take part in
value capture strategies.
If a new transit line connects destinations, particularly employment, many
corridors and station areas will already have significant development of offices,
homes and other uses. The introduction of transit is likely to result in increased
property values for existing property owners, particularly land uses that can
benefit from increased access, such as office or residential.
Special assessment districts (e.g., business improvement districts, economic
improvement districts in Indiana) allow a tax or fee to be assessed on those property
owners who are beneficiaries of specific improvements, such as marketing and
promotion services in a shopping district, streetscape improvements, transit,
etc. Provided the amount paid in special assessments is more than offset by the
increase in their property values, it seems reasonable to assume that existing
property owners are likely to be willing to pay an additional tax to support transit
However, in reality, property owners are often unwilling to participate in a special
assessment tax or fee for a number of reasons.
First, property owners may be opposed to new or increased taxes as a matter
of principle and/or question the benefit of transit to their property values.
Second, they may believe that transit is likely to be built without the special tax,
rendering a special assessment unnecessary. Third, they may resist the idea of
taxing themselves now to help pay for transit service that won’t come to fruition
until well into the future, before receiving the benefit of higher property values.
Finally, not all property owners stand to benefit the same. While some owners
of rental properties can charge higher rents, others may be limited by long-term
leases. Owner-occupied buildings will not realize the increase in value except in
a refinancing or sale. Further, in the short term, an owner may experience rising
property taxes based on the growth in assessed value of the property.

Research has shown that transit can
be a catalyst for redevelopment, but
alone will not overcome the absence
of market fundamentals necessary
to support market-based real estate
development. Transit can, however,
enhance
market
fundamentals
leading to successful development
and private sector investment.

VALUE CAPTURE ON NEW DEVELOPMENT
Often the greatest opportunities to both create and capture value along a transit
corridor are related to new development. New development near a station can
be “transit-oriented” and designed upfront to take advantage of the benefits of
transit. As such, the value that can be captured by a developer, the public sector,
or both can be maximized. From a developer’s perspective, transit can have a
positive impact on development opportunities:
• Transit is an amenity that can improve the marketability of new
residential units, office space and other property types, and result in
higher revenues (i.e., the transit premium) in the form of higher prices
and rents or lower vacancy. Consumer preferences are changing in favor
of more compact urban housing types that offer access to retail, services
and transit. Demographic shifts toward smaller households, driven by
Baby Boomers and Millenials, include a growing number of singles and
non-family households who are more likely to value living in a mixed-use,
walkable neighborhood.
TOD STRATEGIC PLAN
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• The introduction of transit can make new sites available for development and increase the intensity of development
on existing sites. The construction of a new transit line can lead to new infill development opportunities. In some
cases, the improved access provided by transit can make it possible to develop or redevelop sites which were previously
precluded from development with more intensive uses.
• Proximity to transit can improve the likelihood that high-density development will be realized, and depending on
local public policies, make it easier to obtain entitlements. Transit oriented development creates a rationale for where
density should be allowed and encouraged. Many municipalities re-zone land around transit to support higher density
and/or mixed-use development, which can increase the value of development opportunities. The enhanced ability to
obtain entitlements for more intensive development projects can also reduce the risk and cost of capital for a developer,
while simultaneously increasing the potential revenues from the project.
• Transit can help to improve the financial feasibility of higher-density development. To make more intensive development
financially feasible, projects must be able to achieve higher per-square foot revenues. In addition, incremental costs
should also be contained since the cost to build higher density development, especially buildings over five stories, is
more expensive on a per square foot basis than lower density development. For example, proximity to transit makes
it possible to market residential units with shared or one dedicated parking space instead of two or more, resulting
in lower development costs for the developer and lower price points for the consumer. New development near transit
can take advantage of lower parking requirements, and consequently lower development costs.4 The higher density of
development translates to higher property values and higher property tax revenues to local government.
• Transit oriented development can foster public-private partnerships that result in a direct subsidy for the project
and/or other beneficial transit-supportive infrastructure investments. If TOD projects are viewed as desirable, the
public sector may be more willing to act as a partner in finding ways to move complex projects forward, provide supportive
infrastructure and amenities, or even to subsidize development. This type of cooperation can result in development that
benefits the consumer, the developer, the neighborhood, the municipality and the taxpayers.

VALUE CAPTURE AND SPECULATION
The increasingly high-profile nature of transit and TOD projects is putting a spotlight on the potential of properties near transit.
A challenge with planning and funding transportation projects is that a mandated public process can signal the land market and
prices will begin to adjust on speculations of increased value.5 The implication is that as soon as new information is available,
it is immediately incorporated into the price of a property, making it difficult to “beat the market.” This becomes problematic
for transit authorities and/or municipalities to obtain control or acquire land for transit right of way or station areas. In addition,
the value capture opportunities are diminished.
In regions like Minneapolis-St. Paul, Houston, Denver and Charlotte, asking prices for properties adjacent to planned transit
lines increased substantially based on the expectation of future development opportunities. Along some transit lines this is
resulting in a significant amount of new development yet in other cases, the combination of high land costs and high construction
costs is suppressing new development near the transit lines, and shifting development to locations further from transit.
In Midtown Houston, for example, most of the recent new development consists of relatively low-density townhouse and mixeduse development, which is occurring on less expensive sites located further from transit. The real estate market may eventually
catch-up with property owner expectations about the value of their properties, but so far speculation has choked off the potential
for TOD in Houston.
The value capture tools profiled in this plan are intended to support a multiple-source revenue strategy that applies to new
development as well as existing development. Further, the tools could generate revenue to focus specifically on transit supportive
infrastructure at potential station areas, or across a larger geography to fund other infrastructure needs in the jurisdiction.

4
5

Surface parking can cost approximately $4,000 to $5,000 per space, when structured parking can cost over $25,000 per space depending on the
complexity of the structure and whether it is above or below grade.
McDonald, J. and C. Osuji. “The Effect of Anticipated Transportation Improvement on Residential Land Values.” Regional Science and Urban
Economics, 1995, 25, 261–78.
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VALUE CAPTURE TOOL

SCALE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Station Area

Jurisdiction

Applies to New
Development

Tax Increment Financing
Joint Development

Development Impact
Fees

Applies to All
Development

Special Assessment
District

Transportation Utility
Fees

DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES
Summary: A development impact fee is a charge assessed on new development
as a means to offset the incremental cost to the jurisdiction of expanding and
extending required public services. Many jurisdictions have transportation impact
fees, although most are primarily focused on roadways. The fees are generally
collected at one point in time, during zoning reviews and permit approvals, and
are usually used to defray the cost of providing public infrastructure such as new
streets and utilities.
Application: The premise behind development impact fees is that development
should pay the full cost of providing additional facilities necessary to accommodate
development, and as such, is not directly connected to either property values
or the value of new development. Generally, development impact fees have
been used to fund any type of infrastructure for which a local government can
demonstrate an immediate increase in need due to the new development. This
can include police, fire, increasing roadway capacity or traffic management due
to anticipated new residents or customers in the area, schools, parks, etc.

Research and case studies have
shown that value creation occurs
when transit is announced and before
transit service begins. Mechanism(s)
should be in place to capture that
value before transit is announced.

Markets: Development impact fees are most applicable to strong real estate
markets. One of the criticisms of impact fees generally is that they can reduce
the feasibility of development by increasing costs, and subsequently reducing the
affordability of housing, because the entire cost is paid up front by the developer
and passed on to the buyer or tenant. Therefore, the fees need to be determined
strategically. Unless fees are charged across an entire region, impact fees
could have the unintentional consequence of incentivizing developers to avoid
transit-accessible areas and associated impact fees and instead concentrate
development in peripheral areas.
Authorization: Development impact fees are authorized by Indiana Code 367-4.6 Application in Indiana is limited to sanitary sewer system or wastewater
treatment facility; a park or recreational facility; a road or bridge; a drainage or
flood control facility; or a water treatment, water storage, or water distribution
facility. Development impact fees may also be used to “defray or mitigate the
capital costs of infrastructure that is required by, necessitated by, or needed to
serve the new development.” Operating costs are not addressed by the law.
Currently, Indianapolis does not impose any impact fees on new development
although individual deals may be negotiated to create an exaction from the
developer to pay for desired improvements in exchange for development rights.
6

Impact fees are not a tax, but are authorized through the police power as part of a development approval process. Requiring an impact fee to provide adequate public facilities is
similar to meeting planning and zoning requirements for development approval.
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The resurgent interest from the market in urban living and working has stemmed the previous loss of population from Marion
County to neighboring counties. This could be an opportune time to institute a development impact fee in Marion County. Other
communities in Central Indiana impose impact fees for roads, parks, and Fishers includes an impact fee for bridges.
From a legal standpoint, development impact fees should include
• a “rational nexus” or reasonable connection between the need for additional facilities and the growth resulting from new
development;
• a “rational nexus” or reasonable connection between the expenditure of the impact fees collected and the benefits
received by the development paying the impact fees; and
• a proportionate-share between the fees charged and the cost incurred or to be incurred in accommodating the
development paying the impact fee.
Example Project: City of Boston (MA) Linkage Fees for Affordable Housing and Land Acquisition. Developers required to pay
the linkage fee enter into an agreement with the Boston Redevelopment Authority to confirm the payment of linkage fees. The
Neighborhood Housing and Neighborhood Jobs Trusts, in conjunction with the redevelopment authority, use the revenue to
fund affordable housing and job training.
Implementation / Management: Often the full effects of growth are not felt, or recognized, by a community for many years. The
consequences of not using development impact fees or similar pay-as-you-go offsets to the cost of providing adequate public
facilities for new growth can be significant.7
As a framework for imposing fees, local jurisdictions should develop, adopt, and implement capital improvement programs
consistent with an adopted comprehensive plan with consideration given to other funding alternatives, like development impact
fees. A capital improvement plan can provide a comprehensive summary of the capital requirements of the jurisdiction. The
plan is necessary in order to prioritize expenditures and should relate them to the source of funding.8 The capital improvement
plan that will be required for federal funding for transit should include a comprehensive and realistic assessment of transitsupportive infrastructure around station areas. This will serve as the basis for implementing development impact fees and
other value capture tools.
While Indiana’s law on development impact fees is rather limited in scope, by comparison many other states have enabling
legislation that gives more local control to municipalities to make commitments to address quality of life from a variety of
issues.9 Other potential impact fees include schools, public safety facilities (police and fire), libraries, or linkage programs such
as affordable housing, public art, job training, and day-care facilities.10 As a means to fund transit improvements specifically,
impact fees have not been widely used, and are likely to be successful in areas with a strong real estate market and a significant
amount of new development.
To implement a development impact fee ordinance, a municipality must have a comprehensive plan for the geographic area
over which the unit exercises planning and zoning jurisdiction. Before the adoption of an impact fee ordinance, a municipality
must establish an impact fee advisory committee to assist and advise the unit with regard to the adoption of an impact fee
ordinance. A planning commission or other committee in existence before the adoption of an impact fee ordinance that meets
the membership requirements of subsection 1311 may serve as the advisory committee. Impact fee payments are typically
required to be made as a condition of approval of the development, either at the time the building or occupancy permit is issued.
Local governments can allow credits (i.e., the amount counted against the developer’s fee obligation) and/or reimbursements
(i.e., the amount that exceeds the developer’s fee obligation).
7

8
9

10

When developed strategically and implemented fairly, the development community has been supportive of development impact fees because
impact fees add predictability to the development approval process and create a “level playing field” for competitors. Development impact fees
replace often less fair and arbitrarily negotiated exactions.
American Planning Association, Policy Guide on Impact Fees, April 1997.
According to recent national surveys published by Duncan Associates, about 60 percent of all cities with over 25,000 residents and almost 40 percent of all metropolitan counties use some form of impact fees. In California and Florida, the extent of cities and counties using impact fees is at
90 and 83 percent, respectively.
Ross, Dennis and Thorpe, Scott. “Impact Fees: Practical Guide for Calculation and Implementation,” Journal of Urban Planning and Development, September 1992.
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JOINT DEVELOPMENT
Summary: Joint development is a partnership between a public sector entity and private developers to construct improvements.
Typically the public entity owns all or a portion of the land to be developed, and negotiates a customized agreement with private
developers. Joint development and transit-oriented development have several common characteristics, however in most cases
joint development takes place on (or above) property owned by a transit agency or other public entity.
Application: Joint development is most applicable to projects that include development on transit agency-, or municipalityowned land. Many joint development projects involve building parking structures to replace parking lost through development
on existing surface parking lots. Transit oriented development on these sites can also result in increased transit ridership, and
consequently, higher farebox revenues. Joint developments can also be arranged through construction cost sharing, station
connection fees, and negotiated private contributions.
Markets: Joint development is most applicable to strong real estate markets. Joint development makes the most sense where
a significant amount of land is available to the transit agency or municipality, and where developer agreements can be used to
directly fund transit and related improvements.
Authorization: Joint development is authorized in Indiana, but is dependent on the charter of the regional transit authority (RTA).
For example, IndyGo, while not an RTA, confirmed that the agency has the ability to enter into joint development agreements
within Marion County. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) is very specific about what joint development projects are
eligible for public funding under Federal law.11 Federal law permits the FTA to issue public transportation grants “for the
construction, renovation, and improvement of intercity bus and intercity rail stations and terminals,” including the construction,
renovation, and improvement of commercial, revenue-producing intercity bus stations or terminals. Further, to be eligible for
Federal funding, a joint development project must meet three criteria:
• Enhance economic development or incorporate private investment;
• Enhance the effectiveness of a public transportation project or establish new or enhanced coordination between public
transportation and other transportation; and
• Provide a fair share of revenue to be used for public transportation.12
Example Project: The Highlands at Morristown (NJ) Train Station. In the mid-2000s, New Jersey Transit, the state’s public
transportation corporation, issued a request for proposals to develop a surface parking lot at Morristown Station on a commuter
rail line that provides direct service to Manhattan. The agency chose a developer who proposed to purchase the property and
build a five-story, mixed-use building including 228 apartments, 8,000 square feet of ground-floor retail, and a five-story garage
with 722 parking spaces for commuters, tenants, and shoppers. The developer paid $7 million of the $8.75 million cost of
building the parking garage; New Jersey Transit contributed the remainder and owns and operates 415 commuter spaces in
the garage. The agency also receives a portion of the rents generated by the property.
Implementation / Management: Transit agencies can benefit from joint development activities by sharing in both cost and
revenue with another partner. Examples of revenue-sharing include land leases, development within air rights, station interface
or connection-fee programs, concession leases, and benefit assessment districts. By sharing the cost of development,
transit authorities can share some of the cost burden of constructing, maintaining, or rehabilitating transit facilities such as
construction expenses, participate in incentive-based programs that provide benefits (e.g., density bonuses) in return for offloading construction costs, and allow joint use of equipment, such as mechanical systems. A private developer benefits because
the accessibility advantages of being near a transit station are capitalized into higher rents or greater occupancy.
While transit oriented developments generally are envisioned to encompass multiple city blocks and are similar to a neighborhood
in size and character, joint development tends to be project-specific, often occurring within a given block and tied to a specific
11

12

FTA’s Joint Development Guidance 72 FR 5788, published February 7, 2007. It should be noted that several transit agency officials told the Government Accountability Office that FTA’s joint development guidance is confusing, which can hinder their use of joint development when federal
funding is involved. See United States Government Accountability Office. “Report to Congressional Committees: Federal Role in Value Capture
Strategies for Transit Is Limited, but Additional Guidance Could Help Clarify Policies.” GAO-10-781, July 2010.
49 U.S.C. 5302(a)(1)(G)
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real estate development. One of the biggest challenges of joint development as a value capture strategy is the fact that projects
usually take place on one or more sites adjacent to a station, and as such do not “capture” value from the broader area that
receives the benefit of improved transit access. In response, some transit agencies are looking to creative partnerships with
local jurisdictions to benefit from tax receipts (e.g., sales tax) generated by new development.13
Transit agencies that have extensively used joint development typically share characteristics such as having formal joint
development policies. In-house professional real estate expertise is also critical, as a transit agency’s real estate department
is typically responsible for managing the agency’s acquisition and disposition of land, lease and rental agreements, and station
area development. Generally, transit agencies generate joint development revenue by selling or leasing agency-owned land.
Financial data collected from several transit agencies indicate that revenue generated annually through joint development
is generally small when compared with an agency’s annual operating expenses.14 To incur the additional overhead and
management costs, the transit agency’s joint development program needs to be of a sufficient scale to generate more than the
incremental costs.
FTA defines a ‘’capital project’’ for joint development as:
“A public transportation improvement that enhances economic development or incorporates private investment,
including commercial and residential development, pedestrian and bicycle access to a public transportation facility,
construction, renovation, and improvement of intercity bus and intercity rail stations and terminals, and the renovation
and improvement of historic transportation facilities, because the improvement enhances the effectiveness of a public
transportation project and is related physically or functionally to that public transportation project, or establishes
new or enhanced coordination between public transportation and other transportation, and provides a fair share
of revenue for public transportation that will be used for public transportation. In addition, a person making an
agreement to occupy space in a facility under this subparagraph shall pay a reasonable share of the costs of the
facility through rental payments and other means. 49 U.S.C. §5302(a)(1)(G). Joint development improvements shall
be eligible for FTA funding if they satisfy the criteria set forth above, and do not fall within the exclusion detailed at
49 U.S.C. 5302(a)(1)(G)(ii), which excludes the construction of a commercial revenue-producing facility (other than an
intercity bus station or terminal) or a part of a public facility not related to public transportation.”15
To facilitate TOD and avoid project delays, transit agencies should confirm which types of developments and structures are
eligible for joint development and how many surface parking spaces must be replaced with structured parking. Clarifying early
in a project’s design phase which types of structures are eligible for joint development could streamline negotiations with
developers and FTA and produce more cost-effective results which benefit the public and private sector. In addition, clarifying
FTA’s requirements and conditions for parking replacement would reduce the potential for transit agencies to design projects
with more parking than is actually needed or required and to invest money in costly structured parking. Those resources could
be put toward enhancing other aspects of the project’s design, including economic development components.16

SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICT
Summary: Special assessment districts (also known as economic improvement districts or EIDs in Indiana, or local improvement
districts, benefit assessment districts, or local taxing districts in other jurisdictions) are areas in which an additional assessment
is levied on properties based on the benefit received from a public investment.
Application: Local property and business owners elect to make a collective contribution to the development, maintenance,
and/or promotion of a project. Assessments from special districts can be used to fund infrastructure that does not generate
revenue, so the tool is applicable to a wide variety of circumstances. Special assessment districts are most commonly used to
fund the development of sewer, water, utilities or streets, but can also be used to fund services such as police, fire protection,
13
14
15
16

Fogarty, Nadine, et al. “Capturing the Value of Transit,” Center for Transit-Oriented Development, 2008
United States Government Accountability Office. “Report to Congressional Committees: Federal Role in Value Capture Strategies for Transit Is
Limited, but Additional Guidance Could Help Clarify Policies.” GAO-10-781, July 2010.
United States Government Accountability Office. “Report to Congressional Committees: Federal Role in Value Capture Strategies for Transit Is
Limited, but Additional Guidance Could Help Clarify Policies.” GAO-10-781, July 2010.
United States Government Accountability Office. “Report to Congressional Committees: Federal Role in Value Capture Strategies for Transit Is
Limited, but Additional Guidance Could Help Clarify Policies.” GAO-10-781, July 2010.
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transit or joint marketing and promotion of a given area. Special assessments can finance construction of stations, and in some
places, assessments have been used to help fund the transit itself in addition to the infrastructure around a station. Currently
in Indiana, eligible projects include public improvements, infrastructure, utility facilities improvements and equipment, water
facility improvements and equipment, streets, sidewalks and improvements related to the habitability of residential property.
Markets: Special assessment districts are applicable to strong and weak real estate markets and are widely used nationally,
numbering over 400.
Authorized: Economic improvement districts are authorized under Indiana Code 36-7-22. However, they have not been widely
used at this point.17 Indiana also has the Barrett law program, which is enabled under Indiana Code 36-9-37, and provides a
convenient method of one-time payments for affected property owners for improvements such as new streets, curbs, sidewalks,
alleys and sewers.
Example Project: White Flint (MD) Special Taxing District. In October 2010, the Montgomery County Council approved a Special
Taxing District for the White Flint Sector Plan area that is authorized to levy an ad valorem property tax. The special assessment
will fund the reconstruction of a major arterial as a walkable boulevard, the construction of a grid of public streets, and other
infrastructure to support the redevelopment of the White Flint area as a mixed-use, transit-oriented district. The anticipated
funding sources include a special assessment from the White Flint Special Taxing District (projected to pay for 63 percent of the
infrastructure costs), TIF (30 percent), and an impact tax (7 percent).
Implementation / Management: Special assessment districts are appealing as a value capture tool because they can be
structured to align taxes or fees closely with expected property owner benefits. They are, however, challenging to implement.
Property owners establish a special assessment district by petitioning their taxing unit’s legislative body for approval of a
district. A key characteristic of assessment districts is that they typically require at least a majority vote of affected property
owners in order to be implemented. In Indiana a petition must be signed by 1) a majority of the owners of real property within
the proposed district; and 2) a majority of owners of real property constituting more than fifty percent (50%) of the assessed
valuation in the proposed district.18 Generally, assessment districts tend to work better in places with fewer property owners,
and as such, are more difficult to implement across larger areas, especially across multiple jurisdictions. The amount of the
assessment must be directly related to the cost of the improvement and they also work best if most of the property owners will
realize a direct benefit from transit or if they can build projects that will maximize the value of transit.
In 2010, Indiana amended the enabling legislation to relative to economic improvement districts. EID projects are now included
within the definition of “economic development facilities” that fall under the economic development jurisdiction of a county or
municipal Economic Development Commission. This allows an Economic Development Commission or EID Board to provide
economic development incentives and issue tax-exempt bonds for projects located within an EID.19
In addition, assessments paid by EID property owners are included within the definition of Indiana property tax for the purpose
of being deducted against the EID property owner’s federal income tax. However, while an EID assessment is considered a
property tax, it is not to be calculated as part of the circuit breaker credit that caps the amount of property tax levy a tax unit
can generate. This will provide EID property owners incentives to support an EID project while not posing a disincentive to local
taxing units that may be financially impacted by the new circuit breaker caps/credits that are being imposed on them. Further, it
actually results in an incentive for taxing units to create EIDs to shift the cost of economic development projects, improvements
and services to the EID.20

17

18
19
20

For example, two initiatives to establish economic improvement districts along Massachusetts Avenue and in Fountain Square in Indianapolis
failed in recent years. According to stakeholders who advanced the EID, lessons learned included drawing clear and present benefits to the
affected property owners relative to the cost, as well as a more transparent process of securing property owner support.
Donaldson, Bruce. “Summary of Economic Improvement Districts,” Boone County Economic Development Financing Seminar, October 1, 2010
Anderson, Jonathan R. http://andersonpartnersllc.com/
Anderson, Jonathan R. http://andersonpartnersllc.com/
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TAX INCREMENT FINANCING
Summary: Tax increment financing raises revenue for capital or operating costs by diverting increased property tax revenue
generated by increasing existing property values and new development. The power of TIF is that it captures the total value of
growth in property taxes for use within a designated area, which can range from a single site to a district. Because the tax
increment is based on the total increase in taxes generated, new development has a much greater impact on tax increment
than growth in value in existing properties. For this reason, TIF can generate a significant amount of revenue, particularly where
station areas are the focus for new development.
Application: TIF revenue can be applied to infrastructure that does not generate revenue. Typical items financed include street
improvements; sidewalks; street lighting; utilities, including water lines, storm and sanitary sewers, and plant expansions;
parks and open space; and structured parking. Historically, TIF has been used to finance a specific project or multiple projects
within an allocation area, usually a given neighborhood, to encourage new investment within economic development and/or
redevelopment areas.21 Transit, in contrast, is a corridor alignment and as such, the benefit areas accrue along corridors and
station areas. Transit corridors can cross multiple neighborhoods and, in some cases, multiple jurisdictions.
Markets: TIF is most applicable to strong real estate markets. Property owners usually have a preference for TIF districts over
special assessment districts because TIF redirects existing property taxes, instead of creating an additional tax on property.
However, TIF shifts tax dollars that would otherwise be used for other purposes, such as general fund obligations, which can
make it fiscally challenging to implement over a large area. For this reason, it should be used strategically.22
Authorized: TIF is widely used in Indiana and authorized under Indiana Code 36-7-14 and 36-7-25. For example, in the 2012 tax
year, Marion County levied more than $933 million in property taxes (net of circuit breaker). TIF incremental revenue accounts
for approximately 11 percent of the property taxes billed in Marion County or about $102.6 million.23 TIF has a higher cost of
capital, however, than general obligation bonds for example, given the higher interest rate and the need for reserve funds,
which effectively increases interest rate since funds are not used until the end of the bond term (15-20 years).
Example Project: City of Dallas (TX) Multi-station Tax Increment Financing District. In 2008, the city of Dallas approved a
series of new TIF districts that surround eight DART stations and total 559 acres. The districts are the result of collaboration
between the city, DART, Southern Methodist University, Prescott Realty Group, and other local partners. TIF revenue will be
used for public infrastructure to support new development and enhance connectivity in station areas. TIF was considered an
especially appealing alternative for DART and the city because real estate market conditions and community needs vary greatly
among the different station areas.
Implementation / Management: Transit agencies, which do not have taxing authority in Indiana, have to coordinate with local
taxing authorities to help establish a tax increment financing district. Further, because TIF districts are usually administered by
cities, transit agencies are most likely to benefit from TIF when transit is part of a broader strategy to revitalize a neighborhood.
TIF districts, through redevelopment, can also generate transit ridership through pedestrian and other access improvements,
and investments that improve the viability of transit oriented development.
The process for establishing a tax increment financing district is formally established in Indiana Code (IC 36-7-14 and IC 367-25). The local Redevelopment Commission must designate a new TIF district as either a Redevelopment Area (RDA) or an
Economic Development Area (EDA).24 To establish a RDA, the commission must make a determination of blight or the need
for redevelopment. Indiana Code defines a Redevelopment Area as “an area in which normal development and occupancy are

21
22

23
24

The use of TIF in Indiana began in the mid-1980s, in South Bend, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis. By 2002, it was widely used across the state. In
2012, 79 of Indiana’s 92 counties had one or more TIF districts within their borders and total incremental assessed value surpassed $14 billion.
This is particularly important in Indiana. One of the key realities of property tax caps is that property tax revenue growth is primarily driven by
growth in assessed value, especially for urban areas that are significantly impacted by the circuit breaker. This means that for a given unit‘s
geography, capturing all of the assessed value growth within TIF districts, even if used for legitimate and prudent economic development and
redevelopment purposes, will eventually choke off the property tax revenue growth needed to keep pace with the rising costs of providing public
services. For example, from 2006 to 2011, the properties within Indianapolis TIF districts grew at an average rate of 5.7 percent per year, while
the assessed value in the non-TIF portions of the county remained flat.
Indianapolis-Marion County Council Tax Increment Financing Study Commission, June 29, 2012.
Carmel, Cumberland, Fishers, Greenwood, Lawrence, Noblesville, Plainfield, and Westfield have established redevelopment commissions. The
Metropolitan Development Commission is the redevelopment commission for Indianapolis.
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undesirable because of lack of development; cessation of growth; deterioration of improvements; character of occupancy;
age; obsolescence; substandard buildings; or other factors that impair values or prevent a normal use or development of
property.”25 An EDA may be established in a non-blighted area, but the proposed projects must promote significant employment
opportunities for local residents, attract major new business to the area, or retain or expand an existing business.
A declaratory and confirmatory resolution establishing the RDA or EDA must be accompanied by a plan for the area. The plan
should describe the proposed investments in the area and include a provision for the use of incremental tax revenues. Once the
confirmatory resolution has been approved, the TIF district can be activated.26
Indianapolis, Carmel and the other communities that could become part of a regional rapid transit system have established
TIF districts, although vary significantly in their size, performance, applicable projects, sunset dates, administration, etc.
However, the statutory redevelopment or economic development purposes of these existing TIF districts is very much aligned
with the goals of creating more transit-supportive infrastructure and TOD around potential station areas. The types of projects
supported by existing TIF districts would be the types of projects supported by a new TIF district focused on transit supportive
infrastructure.
A new, strategic TIF district or districts could supplement existing TIF districts, provided there is coordination among the
jurisdictions affected.27 Because transit corridors can cross multiple neighborhoods and jurisdictions, the definition of
Redevelopment Area for purposes of TIF will not be uniform. Along the proposed North Red Line, for example, potential station
areas within Marion County and Hamilton County have vastly different characteristics and market strength; some areas may
meet the definition of ‘Redevelopment Area’, while others may not.
An Economic Development Area is more broadly defined by the Indiana Code as an area that will create job opportunities or
attract, expand or retain business enterprise in a city. However, not every transit station area will have a strong commercial
core. Some station areas will be primarily residential, some primarily employment, some will be mixed and some will only serve
a transportation function. Each station area must be aligned with the market and planned strategically within the context of the
corridor as well as the regional system.
Neither Redevelopment Area nor Economic Development Area may completely characterize or apply to a given transit corridor.
Central Indiana municipalities will need flexibility in defining a TIF allocation area for purposes of funding transit-supportive
infrastructure and TOD and whether that flexibility is explicit under current Indiana law. A more thorough legal review is required
to make that determination.
Time is of the essence with respect to TIF as a value capture tool for several reasons. First, it’s widely used in Central Indiana
but has come under some increasing scrutiny recently. Clarifying how TIF will help implement transit, which will subsequently
help grow the base AV as well to the benefit of the general taxing authorities, will be critical and will take time. Second, because
of the reliance on incremental increase in the assessed value, ensuring a low base AV is important to optimize the potential of
TIF as a value capture tool in a relatively cool market like Central Indiana. Research and case studies have shown that value
creation occurs when transit is announced and before transit service begins. To capture that value, mechanism(s) should be in
place well before alignments and station areas are finalized. Getting the districts set as soon as possible will help set the base
AV before a potential transit premium is experienced in the marketplace.

25
26

27

IC 36-7-15.1
Indiana’s statutory 25-year limit on TIF (for those established after 1995) doesn’t start when it is established, but at issuance of the bonds. However, part of an existing TIF can be excised out, and re-established. In this process, the base AV is reset, as well as the sunset year to 25 years
after beginning of bond issuance. This strategy is being implemented in Carmel.
TIF districts can cross jurisdictional boundaries through interlocal agreements for mutual benefit (e.g., 96th and Allisonville Bridge).
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TRANSPORTATION UTILITY FEE
Summary: These fees are assessed on property based on estimated transportation demands generated by the property use.
These fees are most often used for roadway improvements, but can also be used as a dedicated funding source for transit.
Application: User fees are commonly associated with a variety of infrastructure types, including transit, parking, water and
wastewater systems, and toll roads and bridges. In the example below, these have been applied city-wide.
Markets: Applicable to strong and weak real estate markets.
Authorized: Indiana code does not specifically authorize a transportation utility fee. Through home rule, however, powers not
specifically delegated to the State are reserved for local government. Indiana Code (36-1-3-5) states a unit (of local government)
may exercise any power it has to the extent that the power: 1) is not expressly denied by the Indiana Constitution or by statute;
and 2) is not expressly granted to another entity.
Example Project: City of Corvallis (OR) Sustainability Initiatives Fee. In February 2011, the city of Corvallis implemented a
sustainability initiatives fee that pays for free bus service and maintenance of sidewalks and public trees. The city charges
residents and businesses the fee via the water bill to reduce administrative costs. The transit portion of the fee varies by the
number of trips a property is expected to generate; a single-family residential property is charged $2.75 a month. In addition, all
properties are charged $1.30 a month for sidewalk and public tree maintenance. The sidewalk maintenance and urban forestry
fees are based on the assumption that all residents and businesses benefit equally from sidewalks and from a healthy public
tree system.
Implementation / Management: According to Indiana Code (36-1-3-8), local government “may not impose a service charge or
user fee greater than that reasonably related to reasonable and just rates and charges for services.” In other words, government
may not “profit” from user fees.
Given the well-documented state of Central Indiana’s road infrastructure and projected future capital needs, a utility fee for
transportation (rather than just transit) is perhaps a more feasible strategy both fiscally and politically that could be applied
to counties in the region. A portion of the fees collected could serve as a dedicated funding stream for the Public Mass
Transportation Fund, with other funds going to local roads, pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure not under the purview of
INDOT. Further, this may support the provision in the current law that revenue generated from “sources other than taxes and
fares must equal at least 10% of the local option income tax revenue and cover at least 10% of operating costs.”28 Whether a
transportation utility fee would, in essence, constitute a tax and survive a legal challenge requires further study. In addition, the
transportation utility fee could, perhaps, be subject to oversight by the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission which currently
regulates electric, natural gas, telecommunications, steam, water, and sewer utilities.
To comply with Indiana law and determine a transportation utility fee structure, further study is also required as to the true cost
of transportation services (road, bicycle, pedestrian, and transit) as well as a rational nexus model for assessing fees by land
use or property type. As in the Corvallis, Oregon example, the revenue collection structure of existing utility providers for water
and/or sewer services can be utilized so as not to create another costly administrative structure.

28

Conference Committee Report, Digest for Engrossed Senate Bill 176, iga.in.gov
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OTHER TOOLS
NEW MARKETS TAX CREDITS (NMTC)29
Summary: The New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program was established in 2000 as part of the Community Renewal Tax Relief
Act of 2000. The goal of the program is to spur revitalization efforts of low-income and impoverished communities. The NMTC
Program provides tax credit incentives to investors for equity investments in certified Community Development Entities, which
invest in low-income communities. The credit equals 39 percent of the investment paid out (5 percent in each of the first three
years, then 6 percent in the final four years, for a total of 39 percent) over seven years.
Eligibility: Qualified investments are made in businesses or economic development projects located in census tracts where the
individual poverty rate is at least 20 percent or where median family income does not exceed 80 percent of the area median. A
local example is the Ivy Tech Corporate College and Culinary Center (Red Line).

LOW-INCOME HOUSING TAX CREDITS (LIHTC)30
Summary: The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program, which is based on Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code, was
enacted by Congress in 1986 to provide the private market with an incentive to invest in affordable rental housing. Federal
housing tax credits are awarded to developers of qualified projects. Developers then sell these credits to investors to raise
capital (or equity) for their projects, which reduces the debt that the developer would otherwise have to borrow. Because the
debt is lower, a tax credit property can in turn offer lower, more affordable rents. Investors receive a dollar-for-dollar credit
against their Federal tax liability each year over a period of 10 years. The amount of the annual credit is based on the amount
invested in the affordable housing.
Eligibility: To be eligible for consideration under the LIHTC Program, a proposed project must: be a residential rental property;
commit to one of two possible low-income occupancy threshold requirements; restrict rents, including utility charges, in lowincome units; and operate under the rent and income restrictions for 30 years or longer, pursuant to written agreements with
the agency issuing the tax credits. A local example is The Retreat on Washington (Blue Line).

HISTORIC REHABILITATION TAX CREDITS31
Summary: Established by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (PL 99-514; Internal Revenue Code Section 47 [formerly Section 48(g)]),
the federal historic preservation tax incentive program is jointly administered by the U.S. Department of the Interior and the
Department of the Treasury. In Indiana, the Residential Historic Rehabilitation Credit is available to Indiana state income
taxpayers who undertake certified rehabilitations of historic buildings that are principally used and occupied by a taxpayer as
that taxpayer’s residence. The State incentive allows a taxpayer to claim a state income tax credit for 20% of the total qualified
rehabilitation or preservation cost of a project.
Eligibility: A 20% federal tax credit is available for the certified rehabilitation of certified historic structures. Owner-occupied
residential properties do not qualify for the federal rehabilitation tax credit. A 10% federal tax credit is available for the
rehabilitation of non-historic, non-residential buildings built before 1936. The building must be rehabilitated for non-residential
use. For the Indiana program, the building must be at least fifty (50) years old and the property must be listed on the Indiana
Register of Historic Sites and Structures. A local example is 800 North Capitol (Red Line).

29
30
31

For more information: http://www.cdfifund.gov/
For more information: https://www.hudexchange.info/home/
For more information: http://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives.htm; http://www.in.gov/dnr/historic/3679.htm
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INDIANA BROWNFIELD PROGRAM GRANTS32
Summary: Authorized by Indiana Code 13-11-2-19.3, the Indiana Brownfields Program works in partnership with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and other Indiana agencies to assist communities in making productive use of their brownfield
properties.
Eligibility: The Indiana Brownfields Program’s Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) Incentive is to facilitate the redevelopment of
brownfield sites by making low-cost funding available through low-to-zero interest loans to finance environmental cleanups
and facilitate the public or private redevelopment of brownfield sites throughout the state. Under the Brownfields Tax Incentive,
environmental cleanup costs are fully deductible in the year incurred, rather than capitalized and spread over time. The
Department of Local Government Finance may cancel any property taxes assessed against real property owned by a county,
township, city, town or the state in a petition requesting that the department cancel the taxes is submitted by the auditor,
assessor and treasurer of the county in which the real property is located. A local example is the Children’s Museum project at
Illinois Place (Red Line).

COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION ENHANCEMENT DISTRICT (CRED)33
Summary: Authorized by Indiana Code 36-7-13-12.1, Community Revitalization Enhancement Districts are special zones within
which local units may acquire property or make improvements for industrial development purposes. A CRED can receive up to
$750,000 per year from State sales tax and income tax increment over a 15-year period. Under current statute, a taxpayer who
makes a qualified investment for the redevelopment or rehabilitation of property located within a CRED is entitled to a tax credit
equal to 25% of the qualified investment. The investment must be approved by the Indiana Economic Development Corporation.
A resolution demarcating the CRED area must be passed by the local government, as well as documentation of obstacles to
redevelopment, and preparation of a revitalization plan are required for state approval.
Eligible Activities: The International Marketplace is designated as a CRED. The District has a six-person Advisory Commission
that makes recommendations on expenditures for Council’s approval. Such expenses can include planning, design, façade
improvements, infrastructure, gateways, and administrative.

CERTIFIED TECHNOLOGY PARKS (CTP)34
Summary: Established by Indiana Code 36-7-32, Certified Technology Parks are designed to encourage partnerships among
communities, businesses and colleges/universities to promote new technology growth and encourage business clustering. The
designation of a CTP allows local government to reinvest incremental retail and income taxes generated in the CTP back into the
area that will then support infrastructure improvements, acquisition, demolition, construction and other public improvements
within the CTP. CTPs are allowed to capture a maximum of $5 million over the life of the park in incremental sales and income
taxes.
Eligibility: Indianapolis has three CTP’s that are geared toward life sciences and high technology industries: CityWay, 16Tech
and Intech Park.

32
33
34

For more information: http://www.in.gov/ifa/brownfields/
For more information: http://www.in.gov/legislative/
For more information: http://iedc.in.gov/programs-initiatives/indiana-certified-technology-parks
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U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY BROWNFIELD GRANTS35
Summary: EPA’s Brownfields Program provides direct funding for brownfields assessment, cleanup, revolving loans, and
environmental job training. To facilitate the leveraging of public resources, EPA’s Brownfields Program collaborates with
other EPA programs, other federal partners, and state agencies to identify and make available resources that can be used
for brownfields activities. In addition to direct brownfields funding, EPA also provides technical information on brownfields
financing matters.
Eligibility: Area-Wide Planning Pilot Program provides grant funding and direct assistance (through Agency contract support)
to develop an area-wide plan which will inform the assessment, cleanup and reuse of brownfields properties and promote areawide revitalization. Assessment grants provide funding for a grant recipient to inventory, characterize, assess, and conduct
planning and community involvement related to brownfield sites. Cleanup grants provide funding for a grant recipient to carry
out cleanup activities at brownfield sites.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANTS (CDBG)36
Summary: The Community Development Block Grant entitlement program allocates annual grants to cities and counties to
develop viable communities by providing decent housing, a suitable living environment, and opportunities to expand economic
opportunities, principally for low- and moderate-income persons. “Persons of low and moderate income” are defined as
families, households, and individuals whose incomes do not exceed 80 percent of the county median income, adjusted for
family or household size.
Eligibility: Not less than 70 percent of CDBG funds must be used for activities that benefit low- and moderate-income persons.
In addition, each activity must meet one of the following national objectives for the program: benefit low- and moderate-income
persons, prevention or elimination of slums or blight, or address community development needs having a particular urgency
because existing conditions pose a serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the community for which other
funding is not available.

HOME INVESTMENT PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAM37
Summary: The HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) provides formula grants to States and localities that
communities use, often in partnership with local nonprofit groups, to fund a wide range of activities including building, buying,
and/or rehabilitating affordable housing for rent or homeownership or providing direct rental assistance to low-income people.
HOME is the largest Federal block grant to state and local governments designed exclusively to create affordable housing for
low-income households.
Eligibility: Participating jurisdictions may choose among a broad range of eligible activities, using HOME funds to provide home
purchase or rehabilitation financing assistance to eligible homeowners and new homebuyers; build or rehabilitate housing
for rent or ownership; or for “other reasonable and necessary expenses related to the development of non-luxury housing,”
including site acquisition or improvement, demolition of dilapidated housing to make way for HOME-assisted development, and
payment of relocation expenses. A local example is the 1733 Meridian Apartments (Red Line).

HUD SECTION 108 LOANS38
Summary: Section 108 is the loan guarantee component of the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program. Section
108 provides communities with a source of financing for economic development, housing rehabilitation, public facilities, and
large-scale physical development projects. The Section 108 loan guarantee program allows local governments to transform a
small portion of their CDBG funds into federally guaranteed loans large enough to pursue physical and economic revitalization
projects capable of renewing entire neighborhoods. Local governments borrowing funds guaranteed by HUD through the
Section 108 program must pledge their current and future CDBG allocations as security for the loan. All projects and activities
35
36
37
38

For more information: http://www.epa.gov/brownfields/
For more information: https://www.hudexchange.info/cdbg-entitlement/
For more information: https://www.hudexchange.info/home/
For more information: https://www.hudexchange.info/section-108/
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must either principally benefit low- and moderate-income persons, aid in the elimination or prevention of slums and blight, or
meet urgent needs of the community.
Eligibility: Eligibility activities include economic development activities; acquisition of real property; rehabilitation of publicly
owned real property; housing rehabilitation; construction, reconstruction, or installation of public facilities (including street,
sidewalk, and other site improvements); related relocation, clearance, and site improvements; payment of interest on the
guaranteed loan and issuance costs of public offerings.

U.C. SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION HUBZONE39
Summary: The Historically Underutilized Business Zones (HUBZone) program helps small businesses in urban and rural
communities gain preferential access to federal procurement opportunities. The program’s benefits for HUBZone-certified
companies include: competitive and sole source contracting; and 10% price evaluation preference in full and open contract
competitions, as well as subcontracting opportunities.
Eligibility: A small business’ principal office must be located within a HUBZone, and at least 35% of its employees must
reside in a HUBZone. HUBZones have demographics characteristics of distress that meet similar federal program eligibility
requirements. However, this program focuses on economic development and employment growth of existing businesses in
distressed areas. Further, the requirement that at least 35% of employees live in a HUBZone could support TOD around station
areas located in HUBZones.

ANCHOR INSTITUTION PARTNERSHIPS
Summary: In recent years, local governments and philanthropy have begun working with anchor institutions—non-profit or
private entities such as universities, hospitals, and corporations that are inextricably tied to their locations because of real
estate holdings, capital investment, history, or mission—to direct their development and operations decisions toward improving
the economic health of their surrounding neighborhoods, including by encouraging transit use and TOD. By investing in their
neighborhoods, institutions can help create an environment that attracts employees, customers, and students; generate
support from community and political leaders; contribute to an institutional mission; and potentially access new funding
sources through municipal bonding capacity.
Eligibility: Anchor institutions could facilitate infrastructure development by providing upfront funding for planning and design,
convening community leaders and other stakeholders around common goals, and catalyzing economic reinvestment that could
enhance the tax base. A local example is the University of Indianapolis Health Pavilion (Red Line).

IMPLEMENTATION
Successful financing and implementation of transit and transit-supportive infrastructure is about having a strong strategy, not
just finding money. This section summarizes a strategy for designing, selecting, and implementing value capture tools along the
planned bus rapid transit alignments in the Central Indiana region. Although the strategy steps are outlined in a linear order,
the formation of a value capture strategy is actually an iterative process in which the approach to selecting tools must be refined
based on practical considerations such as revenue projections and associated bonding capacity.
1.

Identify the locations, types, and magnitude of costs for required transit infrastructure and supportive local
infrastructure. In selecting appropriate value capture tools, it is important to define and estimate the total infrastructure
costs associated with implementing the transit system, plus the costs of constructing additional transit-supportive
infrastructure. The latter infrastructure is necessary to leverage value premiums in most, if not all, station areas. This
understanding will indicate the magnitude of costs relative to potential revenue sources.
Since costs are likely to exceed potential revenues, an understanding of all costs will also assist in prioritizing projects
and phasing. The public sector has to be proactive and manage infrastructure financing the way a “master developer”
would: incrementally.

39

For more information: https://www.sba.gov/content/understanding-hubzone-program
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2.

Confirm the feasibility of implementing the value capture funding tools and approaches in the TOD Strategic Plan.
As with every state, Indiana has a unique set of legally available value capture tools and allowable uses. While careful
research was conducted, and legal counsel consulted as a part of this plan, there are important legal considerations
for units of government in implementing some or all of these strategies. In order to confirm the fiscal and political
implications of using value capture tools in the context of transit supportive infrastructure, further legal review of the
application of the value capture tools and approaches in the TOD Strategic Plan is necessary.

3.

Gauge political, administrative and local support for value capture tools. Value capture mechanisms – especially
taxing districts – require considerable political consensus to deploy, and therefore require early and ongoing
engagement with elected officials and property owners. Each value capture tool requires a unique combination of
legal authority, political support, administrative capability, and local property owner approval or support.
A variety of stakeholders are involved in authorizing and implementing value capture tools. Since rejection by any
critical stakeholder may block implementation, critical stakeholders must be identified and their support gauged.
Examples include required state government authorization, willingness and capability of local government to enact
and administer value capture programs, transit agency involvement, and the willingness of property owners and
private sector partners to accept additional fees, as necessary. Appropriate staff should engage in early and ongoing
discussions with property owners that include both an education process and a clear definition of the specific benefits
that will be created and investments that will be funded.
Furthermore, value capture mechanisms are usually deployed within a single jurisdiction in order to simplify their
acceptance; a larger, multi-jurisdiction value capture tool will require partnership and interlocal agreements across
different communities. During this process, local and regional government partners may also identify other useful
tools that are not yet available in Indiana and then determine whether their passage is legislatively feasible.

4.

Assess the source of value for each potential tool. Each value capture mechanism draws value from a different,
specific source. Braiding these tools together requires careful consideration of each tool as well as the legal
and economic implications of how a combination will affect the market and consequently, the potential revenue
projections. To be successful, a comprehensive value capture strategy must have broad support, be politically feasible,
as well as economically sustainable; otherwise the fees will negate the economic incentive for private investment and
development.
In addition, the policy and practice of assessing value should be reviewed critically to ensure the application of
the existing law is consistent and accurate. Underassessment, for example, could be a significant issue in some
jurisdictions. In a sample of assessor office data on case studies of recent developments that would be termed
“transit-ready” by virtue of being mixed-use, walkable, and along planned transit routes, the assessed value was lower
relative to the development cost. Further, under current Department of Local Government Finance (DLGF) guidance,
no residential development, including single-family, apartments under four units, or condos under 4-stories can be
counted towards increment. Although that distinction is open to interpretation, as new products come to market (e.g.,
Midtown Carmel, Downtown Indianapolis), TOD could include this type of product, particularly condos under 4-stories.

5.

Continue to refine the potential development opportunity along each corridor and station area. Different corridors
and station areas will exhibit varying potential to benefit from transit, TOD, and an increase in property values. Each of
the planned rapid transit corridors in the Central Indiana region were assessed to understand which potential stations
are most likely to enjoy additional value premiums and accelerated future development. As part of this process, some
stations are unlikely to generate additional value and may instead require a proactive public sector approach to jumpstarting a weak market.
The TOD potential analysis and investment framework provides a guide based on the relative market strength and
TOD readiness of the potential station areas. Each station area has a unique mix of traits; for example, two station
areas with similar market strength and developable land may exhibit very different development potential based on
the presence of large landowners/institutions or proximity to key destinations. Station area information sheets provide
summaries of the key indicators to inform future planning and development efforts. Once alignments and station
areas are finalized, further detailed station area planning will be required.
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6.

Assess the revenue generation potential of preferred tools. The TOD Strategic Plan provides a high-level, longterm forecast of each value capture tool based on high-level, long-term assumptions of future regional growth and
development. Each value capture tool will generate different values depending on the method of assessment, timing
of the revenue stream, level of risk, and how the actual results conform to plan. The revenue generation analysis must
take into consideration the constraints created by the timing of future revenues and potential financing costs. This
process of gauging potential for property appreciation, increased development activity, and revenue generation will
require a more nuanced understanding of each station area and the detailed financing capacity of each tool.

7.

Assess the gap between value capture revenues and costs; determine alternative funding sources to cover the
gap. Value capture tools will not cover all necessary costs for transit and TOD infrastructure and/or operating costs
of transit. The magnitude of potential value capture revenue should be compared against these costs, and then
assessed relative to potential alternative funding sources. To help fill the gap, existing tools from federal, state and
local toolboxes, and detailed in the TOD Strategic Plan, have the potential to be shifted and aligned to support TOD and
transit-supportive infrastructure projects. Indianapolis, for example, is prioritizing the deployment of CDBG and HOME
funds to projects proximate to anchor institutions and along planned transit corridors.

8.

Ensure local land use planning and zoning will support TOD. Value capture strategies often rely on the actual or
projected increase in property values to generate revenue to help fund transit or transit-supportive infrastructure.
Consequently, good planning and quality design that positively affects property values help to optimize the use of
value capture strategies. Value capture strategies also have the potential to generate more revenue when a project
is designed with land use plans and zoning that allows for developers to respond to the market, with mixed-use,
walkable, higher-density development which characterizes TOD. Further, the regulatory framework of local planning
and zoning in support of TOD is relevant and subject to review and scoring by FTA for federal funds. The TOD Strategic
Plan includes station area planning and design principles. Adopting best practices in station area planning and zoning
will help position federal funding applications favorably in a very competitive field and allow municipalities to harvest
greater value from the transit investment when implemented.

9.

Prioritize locations and tools based on the most promising opportunities to fully implement necessary transit
and/or other infrastructure. Set implementation priorities based on existing assets, funding availability, and market
strengths, not just on solving the “biggest” problems. Implementing agencies must prioritize investments and value
capture tools based on availability, locations likely to contribute revenue through value capture, locations most likely to
take advantage of new infrastructure based on market strength, and opportunities to deliver sufficient infrastructure
to build TOD.

10. Organize for implementation. Determine how multiple jurisdictions will partner in the establishment, execution and
management of value capture strategies.
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VALUE CAPTURE
Implementation and Management

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED
1.

Value capture mechanisms work best in locations which are likely to attract significant amounts of highdensity development, and may not be viable in weaker market locations. Significant high-density development
is most likely to occur in downtowns, stations in close proximity to a downtown, or areas with exceptional other
features such as desirable views or amenities. However, built-out neighborhoods with small-scale development
patterns and stations farther from activity centers are likely to experience less development. Since most value
capture tools heavily rely on new development to yield new funding for improvements, the total amount of value
capture revenue will be minimal in locations likely to experience less development.

2.

“Unlocking” potential for transit oriented development near a transit station requires infrastructure
investments beyond transit itself; these additional funding needs create tension between using value capture
for transit versus other station area investments. While the introduction of robust transit may generate a
modest increase in property values, most station areas will require additional local infrastructure (along with land
use regulation changes) to experience development and achieve their potential for transit-oriented development.
This infrastructure may include additional street connections, pedestrian improvements, and water or sewer
services capable of supporting additional development. Value capture tools have traditionally been applied to
funding these local infrastructure needs rather than transit, creating a conflict for using these tools to fund
transit instead.

3.

Value capture mechanisms are more likely to fund transit improvements in discrete areas that exhibit similar
market conditions and strongly benefit from transit introduction; value capture is rarely used to fund corridorwide transit improvements since new regional transit lines typically run through areas of varying market
strength. There are few examples of value capture being used to fund regional transit improvements. The value
and development impacts of a regional transit line will vary widely across stations, thus creating a mismatch
between funding, spending, and additional investment needs. However, value capture has more often been used
to fund transit improvements within the same district as the source of funding. These improvements include local
station investment and small area circulators (such as streetcars and neighborhood buses). In these instances,
market strength is similar or can more readily be distributed across locations.

4.

Value capture tools must be complemented by other funding sources. Value capture tools are not typically able to
provide sufficient funding to cover all infrastructure or operations costs related to transit and TOD infrastructure.
Even under circumstances in which significant value increases and development are anticipated, value capture
can only recapture a small percentage of that value and fund a portion of improvements. Instead, value capture
tools must always be complemented by other funding sources and techniques. Value capture tools themselves
may also be layered, provided that revenue is derived from different sources; for example, tax increment financing
diverts public revenues but does not increase property owner tax rates, while an assessment district would
increase costs to property owners.

5.

Value capture mechanisms – especially taxing districts – require considerable political consensus to deploy,
and therefore require early and ongoing engagement with elected officials and property owners. Each value
capture tool requires a unique combination of legal authority, political support, administrative capability, and
local property owner approval or support. Therefore, in locations in which use of value capture is being considered
within the Indianapolis region, appropriate staff should engage in early and ongoing discussions with property
owners that include both an education process and a clear definition of the specific benefits that will be created
and investments that will be funded.
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VALUE CAPTURE
Implementation and Management

CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED, CONT.
6.

The size and growth of a region influences the amount of development opportunities and potential to use
value capture tools. Smaller or slower-growing regions typically have fewer options for deploying value capture
mechanisms compared to larger and faster-growing regions. Smaller or slower-growing regions have fewer
opportunities to experience the amount of new development necessary to create sufficient value for funding
significant improvements. As a mid-sized to large region experiencing steady growth, the Central Indiana region
is likely to hold potential for using value capture tools; but the revenue generated is likely to be small relative to
total infrastructure or operating costs.

7.

Value capture tools used to fund infrastructure may raise widely varying amounts depending on level of risk
and timing of revenues. Value capture tools generate revenues over time; paying for up-front infrastructure
costs requires costly financing that negatively impacts the amount of funding relative to actual long-term revenue
raised. Revenues will also fluctuate over time since development and property values are cyclical. The timing of
revenues and perceived level of risk – especially for using unproven value capture tools – can constrain funding
for infrastructure costs.

8.

Public sector stakeholders in the Central Indiana region should test value capture tools in a few pilot
locations in order to better understand what combination of tools work best in different contexts, and to test
the magnitude of funding that can realistically be raised. These pilot locations should represent strong market
areas with significant development opportunity; they offer an opportunity to learn real-world lessons in how to
deploy value capture tools in the Indianapolis regional context.

9.

Public sector stakeholders in the Central Indiana region should continue exploring and, as appropriate,
working to establish other funding mechanisms. These mechanisms should be used to augment local value
capture tools or to provide alternative funding sources in locations where value capture tools will not work due
to weak market conditions and/or a lack of sufficient future development potential (i.e. a station area which
is already mostly built out). The Central Indiana region has begun this process through its consideration of
increasing the income tax as a primary local funding source for bus rapid transit. This and other sources should
be considered as complements for value capture sources. While public investments are generally best able
to leverage private investment in stronger-market locations, these alternative public funding sources can also
serve to catalyze development in locations where the market is emerging, but has not yet become strong enough
to support a value capture mechanism.

TOD Planning
THE IMPORTANCE TO FUNDING
Planning for future transit stations is an important activity. Millions of dollars
will be invested in the creation of a transit system and planning for land use and
economic development changes can assist in leveraging that investment.
TOD - THE ROUTE AND THE REGION
There is significant competing information available on the topic of transit
oriented development (TOD) in national and local publications. The information
in this section is intended to help assist municipalities and local communities to
begin to write updates to comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances, as well as
to discuss local development projects.
These recommended steps and principles for planning the location of transit
stations are intended to be universal, regardless on the transit line’s route,
primary goal or vehicle technology used, whether it be bus, heavy rail, or light
rail.
Transit may not be built for a period of time, which allows municipalities and
communities time to update plans for TOD stations in the interim. For the
greatest benefit, land use policy should be supportive of transit when operation
begins to effectively leverage investments.
Connected and walkable TOD stations require measures beyond the current
auto-oriented zoning and planned-unit development practices that are common
to the Central Indiana region. TOD requires coordinated efforts across individual
property lines.

‹ PLAN UPDATES >
Municipalities, as well as local
communities need to begin to write
updates to comprehensive plans and
zoning ordinances, as well as to discuss
local development projects to ensure
that the region is well positioned
to compete for federal funding
and to promote vibrant, walkable
development.
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Regional Needs
Station-Area Planning
Planning for TOD starts at the regional level. The interconnections of transportation
and land use patterns highlight the need for a regional perspective in the strategic
deployment of resources to assist in the creation of TOD opportunities. The
following actions represent best practices for regional planning regarding TOD.

ASSIGN A PRIMARY ROLE TO EACH TRANSIT LINE

‹ REGIONAL PLANNING>

HAMILTON
COUNTY
BOONE
COUNTY

MADISON
COUNTY

HENDRICKS
COUNTY

MARION
COUNTY

HANCOCK
COUNTY

Every transit line should have a primary goal, such as providing an option to
commuter congestion, adding incentives to future development, or providing
routes to improve mobility across the community. Different priorities will be
placed on development, depending on the primary goal of the transit line. Each
line, however, is capable of supporting transit oriented development at stations,
depending on station locations. Knowing the primary role can help planners and
leaders prioritize various levels of investment in transit lines and station areas.

REDUCE VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED
Minimizing the number of vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in a region can improve
air quality and public health. VMT can be reduced by providing access to transit,
reducing traffic congestion, encouraging car-pooling, and incentivizing people to
work closer to home.

COORDINATE DEVELOPMENT
MORGAN
COUNTY

JOHNSON
COUNTY

SHELBY
COUNTY

INDIANAPOLIS URBANIZED AREA
INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN PLANNING AREA

The Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning
Area is shown above. Planning for TOD
starts at the regional level

Requiring connected streets and sidewalks between individual parcels and
development projects as well as planning for mixed land uses encourages
efficient neighborhoods with good circulation.

ANDERSON METROPOLITAN PLANNING AREA

CULTIVATE TOD EXPERTISE
Educating existing real estate developers and recruiting new developers in higher
density, mixed-use projects in urban and suburban settings is a must to build a
pool of qualified builders and investors.

FOSTER STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Provide education opportunities to the public; state, regional and local agencies;
brokers; developers; community development corporations; non-profits;
philanthropic organizations; and employers regarding land use and transportation
planning.

PRESERVE OPEN SPACES
Prime farmland and forest preservation, watershed management, and other
policies encourage more concentrated development. When development is
concentrated, it is more supportive of transit.
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Corridor Needs
Station-Area Planning
Deciding where stations should be located along a proposed corridor is a
complicated task that includes hundreds of inputs. There are likely to be many
municipalities, regional and local agencies, as well as local neighborhood
organizations, involved in the process.

MAXIMIZE RIDERSHIP
Boost transit ridership by committing to incentivize higher density, urban
residential and commercial development as well as increasing employment
opportunities within a 1/2-mile of station areas.

CHOOSE STATIONS THAT CONNECT PEOPLE TO JOBS
People often live in different areas than they work. Choose transit alignments
that connect existing employment and residential areas or that otherwise provide
development opportunities.

‹ LOCATION >
Deciding where stations
should by located along a
transit line is complicated and
involves many factors.

BALANCE LOCAL DESIRES AND REGIONAL NEEDS
Many neighborhood groups strongly desire a transit station. However, overall
regional objectives effect the actual decision on where stations are located. It is
important to manage local expectations and imperative to focus on the success
of the system as a whole.

IMPROVE DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS
Utilizing transit oriented development concepts may help improve regional
development patterns and reduce the negative impacts of sprawl.

WORK WITH THE REAL ESTATE MARKET
Understanding and working with the real estate market at each station, in
regards to timing, sequencing, land uses, and intensity, will help to maximize
development at transit stations.

FOCUS DEVELOPMENT ON FREQUENT ROUTES
Locate urban TODs and higher-density development on transit lines with a high
frequency of transit service of 15 minutes or less at peak operating time.

FOCUS DEVELOPMENT ON CONNECTED AREAS
Place transit stations at locations with a highly connected street grid or retrofit
station areas to have a highly connected street grid.

LIMIT PARK-N-RIDES TO ENDS OF LINES WHEN POSSIBLE
Limit stations with little possibility for mixed-use development, such as park and
ride lots, to the end of major transit lines.
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Neighborhood Level Needs
Station-Area Design
‹ CONNECT THE GRID >
Connecting missing links in an urban
roadway grid makes neighborhoods
easier to navigate and stations more
accessible.

STREET AND SIDEWALK PATTERNS ARE CRITICAL
Transit oriented development (TOD) provides an opportunity to enhance neighborhood
connectivity in older parts of a municipality and an opportunity to create new connectivity
in areas that have been isolated in the past. Great TOD neighborhoods are those that
deliberately respond to how users will not only live, work and play, but how they will move,
transfer and travel within the overall community.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXISTING AND PLANNED AMENITIES
Capitalize and leverage existing and planned pedestrian and bicycle connections when
committing resources to TOD activities. Reference the Indianapolis MPO’s Pedestrian and
Bicycle Planning Documents.

PROVIDE CONNECTED STREETS
In addition to being pedestrian-friendly, the local street system should be logical and
highly connected. Blocks should be short in length, 300-400 feet, if possible. Pedestrians
and drivers should not be forced onto arterial streets, but allowed to take self-determined
routes through neighborhoods.

PROVIDE DIRECT SIDEWALKS

‹ SUBURBAN LINKS >
Providing new connections in surburban
developments allows easier access
through previously disconnected areas.

If it is expected that transit riders will reduce vehicle miles traveled, sidewalks along
a connected street system must be provided and they must to be in good condition. In
addition, there should be walks and paths that connect across significant barriers such as
parks, large parking lots, and separated subdivisions.

REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF SURFACE PARKING
Reducing parking requirements, setting parking maximums rather than minimums and
giving credit for on-street parking to developers can help reduce surface parking at station
areas. Substituting parking garages for surface parking lots is encouraged at key locations
when feasible. Employ the use of transportation demand management strategies and
parking management systems to avoid wasted, expensive parking spaces.
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Station Area Needs
Focus Areas
Once a station area has been located along a corridor and in a neighborhood, the process of focusing development strategies and
prioritizing where to allocate limited resources becomes more acute. While it is commonly thought that a transit line running
through a neighborhood will quickly change the location’s real estate market fundamentals, research indicates otherwise.
Municipalities must be strategic about building on current development activities and trends - in addition to understanding how
transit can help improve the marketplace for high quality development. The following guidelines are helpful:
TOD AREA SIZE
TOD can occur at a variety of scales. Large scale redevelopment projects, located on 10-20 acre aggregations of property can
make a tremendous impact, yet take years to develop. Smaller projects, which may be as small as a single lot, can also be
critical to overall station area success and should not be discounted.
THE PRIMARY FOCUS AREA
The Primary Focus Area for TOD should be roughly the 1/4-mile radius surrounding an existing or proposed transit stop. This
distance provides a roughly 5-minute walk to the transit stop - if there is a highly connected local street pattern. Within this
area, there can be a significant mix of housing, jobs, and public space. However, not all transit stations will have the same mix
of land uses. Some stations will be primarily residential while others might have a stronger commercial focus.
THE CORE COMMERCIAL AREA
Within the Primary Focus Area, there should be a Core Commercial Area. This is the area where density is most concentrated.
There are exceptions to this rule. Some station areas will occur in existing neighborhoods that may dictate that a strong
commercial node is several blocks away from the actual station. If this is the case, it likely will remain after transit is created.
The challenge in these situations is to connect the two areas in an effective and comfortable manner.
THE SECONDARY FOCUS AREA
The Secondary Focus Area lies within the 1/2-mile radius surrounding the transit station and is outside the Primary Focus
Area. This area is a 10-minute walk to the transit stop - if there is direct access by local streets. Lower-intensity uses, including
single-family housing, schools, larger businesses and larger parks/open spaces should generally be located in the Secondary
Focus Area or beyond.
LET THE MARKET WORK, ESPECIALLY COMMERCIAL USES
Commercial land uses should be discouraged in the secondary focus area if the primary focus area is not reaching its
commercial potential. Not every station will have this condition. As mentioned above, certain neighborhoods will have existing
commercial development that will continue after transit occurs and those areas might be located in the Secondary Focus Area.
1/2 - MI

1/4 - MILE

LE
WA
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1 - LOCATE THE STATION
2 - CORE DEVELOPMENT AREA
3 - PRIMARY FOCUS AREA
4 - SECONDARY FOCUS AREA
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Station Area Needs
Mixed Uses and Building Types
During the last 50+ years, land planning activities have generally segmented uses and users into categories of residential,
retail, office and others that are located in seperate areas. This segmentation creates a limited portfolio of users for transit
station locations. To be successful, transit stations need a mix of uses and users. Land Use policy at transit station areas cannot
be an afterthought. It is imperative to unlock the economic development potential of the transit system. Key principles of best
practice land use policy include:
PROVIDE MIXED-USE AREAS AND MIXED USE BUILDINGS
Mixing land uses along streets is a good planning practice, yet providing mixed-use buildings is most effective in creating
walkable environments. Work and employment related development, coupled with residential users and others create a mix
of people that are likely to activate and environment for longer durations. There may be a minimum planning standard that
requires at 50 employees per acre in Primary Focus Areas, when appropriate.
HOUSING DENSITY SHOULD INCREASE PROPORTIONATELY WITH TRANSIT INVESTMENT
There should be a mix of housing densities and unit types within the Primary Focus Area. Some suggested average densities
are: 7 units per net acre along frequent or local bus routes, 15 units per net acre along bus-rapid-transit routes, and 25+ units
per net acre along dedicated rights-of-way for rail or bus. Additionally, an average minimum density of 5 to 10 units per net acre
in the secondary focus area, is suggested.
A MIX OF HOUSING TYPES AND COSTS
Promote a mix of housing types: small-lot, single-family (some with ancillary dwelling units), townhouses, duplexes, apartments
and condominiums. There should be offerings for both owner- and renter-occupied living. There should also be a mix of housing
costs: market-rate, workforce and affordable housing.
PROVIDE REQUIRED DRAINAGE AS AN OPEN SPACE AMENITY
It is necessary to capture stormwater drainage on-site at transit station areas to avoid polluting local water bodies. Instead of
creating large drainage ponds, stormwater should be captured in multiple, smaller green spaces that provide public amenities
throughout the area. Land is critical and large drainage ponds should be avoided.
DISCOURAGE CAR-ONLY USES
Discourage or otherwise prohibit uses that rely solely on automobile trips, such as gas stations, car washes, storage facilities,
motels, or low-intensity industrial uses, or any other such use that is not likely to contribute to the pedestrian environment.
These facilities should be located outside the primary focus area to the extent possible.

DENSITY VISUALIZED
This diagram visualizes the increase
in building scale recommended near
stations.

T3

SUB-URBAN ON
TRANSIT CORRIDOR

T4

GENERAL URBAN IN
COMMUTER TOWN

T4

GENERAL URBAN IN
CITY

T5

URBAN CENTER /
MAIN STREET IN
COMMUTER TOWN

T5

URBAN CENTER /
CORRIDOR IN
CITY CENTER

T6

URBAN CORE IN
CITY CENTER

Image Courtesy of the TOD Transect from Hank Dittmar with Laura Pinzon, PFBE, and CTOD
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Station Area Needs
Urban Design Criteria
The planning of land uses near station areas is a critical part of obtaining maximum benefits from the investment in transit
services. Land use planning, however, must also give consideration to the urban design environment that a user will experience
in the area. Areas must provide an attractive environment that compels people to move their homes and business to that
location. Adjacent developments be coordinated for maximum benefit. Best practice urban design criteria for TOD include:
PUBLIC SPACES AS THE FOCUS OF BUILDING ORIENTATION AND VIEWS
Streets should have views of public buildings, parks, and/or natural features, where possible. Designing buildings to front along
public spaces and streets draws as many users as possible into contact with one another. The public spaces should rarely be
elevated or sunken, or disconnected from the street network, to ensure ease of access, safety and high visibility.
SHORT BLOCKS ARE EASIER TO WALK
Design or retrofit existing blocks so that they are short (approximately 300 feet) with frequent cross streets and dispersing of
vehicular traffic.
HAVE ACTIVE GROUNDFLOORS ALONG SIDEWALKS
Site buildings so that they address the street and sidewalk. Sidewalk width should vary between 6 to 20 feet depending on the
amount of anticipated pedestrian traffic. Buildings should have active ground-floor uses, when possible. Secondary entrances
and off-street parking should be located at the rear of the building(s).
BUILDING SCALE AND AESTHETICS
It is important to avoid wide streets that are lined with short buildings. Street-oriented buildings should have a minimum
height-to-width ratio of 3:1. Single-story buildings are discouraged. There should be as many windows and doors at the street
level as possible to avoid dull, blank walls. Where blank walls are unavoidable, the walls should use sruface details, plantings,
or paint or artwork to add interest.
AUTHENTICITY AND CONTEXT
Each station area likely has existing buildings or a natural environment. Incorporating the existing appearance or context of a
place is helpful in retaining authentic and distinctive developments. For instance, if an existing place has abandoned warehouse
buildings or a large stand of woods, these may become a feature of redevelopment schemes.

PROVIDE SHORTER
BLOCK LENGTHS
This diagram, originally developed by
Jane Jacobs, illustrates the concept
that shorter blocks allow for multiple
routes to a destination.
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TOD Typologies
Guiding future development
TOD Typologies are concerned with the area beyond the station platform. They
are the systematic classification or arrangement of types of places according
to their common characteristics. Typologies are mode-neutral - they will be the
same for light rail as they are for bus rapid transit. They are created to help guide
the planning of areas within a 1/4-1/2 mile around transit stations.
many intents and purposes:
• To provide a tool for the public sector to attract desired private development
• To be aspirational and based on form rather than strong or weak market conditions
• To guide investment strategies to maximize development potential
• To align stakeholder expectations and create a common language
TOD TYPOLOGIES FOR CENTRAL INDIANA

‹ ASPIRATIONAL >

CBD (Central Business District Stations)
Located in the Regional Center with the region’s highest density and largest
concentration of employment. Development opportunities include dense infill
and redevelopment, office, mixed-use, cultural and civic institutions and a focus
on enhanced placemaking and livability.

Typologies are intended to be
aspirational. They describe the land
use, scale and character of a place
based on context, rather than market
strength.

DC (District Center Stations)
Located at the center of regionally significant districts with several blocks of retail
or office at their core. Development opportunities include infill and redevelopment,
dense residential, employment near transit stations, neighborhood retail and a
focus on walkability and placemaking.
CC (Commercial Center Stations)
Varying types of commercial developments, from large strip centers to shopping
malls, along arterial corridors. Development opportunities vary from redevelopment
into mixed-use, walkable patterns to multi-family residential infill development.
WN (Walkable Neighborhood Stations)
Located in well-established, walkable, primarily residential neighborhoods, with
a small amount of retail and office at the intersection nearest the station, or
the potential for it. Development opportunities include projects that improve
neighborhood stability and encourage transit use.
REG (Regional Office Park or Campus Stations)
Areas with large employers in multi-story office buildings, hospitals and/or
university campus facilities. Development opportunities include expanding
employment, enhancing pedestrian and bicycle access and student or other
specialized high-density residential centers.
ACC (Access)
Areas that have important transit functions, such as connections to local bus
routes, access to circulators, or large boarding counts. Development opportunities
may include services and amenities for commuters and park and ride facilities.
TOD STRATEGIC PLAN
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TOD TYPOLOGY MATRIX
Defining Characteristics
The matrix below gives development standards for station areas based on the desire for their future land use, not based on current
land use or existing market conditions. These standards are generalizations and there is flexibility within each typology. Parking
maximums are encouraged to replace parking minimums as parking should be minimzed in TOD areas.

description +
Desired Land Use Mix
CBD
central business
district

The most dense core of the city
with high-rise buildings + active
public spaces
Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail,
active public space and residential is
desired

Desired Housing
Types

High-density mixeduse and multi-family

Commercial /
Employment
Types

Proposed
Scale /
Density

Prime office spaces,
with some retail +
shopping

Buildings: 5+
stories, with
taller structures
encouraged

DC
DISTRICT Center

Residential density:
>25 du/acre

Commercial FAR >10

Mixed-use and multifamily at center with
single-family attached
and detached beyond

Limited office (less
than 250,000 square
feet), and some
retail (more than
50,000 square feet)

Off-street parking should be avoided
Walkable areas of multiple city
blocks, serving as cultural +
commercial hubs for multiple
neighborhoods
Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and
residential with higher densities at center
desired
Off-street parking is discouraged and
should be limited to garages

CC
Commercial
Center

A range of commercial types - aging
to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box
Conversion of commercial centers to
walkable developments - growing density
of commercial and residential infill with
enhanced walkability is desired
Existing surface parking is often abundant
and should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

WN
WALKABLE
Neighborhood

Walkable areas that are primarily
residential, but may have a
commercial node of one to two city
blocks
Mix of uses at station with stabilized
residential beyond is desired
Off-street parking is discouraged and
should be limited to garages

Residential density
>15 du/acre

Clusters of multifamily, with some
single-family attached
+ detached
Residential density
>15 du/acre

Primarily small lot
single-family attached
or detached, with
some mixed-use and
multi-family at center
Residential density >
8 du/acre

reg
Regional campus /
office park

office parks, universities,
institutional or medical campuses
or large apartment communities

Clusters of highdensity multi-family
at center, with
Infill development with increased walkability single-family attached
beyond
and varied land uses is desired
Residential
density
Existing surface parking is often abundant
varies - clustered at
and should be reduced or consolidated to
>25 du/acre
allow for new development

ACC
ACCESS

stations that are primarily
baseD on transit access, such as
transfers and frequent boardings
Future potential to become Commercial
Center Typology stations. Suburban zoning
and parking is discouraged to maintain land
for future development.

Future goal - see
Commercial Center

Commercial FAR
>2.5

Mix between local
and commuterserving retail,
provided there is no
more than 50,000
square feet
Commercial FAR >4

Neighborhood retail,
but no more than
50,000 square feet
Commercial FAR
N/A

High-density
office or medical
+ educational
buildings with some
mixed-use retail
Commercial FAR
Varies

Future goal - see
Commercial Center

Station site <1 acre

Buildings: 3+
stories
Station site ½ - 2
acres; more if part
of master planned
project

Buildings: 2+
stories, heights
vary widely
Station site
varies; 2-6 acres
depending on
parking needs and
configuration

Buildings: 2-3
stories; more if
neighborhoods are
amenable
Station site ½ - 1
acre

Buildings: heights
vary widely
Station site varies

Buildings:
Future goal - see
Commercial
Center
Station site 5+
acres

Pedestrian
+ vehicular
Access

Transit
System
Function

Pedestrian access:
12-foot+
contiguous
sidewalks

Large to Mediumsized multi-modal
stations

Vehicular access:
Major + Minor
arterials

Major regional
destinations with
high quality feeder
bus connections

Pedestrian access:
8-foot+
contiguous
sidewalks

Medium-sized
multi-modal
stations with small
park-n-ride, if any

Vehicular access:
Minor arterial +
Urban collector

Connections to
local bus service +
circulators

Pedestrian access:
Added connections
are critical

Medium capture
stations for inbound commuters
with large parkn-ride

Vehicular access:
Major arterials

Pedestrian access:
6-foot+
contiguous
sidewalks

Regional
destinations with
circulator and
express feeder bus

Small basic
stations with very
small park-n-ride,
if any

Vehicular access:
Urban collector +
Local Road

Local bus service
connections

Pedestrian access:
Contiguous
walks and
trails - enhance
connections

Large to Mediumsized multi-modal
stations with large
park-n-ride

Vehicular access:
Major + Minor
arterials
Pedestrian access:
Added connections
are critical
Vehicular access:
Major arterials +
Highways

Regional
destinations with
circulator and
express feeder bus
Largest capture
stations for inbound commuters
with largest parkn-ride
Connections to
circulator and
express feeder bus

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved. May not be copied in part or in whole.
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CBD
Central business
district

dense, mixed use
infill throughout

DC
DISTRICT Center

dense, mixed-use
infill at heart
of area, with
residential beyond

CC
Commercial Center

convert auto-based
land into walkable
developments
(Development not
always focused
around center)

WN
WALKABLE
Neighborhood

infill at small
commercial
nodes + stabilize
neighborhoods

reg
Regional office /
education campus

infill + improve
connectivity +
placemaking

increase
connectivity and
mobility

ACC
access

(Development not
always focused
around center)

images courtesy of flickr.com and google maps

images courtesy of flickr.com and google maps
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LOW

HIGH

Land Use Intensity
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‹ Central Business District > 13 Stations
Red Line NORTH (33)
Red Line SOUTH (14)
Transit Center
Transit Center*
Maryland (Capitol)
Louisiana (Virginia)
Washington (Illinois)		
Ohio (Capitol)		
Ohio (Illinois)
10th (Capitol)
10th (Illinois)

Blue Line WEST (14)
Blue Line EAST (19)
Purple Line West (16)
Purple Line East (18)
Green Line (17)
Transit Center*
Transit Center*
Transit Center*
Transit Center*
Transit Center*
Washington (Illinois)* East (Wash.)			
Ohio (Penn.)
Washington (Capitol)*				Ohio (Delaware)
West (Wash.)				
Saint Clair (Ft Wayne)

‹ District Center > 18 Stations

Michigan (Capitol)
College (Virginia)
Harding (Wash.)
Southeastern (Wash.) Lafayette (38th)
Meridian (30th)*
10th (College)
Michigan (Illinois)
Prospect (Virginia)		
Arsenal (Wash.)		
Meridian (38th)*
16th (HHPA)
30th (Meridian)
Main (Madison)		
Rural (Wash.)			
116th (HHPA)
38th (Meridian)			Ritter (Wash.)			SR32 (HHPA)
Broad Ripple (College)
City Center (Guilford)
City Center (Rangeline)
Main (Rangeline)
Main (Union)

‹ Commercial Center > 14 Stations

Stop 11 (Madison)		
Ridgeview (Wash.)
Eagle Creek (38th)
Greenwood Park Mall		
Washington Square
High School (38th)
			
Meijer (Wash.)
Moller (38th)
				Kevin Way (38th)
				Georgetown (38th)

Shadeland (38th)
71st (HHPA)
Franklin (38th)
82nd (HHPA)
Post (38th)
Post (56th)				

‹ Walkable Neighborhood > 26 Stations

18th (Meridian)
Raymond (Shelby)
Belmont (Wash.)
Sherman (Wash.)
Clifton (30th)
Meridian (34th)*
22nd (Meridian)
Southern (Shelby)
Fleming (Wash.)
Linwood (Wash.)
Dr M.L. King Jr (30th) Central (38th)*
34th (Meridian)
Southport (Madison) Morris (Wash.)
Emerson (Wash.)
Boulevard (30th)
College (38th)*
38th (Central) 			
Arlington (Wash.)		
The Monon (38th)
38th (College) 					
HHPA (38th)
46th (College) 					Keystone (38th)
54th (College)					Sherman (38th)
					Emerson (38th)
					Layman (38th)
					Richardt (38th)
					Alsace (38th)

‹ Regional Office Park or Campus > 16 Stations
16th (Capitol)
Hanna (Shelby)
16th (Illinois)		
Fall Creek (Meridian)		
96th (College)
101st (Penn Pkwy)
116th (Penn Pkwy)
Clay Terrace

White River (Wash.)
Hamilton (Wash.)
Cold Spring (30th)
Warman (Wash.)			
IND Airport

‹ Access > 33 Stations

Meadows Dr (38th)
Ivy Tech (59th)

67th (College)
Troy (Shelby)
Holt (Wash.)
LaSalle (Wash.)
Lafayette (34th)
Arlington (38th)
86th (College)
Thompson (Madison) Fuller (Wash.)
Shortridge (Wash.)
Lafayette (30th)
Post (42nd)
151st (Greyhound Ct) Edgewood (Madison) Sigsbee (Wash.)
Franklin (Wash.)
White River (30th)
Pendleton Pike (Post)
Grand Park	KMart (Madison)
Bridgeport (Wash.)
Post (Wash.)
Alsace (38th)
			Cherry Tree (Wash.)		
			Wal-mart (Wash.)		

30th (HHPA)
38th (HHPA)*
62nd (HHPA)

52nd (HHPA)

96th (HHPA)
146th (HHPA)
South 8th (HHPA)

* Stations in grey text are used by multiple lines and are not counted in the station total per typology type
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RED LINE NORTH
TOD Potential North of Downtown

‹ Red Line NORTH >
33 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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RED LINE SOUTH
TOD Potential South of Downtown

‹ Red Line SOUTH >
14 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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BLUE LINE WEST
TOD Potential West of Downtown

‹ Blue Line WEST >
14 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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BLUE LINE EAST
TOD Potential East of Downtown

‹ Blue Line EAST >
16 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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PURPLE LINE WEST
TOD Potential West of Meridian

‹ Purple Line WEST>
16 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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PURPLE LINE EAST
TOD Potential East of Meridian

‹ Purple Line EAST >
18 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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GREEN LINE
TOD Potential

‹ Green Line >
17 Stations
Typologies
•
•
•
•
•
•

CBD	Central Business District
DC	District Center
CC	Commercial Center
WN	 Walkable Neighborhood
REG	 Regional Office Park or Campus
ACC	Access

Facilities
• PnR	Park and Ride Lot

© 2013 Greenstreet, Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander, LLC. All rights reserved.
May not be copied in part or in whole.
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Appendix
A. IMPO / MIBOR Consumer Preference Survey
The IMPO and Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of
REALTORS® conducted a region-wide study to discover
what factors central Indiana residents consider most
important when making their housing decisions, what
their future aspirations are related to housing and how
satisfied they are with their communities and overall
quality of life.
B. Value Capture Methodology
Included for reference are the detailed methodologies
Greenstreet, Anderson + Bohlander, and Parsons
Brinckerhoff used in projecting revenue from the four
primary value capture tools in this Plan: development
impact fees, special assessment districts, tax increment
financing, and transportation utility fees.
C. Recent and Planned Development (2012-present)
Much of the data that is used in forecasting is based on
the 2010 Census, which follows the Great Recession of
2007-2009. To reflect more current development trends,
Greenstreet has tracked the residential and commercial
development projects within the Indy Connect planning
area based on publicly announced projects.
D. Mixed-Use Zoning and TOD
Indy Rezone was launched in 2012 to update the City of
Indianapolis’ zoning ordinances and related development
regulations to be more sustainable and to improve
residents’ quality of life. Greenstreet and Anderson +
Bohlander conducted a peer review of the mixed-use
section of the ordinance for relevance to TOD.
E. Value Capture Model (CD-ROM)
Value Capture Model (CD-ROM) – The value capture model
is organized and structured to test key assumptions
of value capture tools (development impact fees,
special assessment districts, tax increment financing,
transportation utility fees) for the impact on overall
revenue projections.
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F.

Public Exhibit on TOD
Anderson + Bohlander and Greenstreet prepared an exhibit on TOD for public display at The Hall, as
part of the Plan 2020 process to revise the Marion County Comprehensive Plan.

G. Relevant Sections of Indiana Code
Current sections of Indiana Code are included which authorize Barrett law, development impact
fees, economic improvement districts, and tax increment financing in the State of Indiana.
H. Power Point Presentation on TOD Strategic Plan
A PowerPoint slide deck is included, which provides a summary of the elements of the TOD Strategic
Plan.
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HOUSING PREFERENCE SURVEY
IMPO/MIBOR CENTRAL INDIANA CONSUMER PREFERENCE SURVEY
(2012)

The IMPO and Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of REALTORS® conducted a region-wide study to
discover what factors central Indiana residents consider most important when making their housing
decisions, what their future aspirations are related to housing and how satisfied they are with their
communities and overall quality of life.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MARCH 2013
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March, 2013

In late 2012, the Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of REALTORS® (MIBOR) and the Indianapolis Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) teamed up to conduct a region-wide study to discover what factors central
Indiana residents consider most important when making their housing decisions, what their future
aspirations are related to housing and how satisfied they are with their communities and overall quality of
life.
To our knowledge, this is the largest survey of its kind conducted in central Indiana and the only to mirror
the comparable national survey conducted in 2011 by the National Association of REALTORS® (NAR).
Researchers spoke to just over 1,500 central Indiana residents in Boone, Brown, Hamilton, Hancock,
Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, Montgomery, Morgan and Shelby counties.
We feel this is an important benchmark for central Indiana’s future growth, both in terms of the types of
communities our growing population wants and the community amenities and assets we value.
Quality of life is defined in many ways. This survey helps provide a standard by which we can define and
measure quality of life. The collective goal of everyone – elected officials, planners, business interests –
should be to look for ways to keep satisfaction with the components that make up quality of life high. We are
encouraged by the overall findings. They provide a springboard for much thoughtful discussion.
Further demographic and county-specific results are available upon request.
Sincerely,

Steve Sullivan
CEO
Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of REALTORS®

Sean Northup
Assistant Executive Director
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization

2
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INTRODUCTION
Central Indiana residents are happier than the average American with their quality of life. Although many say
they’d prefer a different type of community, overall ratings for quality of life are so strong that they remain extremely satisfied. These strong numbers – indicating a stable, happy population – lay the foundation for solid
economic growth for the region.
What drives these high ratings and what leads people to make specific housing decisions? Access to work, entertainment and quality schools; the neighborhood culture and amenities; the amenities of the house; affordability; and sense of place all play a role. It’s a question real estate professionals, city planners, elected leaders
and developers must better understand in order to meet current and future resident needs.
In order to tap into the answers, the Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of REALTORS® (MIBOR) and the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) embarked on a region-wide study to discover what factors
central Indiana residents consider most important when making their housing decisions, what their future
aspirations are related to housing and how satisfied they are with their communities and overall quality of life.
When asked about overall quality of life satisfaction, the study found that central Indiana residents are satisfied with the amenities and qualities of their communities. Moreover, central Indiana residents are less likely
than Americans as a whole to report that their quality of life has decreased over the last three years. When
asked about satisfaction of specific amenities and community assets, regional and demographic differences
arose. Additionally, a striking gap between where people currently live and where they want to live became
evident.
The survey findings serve as a platform for the future. A central question becomes: How do we retain and
build upon the high level of satisfaction felt among residents while accommodating the inevitable changes
that a metro area of Indianapolis’ size will encounter? U.S. Census Bureau statistics predict the Indianapolis
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) will grow by 35 percent by 2040.
• How should residents, policy makers and real estate industry professionals plan for this growth while
taking into account what people want to retain about their communities and housing lifestyles?
• Equally important, how will attitudes and behaviors need to adjust to accommodate what is ultimately
best for a growing region to thrive?

METHODOLOGY
The following observations are based on a telephone survey among 1,502 central Indiana residents. Respondents were selected based on random digit dialing to both landline and cell phones in the following
counties: Boone, Brown, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, Montgomery, Morgan and Shelby.
Interviews were conducted by professionally trained callers during the evenings of Dec. 12 through Dec. 19,
2012. Counties were sampled to be proportionally representative of the region as a whole, with an oversampling in smaller counties to ensure sufficient representation. Results were weighted against figures from the
2010 Decennial Census to ensure proportional representation with respect to county, age, income and gender. Based on this sample size and weighting, one can say with 95 percent confidence that the maximum
error attributable to sampling is +/- 3.7 percent. The margin of error is larger for results based on subsets of
respondents, such as those living within a particular county. In addition to sampling error, question wording and other practical difficulties in conducting telephone surveys can introduce error or bias into these
findings. Specially, respondents self-identified their community as a “rural” or “suburban”. Surveyors did not
provide a uniform definition.
Community Preference Survey
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KEY FINDINGS
•

Fewer than half of all residents are living in their preferred type of community. When respondents
were asked about the location in which they currently live (rural, small town, downtown city, etc.) and
subsequently asked about their ideal location, just 43 percent of respondents gave the same response to
both questions.

•

Demand is high for downtown living, small town settings, rural living and suburban neighborhoods that have a mix of housing and business. When asked about ideal community, the biggest
discrepancy between where people currently live and would ideally live were found in these community
types.

•

Even in the last three years of tough economic times, central Indiana residents express a notably
more positive reaction to quality of life than Americans as a whole. According to a similarly constructed National Association of REALTORS® 2011 Community Preference Survey, 35 percent of adults nationwide report that their quality of life has decreased over the last three years; just 22 percent of central
Indiana residents reported the same.

•

Far and away, the safety of the community and level of crime are the most important considerations for central Indiana residents when deciding where to live. When given a list of attributes to
rank, respondents ranked safety, schools and affordability as their top three.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Ideal Community
In total, fewer than half of all residents are living in their preferred type of community. As noted, the ideal
outpaces the actual in rural settings, small towns and downtown communities as well as suburban neighborhoods where a mix of housing and businesses exist.
The largest gaps exist in the urban residential and suburban houses only communities. This may suggest further study to define those types of communities and uncover the amenities or characteristics driving the low
ideal ratings. This may raise the question about whether we are providing the right balance of housing and
neighborhood type to meet resident’s current and future needs.

Neighborhood Type: Actual and Ideal
35%
29%

30%
25%

29%

23%

23%
19%

20%
15%

15%

14%

15%

Actual

10%

10%

Ideal

9%
6%

5%

2%

0%
Rural

Small town

Suburban,
houses only

Suburban, mix
of houses and
businesses

Urban
residential

Downtown city
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Quality of Life
Most central Indiana residents report little change in their quality of life over the past three years. While 22
percent of respondents said their quality of life has gotten better, and 23 percent said it has gotten worse, a
majority (51 percent) reported that things have remained the same. Just 13 percent said it has gotten either
“much better” or “much worse” (6 percent and 7 percent, respectively).

Thinking about the community in which you live,
do you think the quality of life has gotten better,
gotten worse or stayed the same in the past three years?

Much better
Somewhat better
Stayed the same
Somewhat worse
Much worse
Unsure

6%
16%
51%
16%
7%
4%

Even in the last three years of tough economic times, central Indiana residents express a notably more
positive reaction to quality of life than Americans as a whole.

Community Preference Survey
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Importance of Neighborhood Qualities
Respondents were asked to rate 13 neighborhood features and qualities on a scale from one to five, with
five indicating “very important” and one being “not important at all” when deciding where to live. Far and
away, “safety of the community and level of crime” was rated the most important consideration. Nearly
three-quarters of respondents (72 percent) rated crime and public safety as “5” (most important), with an
average rating of 4.5.

6
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Satisfaction of Neighborhood Qualities
On the whole, central Indiana residents report high satisfaction with the features of their communities. Respondents were asked to rate a series of 13 amenities, features and activities on a scale of one to five, with
one being “very dissatisfied,” three being “neutral” and five being “very satisfied.” Respondents reported
highest satisfaction with cultural resources nearby; the availability and quality of hospitals and doctors;
and parks, playgrounds and trails nearby.

Community Preference Survey
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CONCLUSION
This study demonstrates that, generally speaking, central Indiana residents are happy and relatively satisfied
with the housing and community options available to them. The central discussion then becomes: How do we
retain, and build upon, a high level of satisfaction while positioning ourselves as a region that grows in ways
that attracts and retains residents?
This data can be critically important for planners, policy makers and private developers, all of whom are concerned with meeting the housing needs and wants of a growing and generationally diverse audience. Clearly,
one size doesn’t fit all in our region, as there are diverse areas of importance and satisfaction among counties
and communities. We point to that as a positive attribute in that it highlights the variety of options across our
region in regard to housing and communities and their amenities.
Most notably, the results reveal a sizable satisfaction gap between where people currently live and where they
would ideally chose to live. This gap needs to be addressed. We need to strike the right balance of new housing, developments and community amenities going forward to meet desires and the demands of the growing
population.
The study suggests the best way to retain satisfaction, and subsequently increase home values, is to provide
safe neighborhoods and quality schools. While those factors will most likely always remain priorities, the other
attributes that did not rank as high shouldn’t be discounted. All the attributes tested were fairly important to
some portion of central Indiana residents. Further exploration of what is important to various audiences and
building upon those community assets can be the key to maintaining the high level of resident satisfaction
central Indiana currently enjoys.

ABOUT THE ORGANIZATIONS
Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of REALTORS®
The Metropolitan Indianapolis Board of REALTORS® is the professional association representing central Indiana’s REALTORS®. MIBOR serves the needs of more than 6,300 members and affiliate members in Boone,
Brown, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson, Marion, Montgomery, Morgan and Shelby counties. MIBOR
also supplies the Broker Listing Cooperative® service to REALTORS® in Decatur, Madison and Putnam counties.
To learn more about MIBOR, visit www.mibor.com.
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization
Each Urbanized Area with a population of 50,000 or more is required by Federal Regulations to have a designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) with the responsibility of conducting a continuing, cooperative and comprehensive transportation planning process. In the Indianapolis region, the City of Indianapolis,
Department of Metropolitan Development (DMD) is the designated MPO. The MPO is responsible for planning
in the area defined by the most current Census as being urbanized, plus the area anticipated to be urbanized
in the next 20 years. This area is known as the Metropolitan Planning Area (MPA). The present MPA includes all
of Marion County and portions of the surrounding counties of Boone, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Shelby,
Morgan and Johnson.
8
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VALUE CAPTURE METHODOLOGY
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 31, 2014

METHODOLOGY
Transportation infrastructure investments can increase the value of adjacent property, sometimes
substantially. Capturing the value of this benefit through various tools allows the public investment
to be leveraged, as a finance mechanism for the transportation infrastructure itself or for transitsupportive infrastructure to support new development which can enhance the existing tax base.
Greenstreet Ltd., in collaboration with Strategic Economics, Anderson + Bohlander, and Parsons
Brinckerhoff, estimated the potential demand, associated development, and change in property value
in station areas through 2040 along the four rapid transit lines being studied for the 2014 TOD Strategic
Plan: Red, Blue, Purple, and Green. Potential revenue was estimated for the purpose of understanding
the potential of value capture strategies to support transit and transit-supportive infrastructure along
rapid transit corridors.
Included for reference is the detailed methodology Greenstreet, Anderson + Bohlander, and Parsons
Brinckerhoff used in projecting revenue from the four primary value capture tools in this Plan:
development impact fees, special assessment districts, tax increment financing, and transportation
utility fees.
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VALUE CAPTURE PROJECTIONS
VALUE CAPTURE TOOLS FOR CENTRAL INDIANA
Five primary value capture tools were considered in the context of Indiana law: TAX INCREMENT
FINANCING (TIF) which has been widely used for redevelopment financing in Indiana, SPECIAL
ASSESSMENT DISTRICTS, TRANSPORTATION UTILITY FEES, and DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES,
which have not been widely used. JOINT DEVELOPMENT, is a type of public-private partnerships on
transit agency land. Joint development, however, does not have any revenue projections in this model.
The Indy Connect system was divided into nine phases of implementation as follows:

TRANSIT SEGMENTS FOR VALUE CAPTURE TIMELINE

‹ Red Line >
SEGMENT A:
Broad Ripple to University of Indianapolis

SEGMENT B:
Broad Ripple to Carmel

C

SEGMENT C:
Carmel to Westfield

SEGMENT D:
University of Indianapolis to Greenwood

‹ Purple Line >

B

SEGMENT E:
Meridian Street to Lawrence

I

SEGMENT F:

E

F

Meridian Street to Eagle Creek Pkwy

‹ Blue Line >
SEGMENT G:

G
H

Tibbs Avenue to Cumberland

SEGMENT H:
Tibbs Avenue to Airport

A

‹ Green Line >
SEGMENT I:
Downtown Indianapolis to Noblesville

D
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TAX INCREMENT FINANCING METHOD
TIF raises revenue for capital or operating costs by diverting increased property tax revenue generated
in a TIF district by increasing existing property values and new development.
TIF raises revenue by diverting incremental property tax revenue generated by increasing assessed
values and new development. To estimate the potential change in property values and resulting revenue
over the time period 2015 to 2040, the methodology considered the following:
Establish TIF District Boundaries: For the purposes of this study, parcels within the nine segments’
station areas were assumed to be part of their respective TIF district. This ensures that there is a
rational nexus between the infrastructure investment and captured revenue. In practice, the TIF districts
supporting the Indy Connect system may be of a different shape or size.
Determine Current Assessed Values: Baseline data was gathered for all parcels within Hamilton,
Hancock, Johnson, and Marion counties, including: assessed land value, assessed improvement value,
square footage, taxing districts, tax rates, and current land use. This data was joined with a Geographic
Information System (GIS) parcel layer for each municipality with a ½-mile radius buffer around each
potential station area. For TIF revenue projection purposes, only these parcels within a ½-mile were
considered as the universe for potential future TIF districts. The larger transit corridor areas were not
considered part of a potential TIF district. Many of the ½-mile buffers overlap. To avoid double-counting,
each parcel was assigned only to the nearest node.
Forecast Change in Households and Employment: Household and employment projections through
2040 were sourced from the IMPO’s 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). The LRTP is based
on, among other things, the number of jobs by sector (North American Industry Classification System,
or NAICS), households, and population, for the Central Indiana Region, which aligns with the IMPO’s
planning area.1
Determine Development from Change in Households and Employment: New growth and the associated
development were assumed to be evenly distributed on a linear curve starting with the base year 2014
through 2040.
• Households: It was assumed that for each new household in the TOD areas, a new housing unit
would result. Given the long-term horizon of the model, there was not a specific adjustment
for vacancy, assuming the vacancy rate would essentially remain constant. A conversion to new
development was made using a per unit value of $123,818. An average assessed value per new unit
was not available from the Assessor’s Office so a sample of new “transit-ready” development, with
a mix of apartments and condominiums, was analyzed. The sample used only recently constructed
walkable, higher density residential development along planned transit corridors.
• Employment: Overall employment growth was considered.2 Further, growth of certain industry
sectors which have a greater propensity to locate near transit was also factored into the analysis.
This was based on research by the Center for Transit Oriented Development and Strategic
Economics that government, professional, scientific, and technical services as well as retail and
production, distribution and repair industries are well-represented in transit areas. For each
TOD industry sector job, a conversion to new development was made using an assumption of
250 square feet per employee. An average assessed value per square foot of commercial space
was not available from the Assessor’s Office so a sample of new “transit-ready” development
consisting of walkable, mixed-use, higher density development along planned transit corridors
was analyzed and a value per square foot was assumed.
1

Employment and population projections from the IMPO’s data sources for the LRTP are limited. The population projections,
for example, assume no areas of contraction over time; each census tract is modeled to grow, or at least stay the same,
over the period of 2010 to 2040. This is has not been the case historically nor is it projected to do so in the future; some
areas will gain population, while other areas will lose population.

2

Employment data has at least one known error. Often employment for a large organization, such as IndyGo or Indianapolis
Public Schools, is attributed to a headquarters location, when in reality employees are dispersed across multiple facilities.
For example, all IndyGo drivers and staff are show at the Harding Street headquarters, skewing the employment numbers
for that census tract. A committee is currently being formed by the IMPO to study this issue to improve modeling.
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• It should be noted that often the assessed value for these developments was found to be less
than replacement cost, despite being the standard described by the Assessor’s Offices and the
Department of Local Government Finance (DLGF). This differential could indicate isolated incidents
of underassessment of parcels or a larger issue in which the process of property tax assessment
is not being fully or consistently applied, resulting in lower tax revenues being collected.
Assign a Transit Premium: Parcels near rapid transit lines were assigned a modest premium, which
accrued over time. In accordance with the literature and case study review, premiums began at transit
system announcement and were fully realized at transit system build-out. A premium for land near
transit was assumed to take effect over the course of the build-out of the system. A range of 0 percent
to 10 percent was applied to parcels within a ½-mile radius, beginning when transit is announced, and
being fully realized by transit system build-out. The premium, however, would contribute to the base AV
of a TIF district, however, since Indiana law requires reassessment increases to be “neutralized,” and
passed through to the base AV.
Estimate Net Assessed Value: Under Indiana Code, any decrease in the base assessed value must first
be replaced before a TIF district can begin capturing increment from new development. For example, if
a building is demolished to build a new apartment complex, the eligible assessed value to be captured
by the TIF district is the assessed value of the new apartment complex minus the assessed value of
the structure that was demolished. Therefore, not all of the assessed value from future growth can be
captured. To account for this in the value capture model, a range of net new growth was considered.
At the low point of a market cycle, little or no new construction will occur, resulting in lower value
construction, or some renovations, with little net new value added.
An analysis of two years of previous construction data from the Marion County Assessor’s Office
informed an estimate of net assessed value. The Assessor’s Office provided the assessed value of land
and improvements prior to construction and after construction for projects completed in 2012 and 2013.
The percentage increase in assessed value after construction served as the net assessed value eligible
to be captured as increment. For commercial development, this was only 34 percent, which accounts
for lingering effects of the Great Recession and a higher percentage of renovation, as opposed to new
construction. Over the next 25 years, however, a higher average net assessed value can be assumed, to
account for both peaks and troughs of the market cycles. Currently, the value capture model assumes 74
percent residential and 70 percent commercial net AV growth per housing unit and per job, respectively.
Determine Future Net Assessed Values: In Indiana, the only increment that can be captured comes
from either new development, or a change in zoning. Any other increase in assessed value that happens
during the process of reassessment (e.g., market fluctuations) is consequently added to the base
assessed value. This process is called neutralization. See appendix section G for relevant sections of the
Indiana Code.
Estimate the Incremental Change in Value: Along the nine segments, the revenue potential was
calculated under various value capture tools. These various scenarios show a projected range of revenue
by segment, and by value capture tool based on the given assumptions.
Estimate TIF Revenue for Nine Scenarios: Cumulative revenue for each scenario was calculated using
2014 property tax rates, when available, without an escalation. The value capture model assumes 2014
constant dollars. Many corridors overlap, and, share stations. With many stations belonging to multiple
segments, double counting was avoided by randomly assigning a station to a given segment. This can be
adjusted in the model.
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SPECIAL ASSESSMENT DISTRICTS METHOD
Special assessment districts (also known as economic improvement districts in Indiana or local
improvement districts, benefit assessment districts, or local taxing districts) are areas in which an
additional assessment is levied on properties based on their benefit received from a public investment.
In the case of TOD, special assessment districts would likely be implemented on a smaller geographic
area, such as a station area rather than around all the parcels of a given segment. This may be to establish
a rational nexus between the assessment and the infrastructure investment, or for political reasons. To
avoid overstating potential revenue from what would likely be a smaller district, the assessment rate
used is lower than what has been used in other cities.
The revenue projection is an output of the base AV of a given year, multiplied by a special assessment
tax rate. A rate of $0.03 per $100 was assumed, although this assumption can change in the model. This
rate is informed by case studies that are outlined in the appendix, both national examples. In addition,
two proposed districts, which failed to pass in Indianapolis recently, were also considered.

TRANSPORTATION UTILITY FEE METHOD
Transportation utility fees are assessed on property based on estimated transportation demands
generated by the property use. Similar to other utilities, fees are paid monthly, quarterly, or yearly along
with regular customer utility bills. These fees are most often used for roadway improvements, but can
also be used as a dedicated funding source for transit. These fees are not technically a tax and therefore
can often be enacted by local government, if authorized by Indiana Code under the provision of Home
Rule.
The revenue projections are based off of a monthly rate for residential and employment uses multiplied
by either the number of residential units, or number of jobs on a parcel within the nine segments.
In practice, this fee has been enacted for an entire municipality, as was the case in Corvallis, Oregon. It
also, however, completely replaced the fare box. Since this may been unfeasible, and to avoid overstating
the potential revenue, only parcels within the nine segments were considered. Given the large geographic
area of coverage and the longer term of the projections, a simple per unit and per job rate was assumed.
In practice, transportation utility fees would be based on a finer level of specificity based on transportation
demands, referencing sources such as the Transportation Research Board, or Institute of Transportation
Engineers Trip Generation Manual.

DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES
Development impact fees are one-time fees charged to new development. A jurisdiction uses these fees to
defray the costs of expanding services for new development.
The revenue projection multiplies the impact fee with the number of units, or expected jobs, for residential
and commercial properties, respectively. Only fees on development in the station areas were considered.
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RECENT AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT
RECENT AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT (2012-PRESENT)
Much of the data that is used in forecasting is based on the 2010 Census, which follows the Great Recession of
2007-2009. To reflect more current development trends, Greenstreet has tracked the residential and commercial
development projects since 2010 within the Indy Connect planning area, based on publicly announced projects.
These maps show where the real estate market does indeed support new development, illustrating the development
activity at the date of this report. Strong real estate fundamentals in areas served by transit are an important
indicator to success of TOD investments.1

1

Hook, Walter, Stephanie Lotshaw, and Annie Weinstock. “More Development For Your Transit Dollar,” Institute for Transportation &
Development Policy, September 2013.
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MIXED-USE ZONING AND TOD
Greenstreet and Anderson + Bohlander have completed the following review of the new, draft mixed-use zoning
district. Rezoning of parcels is intended to be implemented in the near future, as part of the larger effort being
undertaken by the Indianapolis Department of Metropolitan Development, Plan 2020.
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To:

Tammara Tracy
John Neal

From:

Greenstreet Ltd. | Anderson + Bohlander

Date:

July 18, 2014

Re:

Indy Rezone Draft Mixed Use Zoning Districts Comments Related to TOD

CC:
Jennifer Higginbotham, Sean Northup, Adam Thies
____________________________________________________________________________________
Introduction
Indy Rezone is a project undertaken by the City of Indianapolis to update the city's zoning ordinances and
associated development regulations to be more sustainable and more livable. As part of the 2014 TOD Strategic
plan, Greenstreet Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander are evaluating the proposed mixed use zoning ordinances in Indy
Rezone as they relate to transit oriented development (TOD).
Included with this memorandum are previously released studies that pertain to this subject, including:





A Guide for Transit Station Area Planning + Design, prepared by EDEN Collaborative and Greenstreet Ltd.,
for the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization;
A checklist from Realizing the Potential of Transit and TOD in the Indianapolis Region, prepared by the Center
for Transit Oriented-Development/Reconnecting America, Strategic Economics and Greenstreet Ltd. that
includes a checklist for evaluating effective transit-supportive station area plans and development
proposals; and
The current draft of typologies for transit oriented development, prepared by Greenstreet Ltd. and
Anderson + Bohlander, for the Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization.

TOD Typologies and Zoning
As part of the 2014 TOD Strategic Plan, Greenstreet Ltd. and Anderson + Bohlander have developed and are
continuing to refine TOD Typologies, which are created to help guide the planning of areas within a half-mile
around transit stations. To date, these TOD typologies have been applied (preliminarily) to planned station areas
along the Red Line and Blue Line of the Indy Connect plan and are in process of being applied to the Purple Line.
These typologies are mode-neutral – they will be the same regardless of the transit vehicle. The six typologies are
as follows:
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Central Business District - Located in the Regional Center with the region’s highest density and largest
concentration of employment. Development opportunities include dense infill and redevelopment, office,
mixed-use, cultural and civic institutions and a focus on enhanced placemaking and livability.
District Center - Located at the center of regionally significant districts with several blocks of retail or
office at their core. Development opportunities include infill and redevelopment, dense residential,
employment near transit stations, neighborhood retail and a focus on walkability and placemaking.
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Commercial Center - Varying types of commercial developments, from large strip centers to shopping
malls, along arterial corridors. Development opportunities vary from redevelopment into mixed-use,
walkable patterns to multi-family residential infill development.
Walkable Neighborhood - Located in well-established, walkable, primarily residential neighborhoods, with
a small amount of retail and office at the intersection nearest the station, or the potential for it.
Development opportunities include projects that improve neighborhood stability and encourage transit
use.
Regional Office Park or Campus - Areas with large employers in multi-story office buildings, hospitals
and/or university campus facilities. Development opportunities include expanding employment, enhancing
pedestrian and bicycle access and student or other specialized high-density residential centers.
Access - Areas that have important transit functions, such as connections to local bus routes, access to
circulators, or large boarding counts. Development opportunities may include services and amenities for
commuters and park and ride facilities.

Updating the zoning in the station areas is central to implementing the TOD Typologies. The TOD Typologies
align with the four proposed MU zoning districts as follows:





MU-1 aligns with some Commercial Corridors, and some District Centers.
MU-2 aligns with Walkable Neighborhood.
MU-3 aligns with some District Centers, such as Broad Ripple.
MU-4 aligns with larger District Centers.

All four mixed use districts should have TOD content, not just MU-4, since rapid transit is planned for all the
example areas of the draft Mixed-Use zoning districts. For the same reason, parking maximums should be
considered.
Relevance to Federal Funding for Transit
The demand for new fixed-guideway transit, including bus and rail, is strong and growing all across the country.
According to Reconnecting America, more than 721 fixed-guideway transit projects from around the country were
in various stages of the transit planning process in 2013, representing a more than 78 year backlog of projects, at
current federal funding levels. The already competitive landscape of federal transit funding will intensify favoring
initiatives that are cost-effective and which leverage transit investment with supportive land use policies to spur
regional economic development.
The FTA’s Guidelines for Land Use and Economic Development Effects for New Starts and Small Starts projects set some
benchmarks that Indianapolis should strive for, since implementation of these districts is predicated on successful
rapid transit. Some stated goals for Economic Development:



Economic Development subfactor “Growth Management”: Concentration of Development around
established activity centers and regional transit.
Economic Development subfactor: “Supportive Zoning Regulations Near Transit Stations”: Zoning
Ordinances that support increased development density in transit station areas.

Indy Rezone can have a material impact on the scoring and competitiveness for Federal funding. For example,


Outside of the CBD, scoring a 4 or 5 (out of 5) for Station Area Zoning Parking Supply requires: <2.25
parking spaces per 1,000 sq. ft., so new zoning ordinances should consider parking maximums, and allow
for, or incentivize, shared parking arrangements.
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Scoring a 4 or 5 for Population Density requires >9,600 persons per square mile, but the median for Red
and Blue Line station areas is 3,916, with a maximum of 8,098 at Madison Ave and Stop 11.
Scoring a 4 or 5 for Residential Dwelling units per acre requires >15 DU/acre, but the median for Red
and Blue Line stations areas is 2.99 DU/acre, with a maximum of 9.24 DU/acre at Alabama and Ft. Wayne.

Mixed Use One District (MU-1)
“The MU-1 District is intended for the development of high-rise office uses and apartments intermixed, grouped in
varying combinations or provided in the same building. MU-1 is designed for use along arterials with both hightraffic counts and positive pedestrian experience or demand. Appropriate settings for the MU-1 district include the
midtown and uptown areas of the city, very near rapid transit stops, or in the midst of high intensity regional
commercial complexes.” – Indianapolis – Integrated Working Draft Zoning Ordinance Section 05 – Mixed Use Districts
Comments:







Sidewalks: Sidewalk minimum of 8’ along a main street with high-rise is too narrow to include on-street
seating or retail displays. 12’-15’ is more appropriate.
“Hotel, Motel, Hostel” would be supportive of high-rise urban districts, i.e. the Conrad Hotel downtown.
This would necessitate curb cuts to be allowed for drop-off.
“Nightclub or Cabaret”
“Retail, Heavy General” and “Department Store” uses such as furniture, garden supplies, appliances,
building materials etc. This disallows the downtown TJ Maxx, or the new, urban-format stores that Walmart, Target, Lowe’s, or Best Buy are developing.
Outdoor space: 35 square feet per dwelling unit could be onerous for high-rise residential. We suggest
lowering this.

Mixed Use Two District (MU-2)
“The MU-2 District is intended to accommodate a mix of residential uses, offices, personal services, retail, and
eating & drinking businesses that typically do not draw customers from beyond their neighborhood boundaries and
do not generate substantial vehicle traffic. The corridor development pattern of the MU-2 district is neighborhood
focused; supportive of safe, vibrant pedestrian activity; and offers additional housing options. Application of the
MU-2 district is for use in older urban commercial areas that are located adjacent to established residential
neighborhoods extending along segments of primary and secondary thoroughfares. It can also be used in newer
areas to replicate those building patterns found in older parts of the city. In order to perform its neighborhood
focus, floor areas are restricted, auto-related uses minimized, and building details and other similar amenities are
scaled to the pedestrian.” – Indianapolis – Integrated Working Draft Zoning Ordinance Section 05 – Mixed Use Districts
Comments:
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We don’t believe that zoning should necessarily distinguish between region- and neighborhood-serving
retail. Specialty stores, such as those that exist in the working draft’s example at 514 E. 9th Street, likely
draw from the larger market, and shouldn’t be discouraged. The building scale, and development pattern
can be smaller for this neighborhood context, but the market area that businesses draw from should not
be limited.
Minimum front build-to line of 5’. Instead of requiring a setback for all streets, we suggest 35’ setback
from right-of-way centerline. A 70’ right-of-way can then support fronted buildings, but narrower rightsof-way require some setback, to allow for fire-truck access and maneuverability.
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50’ minimum street frontage seems arbitrary. This limits the FTA’s suggested “fine-grained” mix of uses,
and may limit density.
35’ building height maximum, with bonuses allowed for residential uses, is too low to support rapid
transit. Further, bonuses tied to residential uses may be counter-productive, since regional job growth
needs to happen along transit corridors, for Indianapolis to be competitive for federal funding. This should
be raised to 65’, with bonuses increased.

Mixed Use Three District (MU-3)
“The Mixed-Use 3 District is intended for compact, mixed-use village development comprised of moderate and
high-density housing complimented by a high level of variety of retail, consumer services, jobs, and public uses, at
development intensities that accommodate all modes of transportation with particular attention to the pedestrian.
The MU-3 district requires intensities and patterns of development with investment in public spaces that support
safe, vibrant pedestrian activity and a variety of housing options, and to ensure that buildings and building additions
are conveniently accessible to pedestrians. The location of an MU-3 district is along key transportation corridors
or established within one-quarter (1/4) and one-half (1/2) mile of a Rapid Transit Stations Stop of High-Frequency
Transit Stop. The MU-3 district may be used in conjunction with an MU-4 district to create a more intense village.
The MU-3 district is to be adopted for limited locations with a minimum distance from other MU-3 districts,
solitary MU-4 districts and other commercial areas by at least one-half (1/2) mile or more. The MU-3 district shall
only be applied following the adoption of a village land use plan for the area by the Commission.” – Indianapolis –
Integrated Working Draft Zoning Ordinance Section 05 – Mixed Use Districts
Comments:








Some of the “Retail, Heavy General” uses, such as furniture or garden supplies, should be allowed to
support a variety of retail.
Sidewalk minimum of 8’ along a main street is too narrow to include on-street seating or retail displays.
12’-15’ is more appropriate.
Range of 20-50 acres may need to be larger to included Broad Ripple, or other neighborhoods with
contiguous nodes.
Museums, Libraries, Schools, or Theaters may need to be taller than 35’, but won’t have 20% residential
uses. This height requirements and bonuses are thus onerous.
35’ building height maximum, with bonuses allowed for residential uses, is too low to support rapid
transit. Further, bonuses tied to residential uses may be counter-productive, since regional job growth
needs to happen along transit corridors, for Indianapolis to be competitive for federal funding. This should
be raised to 65’, with bonuses increased.
Discouraging curb cuts on minor streets with low traffic counts may be too restrictive. This can cause
parking lots to increase in size as more lanes connect to a single curb cut.

Mixed Use Four District (MU-4)
“The Mixed Use 4 District is intended for transit-supportive and transit oriented development (TOD) that includes
residential and on-residential uses. The location of an MU-4 district is on a Transit Emphasis Corridor and includes
an existing or planned Rapid Transit Station Stop. The MU-4 district is a compact district of approximately 25
acres that requires intensities and patterns of development that support vibrant pedestrian activity and the use of
transit. The MU-4 district is to be adopted for limited locations with a minimum distance between MU-4 districts
of at least ½ mile or more. The application of the MU-4 district shall only be applied following the adoption of a
village land use plan for the area by the commission.” – Indianapolis – Integrated Working Draft Zoning Ordinance
Section 05 – Mixed Use Districts
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Comments:








Interval and size restriction: While this district is intended for TOD, many areas that would fit MU-4 well,
would be categorically excluded from it due the ½ mile interval and 25-acre maximum. Most station areas
will have less than ½ mile between them, even if stations are ½ mile apart. Further, some District Center
station areas that would benefit from this district are contiguous, or larger than 25 acres. Thus, these
restrictions are onerous.
Sidewalk minimum of 8’ along a main street is too narrow to include on-street seating or retail displays.
12’-15’ is more appropriate.
45’ building height maximum, with bonuses allowed for residential uses, is too low to support rapid
transit. Further, bonuses tied to residential uses may be counter-productive, since regional job growth
needs to happen along transit corridors, for Indianapolis to be competitive for federal funding. The
building height maximum should be closer to 100’, to allow for 8-story buildings, with bonuses beyond
that tied to affordable housing, pedestrian/bicycle amenities, and/or set-backs for a few more stories.
The form standard renderings seem to show sidewalks narrower than 5’. These should be drawn to scale
to avoid confusion.
Generally, requiring a style-change every 75’ can lead to artificial looking buildings, and may harm
otherwise well-designed, unified buildings. Further, while we should avoid poorly designed buildings, the
roof and façade articulation language may not lead to a material improvement in architectural quality, and
may restrict well-designed minimal architecture styles.

We are excited about the prospects of Indy Rezone to enable successful transit oriented development. We are
appreciative of the opportunity to offer these comments and hope it proves helpful. If you have any questions or
need further clarification, please contact Mark O’Neall (mark@greenstreetltd.com) or Josh Anderson
(josh@andersonbohlander.com).
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VALUE CAPTURE MODEL (CD-ROM)
The value capture model is organized and structured to test key assumptions of value capture tools (development
impact fees, special assessment districts, tax increment financing, transportation utility fees) for the impact on
overall revenue projections.
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APPENDIX - ITEM F

PUBLIC EXHIBIT ON TOD
Anderson + Bohlander and Greenstreet prepared an exhibit on TOD for public display at The Hall, as part of the Plan 2020
process to revise the Marion County Comprehensive Plan.
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RELEVANT SECTIONS OF INDIANA CODE
Current sections of Indiana Code are included which authorize Barrett law, development impact fees, economic
improvement districts, and tax increment financing in the State of Indiana.

ARTICLE 8.
TAX INCREMENT FINANCE
NOTE: This article was jointly promulgated with the state board of accounts and also appears at 20 IAC 2.
Rule 1. Definitions
50 IAC 8-1-1
“Additional credit” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 8-22-3.5
Sec. 1. As used in this article, “additional credit” means the additional property tax credit established in IC 36-7-14-39.5 [IC
36-7-14-39.5 was repealed by P.L.146-2008, SECTION 813, effective January 1, 2009.]. (Department of Local Government
Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-1; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-2
“Allocation area” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39-2; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 2. As used in this article, “allocation area” means:
(1) the part of a blighted area to which an allocation provision of a declaratory resolution, adopted under IC 36-7-14-15 (or
IC 36-7-15.1-8 for Marion County), refers for purposes of distribution and allocation of property taxes;
(2) an economic development area that has been designated as an allocation area pursuant to IC 36-7-14-41 and IC 36-7-14-43
or pursuant to IC 36-7-15.1-29 through IC 36-7-15.1-30;
(3) an allocation area established under IC 36-7-15.1-32 with respect to a program for housing; or
(4) an economic development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39-2. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-2;
filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-3
“Allocation area assessment” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 3. As used in this article, “allocation area assessment” means the current aggregate assessed value of allocation area real
property and allocation area personal property. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-3; filed Jan 30, 1989,
3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-4
“Allocation area personal property” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 4. As used in this article, “allocation area personal property” means depreciable personal property in an allocation area
that is subject to property taxes and that has been included in the tax increment program pursuant to a resolution adopted by a
redevelopment commission that is eligible to adopt such a resolution. (See 50 IAC 8-2-2(b).) (Department of Local Government
Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-4; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-5
“Allocation area real property” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
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Sec. 5. As used in this article, “allocation area real property” means all of the individual parcels of real property located in an
allocation area. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-5; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-6
“Assessed value” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.
Sec. 6. As used in this article, “assessed value” or “assessed valuation” means net assessed value unless otherwise specified.
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-6; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-7 “Base assessment” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-15.1-32
Sec. 7. As used in this article, “base assessment” means the aggregate assessed valuation of all allocation area real property
and allocation area personal property as of the base assessment date. However, the “base assessment” in an allocation area
established under IC 36-7-15.1-32 with respect to a program for housing does not include the assessed value of real property
improvements as of the base assessment date. However, if the effective date of the allocation provision of a declaratory
ordinance is after March 1, 1985, and before January 1, 1986, and if an improvement to property was partially completed on
March 1, 1985, the unit may provide in the declaratory ordinance that the taxes attributable to the assessed value of the property
as finally determined for March 1, 1984, shall be allocated to and, when collected, paid into the funds of the respective taxing
units. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-7; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-8 “Base assessment date” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 8. As used in this article, “base assessment date” means the March 1 that immediately precedes the effective date of a
declaratory resolution by the redevelopment commission that either establishes an allocation area or adds new area to an
existing allocation area. (If the effective date is March 1, the immediately preceding March 1 is the base assessment date.)
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-8; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1352)
50 IAC 8-1-9
“Blighted” defined
Authority: IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 9. As used in this article, “blighted” means with respect to units subject to IC 36-7-14 “blighted” and with respect to units
subject to IC 36-7-15.1 “blighted, deteriorated, or deteriorating.” (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-9; filed
Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-10 “Captured assessment” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 10. As used in this article, “captured assessment” means the amount of allocation area assessment used to calculate the
tax increment. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-10; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-11 “Captured assessment individual component” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 11. As used in this article, “captured assessment individual component” means, with respect to a parcel of allocation area
real property or a return of allocation area personal property, the component of assessed valuation that, when aggregated with
all other captured assessment individual components, constitutes the captured assessment. (Department of Local Government
Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-11; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-12
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“Current base assessment” defined
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Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 12. As used in this article, “current base assessment” means the base assessment plus the uncaptured assessment. The
amount of this assessed value is used in the calculation of a tax rate by each taxing unit in which the allocation area is located.
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-12; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-13
“Current base assessment individual component” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 13. As used in this article, “current base assessment individual component” means, with respect to a parcel of allocation
area real property or a return of allocation area personal property, the component of assessed value that, when aggregated
with all other current base assessment individual components, constitutes the current base assessment. (Department of Local
Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-13; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-14
“Housing program credit” defined
Authority: IC 36-7-15.1-35
Affected: IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-15.1-35
Sec. 14. As used in this article, “housing program credit” means the credit established under IC 36-7-15.1-35 with respect to a
program for housing. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-14; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-15
“Original base assessment individual real property component” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 15. As used in this article, “original base assessment individual real property component” means, with respect to a parcel
of allocation area real property, a component of assessed value that is no greater than the assessed value of the parcel as
of the base assessment date. If the assessed value of the parcel in a later year is the same as or greater than its assessed
value as of the base assessment date, the component in the later year equals the assessed value of the parcel as of the base
assessment date. If the assessed value of the parcel in a later year is less than its assessed value as of the base assessment
date, the component in the later year equals the actual assessed value of the parcel as of the assessment date of that later year.
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-15; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-16
“Potential captured assessment” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 16. As used in this article, “potential captured assessment” means the amount by which the allocation area assessment
exceeds the base assessment. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-16; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR
1353)
50 IAC 8-1-17
“Potential captured assessment individual component” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 17. As used in this article, “potential captured assessment individual component” means, with respect to a parcel of
allocation area real property or a return of allocation area personal property, the component of assessed valuation that, when
aggregated with all other potential captured assessment individual components, constitutes the potential captured assessment.
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-17; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1353)
50 IAC 8-1-18 “PTR credit” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 8-22-3.5
Sec. 18. “PTR credit” means the property tax replacement credit provided under IC 6-1.1-21 [IC 6-1.1-21 was repealed by
P.L.146-2008, SECTION 813, effective January 1, 2009.]. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-18; filed Jan 30,
1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1354)
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50 IAC 8-1-19 “Redevelopment commission” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39-2; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-3-4-23; IC 36-7-14-6.1
Sec. 19. As used in this article, “redevelopment commission” means a redevelopment commission appointed under IC 36-7-146.1, a metropolitan development commission acting as the redevelopment commission of a consolidated city subject to IC 363-4-23, or a fiscal body of a unit that declares an economic development district under IC 6-1.1-39-2. The term redevelopment
commission refers to all of these entities unless the context indicates otherwise. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50
IAC 8-1-19; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1354)
50 IAC 8-1-20 “Tax increment” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 20. As used in this article, “tax increment” means the property taxes generated from the captured assessment. (Department
of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-20; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1354)
50 IAC 8-1-21 “Uncaptured assessment” defined
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 21. As used in this article, “uncaptured assessment” means the amount of potential captured assessment which the
redevelopment commission does not use to generate tax increment. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-1-21;
filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1354)
Rule 2.

Determination and Use of Tax Increment

50 IAC 8-2-1
Summary of rule
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 1. This rule applies to the establishment of allocation areas by redevelopment commissions and to the generation and use
of tax increment in those areas. The following subject areas will be addressed by these rules:
(1) Section 2 of this rule addresses the designation of the geographical boundaries of an allocation area by the redevelopment
commission, the findings that must be made before an allocation area is designated, and the determination whether the
program includes allocation area personal property.
(2) Section 3 of this rule addresses the effect on the base assessment of a change of the size of an allocation area or a change
of the base assessment date.
(3) Section 4 of this rule addresses the calculation of the potential captured assessment and the captured assessment.
(4) Section 5 of this rule addresses the application of the property tax rate of each taxing unit to the assessed valuation of the
taxing unit both within and without the allocation area.
(5) Section 6 of this rule describes the application of the PTR credit, the additional credit, and the housing program credit. (6)
Sections 7 through 8 of this rule describe the records that the county auditor must keep when there is not, and when there is,
tax increment.
(7) Sections 9 through 10 of this rule are examples of the apportionment of individual assessments under a program that
includes only real property and under a program that includes both real and personal property.
(8) Section 11 [of this rule] addresses the method for determining captured assessments when less than the full amount of
potential captured assessment is required to generate the needed tax increment.
(9) Section 12 of this rule describes the adjustments that the state board of tax commissioners must make after a general
reassessment of real property.
(10) Section 13 of this rule describes the permissible uses of tax increment by the redevelopment commission.
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-1; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1354)
50 IAC 8-2-2
Allocation area designation
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-1-3; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
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Sec. 2. (a) A redevelopment commission that designates an allocation area or amends an area declaration must immediately
notify the state board of tax commissioners of the designation.
(b) This subsection applies only to redevelopment commissions established under IC 36-7-14 and metropolitan development
commissions acting as redevelopment commissions. A redevelopment commission declares an area to be blighted under IC 367-14-15 or IC 36-7-15.1-8 by adopting a resolution. The commission may designate an allocation area in the same resolution.
A redevelopment commission may also amend a prior resolution that declared a blighted area to add an allocation area by
following the same procedure contained in IC 36-7-14-15 through IC 36-7-14-18 or IC 36-7-15.1-8 through IC 36-7-15.1-11. An
allocation area may also be created in an economic development area established under IC 36-7-14-41 or IC 36-7-15.1-29. In
order for a redevelopment commission to be eligible to include taxes imposed on allocation area personal property in the tax
increment finance program, it must have adopted a resolution before June 1, 1987, to include taxes imposed on depreciable
personal property that has a useful life in excess of eight (8) years (personal property reportable on Total Pool 3 line 40 and Total
Pool 4 line 55 on Form 103, Long Form). If such a resolution was adopted before that date, the redevelopment commission may
adopt a new resolution to include a percentage of taxes imposed on all allocation area personal property in the tax increment
finance program. That percentage may not exceed twenty-five percent (25%). If the redevelopment commission fails to adopt a
new resolution, then no personal property taxes are included in the program.
(c) This subsection applies only to redevelopment commissions established under IC 36-7-14 and metropolitan development
commissions acting as redevelopment commissions. In order to declare a blighted area, the redevelopment commission must
find that the area meets the definition in IC 36-7-1-3, that the area has become blighted to an extent that it cannot be corrected
by regulatory processes, or by the ordinary operations of private enterprise without resort to the provisions of IC 36-7-14 or
IC 36-7-15.1, and that the public health and welfare will be benefited by the acquisition and redevelopment of the area. The
redevelopment commission may declare any part of the blighted area as an allocation area. Given the statutes’ use of the
term “blighted” and the finding that must be made before a redevelopment commission may adopt a declaratory resolution,
the declaration of a blighted area may include only a limited area. In the typical situation, the geographic description uses city
streets or similar boundaries to carve out from a political subdivision only that portion that is truly blighted. It is unlikely that
the boundaries of the blighted area coincide with those of a city or any other political subdivision.
(d) This subsection applies only to redevelopment commissions established under IC 36-7-14 and metropolitan development
commissions acting as redevelopment commissions. In order to implement tax increment finance in an economic development
area, the redevelopment commission must find that the area meets the following:
(1) That the plan for the economic development area:
(A) promotes significant opportunities for the gainful employment of its citizens; (B) attracts a major new business enterprise
to the unit;
(C) retains or expands a significant business enterprise existing in the boundaries of the unit; or
(D) meets other purposes of IC 36-7-14-2.5, IC 36-7-14-41, IC 36-7-15.1-28 through IC 36-7-15.1-30.
(2) That the plan for the economic development area cannot be achieved by regulatory processes or by the ordinary operation
of private enterprise without resorting to the powers allowed under IC 36-7-14-41, IC 36-7-14-43, IC 36-7-15.1-28 through IC
36-7-15.1-30 because of:
(A) lack of local public improvement;
(B) existence of improvements or conditions that lower the value of the land below that of nearby land; (C) multiple ownership
of land; or
(D) other similar conditions.
(3) That the public health and welfare will be benefited by accomplishment of the plan for the economic development area. (4)
That the accomplishment of the plan for the economic development area will be a public utility and benefit as measured by:
(A) attraction or retention of permanent jobs; (B) increase in the property tax base;
(C) improved diversity of the economic base; or
(D) other similar public benefits.
(5) That the plan for the economic development area conforms to other development or redevelopment plans for the unit (the
comprehensive plan of development in the case of a consolidated city).
(e) This subsection applies only to a metropolitan development commission acting as a redevelopment commission. In order to
implement tax increment finance in an allocation area established under IC 36-7-15.1-32 with respect to a program for housing,
the commission must find the following:
(1) That the program meets the purposes of IC 36-7-15.1-31.
(2) That the program cannot be accomplished by regulatory processes or by the ordinary operation of private enterprise because
of:
(A) lack of public improvements;
(B) existence of improvements or conditions that lower the value of the land below that of nearby land; or
(C) other similar conditions.
(3) That the public health and welfare will be benefited by accomplishment of the program.
(4) That the accomplishment of the program will be of public utility and benefit as measured by: (A) provision of adequate
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housing for low and moderate income persons;
(B) increase in the property tax base; or
(C) other similar public benefits.
(5) That at least one-third (1/3) of the parcels in the allocation area established by the program are vacant.
(6) That at least three-fourths (3/4) of the allocation area is used for residential purposes or is planned to be used for residential
purposes.
(7) That at least one-third (1/3) of the residential units in the allocation area were constructed before 1941.
(8) That at least one-third (1/3) of the parcels in the allocation area have one (1) or more of the following characteristics: (A) The
dwelling unit on the parcel is not permanently occupied.
(B) The parcel is the subject of a governmental order, issued under a statute or ordinance, requiring the correction of a housing
code violation or unsafe building condition.
(C) Two (2) or more property tax payments on the parcel are delinquent. (D) The parcel is owned by local, state, or federal
government.
(f) In order to implement tax increment finance in an economic development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39, the fiscal body
of the unit must find the following:
(1) That in order to promote opportunities for the gainful employment of its citizens, the attraction of a new business enterprise
to the unit, the retention or expansion of a business enterprise existing within the boundaries of the unit, or the preservation
or enhancement of the tax base of the unit, an area under the fiscal body’s jurisdiction should be declared an economic
development district.
(2) That the public health and welfare of the unit will be benefited by designating the area as an economic development district.
(3) That there has been proposed a qualified industrial development project to be located in the economic development district,
with the proposal supported by:
(A) financial and economic data; and
(B) preliminary commitments by business enterprises, associations, state or federal governmental units, or similar entities that
evidence a reasonable likelihood that the proposed qualified industrial development project will be initiated and accomplished.
(g) A tax increment finance program in an economic development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39 may include any part of
the property taxes imposed on depreciable personal property that the taxing unit has by ordinance allocated to the district.
However, the ordinance may not limit the allocation to taxes on depreciable personal property with any particular useful life
or lives. The limitation must instead be stated as a percentage of the assessed value of the personal property. If a unit had, by
ordinance adopted before May 8, 1987, allocated to an economic development district property taxes imposed under IC 6-1.1
on depreciable personal property that has a useful life in excess of eight (8) years, the ordinance continues in effect until an
ordinance is adopted by the unit under IC 6-1.1-39-5(g)(2).
(h) It is unlikely that the boundaries of an economic development area, of an allocation area established under IC 36-7-15.132 with respect to a program for housing, or of an economic development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39-2 will coincide
with those of a city or any other political subdivision. The declaration of an extensive area might violate the enabling statutes
and might cause severe problems in administering the tax increment finance program. The greater the number of parcels of
allocation area real property (and returns of allocation area personal property if it is part of the program), the greater is the
difficulty in determining the potential captured assessment. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-2; filed Jan
30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1355; errata filed Sep 5, 1989, 3:20 p.m.: 13 IR 87)
50 IAC 8-2-3
Allocation area changes; required information
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1-10.5
Sec. 3. (a) The redevelopment commission must, before the first March 1 after the base assessment date, file with the county
auditor a copy of the allocation area map, the confirmed resolution adopted by the redevelopment commission, lists of parcel
identification numbers of real property in the allocation area, and names of owners of depreciable personal property in the
allocation area (if personal property is included in the program). The redevelopment commission must file with the county
auditor the same information before the March 1 that next follows the adoption of a resolution that increases the size of an
allocation area. If a redevelopment commission changes the base assessment date in an allocation area, it must, before March
1 that next follows the adoption of the resolution changing the base assessment date, file a copy of the resolution adopted by the
redevelopment commission with the county auditor. The county auditor must maintain a yearly record of assessed valuation of
allocation area real and personal property as it is affected by the computations described in sections 7 through 10 of this rule.
(b) If the redevelopment commission changes the base assessment date, the base assessment is determined as of the new
base assessment date. Except as provided in IC 36-7-15.1-10.5 and IC 36-7-15.1-26.1 [IC 36-7-15.1-26.1 was repealed by
P.L.146-2008, SECTION 812, effective July 1, 2008.] with respect to a metropolitan development commission, a redevelopment
commission can adopt a resolution to change the base assessment date by using the same procedures for adoption of an
allocation area resolution. (c) If the redevelopment commission adopts a resolution to increase the size of an allocation area,
the base assessment is determined for the added area as if it were a separately declared allocation area.
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(d) If the redevelopment commission adopts a resolution to merge or consolidate existing allocation areas, the base assessment
and base assessment date remain the same as they were before the merger or consolidation. However, the redevelopment
commission may, in that resolution, designate a later base assessment date for any of the allocation areas that are merged
or consolidated under the resolution. Before the March 1 that next follows the adoption of the resolution that consolidates
existing allocation areas, the redevelopment commission must file with the county auditor a copy of the merger or consolidation
resolution. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-3; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1357)
50 IAC 8-2-4
Allocation of assessed value
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14-39; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 4. (a) For purposes of this section, obligations of a redevelopment commission are considered to include the payment of
all obligations payable from tax increment as described in section 13 of this rule, and the funding of all accounts and reserves
that might be required under a contract with bondholders or with lessors in lease financings.
(b) For purposes of the collection of tax increment in a particular year, all of the potential captured assessment is captured
assessment unless the redevelopment commission notifies the county auditor by July 15 of the immediately preceding year to
use only part of the potential captured assessment as captured assessment. This notice applies only to that particular year. The
captured assessment may not exceed the potential captured assessment.
(c) Potential captured assessment may be captured only if tax increment is needed to satisfy obligations of the redevelopment
commission. The redevelopment commission must determine before July 15 of each year whether the sum of the balance in the
allocation fund plus estimated future investment earnings on that balance is sufficient to satisfy its obligations over the terms
of those obligations. If so, the commission shall notify the county auditor by July 15 that no tax increment will be required in the
following year, and that it is not necessary for any of the potential captured assessment to be captured. (However, see section
13(g) of this rule concerning the payment of collections to enterprise zone funds.) The redevelopment commission shall give
the notice described in subsection (b) if it determines that capture of a portion of the potential captured assessment will result
in a balance in the allocation fund in the following year that, when combined with future investment earnings on that balance
and the resultant tax increment to be collected in the following year, will be sufficient to satisfy its obligations over the terms
of those obligations.
(d) The redevelopment commission should consider giving the notice described in subsection (b) whenever it appears that
the use of the entire potential captured assessment as captured assessment would generate more tax increment than will
be needed to meet the obligations of the redevelopment commission. For purposes of determining the amount of potential
captured assessment that will be captured, the redevelopment commission must consider the effect that the determination will
have on the property tax rate in the taxing district in which the allocation area is located. The greater the amount of the potential
captured assessment that is captured, the higher the tax rate and the tax increment will be.
(e) This subsection applies if notice has been given under subsection (b). To estimate the amount of potential captured
assessment to be captured, the amount of tax increment that the redevelopment commission determines should be collected
in the following year is divided by an estimate of the tax rate for the following year in the taxing district in which the allocation
area is located. The estimate of the tax rate can be based on the current year’s tax rate, with adjustments for changes for the
following year that will be caused by factors such as the addition or elimination of debt service or a cumulative fund by one (1)
or more of the taxing units that are part of the taxing district. The determination must also take into account the percentage of
tax increment billed that is expected to be collected, any applicable percentage of additional credit or housing program credit,
and any credits to be paid to taxpayers under IC 36-7-14-39(b)(2)(I). The redevelopment commission should determine the
captured assessment in consultation with the county auditor, and must determine the captured assessment in an amount that
will ensure that the redevelopment commission will receive tax increment sufficient to pay its obligations that are payable from
tax increment. The county auditor must report any uncaptured assessment to the taxing units in which the allocation area is
located by August 1.
Example
Desired tax increment = $10,000
Estimated tax rate = $8 (.08) Estimated collection rate = 95% Additional credit percentage = 15%
(1) In order to collect ten thousand dollars ($10,000), taxes billed must be $10,000/.95 = $10,526.
(2) In order to bill ten thousand five hundred twenty-six dollars ($10,526), gross taxes (taxes before application of the additional
credit) must be $10,526/.85 = $12,384.
(3) The amount of potential captured assessment to be captured in order to reflect gross taxes of twelve thousand three hundred
eighty-four dollars ($12,384) is $12,384/.08 = $154,800.
(f) The sum of the uncaptured assessment and the base assessment equals the current base assessment. The current base
assessment is subject to taxation by the taxing units and is used in calculating the property tax rates of the taxing units.
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-4; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1357)
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50 IAC 8-2-5
Application of tax rate
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 5. The property tax rate established for each taxing unit in which the allocation area is located is applied to the aggregate
assessed value of the property located outside of the allocation area and the current base assessment as calculated under
section 4 of this rule. The resulting property taxes are collected for the benefit of the taxing unit. The captured assessment is
subject to the combined property tax rates of the taxing units in which the allocation area is located. The resulting tax increment
is collected for the benefit of the allocation area. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-5; filed Jan 30, 1989,
3:30 p.m.: 12 IR
1358)
50 IAC 8-2-6
PTR credit; additional credit; housing program credit
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-1-10; IC 36-7-15.1-17.1; IC 36-7-15.1-35
Sec. 6. (a) In an allocation area established in an economic development district under IC 6-1.1-39, the PTR credit applies to
property taxes on the current base assessment individual components and to tax increment if the district was established
before January 1, 1988, and if the application of the credit was approved by the department of commerce before that date. In
all other allocation areas, the PTR credit applies to property taxes on the current base assessment individual components, but
not to tax increment.
(b) The additional credit applies to tax increment (except in Marion County and Fort Wayne). Upon the recommendation of
the redevelopment commission, the municipal legislative body (in the case of a redevelopment commission established by a
municipality) or the county executive (in the case of a redevelopment commission established by a county) may, by resolution,
provide that the additional credit does not apply in a specified allocation area, or that it is to be reduced by a uniform percentage
for all taxpayers in a specified allocation area. Such a resolution first applies to property taxes payable in the year following the
year of adoption of the resolution. Whenever a municipal legislative body or county executive determines that application of
the full additional credit would adversely affect the interests of the holders of bonds or other contractual obligations payable
from tax increment in a way that would create a reasonable expectation that those bonds or other obligations would not be paid
when due, the municipal legislative body or county executive must adopt a resolution to deny the additional credit or reduce it
to a level that creates a reasonable expectation that the bonds or other obligations will be paid when due. Such a resolution
may not be rescinded if the rescission would adversely affect the interests of the holders of bonds or other obligations in a way
that would create a reasonable expectation that the principal of or interest on the bonds or other obligations would not be paid
when due.
(c) A housing program credit applies to tax increment in Marion County if the city-county legislative body establishes the credit
by ordinance. The credit first applies to property taxes payable in the year following the year of adoption of the ordinance. In
addition to the ordinance by the legislative body, the redevelopment commission must provide for the credit annually by a
resolution and must find in the resolution the following:
(1) That the money to be collected and deposited in the allocation fund, based upon historical collection rates, after granting the
credit will equal the amounts payable for contractual obligations from the fund, plus ten percent (10%) of those amounts. (2) If
bonds payable from the fund are outstanding, that there is a debt service reserve for the bonds that at least equals the amount
of the credit to be granted.
(3) If bonds of a lessor under IC 36-7-15.1-17.1 or under IC 36-1-10 are outstanding and if lease rentals are payable from the
fund, that there is a debt service reserve for those bonds that at least equals the amount of the credit to be granted.
(d) The redevelopment commission may adopt a resolution to prorate the housing program credit among all taxpayers if the tax
increment is insufficient to grant the credit in full. Such a resolution first applies to property taxes payable in the year following
the year of adoption of the resolution.
(e) In order to ensure that a resolution to eliminate or reduce the additional credit or the housing program credit can be reflected
in tax bills in a particular year, the resolution must be adopted by November 15 of the preceding year. The redevelopment
commission must immediately notify the county auditor of the adoption. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC
8-2-6; filed Jan 30,
1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1358)
50 IAC 8-2-7
No tax increment; records
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 7. With respect to any year in which an allocation area is in place but there is no captured assessment, the entire allocation
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area assessment is subject to taxation by the taxing units in which the allocation area is located, and the PTR credit applies
to all of the taxes on that assessment in the same manner that it applies to other property taxes imposed by the taxing units.
Because there is no tax increment, there is no additional credit or housing program credit. The county auditor must record the
aggregate change in assessed value from the base assessment date of all real property in the allocation area and any personal
property in the allocation area that is part of the tax increment finance program. Each year that such a record is required, the
county auditor shall provide the record to each taxing unit in which the allocation area is located in order to allow the units to
evaluate the potential effect on their tax rates in any later year when the redevelopment commission requires tax increment.
The county auditor shall also provide the record to the redevelopment commission. (Department of Local Government Finance;
50 IAC 8-2-7; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.:
12 IR 1359)
50 IAC 8-2-8
Tax increment; records
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 8. (a) With respect to any year in which an allocation area is in place and there is captured assessment, only the current
base assessment is taxed by the taxing units in which the allocation area is located. The PTR credit applies to taxes on the
current base assessment individual components in the same manner that it applies to taxes on property in the taxing district
outside the allocation area. The PTR credit also applies to taxes on captured assessment individual components in an economic
development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39 if the district was established before January 1, 1988, and if the application
of the credit was approved by the department of commerce before that date. If the additional credit (not applicable in Marion
County or Fort Wayne) or the housing program credit (applicable only in Marion County) is in place (see section 6 of this rule),
the credit applies to taxes on the captured assessment individual components. If the percentage of credit on taxes on the
current base assessment individual components differs from the percentage of credit on taxes on the captured assessment
individual components, then those components must be determined with respect to each parcel of allocation area real property
and any returns of allocation area personal property. If the percentage of credit on taxes on both components is the same, then
the amounts of these components must be determined only with respect to parcels or returns on which taxes are wholly or
partially delinquent in order to determine the allocation of taxes between the redevelopment commission and the taxing units.
(This also applies in an economic development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39.)
(b) If a determination of the amounts of the current base assessment individual components and the captured assessment
individual components is required as described in subsection (a), the county auditor must first perform the apportionment to
restore the base assessment described in section 9 or 10 of this rule. This determines the portion of the assessed value of each
parcel of allocation area real property and of each return of personal property (if applicable) that is considered part of the base
assessment, and the portion that is the potential captured assessment individual component. If all of the potential captured
assessment is needed by the redevelopment commission to generate the tax increment, then each portion of an assessment
that is determined under section
9 or 10 of this rule to be part of the base assessment equates to the current base assessment individual component, and each
portion that is determined to be a potential captured assessment individual component equates to the captured assessment
individual component. However, if the redevelopment commission does not use the full potential captured assessment (see
section 4(c) through
4(d) of this rule), then apportionment under section 11 of this rule must be performed to determine the amounts of the current
base assessment individual components and the captured assessment individual components.
(c) If a determination of the amounts of all current base assessment individual components and captured assessment individual
components is not required as described in subsection (a), then it is necessary to determine the amounts of these components
only with respect to parcels or returns on which taxes are wholly or partially delinquent. This subsection outlines the minimum
number of calculations necessary to make that determination. The aggregate decreases of assessed value of all parcels of
allocation area real property and all returns of allocation area personal property must be determined. This figure is added to the
remainder of the base assessment subtracted from the current year’s assessed value of all allocation area real and personal
property, which results in the aggregate increase of assessed value of all parcels and returns. The aggregate increases are
then divided by the aggregate decreases to determine the percentage of the assessment of each parcel on which taxes are
wholly or partially delinquent that is the potential captured assessment individual component. (Then determine captured.)
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-8; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1359)
50 IAC 8-2-9
Apportionment; real property example
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 9. This section addresses the apportionment to restore the base assessment that might be required as described in section
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8 of this rule. (This is required only if the percentage of credit on taxes on the current base assessment individual components
differs from the percentage of credit on taxes on the captured assessment individual components.) This section deals with a
tax increment finance program that includes only real property. If the current year’s assessed value of some of the parcels of
allocation area real
property is lower than it was on the base assessment date, then those lower assessed values must be compared with the
assessed values of parcels whose current year’s assessed value is higher than it was on the base assessment date. From the
assessed value of the parcels whose assessed value is higher than it was on the base assessment date, an amount must be
apportioned to restore the base assessment. The base assessment is restored by adding the amount apportioned with respect
to each such parcel to the original base assessment individual real property component of that parcel. The apportionment is in
the proportion that the amount of the aggregate decreases in the assessed valuation of allocation area real property from the
base assessment date to the current assessment date bears to the amount of the aggregate increases in the assessed valuation
of allocation area real property from the base assessment date to the current assessment date.
(1) Base assessment date is March 1, 1986.
Example
(2) There are five (5) parcels of allocation area real property. (3) AV = assessed valuation.
TABLE 1
3/1/86 AV

3/1/88 AV

Increases

Decreases

Parcel #1
$10,000		
$20,000		
+ $10,000
#2
20,000		5,000				- $15,000
#3
12,000		
38,000		
+ 26,000		
#4
6,000		3,000				3,000
#5
15,000		15,000				
$63,000		
$81,000		
+ $36,000		
- $18,000
(4) The AV of all allocation area real and personal property in 1986 is sixty-three thousand dollars ($63,000) (base
assessment).
(5) The AV of all allocation area real property in 1988 is eighty-one thousand dollars ($81,000). The potential captured assessment
in 1988 is $81,000 - $63,000 = $18,000.
(6) Table 2 lists the current AV of the original base assessment individual real property components.
TABLE 2
1988 AV of the Original Base Assessment
Individual Real Property Components
Parcel #1
$10,000
#2
5,000
#3
12,000
#4
3,000
#5
15,000
$45,000
(7) The taxing units are actually entitled to tax AV in the amount at least equal to the base assessment, which was sixty-three
thousand dollars ($63,000). Therefore, there must be an apportionment to the taxing units of part of the increases that occurred
between 1986 and 1988 with respect to Parcels #1 and #3 in order to assign to the taxing units an additional eighteen thousand
dollars ($18,000) from those increases to restore the base assessment. The apportionment is in the proportion that aggregate
decreases in assessed valuation of allocation area real property from 1986 to 1988 (eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000)) bears
to the aggregate increases in assessed valuation of allocation area real property from 1986 to 1988 (thirty-six thousand dollars
($36,000)). Therefore, the percentage of the increase in assessed valuation of each real property parcel whose AV is greater in
1988 than it was in 1986 that is assigned to restore the base assessment is fifty percent (50%) ($18,000/$36,000 = 50%).
TABLE 3
AV Increase
1986 to 1988
Apportionment
Percentage Assigned to Taxing Units to Restore the Base Assessment
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Parcel #1
$10,000 ×
50%
=
$5,000
#3
26,000
×
50%
=
13,000
$18,000
(8) The additional eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000) assigned to the taxing units to restore the base assessment of sixtythree thousand dollars ($63,000) is obtained by assigning five thousand dollars ($5,000) from the Parcel #1 increase and
thirteen thousand dollars ($13,000) from the Parcel #3 increase. With respect to each parcel of allocation area real property,
the following AV’s (listed in the “Total” column) are considered part of the base assessment and are taxable by the taxing units
in the same manner as property located outside of the allocation area:
TABLE 4 1988 AV of the Original Base Assessment Individual Real Property Components
Apportionment of
Increase from
1986 to 1988
Total
Parcel #1
$10,000 +
$5,000 =
$15,000
#2
5,000
5,000
#3
12,000 +
13,000 =
25,000
#4
3,000
3,000
#5
15,000 15,000
$45,000 $18,000 $63,000
(9) The remainder of the increases in AV from 1986 to 1988 are considered to be potential captured assessment. The potential
captured assessment individual components are as follows:
T
ABLE 5
AV Increase 1986 to 1988
Apportioned to Taxing
Units
Remainder
Parcel #1
$10,000 $5,000 =
$5,000
#3
26,000
13,000
=
13,000
$36,000 $18,000 $18,000
(10) The AV taxable by the taxing units under Table 4 (sixty-three thousand dollars ($63,000)) plus the AV taxable by the
redevelopment district under Table 5 (eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000)) equals the total March 1, 1988 AV (eighty-one
thousand dollars ($81,000)).
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-9; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1360)
50 IAC 8-2-10
Apportionment; real and personal property example
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 10. (a) This section addresses the apportionment to restore the base assessment that might be required as described
in section 8 of this rule. (This is required only if the percentage of credit on taxes on the current base assessment individual
components differs from the percentage of credit on taxes on the captured assessment individual components.) This section
deals with a tax increment finance program that includes both real and personal property. (See section 2(b) of this rule concerning
the limited circumstances under which personal property may be included in the program.) For purposes of this subsection, it
is assumed that the redevelopment commission has adopted a resolution to include twenty-five percent (25%) of depreciable
personal property in the tax increment finance program under section 2(b) of this rule and that the base assessment date
precedes March 1, 1988. The inclusion of personal property requires consideration of additional factors in the computation
of the potential captured assessment. As described in section 9 of this rule, if the assessed values of some of the parcels of
allocation area real property are higher than they were on the base assessment date, then the increases may be apportioned,
if necessary, to restore the base assessment. Any increases that are not used to restore the base assessment become part of
the potential captured assessment.
(b) With respect to each personal property return that includes allocation area personal property, the assessed value of the
property on the return as of the base assessment date must be compared to the assessed value of that property on the return as
of the assessment date of the current year. If seventy-five percent (75%) of the assessed value as of the current assessment date
is equal to or greater than the assessed value as of the base assessment date, then the full remaining twenty-five percent (25%)
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may be apportioned, if necessary, to restore the base assessment. If seventy-five percent (75%) of the assessed value as of the
current assessment date is less than the assessed value as of the base assessment date, then any positive remainder obtained
by subtracting the assessed value as of the base assessment date from the assessed value as of the current assessment date
may be apportioned, if necessary, to restore the base assessment. In both cases, any amounts available to restore the base
assessment that are not used for that purpose become part of the potential captured assessment.
(c) Restoration of the base assessment is required when the following amount is less than the base assessment:
(1) the sum of the assessed value as of the current year of all original base assessment individual real property components;
plus
(2) the aggregate of the remaining current year assessed value of allocation area personal property after subtracting any
portion of the assessed value that is available to restore the base assessment as described in subsection (b).
(1) Base assessment date is March 1, 1986.
Example
(2) There are three (3) parcels of allocation area real property and three (3) returns that include allocation area personal property.
(3) AV = assessed valuation.
Column 1
Column 2
Column 3
Column 4
Parcel

A
$10,000		$24,000		(1) $14,000		(1)
B
20,000		5,000					5,000
C
12,000		18,000		6,000			12,000
Personal Property
Return X
12,000		16,000		(2)
4,000		(2)
Y
9,000		6,000		(3)
-0-			6,000
Z
10,000		12,000			2,000			10,000
$73,000 $81,000 (4) $26,000
(3)
$55,000

$10,000

12,000

Column 5
Column 6
Column 7
Parcel A
$14,000 × .6923 = $9,692 (1) $19,692
(1)
$4,308
B
5,000
C
6,000 × .6923 = 4,154
16,154 1,846
Personal Property
Return X
4,000 × .6923 = 2,769
(2) 14,769
1,231
Y
6,000
Z
2,000 × .6923 = 1,385
11,385 615
$18,000 $73,000 (2)
$8,000
Column 1
March 1, 1986 AV of all parcels of allocation area real property and returns of allocation area personal property. The total of
Column
1 is the base assessment. Column 2
March 1, 1988 AV of all parcels of allocation area real property and returns of allocation area personal property. Column 3
(1) Increases in the AV of allocation area real property from 1986 to 1988 (Parcels A and C).
(2) Twenty-five percent (25%) of Column 2 if seventy-five percent (75%) of Column 2 is equal to or greater than Column 1 (Return
X).
(3) If seventy-five percent (75%) of Column 2 is less than Column 1, then the remainder of Column 2 minus Column 1 (not less
than zero (0)) is listed in Column 3 (Returns Y and Z).
(4) The total of Column 3 is the amount available to restore the base assessment. Column 4
(1) The original base assessment individual real property components as of March 1, 1988 (all parcels).
(2) With respect to each personal property return, the remainder of the current year AV of allocation area personal property
(from
Column 2) minus the amount of AV that is available to restore the base assessment (from Column 3).
(3) The total of Column 4 is the amount of AV that is taxable by the taxing units in which the allocation area is located unless that
total is less than the base assessment (total of Column 1). The remainder of the total of Column 1 minus the total of Column 4
($73,000 - $55,000 = $18,000) must be restored from the amount of AV available for that purpose under Column 3 (twenty-six
thousand dollars ($26,000)).
Column 5
From each amount in Column 3, a percentage is used for restoration of the base assessment. The percentage is the amount to
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be restored (the total of Column 1 minus the total of Column 4) divided by the amount available for that purpose from Column
3 ($18,000/$26,000 = 69.23% or .6923).
Column 6
(1) With respect to each parcel of real property, the sum of:
(A) the original base assessment individual real property components as of March 1, 1988, from Column 4(1); plus
(B) the portion of any real property AV increase from Column 3(1) that is computed for restoration of the base assessment under
Column 5.
(2) With respect to each personal property return, the sum of:
(A) the amount of AV listed in Column 4(2); plus
(B) the portion of the AV from Column 3(2) and 3(3) that is computed for restoration of the base assessment under Column
5.
Note: With respect to each parcel and each return, the amount listed in Column 6 is the amount of the 1988 AV that is taxable
by the taxing units in which the allocation area is located.
(3) The total of Column 6 is the restored base assessment. Column 7
(1) Potential captured assessment individual components (all parcels and returns).
(2) Potential captured assessment. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-10; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12
IR
1362)
50 IAC 8-2-11
Determination of captured assessments
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 11. If pursuant to section 4 of this rule, it is determined that not all of the potential captured assessment is required
in order to generate the needed tax increment, then there is a proportional decrease in the potential captured assessment
individual components in order to determine the captured assessment individual components. Using the example from section
9 of this rule, if the redevelopment commission only uses twelve thousand dollars ($12,000) of assessed value instead of the
entire amount of the potential captured assessment (eighteen thousand dollars ($18,000)), the captured assessment individual
components are as follows:
Proportion of AV Taxable
by Redevelopment District Uncaptured AV

Adjustment

Taxable by
Taxing Units
Captured Assessment
Individual Components
Parcel #1
($ 5,000/$18,000)
×
$6,000
= $1,666.7
$16,666.7
#3
($13,000/$18,000) ×
$6,000 =
$4,333.3 		
$29,333.3
8,666.7
$6,000 $12,000
(Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-11; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1363)

$ 3,333.3
$

50 IAC 8-2-12 Reassessment adjustments
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 12. (a) For purposes of this section, “adequate potential captured assessment” means an amount of potential captured
assessment that is sufficient to produce tax increment that equals or exceeds the amount that would have been produced if the
general reassessment had not occurred.
(b) The state board of tax commissioners is required to adjust the base assessment one (1) time to neutralize any effect of a
general reassessment on the tax increment. The adjustment does not include the effect of property tax abatements under IC
6-1.1-12.1. This section establishes the guidelines for the adjustment.
(c) The state board of tax commissioners will determine a tentative new base assessment under this subsection only if it
receives before August 1 of a year in which a general reassessment of real property first becomes effective, an estimate under
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1.1-17-1 of the amount of assessed valuation in the political subdivisions of a county in which an allocation area is located. For
that year, the board will determine two (2) quotients with respect to each allocation area. The first is the quotient of the gross
assessed valuation of all real property in the allocation area as of March 1 of the current year divided by the gross assessed
valuation of all real property in the allocation area as of March 1 of the immediately preceding year. The second quotient results
from the same calculation using the gross assessed valuation of real property in the county. The lesser of the two (2) quotients
obtained with respect to each allocation area will be multiplied by the base assessment for the allocation area. That product will
be the tentative new base assessment if the board determines that there is adequate potential captured assessment. If there
is not adequate potential captured assessment, the board will adjust the base assessment to arrive at a tentative new base
assessment that will result in an adequate potential captured assessment. The board will notify the county auditor, who shall
notify the fiscal body of each affected taxing unit of the tentative new base assessment, which can be used to project property
tax rates for the following year.
(d) The board will determine the new base assessment for each taxing unit by January 15 of the year following the year in which
a general reassessment of real property first becomes effective. The board will use the same procedure for this adjustment that
is used to determine the tentative new base assessment under subsection (c). The board will use the new base assessment in
certifying the tax rates of the taxing units under IC 6-1.1-17-16.
(e) The board will use the best assessed valuation information available at the time it makes an adjustment to the base
assessment under subsection (c) or (d). In making the adjustments, the board will exclude from consideration any assessed
valuation of allocation area real property that is subject to appeal under IC 6-1.1-15. After the final resolution of such an appeal,
the board will adjust the new base assessment considering any assessed valuation that had previously been excluded under
this subsection. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-12; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30 p.m.: 12 IR 1363; errata filed
Sep 5, 1989, 3:20 p.m.: 13 IR 87)
50 IAC 8-2-13
Tax increment; use
Authority: IC 6-1.1-39; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Affected: IC 6-1.1-39-2; IC 8-22-3.5; IC 36-1-10; IC 36-7-14; IC 36-7-15.1
Sec. 13. (a) Tax increment in an allocation area established under IC 36-7-14 or IC 36-7-15.1, or in an economic development
area, is paid into an allocation fund that may be used only to do one (1) or more of the following:
(1) Pay the principal of and interest on any obligations payable solely from allocated tax proceeds which are incurred by the
redevelopment district for the purpose of financing or refinancing the redevelopment of that allocation area.
(2) Establish, augment, or restore the debt service reserve for bonds payable solely or in part from allocated tax proceeds in
that allocation area.
(3) Pay the principal of and interest on bonds payable from allocated tax proceeds in that allocation area and from the special
tax levied under IC 36-7-14-27 or IC 36-7-15.1-19.
(4) Pay the principal of and interest on bonds issued by the unit to pay for local public improvements in that allocation area or
serving the allocation area in counties other than Marion County.
(5) Pay premiums on the redemption before maturity of bonds payable solely or in part from the tax increment in that allocation
area.
(6) Make payments on leases payable from tax increment in that allocation area under IC 36-7-14-25.2 or IC 36-7-15.1-17.1.
(7) Reimburse the unit for expenditures made by it for local public improvements (which include buildings, parking facilities,
and other items described in IC 36-7-14-25.1(a) or IC 36-7-15.1-17(a)) in that allocation area or serving the allocation area in
counties other than Marion County.
(8) Reimburse the unit for rentals paid by it for a building or parking facility in that allocation area or serving the allocation area
in counties other than Marion County under any lease entered into under IC 36-1-10.
(9) In counties other than Marion County, pay all or a portion of a property tax replacement credit to taxpayers in an allocation
area as determined by the redevelopment commission. The amount of the credit is determined under IC 36-7-14-39(b)(2)(I).
(This is a credit that is paid to taxpayers from collected tax increment, unlike the additional credit and the housing program
credit which reduce the tax increment collected.)
(b) Tax increment in an allocation area established under IC 36-7-15.1-32 with respect to a program for housing is paid into a
special fund that may be used only for purposes related to the accomplishment of the program, including the following:
(1) The construction, rehabilitation, or repair of residential units within the allocation area.
(2) The construction, reconstruction, or repair of infrastructure (such as streets, sidewalks, and sewers) within or serving the
allocation area.
(3) The acquisition of real property and interests in real property within the allocation area. (4) The demolition of real property
within the allocation area.
(5) To provide financial assistance to enable individuals and families to purchase or lease residential units within the allocation
area. However, financial assistance may be provided only to those individuals and families whose income is at or below the
county’s median income for individuals and families, respectively.
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(6) To provide financial assistance to neighborhood development corporations to permit them to provide financial assistance for
the purposes described in subdivision (5).
(7) To provide each taxpayer in the allocation area a credit for property tax replacement as determined under IC 36-7-15.1-35
(c) through IC 36-7-15.1-35 (d). However, this credit may be provided by the commission only if the city-county legislative body
establishes the credit by ordinance adopted in the year before the year in which the credit is provided. (This is a credit that is paid
to taxpayers from collected tax increment, unlike the additional credit and the housing program credit which reduce
the tax increment collected.)
(c) Tax increment in an economic development district declared under IC 6-1.1-39-2 is paid into a special fund that may be used
only to pay the principal of and interest on obligations owed by the unit under IC 4-4-8 [IC 4-4-8 was repealed by P.L.4-2005,
SECTION 148, effective February 9, 2005.] for the financing of industrial development programs in, or serving, that economic
development district.
(d) The allocation fund or special fund may not be used for the operating expenses of the redevelopment commission.
(e) A unit may be reimbursed under subsection (a)(7) or (a)(8) only for expenditures that qualify under that subsection and
that were made after the adoption of the resolution in which the allocation area was declared. Supervisory expenses related
to redevelopment projects in the allocation area that are paid to individuals retained to supervise such projects qualify as
expenditures for which reimbursement can be made.
(f) Except as provided in subsection (g), the redevelopment commission shall direct the county auditor to pay to the taxing units
in which the allocation area is located any part of the tax increment in excess of the amount that will be used in the following
year to meet the obligations of the redevelopment commission (including the funding of all accounts and reserves that might
be required under a contract with bondholders).
(g) For these allocation areas governed by IC 36-7-14, if any part of the allocation area is located in an enterprise zone created
under IC 4-4-6.1 [IC 4-4-6.1 was repealed by P.L.4-2005, SECTION 148, effective February 9, 2005.], then the taxing unit that
designated the allocation area shall create a special zone fund and the redevelopment commission may not direct the county
auditor to pay excess amounts to the taxing units. The county auditor shall deposit in the special zone fund incremental tax
proceeds that exceed the amount needed for payments described in subsection (a). The special zone fund is used for certain
programs related to the enterprise zone. (Department of Local Government Finance; 50 IAC 8-2-13; filed Jan 30, 1989, 3:30
p.m.: 12 IR 1364)
IC 36-7-4-1300
1300 Series_Impact Fees
Sec. 1300. This series (sections 1300 through 1399 of this chapter) may be cited as follows: 1300 SERIES _ IMPACT FEES.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-4-1301
“Community level of service” defined
Sec. 1301. As used in this series, “community level of service” means a quantitative measure of the service provided by the
infrastructure that is determined by a unit to be appropriate.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.2.
IC 36-7-4-1302
“Current level of service” defined
Sec. 1302. As used in this series, “current level of service” means a quantitative measure of service provided by existing
infrastructure to support existing development.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.3.
IC 36-7-4-1303
“Development” defined
Sec. 1303. As used in this series, “development” means an improvement of any kind on land.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.4.
IC 36-7-4-1304
“Fee payer” and “person” defined
Sec. 1304. (a) As used in this series, “fee payer” means the following:
(1) A person who has paid an impact fee.
(2) A person to whom a person who paid an impact fee has made a written assignment of rights concerning the impact fee.
(3) A person who has assumed by operation of law the rights concerning an impact fee.
(b) As used in this series, “person” means an individual, a sole proprietorship, a partnership, an association, a corporation,
a fiduciary, or any other entity.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.5.
IC 36-7-4-1305
“Impact fee” and “capital costs” defined
Sec. 1305. (a) As used in this series, “impact fee” means a monetary charge imposed on new development by a unit to defray
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or mitigate the capital costs of infrastructure that is required by, necessitated by, or needed to serve the new development.
(b) As used in this section, “capital costs” means the costs incurred to provide additional infrastructure to serve new
development, including the following:
(1) Directly related costs of construction or expansion of infrastructure that is necessary to serve the new development,
including reasonable design, survey, engineering, environmental, and other professional fees that are directly related to the
construction or expansion.
(2) Directly related land acquisition costs, including costs incurred for the following:
(A) Purchases of interests in land.
(B) Court awards or settlements.
(C) Reasonable appraisal, relocation service, negotiation service, title insurance, expert witness, attorney, and other
professional fees that are directly related to the land acquisition.
(3) Directly related debt service, subject to section 1330 of this chapter.
(4) Directly related expenses incurred in preparing or updating the comprehensive plan or zone improvement plan, including
all administrative, consulting, attorney, and other professional fees, as limited by section 1330 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.6.
IC 36-7-4-1306
“Impact fee ordinance” defined
Sec. 1306. As used in this series, “impact fee ordinance” means an ordinance adopted under section 1311 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.7.
IC 36-7-4-1307
“Impact zone” defined
Sec. 1307. As used in this series, “impact zone” means a geographic area designated under section 1315 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.8.
IC 36-7-4-1308
“Infrastructure” defined
Sec. 1308. As used in this series, “infrastructure” means the capital improvements that:
(1) comprise:
(A) a sanitary sewer system or wastewater treatment facility;
(B) a park or recreational facility;
(C) a road or bridge;
(D) a drainage or flood control facility; or
(E) a water treatment, water storage, or water distribution facility;
(2) are:
(A) owned solely for a public purpose by:
(i) a unit; or
(ii) a corporation created by a unit; or
(B) leased by a unit solely for a public purpose; and
(3) are included in the zone improvement plan of the impact zone in which the capital improvements are located.
The term includes site improvements or interests in real property needed for a facility listed in subdivision (1).
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.9.
IC 36-7-4-1309
“Infrastructure type” defined
Sec. 1309. As used in this series, “infrastructure type” means any of the following types of infrastructure covered by an impact
fee ordinance:
(1) Sewer, which includes sanitary sewerage and wastewater treatment facilities.
(2) Recreation, which includes parks and other recreational facilities.
(3) Road, which includes public ways and bridges.
(4) Drainage, which includes drains and flood control facilities.
(5) Water, which includes water treatment, water storage, and water distribution facilities.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.10.
IC 36-7-4-1310
“Infrastructure agency” defined
Sec. 1310. As used in this series, “infrastructure agency” means a political subdivision or an agency of a political subdivision
responsible for acquiring, constructing, or providing a particular infrastructure type.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.11.
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IC 36-7-4-1311
Ordinance; jurisdiction to adopt; impact fees and other charges
Sec. 1311. (a) The legislative body of a unit may adopt an ordinance imposing an impact fee on new development in the
geographic area over which the unit exercises planning and zoning jurisdiction. The ordinance must aggregate the portions
of the impact fee attributable to the infrastructure types covered by the ordinance so that a single and unified impact fee is
imposed on each new development.
(b) If the legislative body of a unit has planning and zoning jurisdiction over the entire geographic area covered by the impact
fee ordinance, an ordinance adopted under this section shall be adopted in the same manner that zoning ordinances are
adopted under the 600 SERIES of this chapter.
(c) If the legislative body of a unit does not have planning and zoning jurisdiction over the entire geographic area covered by
the impact fee ordinance but does have jurisdiction over one (1) or more infrastructure types in the area, the legislative body
shall establish the portion of the impact fee schedule or formula for the infrastructure types over which the legislative body
has jurisdiction. The legislative body of the unit having planning and zoning jurisdiction shall adopt an impact fee ordinance
containing that portion of the impact fee schedule or formula if:
(1) a public hearing has been held before the legislative body having planning and zoning jurisdiction; and
(2) each plan commission that has planning jurisdiction over any part of the geographic area in which the impact fee is to
be imposed has approved the proposed impact fee ordinance by resolution.
(d) An ordinance adopted under this section is the exclusive means for a unit to impose an impact fee. An impact fee imposed
on new development to pay for infrastructure may not be collected after January 1, 1992, unless the impact fee is imposed
under an impact fee ordinance adopted under this chapter.
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, the following charges are not impact fees and may continue to be
imposed by units:
(1) Fees, charges, or assessments imposed for infrastructure services under statutes in existence on January 1, 1991, if:
(A) the fee, charge, or assessment is imposed upon all users whether they are new users or users requiring additional
capacity or services;
(B) the fee, charge, or assessment is not used to fund construction of new infrastructure unless the new infrastructure
is of the same type for which the fee, charge, or assessment is imposed and will serve the payer; and
(C) the fee, charge, or assessment constitutes a reasonable charge for the services provided in accordance with IC 361-3-8(6) or other governing statutes requiring that any fees, charges, or assessments bear a reasonable relationship to the
infrastructure provided.
(2) Fees, charges, and assessments agreed upon under a contractual agreement entered into before April 1, 1991, or fees,
charges, and assessments agreed upon under a contractual agreement, if the fees, charges, and assessments are treated as
impact deductions under section 1321(d) of this chapter if an impact fee ordinance is in effect.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.12.
IC 36-7-4-1312
Ordinance; prerequisites to adoption
Sec. 1312. (a) A unit may not adopt an impact fee ordinance under section 1311 of this series unless the unit has adopted a
comprehensive plan under the 500 SERIES of this chapter for the geographic area over which the unit exercises planning and
zoning jurisdiction.
(b) Before the adoption of an impact fee ordinance under section 1311 of this chapter, a unit shall establish an impact fee
advisory committee. The advisory committee shall:
(1) be appointed by the executive of the unit;
(2) be composed of not less than five (5) and not more than ten (10) members with at least forty percent (40%) of the
membership representing the development, building, or real estate industries; and
(3) serve in an advisory capacity to assist and advise the unit with regard to the adoption of an impact fee ordinance under
section 1311 of this chapter.
(c) A planning commission or other committee in existence before the adoption of an impact fee ordinance that meets the
membership requirements of subsection (b) may serve as the advisory committee that subsection (b) requires.
(d) Action of an advisory committee established under subsection (b) is not required as a prerequisite for the unit in adopting
an impact fee ordinance under section 1311 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.13.
IC 36-7-4-1313
Other permissible fees and charges of adopting unit
Sec. 1313. This series does not prohibit a unit from doing any of the following:
(1) Imposing a charge to pay the administrative, plan review, or inspection costs associated with a permit for development.
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(2) Imposing, pursuant to a written commitment or agreement and as a condition or requirement attached to a development
approval or authorization (including permitting or zoning decisions), an obligation to dedicate, construct, or contribute goods,
services, land or interests in land, or infrastructure to a unit or to an infrastructure agency. However, if the unit adopts or has
already adopted an impact fee ordinance under section 1311 of this chapter the following apply:
(A) The person dedicating, contributing, or providing an improvement under this subsection is entitled to a credit for the
improvement under section 1335 of this chapter.
(B) The cost of complying with the condition or requirement imposed by the unit under this subdivision may not exceed
the impact fee that could have been imposed by the unit under section 1321 of this chapter for the same infrastructure.
(3) Imposing new permit fees, charges, or assessments or amending existing permit fees, charges, or assessments.
However, the permit fees, charges, or assessments must meet the requirements of section 1311(e)(1)(A), 1311(e)(1)(B), and
1311(e)(1)(C) of this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.14.
IC 36-7-4-1314
Ordinance; application
Sec. 1314. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), an impact fee ordinance must apply to any development:
(1) that is in an impact zone; and
(2) for which a unit may require a structural building permit.
(b) An impact fee ordinance may not apply to an improvement that does not create a need for additional infrastructure,
including the erection of a sign, the construction of a fence, or the interior renovation of a building not resulting in a change in
use.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.15.
IC 36-7-4-1315
Ordinance; establishment of impact zones
Sec. 1315. (a) An impact fee ordinance must establish an impact zone, or a set of impact zones, for each infrastructure type
covered by the ordinance. An impact zone established for a particular infrastructure type is not required to be congruent with
an impact zone established for a different infrastructure type.
(b) An impact zone may not extend beyond the jurisdictional boundary of an infrastructure agency responsible for the
infrastructure type for which the impact zone was established, unless an agreement under IC 36-1-7 is entered into by the
infrastructure agencies.
(c) If an impact zone, or a set of impact zones, includes a geographic area containing territory from more than one (1) planning
and zoning jurisdiction, the applicable legislative bodies and infrastructure agencies shall enter into an agreement under IC
36-1-7 concerning the collection, division, and distribution of the fees collected under the impact fee ordinance.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.16.
IC 36-7-4-1316
Impact zones; geographical area
Sec. 1316. A unit must include in an impact zone designated under section 1315 of this chapter the geographical area
necessary to ensure that:
(1) there is a functional relationship between the components of the infrastructure type in the impact zone;
(2) the infrastructure type provides a reasonably uniform benefit throughout the impact zone; and
(3) all areas included in the impact zone are contiguous.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.17.
IC 36-7-4-1317
Ordinance; identification of responsible infrastructure agency
Sec. 1317. A unit must identify in the unit’s impact fee ordinance the infrastructure agency that is responsible for acquiring,
constructing, or providing each infrastructure type included in the impact fee ordinance.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.18.
IC 36-7-4-1318
Ordinance; zone improvement plan preparation; contents of plan
Sec. 1318. (a) A unit may not adopt an impact fee ordinance under section 1311 of this chapter unless the unit has prepared
or substantially updated a zone improvement plan for each impact zone during the immediately preceding one (1) year period.
A single zone improvement plan may be used for two (2) or more infrastructure types if the impact zones for the infrastructure
types are congruent.
(b) Each zone improvement plan must contain the following information:
(1) A description of the nature and location of existing infrastructure in the impact zone.
(2) A determination of the current level of service.
(3) Establishment of a community level of service. A unit may provide that the unit’s current level of service is the unit’s
community level of service in the zone improvement plan.
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(4) An estimate of the nature and location of development that is expected to occur in the impact zone during the following
ten (10) year period.
(5) An estimate of the nature, location, and cost of infrastructure that is necessary to provide the community level of service
for the development described in subdivision (4). The plan must indicate the proposed timing and sequencing of infrastructure
installation.
(6) A general description of the sources and amounts of money used to pay for infrastructure during the previous five (5)
years.
(c) If a zone improvement plan provides for raising the current level of service to a higher community level of service, the plan
must:
(1) provide for completion of the infrastructure that is necessary to raise the current level of service to the community level
of service within the following ten (10) year period;
(2) indicate the nature, location, and cost of infrastructure that is necessary to raise the current level of service to the
community level of service; and
(3) identify the revenue sources and estimate the amount of the revenue sources that the unit intends to use to raise the
current level of service to the community level of service for existing development. Revenue sources include, without limitation,
any increase in revenues available from one (1) or more of the following:
(A) Adopting or increasing the following:
(i) The county adjusted gross income tax.
(ii) The county option income tax.
(iii) The county economic development income tax.
(iv) The annual license excise surtax.
(v) The wheel tax.
(B) Imposing the property tax rate per one hundred dollars ($100) of assessed valuation that the unit may impose to create
a cumulative capital improvement fund under IC 36-9-14.5 or IC 36-9-15.5.
(C) Transferring and reserving for infrastructure purposes other general revenues that are currently not being used to
pay for capital costs of infrastructure.
(D) Dedicating and reserving for infrastructure purposes any newly available revenues, whether from federal or state
revenue sharing programs or from the adoption of newly authorized taxes.
(d) A unit must consult with a qualified engineer licensed to perform engineering services in Indiana when the unit is
preparing the portions of the zone improvement plan described in subsections (b)(1), (b)(2), (b)(5), and (c)(2).
(e) A zone improvement plan and amendments and modifications to the zone improvement plan become effective after
adoption as part of the comprehensive plan under the 500 SERIES of this chapter or adoption as part of the capital improvements
program under section 503(5) of this chapter. If the unit establishing the impact fee schedule or formula and establishing the
zone improvement plan is different from the unit having planning and zoning jurisdiction, the unit having planning and zoning
jurisdiction shall incorporate the zone improvement plan as part of the unit’s comprehensive plan and capital improvement
plan.
(f) If a unit’s zone improvement plan identifies revenue sources for raising the current level of service to the community level
of service, impact fees may not be assessed or collected by the unit unless:
(1) before the effective date of the impact fee ordinance the unit has available or has adopted the revenue sources that the
zone improvement plan specifies will be in effect before the impact fee ordinance becomes effective; and
(2) after the effective date of the impact fee ordinance the unit continues to provide adequate funds to defray the cost of
raising the current level of service to the community level of service, using revenue sources specified in the zone improvement
plan or revenue sources other than impact fees.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.19.
IC 36-7-4-1319
Amendment to ordinance or zone improvement plan
Sec. 1319. (a) A unit shall amend a zone improvement plan to make adjustments in the nature, location, and cost of
infrastructure and the timing or sequencing of infrastructure installations to respond to the nature and location of development
occurring in the impact zone. Appropriate planning and analysis shall be carried out before an amendment is made to a zone
improvement plan.
(b) A unit may not amend an impact fee ordinance if the amendment makes a significant change in an impact fee schedule or
formula or if the amendment designates an impact zone or alters the boundary of a zone, unless a new or substantially updated
zone improvement plan has been approved within the immediately preceding one (1) year period.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.20.
IC 36-7-4-1320
Ordinance; fee schedule and formula
Sec. 1320. (a) An impact fee ordinance must include:
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(1) a schedule prescribing for each impact zone the amount of the impact fee that is to be imposed for each infrastructure
type covered by the ordinance; or
(2) a formula for each impact zone by which the amount of the impact fee that is to be imposed for each infrastructure type
covered by the ordinance may be derived.
(b) A schedule or formula included in an impact fee ordinance must provide an objective and uniform standard for calculating
impact fees that allows fee payers to accurately predict the impact fees that will be imposed on new development.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.21.
IC 36-7-4-1321
Fee schedule or formula; requirements; limitations
Sec. 1321. (a) An impact fee schedule or formula described in section 1320 of this chapter shall be prepared so that the
impact fee resulting from the application of the schedule or formula to a development meets the requirements of this section.
However, this section does not require that a particular methodology be used in preparing the schedule or formula.
(b) As used in this section, “impact costs” means a reasonable estimate, made at the time the impact fee is assessed, of the
proportionate share of the costs incurred or to be incurred by the unit in providing infrastructure of the applicable type in the
impact zone that are necessary to provide the community level of service for the development. The amount of impact costs may
not include the costs of infrastructure of the applicable type needed to raise the current level of service in the impact zone to the
community level of service in the impact zone for development that is existing at the time the impact fee is assessed.
(c) As used in this section, “nonlocal revenue” means a reasonable estimate, made at the time the impact fee is assessed,
of revenue that:
(1) will be received from any source (including but not limited to state or federal grants) other than a local government
source; and
(2) is to be used within the impact zone to defray the capital costs of providing infrastructure of the applicable type.
(d) As used in this section, “impact deductions” means a reasonable estimate, made at the time the impact fee is assessed,
of the amounts from the following sources that will be paid during the ten (10) year period after assessment of the impact fee
to defray the capital costs of providing infrastructure of the applicable types to serve a development:
(1) Taxes levied by the unit or on behalf of the unit by an applicable infrastructure agency that the fee payer and future
owners of the development will pay for use within the geographic area of the unit.
(2) Charges and fees, other than fees paid by the fee payer under this chapter, that are imposed by any of the following for
use within the geographic area of the unit:
(A) An applicable infrastructure agency.
(B) A governmental entity.
(C) A not-for-profit corporation created for governmental purposes.
Charges and fees covered by this subdivision include tap and availability charges paid for extension of services or the
provision of infrastructure to the development.
(e) An impact fee on a development may not exceed:
(1) impact costs; minus
(2) the sum of nonlocal revenues and impact deductions.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.22.
IC 36-7-4-1322
Fee assessment date; increase or decrease in fees; developments against which fees may not be assessed; existing contracts
Sec. 1322. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), an impact fee ordinance must require that, if the fee payer requests, an
impact fee on a development must be assessed not later than thirty (30) days after the earlier of:
(1) the date the fee payer obtains an improvement location permit for the development; or
(2) the date that the fee payer voluntarily submits to the unit a development plan for the development and evidence that the
property is properly zoned for the proposed development. The plan shall be in the form prescribed by the unit’s zoning ordinance
and shall contain reasonably sufficient detail for the unit to calculate the impact fee.
(b) An impact fee ordinance may provide that if a proposed development is of a magnitude that will require revision of the zone
improvement plan in order to appropriately serve the new development, the unit shall revise the unit’s zone improvement plan
and shall assess an impact fee on a development not later than one hundred eighty (180) days after the earlier of the following:
(1) The date on which the fee payer obtains an improvement location permit for the development.
(2) The date on which the fee payer submits to the unit a development plan for a development and evidence that the property
is properly zoned for the proposed development. The development plan must be in the form prescribed by the unit’s zoning
ordinance and must contain reasonably sufficient detail for the unit to calculate the impact fee.
(c) An impact fee assessed under subsections (a) or (b) may be increased only if the structural building permit has not been
issued for the development and the requirements of subsection (d) are satisfied. In the case of a phased development, only a
portion of an impact fee assessed under subsection (a) or (b) that is attributable to the portion of the development for which a
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permit has not been issued may be increased if the requirements of subsection (d) are satisfied.
(d) Unless the improvement location permit or development plan originally submitted for the development is changed so that
the amount of impact on infrastructure the development creates in the impact zone is significantly increased, an impact fee
assessed under:
(1) subsection (a)(1) or (b)(1) may not be increased for the period of the improvement location permit’s validity; and
(2) subsection (a)(2) or (b)(2) may not be increased for three (3) years.
(e) An impact fee assessed under subsection (a) or (b) shall be decreased if the improvement location permit or development
plan originally submitted for the development is changed so that the amount of impact on infrastructure that the development
creates in the impact zone is significantly decreased. If a change occurs in the permit or plan that results in a decrease in the
amount of the impact fee after the fee has been paid, the unit that collected the fee shall immediately refund the amount of the
overpayment to the fee payer.
(f) If the unit fails to assess an impact fee within the period required by subsection (a) or (b), the unit may not assess an impact
fee on the development unless the development plan originally submitted for the development is materially and substantially
changed.
(g) Notwithstanding other provisions in this chapter, a unit may not assess an impact fee against a development if:
(1) an improvement location permit has been issued for all or a part of a development before adoption of an impact fee
ordinance that is in compliance with this chapter; and
(2) the development satisfies all of the following criteria:
(A) The development is zoned for commercial or industrial use before January 1, 1991.
(B) The development will consist primarily of new buildings or structures. As used in this clause, the term “new buildings
or structures” does not include additions or expansions of existing buildings or structures.
(C) The parts of the development for which a structural building permit has not been issued are owned or controlled by
the person that owned or controlled the development on January 1, 1991.
(D) A structural building permit is issued for the development not more than four (4) years after the effective date of the
impact fee ordinance.
(E) The development is part of a common scheme of development that:
(i) involves land that is contiguous;
(ii) involves a plan for development that includes a survey of the land, engineering drawings, and a site plan showing
the anticipated size, location, and use of buildings and the anticipated location of streets, sewers, and drainage;
(iii) if plan approval is required, resulted in an application being filed with an appropriate office, commission, or official
of the unit before January 1, 1991, that resulted or may result in approval of any phase of the development plan referred to in
item (ii);
(iv) has been diligently pursued since January 1, 1991;
(v) resulted before January 1, 1991, in a substantial investment in creating, publicizing, or implementing the common
scheme of development; and
(vi) involved the expenditure of significant funds before January 1, 1991, for the provision of improvements, such as
roads, sewers, water treatment facilities, water storage facilities, water distribution facilities, drainage systems, or parks, that
are on public lands or are available for other development in the area.
(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, this chapter does not impair the validity of any contract between a
unit and a fee payer that was:
(1) entered into before January 1, 1991; and
(2) executed in consideration of zoning amendments or annexations requested by the fee payer.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.23.
IC 36-7-4-1323
Fee due date; proration; repeal or lapse of ordinance
Sec. 1323. (a) Except as provided in section 1324 of this chapter, an impact fee assessed in compliance with section 1322 of
this chapter is due and payable on the date of issuance of the structural building permit for the new development on which the
impact fee is imposed.
(b) For a phased development, an impact fee shall be prorated for purposes of payment according to the impact of the parcel
for which a structural building permit is issued in relation to the total impact of the development. In accordance with section
1324 of this chapter, only the prorated portion of the assessed impact fee is due and payable on the issuance of the permit.
(c) If an impact fee ordinance is repealed, lapses, or becomes ineffective after the assessment of an impact fee on a
development but before the issuance of the structural building permit for part or all of the development:
(1) any part of the impact fee attributable to the part of the development for which a structural building permit has not been
issued is void and is not due and payable, in the case of a phased development; and
(2) the entire impact fee is void and is not due and payable, in the case of a development other than a phased development.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.24.
IC 36-7-4-1324
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Ordinance; installment payment plan; fee upon permit issuance; interest; penalty for late payment
Sec. 1324. (a) An impact fee ordinance must include an installment payment plan. The installment payment plan must at
least offer a fee payer the option of paying part of an impact fee in equal installment payments if the impact fee is greater than
five thousand dollars ($5,000). In an installment plan under this section:
(1) a maximum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) or five percent (5%) of the impact fee, whichever is greater, may become
payable on the date the structural building permit is issued for the development on which the fee is imposed;
(2) the first installment may not become due and payable less than one (1) year after the date the structural building permit
is issued for the development on which the fee is imposed; and
(3) the last installment may not be due and payable less than two (2) years after the date the structural building permit is
issued for the development on which the fee is imposed.
(b) An impact fee ordinance may require an impact fee of five thousand dollars ($5,000) or less to be paid in full on the date
the structural building permit is issued for the development on which the impact fee is imposed.
(c) An impact fee ordinance may provide that a reasonable rate of interest, not to exceed the prejudgment rate of interest in
effect at the time the interest accrues, may be charged if the fee payer elects to pay in installments. If interest is charged, the
ordinance must provide that interest accrues only on the portion of the impact fee that is outstanding and does not begin to
accrue until the date the structural building permit is issued for the development or the part of the development on which the
impact fee is imposed.
(d) An impact fee ordinance may provide that if all or part of an installment is not paid when due and payable, the amount
of the installment shall be increased on the first day after the installment is due and payable by a penalty amount equal to
ten percent (10%) of the installment amount that is overdue. If interest is charged under subsection (c), the interest shall be
charged on the penalty amount.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.25.
IC 36-7-4-1325
Collection of unpaid fees; lien; receipt for payments
Sec. 1325. (a) A unit may use any legal remedy to collect an impact fee imposed by the unit. A unit must bring an action to
collect an impact fee and all penalties, costs, and collection expenses associated with a fee not later than ten (10) years after
the fee or the prorated portion of the impact fee first becomes due and payable.
(b) On the date a structural building permit is issued for the development of property on which the impact fee is assessed,
the unit acquires a lien on the real property for which the permit is issued. For a phased development, the amount of the lien
may not exceed the prorated portion of the impact fee due and payable in one (1) or more installments at the time the structural
building permit is issued.
(c) A lien acquired by a unit under this section is not affected by a sale or transfer of the real property subject to the lien,
including the sale, exchange, or lease of the real property under IC 36-1-11.
(d) A lien acquired by a unit under this section continues for ten (10) years after the impact fee or the prorated portion of the
impact fee becomes due and payable. However, if an action to enforce the lien is filed within the ten (10) year period, the lien
continues until the termination of the proceeding.
(e) A holder of a lien of record on any real property on which an impact fee is delinquent may pay the delinquent impact fee and
any penalties and costs. The amount paid by the lien holder is an additional lien on the real property in favor of the lien holder
and is collectible in the same manner as the original lien.
(f) If a person pays an impact fee assessed against any real property, the person is entitled to a receipt for the payment that is:
(1) on a form prescribed by the impact fee ordinance; and
(2) issued by a person designated in the impact fee ordinance.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.26.
IC 36-7-4-1326
Ordinance; special reduced rates for affordable housing development
Sec. 1326. (a) An impact fee ordinance may provide for a reduction in an impact fee for housing development that provides
sale or rental housing, or both, at a price that is affordable to an individual or a family earning less than eighty percent (80%)
of the median income for the county in which the housing development is located. If the housing development comprises more
than one (1) residential unit, the impact fee reduction shall apply only to the residential units that are affordable to an individual
or a family earning less than eighty percent (80%) of the median income of the county.
(b) If the impact fee ordinance provides for a reduction in an impact fee under subsection (a), the ordinance must:
(1) contain a schedule or formula that sets forth the amount of the fee reduction for various types of housing development
specified in subsection (a);
(2) require that, as a condition of receiving the fee reduction, the owner execute an agreement that:
(A) is binding for a period of at least five (5) years on the owner and subsequent owners; and
(B) limits the tenancy of residential units receiving the fee reduction to individuals or families who at the time the tenancy
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is initiated are earning less than eighty percent (80%) of the median income of the county;
(3) contain standards to be used in determining if a particular housing development specified in subsection (a) will receive
a fee reduction; and
(4) designate a board or an official of the unit to conduct the hearing required by subsection (c).
(c) A fee reduction authorized by this section must be approved by a board or official of the unit at a public hearing.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.27.
IC 36-7-4-1327
Fee reduction; appeal procedures
Sec. 1327. An impact fee ordinance must provide a procedure through which the fee reduction decision made under section
1326 of this chapter may be appealed by the following persons:
(1) The person requesting the fee reduction.
(2) An infrastructure agency responsible for infrastructure of the applicable type for the impact zone in which the impact
fee reduction is granted.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.28.
IC 36-7-4-1328
Fee reduction; complementary payment by granting unit
Sec. 1328. A unit that provides a fee reduction under section 1326 of this chapter shall pay into the account or accounts
established for the impact zone in which the fee was reduced an amount equal to the amount of the fee reduction.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.29.
IC 36-7-4-1329
Fund for impact fee collections; establishment; management; reports
Sec. 1329. (a) A unit imposing an impact fee shall establish a fund to receive amounts collected under this series.
(b) Money in a fund established under subsection (a) at the end of the unit’s fiscal year remains in the fund. Interest earned
by the fund shall be deposited in the fund.
(c) The fiscal officer of the unit shall manage the fund according to the provisions of this series. The fiscal officer shall
annually report to the unit’s plan commission and to each infrastructure agency responsible for infrastructure in an impact
zone. The report must include the following:
(1) The amount of money in accounts established for the impact zone.
(2) The total receipts and disbursements of the accounts established for the impact zone.
(d) A separate account shall be established in the fund for each impact zone established by the unit and for each infrastructure
type within each zone. Interest earned by an account shall be deposited in that account.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.30.
IC 36-7-4-1330
Use of fees
Sec. 1330. An impact fee collected under this series shall be used for the following purposes:
(1) Providing funds to an infrastructure agency for the provision of new infrastructure that:
(A) is necessary to serve the new development in the impact zone from which the fee was collected; and
(B) is identified in the zone improvement plan.
(2) In an amount not to exceed five percent (5%) of the annual collections of an impact fee, for expenses incurred by the unit
that paid for the consulting services that were used to establish the impact fee ordinance.
(3) Payment of a refund under section 1332 of this chapter.
(4) Payment of debt service on an obligation issued to provide infrastructure described in subdivision (1).
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.31.
IC 36-7-4-1331
Infrastructure construction
Sec. 1331. (a) An infrastructure agency shall, within the time described in the zone improvement plan, construct infrastructure
for which:
(1) a zone improvement plan has been adopted;
(2) an impact zone has been established; and
(3) an impact fee has been collected.
(b) A unit may amend the unit’s zone improvement plan, including the time provided in the plan for construction of infrastructure,
only if the amount of expenditures provided for the construction of infrastructure in the original plan does not decrease in any
year and the benefit to the overall impact zone does not decrease because of the amendment.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.32.
IC 36-7-4-1332
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Impact fee refunds
Sec. 1332. (a) A fee payer is entitled to a refund of an impact fee if an infrastructure agency:
(1) has failed to complete a part of the infrastructure for which the impact fee was imposed not later than:
(A) twenty-four (24) months after the time described in section 1331 of this chapter; or
(B) a longer time as is reasonably necessary to complete the infrastructure if unforeseeable and extraordinary
circumstances that are not in whole or in part caused by the unit have delayed the construction;
(2) has unreasonably denied the fee payer the use and benefit of the infrastructure during the useful life of the infrastructure;
or
(3) has failed within the earlier of:
(A) six (6) years after issuance of the structural building permit; or
(B) the anticipated infrastructure completion date as specified in the zone improvement plan existing on the date the
impact fee was collected;
to make reasonable progress toward completion of the specific infrastructure for which the impact fee was imposed or
thereafter fails to make reasonable progress toward completion.
(b) An application for a refund under subsection (a) must be filed with the unit that imposed the impact fee not later than two
(2) years after the right to a refund accrues. A unit shall issue a refund in part or in full or shall reject the application for refund
not later than thirty (30) days after receiving an application for a refund.
(c) If a unit approves a refund in whole or in part, the unit shall pay the amount approved, plus interest from the date on which
the impact fee was paid to the date the refund is issued. The interest rate shall be the same rate as the rate that the unit’s
impact fee ordinance provides for impact fee payments paid in installments.
(d) If a unit rejects an application for refund or approves only a partial refund, the fee payer may appeal not later than sixty (60)
days after the rejection or partial approval to the unit’s impact fee review board established under section 1338 of this chapter
by filing with the board an appeal on a form prescribed by the board. The board shall issue instructions for completion of the
form. The form and the instructions must be clear, simple, and understandable to a lay person.
(e) An impact fee ordinance shall designate the employee or official of the unit who is responsible for accepting, rejecting,
and paying a refund and interest.
(f) A unit’s impact fee review board shall hold a hearing on all appeals for a refund under this section. The hearing shall be
held not later than forty-five (45) days after the application for appeal is filed with the board. A unit’s impact fee review board
shall provide notice of the application for refund to the infrastructure agency responsible for the infrastructure for which the
impact fee was imposed.
(g) An impact fee review board holding a hearing under subsection (f) shall determine the amount of a refund that shall be
made to the fee payer from the account established for the infrastructure for which the fee was imposed. A refund ordered by
the board must include interest from the date the impact fee was paid to the date the refund is issued at the same rate the
ordinance provides for impact fee payments paid in installments.
(h) A party aggrieved by a final decision of an impact fee review board in a hearing under subsection (f) may appeal to the
circuit or superior court of the county in which the unit is located and is entitled to a trial de novo.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.33.
IC 36-7-4-1333
Impact fees; appeal of amount before impact review board; judicial review; effect on pending fee payments
Sec. 1333. (a) A person against whom an impact fee has been assessed may appeal the amount of the impact fee. A unit may
not deny issuance of a structural building permit on the basis that an impact fee has not been paid or condition issuance of the
permit on the payment of an impact fee. However, in the case of an impact fee of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or less a unit
may require a fee payer to:
(1) pay the impact fee; or
(2) bring an appeal under this section;
before the unit issues a structural building permit for the development for which the impact fee was assessed.
(b) A person must file a petition for a review of the amount of an impact fee with the unit’s impact fee review board not later
than thirty (30) days after issuance of the structural building permit for the development for which the impact fee was assessed.
An impact fee ordinance may require a petition to be accompanied by payment of a reasonable fee not to exceed one hundred
dollars ($100). A fee payer shall receive a full refund of the filing fee if:
(1) the fee payer prevails;
(2) the amount of the impact fee or the reductions or credits against the fee is adjusted by the unit, the board, or a court; and
(3) the body ordering the adjustment finds that the amount of the fee, reductions, or credits were arbitrary or capricious.
(c) A unit’s impact fee review board shall prescribe the form of the petition for review of an impact fee under subsection
(b). The board shall issue instructions for completion of the form. The form and the instructions must be clear, simple, and
understandable to a lay person. The form must require the petitioner to specify:
(1) a description of the new development on which the impact fee has been assessed;
(2) all facts related to the assessment of the impact fee; and
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(3) the reasons the petitioner believes that the amount of the impact fee assessed is erroneous or is greater than the
amount allowed by the fee limitations set forth in this series.
(d) A unit’s impact fee review board shall prescribe a form for a response by a unit to a petition for review under this section.
The board shall issue instructions for completion of the form. The form must require the unit to indicate:
(1) agreement or disagreement with each item indicated on the petition for review under subsection (c); and
(2) the reasons the unit believes that the amount of the fee assessed is correct.
(e) Immediately upon the receipt of a timely filed petition on the form prescribed under subsection (c), a unit’s impact fee
review board shall provide a copy of the petition to the unit assessing the impact fee. The unit shall not later than thirty (30)
days after the receipt of the petition provide to the board a completed response to the petition on the form prescribed under
subsection (d). The board shall immediately forward a copy of the response form to the petitioner.
(f) An impact fee review board shall:
(1) review the petition and the response submitted under this section; and
(2) determine the appropriate amount of the impact fee not later than thirty (30) days after submission of both petitions.
(g) A fee payer aggrieved by a final determination of an impact
fee review board may appeal to the circuit or superior court of the county in which the unit is located and is entitled to a trial de
novo. If the assessment of a fee is vacated by judgment of the court, the assessment of the impact fee shall be remanded to the
board for correction of the impact fee assessment and further proceedings in accordance with law.
(h) If a petition for a review or an appeal of an impact fee assessment is pending, the impact fee is not due and payable until
after the petition or appeal is finally adjudicated and the amount of the fee is determined.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.34.
IC 36-7-4-1334
Ordinance; appeal provision for amount of fees
Sec. 1334. An impact fee ordinance must set forth the reasons for which an appeal of the amount of an impact fee may be
made. The impact fee ordinance must provide that an appeal of the amount of an impact fee may be made for the following
reasons:
(1) A fact assumption used in determining the amount of an impact fee is incorrect.
(2) The amount of the impact fee is greater than the amount allowed under sections 1320, 1321, and 1322 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.35.
IC 36-7-4-1335
Fee payer credits; infrastructure or improvements; amount of credit
Sec. 1335. (a) As used in this section, “improvement” means an improvement under section 1313(2) of this chapter or a site
improvement, land, or real property interest as follows:
(1) That is to be used for at least one (1) of the infrastructure purposes specified in section 1309 of this chapter.
(2) That is included in or intended to be used relative to an infrastructure type for which the unit has imposed an impact
fee in the impact zone.
(3) That is not a type of improvement that is uniformly required by law or rule for the type of development on which the
impact fee has been imposed.
(4) That is or will be:
(A) public property; or
(B) furnished or constructed under requirements of the unit and is or will be available for use by other development in
the area.
(5) That is beneficial to existing development and future development in the impact zone and is not beneficial to only one
(1) development.
(6) That either:
(A) allows the removal of a component of infrastructure planned for the impact zone;
(B) is a useful addition to the zone improvement plan; or
(C) is reasonably likely to be included in a future zone improvement plan for the impact zone.
(7) That is:
(A) constructed, furnished, or guaranteed by a bond or letter of credit under a request by an authorized official of the:
(i) applicable infrastructure agency; or
(ii) unit that imposed the impact fee; or
(B) required to be constructed or furnished under a written commitment that:
(i) is requested by an authorized official of the applicable infrastructure agency or the unit that imposed the impact fee;
(ii) concerns the use or developing of the development against which the impact fee is imposed; and
(iii) is made under section 1015 of this chapter.
(b) A fee payer is entitled to a credit against an impact fee if the owner or developer of the development constructs or provides:
(1) infrastructure that is an infrastructure type for which the unit imposed an impact fee in the impact zone; or
(2) an improvement.
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(c) A fee payer is entitled to a credit under this section for infrastructure or an improvement that:
(1) is constructed or furnished relative to a development after January 1, 1989; and
(2) meets the requirements of this section.
(d) The amount of a credit allowed under this section shall be determined at the date the impact fee is assessed. However,
if an assessment is not requested, the amount of the credit shall be determined at the time the structural building permit is
issued. The amount of the credit shall be:
(1) determined by the:
(A) person constructing or providing the infrastructure or improvement; and
(B) applicable infrastructure agency; and
(2) equal to the sum of the following:
(A) The cost of constructing or providing the infrastructure or improvement.
(B) The fair market value of land, real property interests, and site improvements provided.
(e) The amount of a credit may be increased or decreased after the date the impact fee is assessed if, between the date
the impact fee is assessed and the date the structural building permit is issued, there is a substantial and material change
in the cost or value of the infrastructure or improvement that is constructed or furnished from the cost or value determined
under subsection (d). However, at the time the amount of a credit is determined under subsection (d), the person providing the
infrastructure or improvement and the applicable infrastructure agency may agree that the amount of the credit may not be
changed. The person providing the infrastructure or improvement may waive the person’s right to a credit under this section.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.36. Amended by P.L.126-2011, SEC.43.
IC 36-7-4-1336
Fee payer credits; petition to determine amount; proceeding before impact review board
Sec. 1336. (a) If the parties cannot agree on the cost or fair market value under section 1335(d) of this chapter, the fee payer
or the person constructing or providing the infrastructure or improvement may file a petition for determination of the amount
of the credit with the unit’s impact fee review board not later than thirty (30) days after the structural building permit is issued
for the development on which the impact fee is imposed. A petition under this subsection may be made as part of an appeal
proceeding under section 1334 of this chapter or may be made under this section.
(b) An impact fee review board shall prescribe the form of the petition for determination of the amount of a credit under this
section. The board shall issue instructions for completion of the form. The form and the instructions must be clear, simple, and
understandable to a lay person.
(c) An impact fee review board shall prescribe a form for a response by the applicable infrastructure agency to a petition under
this section for determination of a credit amount. The board shall issue instructions for completion of the form.
(d) Immediately after receiving a timely filed petition under this section for determination of a credit amount, an impact fee
review board shall provide a copy of the petition to the applicable infrastructure agency. Not later than thirty (30) days after
receiving a copy of the petition, the infrastructure agency shall provide to the board a response on the form prescribed under
subsection (c). The board shall immediately provide the petitioner with a copy of the infrastructure agency’s response.
(e) The impact fee review board shall:
(1) review a petition and response filed under this section; and
(2) determine the amount of the credit not later than thirty (30) days after the response is filed.
(f) A fee payer aggrieved by a final determination of an impact fee review board under this section:
(1) may appeal to the circuit or superior court of the county in which the unit is located; and
(2) is entitled to a trial de novo.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.37.
IC 36-7-4-1337
Ordinance; allocation of credits to fee payer provisions
Sec. 1337. An impact fee ordinance shall do the following:
(1) Establish a method for reasonably allocating credits to fee payers in situations in which the person providing infrastructure
or an improvement is not the fee payer.
(2) Allow the person providing infrastructure or an improvement to designate in writing a reasonable and administratively
feasible method of allocating credits to future fee payers.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.38.
IC 36-7-4-1338
Impact fee review board; membership; powers and duties
Sec. 1338. (a) Each unit that adopts an impact fee ordinance shall establish an impact fee review board consisting of three (3)
citizen members appointed by the executive of the unit. A member of the board may not be a member of the plan commission.
An impact fee ordinance must do the following:
(1) Set the terms the members shall serve on the board.
(2) Establish a procedure through which the unit’s executive shall appoint a temporary replacement member meeting the
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qualifications of the member being replaced in the case of conflict of interest.
(b) An impact fee review board must consist of the following members:
(1) One (1) member who is a real estate broker licensed in Indiana.
(2) One (1) member who is an engineer licensed in Indiana.
(3) One (1) member who is a certified public accountant.
(c) An impact fee review board shall review the amount of an impact fee assessed, the amount of a refund, and the amount of
a credit using the following procedures:
(1) The board shall fix a reasonable time for the hearing of appeals.
(2) At a hearing, each party may appear and present evidence in person, by agent, or by attorney.
(3) A person may not communicate with a member of the board before the hearing with intent to influence the member’s
action on a matter pending before the board.
(4) The board may reverse, affirm, modify, or otherwise establish the amount of an impact fee, a credit, a refund, or any
combination of fees, credits, or refunds. For purposes of this subdivision, the board has all the powers of the official of the unit
from which the appeal is taken.
(5) The board shall decide a matter that the board is required to hear:
(A) at the hearing at which the matter is first presented; or
(B) at the conclusion of the hearing on the matter, if the matter is continued.
(6) Within five (5) days after making a decision, the board shall provide a copy of the decision to the unit and the fee payer
involved in the appeal.
(7) The board shall make written findings of fact to support the board’s decision.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.39.
IC 36-7-4-1339
Declaratory relief; challenge of ordinance
Sec. 1339. (a) This section applies to a person having an interest in real property that may be subject to an impact fee
ordinance if the development occurs on the property.
(b) A person may seek to:
(1) have a court determine under IC 34-26-1 any question of construction or validity arising under the impact fee ordinance;
and
(2) obtain a declaration of rights, status, or other legal relations under the ordinance.
(c) The validity of an impact fee ordinance adopted by a unit or the validity of the application of the ordinance in a specific
impact zone may be challenged under this section on any of the following grounds:
(1) The unit has not provided for a zone improvement plan in the unit’s comprehensive plan.
(2) The unit did not prepare or substantially update the unit’s zone improvement plan in the year preceding the adoption of
the impact fee ordinance.
(3) The unit has not identified the revenue sources the unit intends to use to implement the zone improvement plan, if
identification of the revenue sources is required under section 1318(c) of this chapter.
(4) The unit has not complied with the requirements of section 1318(f) of this chapter.
(5) The unit has not made adequate revenue available to complete infrastructure improvements identified in the unit’s zone
improvement plan.
(6) The impact fee ordinance imposes fees on new development that will not create a need for additional infrastructure.
(7) The impact fee ordinance imposes on new development fees that are excessive in relation to the infrastructure needs
created by the new development.
(8) The impact fee ordinance does not allow for reasonable credits to fee payers.
(9) The unit imposed a prohibition or delay on new development to enable the unit to complete the adoption of an impact
fee ordinance.
(10) The unit otherwise fails to comply with this series in the adoption of an impact fee ordinance.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.40. Amended by P.L.1-1998, SEC.206.
IC 36-7-4-1340
Ordinance; effective date; duration; replacement
Sec. 1340. (a) An impact fee ordinance may take effect not earlier than six (6) months after the date on which the impact fee
ordinance is adopted by a legislative body.
(b) An impact fee may not be collected under an impact fee ordinance more than five (5) years after the effective date of the
ordinance. However, a unit may adopt a replacement impact fee ordinance if the replacement impact fee ordinance complies
with the provisions of this series.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.41.
IC 36-7-4-1341
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Delay of new development pending fee process
Sec. 1341. A unit may not prohibit or delay new development to wait for the completion of all or a part of the process
necessary for the development, adoption, or updating of an impact fee.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.42.
IC 36-7-4-1342
Application of 1300 Series to certain towns; expiration of provision
Sec. 1342. The general assembly finds that the powers of a local governmental unit to permit and provide for infrastructure
are not limited by the provisions of this chapter except as expressly provided in this chapter.
As added by P.L.221-1991, SEC.43.
IC 36-7-26
Chapter 26. Economic Development Project Districts
IC 36-7-26-1
Application of chapter
Sec. 1. This chapter applies to the following:
(1) A city having a population of more than eighty thousand five hundred (80,500) but less than one hundred thousand
(100,000).
(2) A city having a population of more than one hundred thousand (100,000) but less than one hundred ten thousand
(110,000).
(3) A city having a population of more than one hundred fifty thousand (150,000) but less than five hundred thousand
(500,000).
(4) A city having a population of more than one hundred ten thousand (110,000) but less than one hundred fifty thousand
(150,000).
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63. Amended by P.L.12-1992, SEC.172; P.L.185-2001, SEC.6 and P.L.291-2001, SEC.200; P.L.1702002, SEC.160; P.L.177-2002, SEC.14 and P.L.178-2002, SEC.120; P.L.119-2012, SEC.208.
IC 36-7-26-2
Legislative findings and declarations; construction
Sec. 2. (a) Present economic conditions in certain areas of certain cities are stagnant or deteriorating.
(b) Present economic conditions in such areas are beyond remedy and control by existing regulatory processes because of
the substantial public financial commitments necessary to encourage significant increases in economic activities in such areas.
(c) Encouraging economic development in these areas will:
(1) attract new businesses and encourage existing business to remain or expand;
(2) increase temporary and permanent employment opportunities and private sector investment;
(3) protect and increase state and local tax bases; and
(4) encourage overall economic growth in Indiana.
(d) Redevelopment and stimulation of economic development benefit the health and welfare of the people of Indiana, are
public uses and purposes for which the public money may be spent, and are of public utility and benefit.
(e) Economic development in such areas can be accomplished only by a coordinated effort of local and state governments.
(f) This chapter shall be liberally construed to carry out the purposes of this chapter and to provide cities with maximum
flexibility to accomplish those purposes.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-3
“Adjustment factor” defined
Sec. 3. As used in this chapter, “adjustment factor” means the amount, stated as a percentage, that the board determines
under section 22 of this chapter should be applied in determining the district’s net increment. However, the adjustment factor
may not exceed eighty percent (80%).
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-4
“Base period amount” defined
Sec. 4. As used in this chapter, “base period amount” means the aggregate amount of state gross retail and use taxes
remitted under IC 6-2.5 by the businesses operating in the district during the full state fiscal year that precedes the date on
which the commission confirmed the resolution designating the district.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-5
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“Board” defined
Sec. 5. As used in this chapter, “board” refers to the state board of finance created in IC 4-9.1-1.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-6
“Commission” defined
Sec. 6. As used in this chapter, “commission” refers to a redevelopment commission established under IC 36-7-14.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-7
“Department” defined
Sec. 7. As used in this chapter, “department” refers to the department of state revenue.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-8
“District” defined
Sec. 8. As used in this chapter, “district” refers to an economic development project district established under this chapter.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-9
“Fund” defined
Sec. 9. As used in this chapter, “fund” refers to the sales tax increment financing fund established in section 23 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-10
“Gross increment” defined
Sec. 10. As used in this chapter, “gross increment” means the aggregate amount of state gross retail and use taxes that
are remitted under IC 6-2.5 by businesses operating in the district, as determined by the department under section 23 of this
chapter, minus the base period amount.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-11
“Local public improvement” defined
Sec. 11. As used in this chapter, “local public improvement” means any redevelopment project or purpose of a commission
or any city under this chapter or IC 36-7-14.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-12
“Net increment” defined
Sec. 12. As used in this chapter, “net increment” means, for a particular state fiscal year, the product of:
(1) the gross increment for the state fiscal year ending in the year of the determination; multiplied by
(2) the adjustment factor.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-13
Power and duties of commission, department, and board
Sec. 13. In addition to the powers and duties set forth in any other statute, a commission, the department, and the board have
the powers and duties set forth in this chapter.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-14
Compilation of data; requirements for proposed districts
Sec. 14. (a) Whenever a commission determines that the redevelopment and economic development of an area situated
within the commission’s jurisdiction may require the establishment of a district, the commission shall cause to be assembled
data sufficient to make the determinations required under section 15 of this chapter, including the following:
(1) Maps and plats showing the boundaries of the proposed district.
(2) A complete list of street names and the range of street numbers of each street situated in the proposed district.
(3) A plan for the redevelopment and economic development of the proposed district. The plan must describe the local
public improvements necessary or appropriate for the redevelopment or economic development.
(b) For a city described in section 1(2) or 1(3) of this chapter, the proposed district must contain a commercial retail facility with
at least five hundred thousand (500,000) square feet, and any distributions from the fund must be used in the area described in
subsection (a) or in areas that directly benefit the area described in subsection (a).
(c) For a city described in section 1(4) of this chapter, the proposed district may not contain any territory outside the boundaries
of a redevelopment project area established within the central business district of the city before 1985.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63. Amended by P.L.185-2001, SEC.7 and P.L.291-2001, SEC.201; P.L.185-2005, SEC.51.
IC 36-7-26-15
Resolution declaring area as district; adoption
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Sec. 15. After compilation of the data required by section 14 of this chapter, the commission may adopt a resolution declaring
the area described under section 14 of this chapter as a district. The commission may adopt the resolution only after finding
that the completion of the redevelopment and economic development of the district will do all of the following:
(1) Attract new business enterprises to the district or retain or expand existing business enterprises in the district.
(2) Benefit the public health and welfare and be of public utility and benefit.
(3) Protect and increase state and local tax bases or revenues.
(4) Result in a substantial increase in temporary and permanent employment opportunities and private sector investment
within the district.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-16
Submission of resolution for approval; requirements; publication of notice of adoption; content
Sec. 16. (a) Upon adoption of a resolution designating a district under section 15 of this chapter, the commission shall submit
the resolution to the board for approval. In submitting the resolution to the board, the commission shall deliver to the board:
(1) the data required under section 14 of this chapter;
(2) the information concerning the proposed redevelopment and economic development of the proposed district; and
(3) the proposed utilization of the revenues to be received under section 23 of this chapter.
This information may be modified from time to time after the initial submission. The commission shall provide to the board any
additional information that the board may request from time to time.
(b) Upon adoption of a resolution designating a district under section 15 of this chapter, and upon approval of the resolution
by the board under subsection (a), the commission shall publish (in accordance with IC 5-3-1) notice of the adoption and purport
of the resolution and of the hearing to be held. The notice must provide a general description of the boundaries of the district
and state that information concerning the district can be inspected at the commission’s office. The notice must also contain a
date when the commission will hold a hearing to receive and hear remonstrances and other testimony from persons interested
in or affected by the establishment of the district. All affected persons, including all persons or entities owning property or
doing business in the district, shall be considered notified of the pendency of the hearing and of subsequent acts, hearings,
adjournments, and resolutions of the commission by the notice given under this section.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-17
Hearing
Sec. 17. At the hearing, which may be adjourned from time to time, the commission shall hear all persons interested in the
proceedings and shall consider all written remonstrances that have been filed with the commission.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-18
Final action on resolution
Sec. 18. After considering the evidence presented at the hearing, the commission shall take final action confirming, modifying
and confirming, or rescinding the resolution. The action taken by the commission is final, except that an appeal may be taken
under section 19 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-19
Appeal; dismissal; bond; burden of proof
Sec. 19. (a) A person who filed a written remonstrance with the commission under section 17 of this chapter and is aggrieved
by the final action taken, may within ten (10) days after that final action, file an appeal in the office of the clerk of the circuit or
superior court with a copy of the resolution of the commission and the person’s remonstrance against that resolution.
(b) If an appeal is filed, the commission may petition that the appeal be dismissed unless the remonstrator posts a bond with a
surety approved by the court payable to the commission for the payment of all damages and costs that may accrue by reason of
the filing of the lawsuit if the commission prevails. A hearing on a petition to dismiss an appeal shall be conducted in the same
manner as a hearing on a temporary injunction under IC 34-26. If at the hearing the court determines that the remonstrator
cannot establish facts that would entitle the remonstrator to a temporary injunction, the court shall set the amount of the
bond to be filed by the remonstrator in an amount found by the judge to cover all damages and costs that may accrue to the
commission because of the appeal if the commission prevails. If no bond is filed by the remonstrator with sureties approved by
the court within ten (10) days after the court’s order is entered, the suit shall be dismissed, and no court has further jurisdiction
of the appeal or any other lawsuit involving any issue that was or could have been raised in the appeal.
(c) The burden of proof in the appeal is on the remonstrator.
(d) An appeal under this section shall be promptly heard by the court without a jury. All remonstrances upon which an appeal
has been taken shall be consolidated and heard and determined within thirty (30) days after the time of the filing of the appeal.
Notwithstanding any other law, the court shall decide the appeal based on the record and evidence before the commission, not
by trial de novo, and may sustain the remonstrance only if the court finds that the actions of the commission in adopting the
resolution were arbitrary and capricious.
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(e) The court may confirm the final action of the commission or sustain the remonstrances. The final judgment of the court
is final and conclusive, unless an appeal is taken as in other civil actions. An appeal to the court of appeals or supreme court
has priority over all other civil appeals.
(f) Either the remonstrator or the commission may appeal the court order to the Indiana supreme court within the ten (10) day
period by notice of appeal on a statement of errors in the same manner as is provided in a petition for mandate or prohibition.
The supreme court may stay the lower court order pending its own decision, may set a bond to be filed by the remonstrator, may
modify the order of the lower court, or may enter the court’s order as the final order in a case.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63. Amended by P.L.1-1998, SEC.211.
IC 36-7-26-20
Approval of district by ordinance
Sec. 20. The determination of the commission to create a district under this chapter, after approval by the board, must be
approved by ordinance of the legislative body of the city.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-21
Delivery of copy of resolution to department; list of street names and numbers
Sec. 21. After the approval of the creation of the district under section 20 of this chapter, the commission shall transmit to
the board for delivery to the department the following:
(1) A certified copy of the resolution designating the district, as confirmed by the commission.
(2) A complete list of street names and the range of street numbers of each street situated within the district.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-22
Base period amount; adjustment factor; determination; operation of business outside district; certification of taxes remitted
Sec. 22. (a) Within sixty (60) days after receipt from the commission of the information transmitted under section 21 of this
chapter the board shall do the following:
(1) Request that the department determine the base period amount. The department shall certify the base period amount
to the board and the board shall transmit the certification to the commission.
(2) Determine the adjustment factor. The adjustment factor must account for the portion of the incremental state gross
retail and use tax revenues attributable to investment in the district and resulting from the redevelopment and economic
development project. The adjustment factor may not be decreased after the factor is determined by the board.
(b) If a business that operates or did operate in the district also has or had one (1) or more other places of business operating
in Indiana but outside the district, the business shall, in the manner and for the periods of time requested by the department,
certify to the department the amount of taxes remitted by the business under IC 6-2.5 for the business’s places of operation
that are or were in the district.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-23
Net increment for preceding fiscal year; sales tax increment financing fund; district business disclosure of information
Sec. 23. (a) Before the first business day in October of each year, the board shall require the department to calculate the net
increment for the preceding state fiscal year. The department shall transmit to the board a statement as to the net increment
in sufficient time to permit the board to review the calculation and permit the transfers required by this section to be made
on a timely basis. Taxpayers operating in the district shall report annually, in the manner and in the form prescribed by the
department, information that the department determines necessary to calculate the net increment. A taxpayer operating in
the district that files a consolidated tax return with the department also shall file annually an informational return with the
department for each business location of the taxpayer within the district. If a taxpayer fails to report the information required
by this section or file an informational return required by this section, the department shall use the best information available
in calculating the net increment.
(b) There is established a sales tax increment financing fund to be administered by the treasurer of state. The fund is
comprised of two (2) accounts called the net increment account and the credit account.
(c) On the first business day in October of each year, that portion of the net increment calculated under subsection (a) that
is needed:
(1) to pay debt service on the bonds issued under section 24 of this chapter or to pay lease rentals under section 24 of this
chapter; and
(2) to establish and maintain a debt service reserve established by the commission or by a lessor that provides local public
improvements to the commission; shall be transferred to and deposited in the fund and credited to the net increment account.
Money credited to the net increment account is pledged to the purposes described in subdivisions (1) and (2), subject to the
other provisions of this chapter.
(d) On the first business day of October in each year, the remainder of:
(1) eighty percent (80%) of the gross increment; minus
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(2) the amount credited to the net increment account on the same date;
shall be transferred and credited to the credit account.
(e) The remainder of:
(1) the gross increment; minus
(2) the amounts credited to the net increment account and the credit account;
shall be deposited by the auditor of state as other gross retail and use taxes are deposited.
(f) A city described in section 1(2), 1(3), or 1(4) of this chapter may receive not more than fifty percent (50%) of the net increment
each year. During the time a district exists in a city described in section 1(3) or 1(4) of this chapter, not more than a total of one
million dollars ($1,000,000) of net increment may be paid to the city described in section 1(3) or 1(4) of this chapter. During each
year that a district exists in a city described in section 1(2) of this chapter, not more than one million dollars ($1,000,000) of net
increment may be paid to the city described in section 1(2) of this chapter.
(g) The auditor of state shall disburse all money in the fund that is credited to the net increment account to the commission
in equal semiannual installments on November 30 and May 31 of each year.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63. Amended by P.L.185-2001, SEC.8 and P.L.291-2001, SEC.202; P.L.177-2002, SEC.15 and
P.L.178-2002, SEC.121; P.L.261-2013, SEC.43.
IC 36-7-26-24
Bonds; issuance; lease rental payments; remitted funds; distributions
Sec. 24. (a) The commission may issue bonds, payable in whole or in part, from money distributed from the fund to the
commission, to finance a local public improvement under IC 36-7-14-25.1 or may make lease rental payments for a local
public improvement under IC 36-7-14-25.2 and IC 36-7-14-25.3. The term of any bonds issued under this section may not
exceed twenty (20) years, nor may the term of any lease agreement entered into under this section exceed twenty (20) years.
The commission shall transmit to the board a transcript of the proceedings with respect to the issuance of the bonds or the
execution and delivery of a lease agreement as contemplated by this section. The transcript must include a debt service or lease
rental schedule setting forth all payments required in connection with the bonds or the lease rentals.
(b) On January 15 of each year, the commission shall remit to the treasurer of state the money disbursed from the fund that
is credited to the net increment account that exceeds the amount needed to pay debt service or lease rentals and to establish
and maintain a debt service reserve under this chapter in the prior year and before May 31 of that year. Amounts remitted under
this subsection shall be deposited by the auditor of state as other gross retail and use taxes are deposited.
(c) The commission in a city described in section 1(2) of this chapter may distribute money from the fund only for the following:
(1) Road, interchange, and right-of-way improvements.
(2) Acquisition costs of a commercial retail facility and for real property acquisition costs in furtherance of the road,
interchange, and right-of-way improvements.
(3) Demolition of commercial property and any related expenses incurred before or after the demolition of the commercial
property.
(4) For physical improvements or alterations of property that enhance the commercial viability of the district.
(d) The commission in a city described in section 1(3) of this chapter may distribute money from the fund only for the following
purposes:
(1) For road, interchange, and right-of-way improvements and for real property acquisition costs in furtherance of the road,
interchange, and right-of-way improvements.
(2) For the demolition of commercial property and any related expenses incurred before or after the demolition of the
commercial property.
(e) The commission in a city described in section 1(4) of this chapter may distribute money from the fund only for the following
purposes:
(1) For:
(A) the acquisition, demolition, and renovation of property; and
(B) site preparation and financing;
related to the development of housing in the district.
(2) For physical improvements or alterations of property that enhance the commercial viability of the district.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63. Amended by P.L.185-2001, SEC.9; P.L.291-2001, SEC.203; P.L.1-2002, SEC.161; P.L.177-2002,
SEC.16 and P.L.178-2002, SEC.122.
IC 36-7-26-25
Maximization of use of tax increment financing by city; property tax abatements
Sec. 25. The board may not approve a resolution under section 16 of this chapter until the board has satisfied itself that
the city in which the proposed district will be established has maximized the use of tax increment financing under IC 36-7-14
or IC 36-7-14.5 to finance public improvements within or serving the proposed district. The city may not grant property tax
abatements to the taxpayers within the proposed district or a district, except that the board may approve a resolution under
section 16 of this chapter in the proposed district or a district in which real property tax abatement not to exceed three (3) years
has been granted.
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As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63. Amended by P.L.146-2008, SEC.769.
IC 36-7-26-26
Credit account; use of funds
Sec. 26. To the extent prescribed by the board, and subject to the terms and conditions established by the board, any money
credited to the credit account may be used by the commission, and, if desired by the board, irrevocably pledged by the board, to
further secure bonds or a lease agreement issued or entered into under this chapter. Further security includes, the following:
(1) Holding money in the credit account and pledging sums to payment of debt service on bonds issued under or lease
rentals payable under this chapter, or maintenance of debt service reserves.
(2) Transferring money from the credit account to the net increment account or, if desired by the board, to the commission
to enable the commission to finance local public improvements.
(3) Payment of bond insurance premiums or other credit enhancement fees and expenses.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-7-26-27
Repeal or amendment of chapter; adverse effect on bond owners
Sec. 27. The general assembly covenants that this chapter will not be repealed or amended in a manner that will adversely
affect the owner of bonds issued under this chapter.
As added by P.L.35-1990, SEC.63.
IC 36-9-36
Chapter 36. Barrett Law Funding for Counties and Municipalities
IC 36-9-36-1
Application of chapter
Sec. 1. This chapter applies to all units except townships.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-2
Authorized improvements
Sec. 2. (a) The following improvements may be made under this chapter by a county:
(1) Sanitary sewers and sanitary sewer tap-ins.
(2) Sidewalks.
(3) Curbs.
(4) Streets.
(5) Storm sewers.
(6) Lighting.
(7) Emergency warning systems.
(8) Any other structures necessary or useful for the collection, treatment, purification, and sanitary disposal of the liquid
waste, sewage, storm drainage, and other drainage of a municipality.
(b) The following improvements may be made under this chapter by a municipality:
(1) Sidewalks.
(2) Curbs.
(3) Streets.
(4) Alleys.
(5) Paved public places.
(6) Lighting.
(7) A water main extension for a municipality that owns and operates a water utility.
(8) Emergency warning systems.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7. Amended by P.L.31-2004, SEC.1; P.L.42-2006, SEC.1.
IC 36-9-36-3
Limitations on authorized improvements; location of improvement; water main extensions
Sec. 3. (a) The following apply to improvements made under this chapter by a county:
(1) An improvement may be made only in unincorporated areas that contain residential or business buildings.
(2) An improvement may not be made on a tract of land that:
(A) consists of at least ten (10) acres and contains only one (1) building that is used for residential purposes; or
(B) is used solely for agricultural purposes.
(b) A water main extension made under this chapter by a municipality may be made only within the corporate boundaries of
the municipality.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-4
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Preliminary resolutions; cross-sections, plans, and specifications
Sec. 4. (a) If the works board of a unit wants to make an improvement under this chapter, the works board must first do the
following:
(1) Adopt a preliminary resolution for the improvement.
(2) Adopt and place on file cross-sections, general plans, and specifications for the work at the time the preliminary
resolution is adopted.
(b) This subsection does not apply to a county. The cross-sections, plans, and specifications filed under subsection (a) must
conform to any paving standards adopted by the works board, unless engineering practice justifies a different design.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-5
Estimate of costs; incidental, inspection, and engineering costs
Sec. 5. (a) If an improvement is to be paid for in whole or in part by special assessments levied against the property to be
benefited by the improvement, the works board must adopt and file an estimate of the cost of the public improvement.
(b) The estimate may include all incidental, inspection, and engineering costs caused by the proposed improvement. However,
the estimate of the costs to be paid by special assessment may not include the following:
(1) Salaries and expenses of the necessary and regularly employed personnel of the engineering department of the unit.
(2) Ordinary operating costs of the department.
(c) If the works board finds that it is necessary to employ additional engineering services for a particular improvement, the
cost of the additional service actually performed in connection with the improvement may be included in the estimate.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-6
Incidental, inspection, and engineering costs; inclusion on assessment roll
Sec. 6. (a) The incidental, inspection, and engineering costs that are authorized by the preliminary resolution and included
in the estimate may be added to the cost of an improvement and included in the assessment roll in the aggregate amount to be
apportioned and assessed against the benefited property.
(b) The amount of incidental, inspection, and engineering costs included in the assessment roll may not exceed the amount
of the incidental, inspection, and engineering costs included in the estimate.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-7
Incidental, inspection, and engineering costs; inclusion in contracts; subrogation rights of contractor
Sec. 7. The following applies if the preliminary resolution provides for the inclusion and assessment of incidental, inspection,
and engineering costs:
(1) The works board shall include in a contract for an improvement a provision that requires all incidental, inspection, and
engineering costs to be advanced and paid by the contract or to the board, upon the final acceptance of the improvement, for
payment by the board to persons entitled to the incidental, inspection, and engineering costs.
(2) The contractor is then subrogated to all rights of the unit and those persons to all the incidental, inspection, and
engineering costs subsequently included in and assessed upon the assessment roll.
(3) The costs belong to the contractor as a part of the assessments.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-8
Notice of hearing on preliminary resolution; publication; mailing to property owners
Sec. 8. (a) Notice of a hearing on the preliminary resolution shall be published in accordance with IC 5-3-1. The notice must
state that the works board has adopted the preliminary resolution and the time and place at which the works board will do the
following:
(1) Hear all interested persons.
(2) Decide whether the benefits to the property liable to be assessed for the improvement will equal the estimated cost of
the improvement.
(b) A notice containing the information required under subsection (a) shall be sent to each property owner affected by the
proposed improvement. The mailing of the notice complies with this subsection if the mailing is to owners as the owners appear
in the records of the assessor of the county in which the property is located.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-9
Estimate of maximum cost
Sec. 9. (a) At least ten (10) days before the date fixed for a hearing under section 8 of this chapter, the engineer of the unit
shall file with the works board an estimate of the maximum cost of the improvement proposed by the works board.
(b) The estimate must include the following:
(1) The cost of the guarantee under section 25 of this chapter.
(2) The cost of the maintenance of the improvements for at least three (3) years.
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(c) A unit may not enter into a contract under the preliminary resolution if the contract exceeds the engineer’s estimate filed
under subsection (a).
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-9.5
Assessments; installment payments
Sec. 9.5. (a) With respect to assessments imposed after June 30, 2001, the works board shall establish a procedure to permit
owners of real property in the unit to elect whether to pay assessments in:
(1) ten (10), twenty (20), or thirty (30) annual installments; or
(2) a number of monthly installments that corresponds to ten (10), twenty (20), or thirty (30) annual installments.
(b) The works board shall establish the timing of the election under subsection (a) to permit the works board to structure the
maturities of the principal of the bonds in a number of annual series that is consistent with the installment periods elected by
owners of real property under subsection (a).
(c) A person who elects to pay the person’s assessment in installments under this section must, when directed by the works
board, enter into a written agreement stating that in consideration of that privilege the person:
(1) will not make an objection to an illegality or irregularity regarding the assessment against the person’s property; and
(2) will pay the assessment as required by law with specified interest.
(d) The agreement under subsection (c) shall be filed in the office of the disbursing officer.
(e) The interest rate specified for the installments of the assessment may be equal to or greater than the interest rate on
bonds issued under section 44 of this chapter.
(f) An assessment of less than one hundred dollars ($100) may not be paid in installments.
As added by P.L.62-2001, SEC.1.
IC 36-9-36-10
Hearing on preliminary resolution; determination of special benefits accruing to property
Sec. 10. (a) At the hearing specified in the notice under section 8 of this chapter, the works board shall do the following:
(1) Hear interested persons.
(2) Decide whether the benefits that will accrue to the property liable to be assessed for the improvement will equal the
maximum estimated cost of the improvement.
(b) If the works board finds that the benefits will not equal the maximum estimated cost of the improvement, the board shall
determine the aggregate amount of special benefits that will accrue to the property liable to be assessed for the improvement.
(c) Except as provided in sections 13 and 14 of this chapter, the works board’s determination concerning the aggregate
amount of special benefits that will accrue to the property liable to be assessed for the improvement is final and conclusive.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-11
Levy of special assessments; improvement cost as maximum amount of assessment; improvement cost payable by unit
Sec. 11. (a) The works board shall levy special assessments for the amount determined under section 10 of this chapter if:
(1) the contract for the improvement is executed; and
(2) the improvement is made.
(b) The special assessments levied under this section may not exceed the cost of the improvement.
(c) If the amount determined under section 10 of this chapter is less than the contract price, the remainder of the cost of the
improvement is payable by the unit.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-12
Allowances against assessment and contract price
Sec. 12. (a) The works board shall make an allowance to the owner of any property if:
(1) an improvement exists in front of the property before the improvement is ordered; and
(2) the improvement conforms to the general plan.
(b) An allowance under subsection (a) shall be made from the owner’s assessment and from the total amount of the contract
price.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-13
Confirmation, modification, or rescission of preliminary resolution
Sec. 13. (a) After the works board determines the amount of special benefits that will accrue to the property liable to be
assessed for the improvement, the works board may do any of the following:
(1) Confirm the preliminary resolution.
(2) Modify the preliminary resolution.
(3) Rescind the preliminary resolution.
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(b) Except as provided in section 14 of this chapter, the preliminary resolution is final and conclusive on all parties if:
(1) the preliminary resolution is modified or confirmed under this section; and
(2) the improvement is ordered.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-14
Remonstrances and appeals
Sec. 14. (a) A majority of the persons who own the property to be assessed for the improvement may remonstrate against
the improvement or take an appeal. The remonstrance or appeal must be made not later than ten (10) days after the hearing
under section 10 of this chapter.
(b) If there is a remonstrance, the improvement may not be made unless specifically ordered by an ordinance passed by a
two-thirds (2/3) vote of the unit’s legislative body. An ordinance under this subsection must be passed not later than sixty (60)
days after the remonstrance is made.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-15
Objections to final resolution; filing; bond; prior assessments
Sec. 15. (a) If the works board finally orders an improvement, forty percent (40%) of the persons who own property abutting
the improvement and who are subject to assessment may file written objections with the board. The written objections must:
(1) state at least one (1) of the following:
(A) The improvement is not needed by the public.
(B) The cost of the proposed improvement would be excessive considering the character and value of the property to be
assessed.
(C) The cost of the proposed improvement will exceed the benefits to the property to be assessed.
(D) The works board does not have the legal authority to order the improvement.
(2) be filed not later than five (5) days after the making of the final order.
(b) If the works board does not abandon the proposed improvement, the following shall, not later than five (5) days after the
filing of the objections with the works board, file with the clerk of the circuit or superior court of the county a copy of the order
of improvement and the objections:
(1) The auditor, in the case of a county.
(2) The clerk, in the case of a municipality.
(c) Objectors must file with their objections a bond with security to the satisfaction of the court. The following apply to a bond
filed under this subsection:
(1) The bond shall be in a sum fixed by the court.
(2) The bond must be conditioned on the objectors paying all or any part of the costs of the hearing as the court may order.
(d) In considering an objection described in subsection (a)(1)(A), the court may at the hearing under section 16 of this chapter
consider the amount of the assessments made against the property for public improvement during the preceding five (5) years.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-16
Court hearing on objections to final resolution
Sec. 16. (a) The court shall set a hearing as early as possible, but not later than twenty (20) days after the filing of the
objections with the court. All interested parties shall appear in court without further notice. The unit may not hold further
proceedings concerning the improvement until the matters presented by the objections are heard and determined by the court.
The matters shall be heard and determined by the court without a jury.
(b) The court shall hear the evidence on the date fixed under subsection (a). The court may confirm the order of the works board
or sustain the objections. The order of the court is conclusive, and all subsequent proceedings concerning the improvement
must conform to the order.
(c) A special judge may be appointed if for any reason the regular judge of the court cannot hear the objections within the
twenty (20) day time limit established by subsection (a).
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-17
Construction or repair of sidewalks and curbs; notice to abutting property owner of order requiring construction or repair
Sec. 17. (a) The works board may require the owners of abutting property to construct or repair the owners’ own sidewalks
or curbs if the works board:
(1) desires to improve or repair any sidewalks or curbs in the unit; and
(2) adopts a final resolution to that effect.
(b) The works board must give notice of the order concerning the construction or repair to the abutting property owners in
person or by mail. Mailing of notices to owners as the names of the owners appear on the assessor’s books of the county in
which the land is located complies with this requirement.
(c) A property owner has thirty (30) days from the date of the notice to construct the sidewalks or curbs or make the repairs
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as required by the notice.
(d) If a property owner fails to comply with the order, the works board may have the sidewalk or curb constructed or repaired
by an independent contractor.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-18
Contracting by works board for construction or repair of sidewalk or curb
Sec. 18. (a) The works board may let a general contract for the making or repairing of all sidewalks or curbs of a specified
material within the unit. The contract shall include an agreed price per square yard for the sidewalk construction.
(b) If the contract is for work in a municipality, the contract may also specify the following:
(1) The price per cubic yard for excavation and filling.
(2) The price per lineal foot for curb.
(c) The letting of a contract under this section is governed by the statutes regulating contractual authority of the unit.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-19
Levy and collection of assessments for construction or repair of sidewalk or curb
Sec. 19. (a) Assessments for the construction or repair of sidewalks or curbs shall be levied and collected according to this
chapter.
(b) The entire cost of the sidewalk or curb improvements or repairs that the board undertakes by one (1) resolution shall be
assessed and apportioned against each lot or parcel of property abutting on the improvement in the proportion the improved
lineal front footage of each lot or parcel of property bears to the entire length of the improvement.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-20
Improvements on streets occupied by railroad tracks; procedure
Sec. 20. (a) This section does not apply to a county.
(b) If the track of a railroad, an interurban, or an interurban street railroad occupies part of a street that is ordered improved
under this chapter, the works board may, on petition of the railroad, provide in the plans and specifications for the improvement
for a different material and plan of construction for the part of the street occupied by the railroad.
(c) If the railroad is bound by contract to improve or pay the cost of improving the part of the street occupied by the railroad,
the railroad is entitled to construct all of that part of the improvement if the railroad does the following:
(1) Elects to do so by written notice filed as follows:
(A) With the works board or other department of the unit having power to order the improvement.
(B) At any time before the adoption of the final resolution or ordinance providing for the improvement.
(2) On request of the works board or other department of the unit, files with the board or other department a bond in the
amount and with the surety required by the works board or other department. The bond must be conditioned on the railroad’s
improvement of that part of the street:
(A) according to the plans and specifications;
(B) within the required time; and
(C) to the satisfaction of the engineer of the unit in charge of the work.
(d) The works board may issue a written improvement order requiring a railroad, an interurban, or an interurban street
railroad to comply with IC 8-6-12.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-21
Roadway grading; assessment
Sec. 21. (a) This section does not apply to a county.
(b) The works board may grade the roadway of a street and assess the cost of the grading against the property specially
benefited.
(c) The works board may let the contract under the statutes regulating contractual authority of units. The unit shall levy and
collect the assessments for the grading according to this chapter.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-22
Advertisement for bids; opening and consideration of bids
Sec. 22. (a) If the works board finally orders an improvement, the works board shall advertise for bids for the work as required
by IC 36-1-12.
(b) The advertisement must state the following:
(1) That on the date named, the unit will receive bids for the improvement according to the resolution as modified or
confirmed.
(2) The part of the cost of the improvement, if any, that will be paid by the unit.
(c) On the date named, all bids shall be publicly opened and considered.
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As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-23
Bid bond or deposit
Sec. 23. (a) If the works board finally orders an improvement and has advertised for bids, the works board shall require each
bidder to deposit with the bidder’s bid, at the bidder’s option, either a bid bond or a certified check to ensure the execution of
the contract.
(b) The bid bond or certified check must be equal to the greater of the following:
(1) An amount not less than two and one-half percent (2 1/2%) of the engineer’s estimate of the cost of the improvement.
(2) One hundred dollars ($100).
(c) The following applies if a bidder elects to deposit a bid bond:
(1) The bond must be payable to the works board with sufficient sureties.
(2) The bond must be conditioned upon the bidder’s execution of a contract in accordance with the bidder’s bid if accepted
by the works board.
(3) The bond must provide for forfeiture of the amount of the bond upon the bidder’s failure to execute the contract in
accordance with the bidder’s bid.
(d) The works board shall do the following:
(1) Return all checks and bonds submitted by unsuccessful bidders.
(2) Return a successful bidder’s check or bond when the bidder enters into a contract with the works board.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-24
Contracts; scope; actions to enjoin performance
Sec. 24. (a) The contract for an improvement must be for the entire improvement.
(b) After the execution of a contract for an improvement, the validity of the contract may be questioned only in an action to
enjoin the performance of the contract. This action must be brought:
(1) before the actual commencement of work under the contract, for an improvement by a county; or
(2) before the later of the following, for an improvement by a municipality:
(A) The actual commencement of work under the contract.
(B) Not later than ten (10) days after the execution of the contract.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-25
Contractor’s guarantee
Sec. 25. (a) A contractor for an improvement must guarantee the contractor’s workmanship and all materials used in the
work.
(b) The guarantee required under subsection (a) must be in the following form:
“The contractor warrants the contractor’s workmanship and all materials used in the work and agrees that during the
guarantee period specified the contractor will at the contractor’s own expense make all repairs that may become necessary by
reason of improper workmanship or defective materials. The maintenance obligation, however, does not include repair of any
damage resulting from any force or circumstance beyond the control of the contractor, nor is the contractor a guarantor of the
plans and specifications furnished by the (county, city, or town).”
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-26
Repairs by contractor
Sec. 26. (a) If repairs become necessary, the unit must give written notice to the contractor to make the repairs. If the
contractor fails to begin the repairs not later than thirty (30) days after the notice is received, the unit may do the following:
(1) Make the repairs using the unit’s own employees or an independent contractor.
(2) Recover from the contractor and the contractor’s sureties the reasonable cost of the repairs and the cost of the
supervision and inspection of the repairs.
(b) At the expiration of the guarantee period, the unit has sixty (60) days in which to notify the contractor of any necessary
repairs.
(c) This subsection does not apply to a county. If the repairs necessary to be made at the expiration of the guarantee period
amount to more than one-half (1/2) the surface of one (1) block, the entire pavement of the block shall be taken up and relaid
in accordance with the original specifications.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-27
Monthly payments to contractor
Sec. 27. (a) A contractor for an improvement is entitled to monthly estimates of the work done during each month. The
estimates shall be made by the engineer of the unit and approved by the works board.
(b) The works board shall issue to the contractor certificates for eighty-five percent (85%) of the amount due the contractor
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by the estimates. The contractor is entitled to receive the amounts named in the certificates in cash or improvement bonds to
be collected or issued by the unit. The certificates are negotiable instruments.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-28
Completed improvements; acceptance; cost estimates
Sec. 28. (a) An improvement that is completed according to contract must be accepted by the works board.
(b) Upon the completion of an improvement according to contract, the cost of the improvement shall be estimated according
to the entire length of the improvement.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-29
Assessments; abutting lands or lots; street and alley intersections
Sec. 29. (a) The total cost of an improvement as determined under section 28(b) of this chapter, except for one-half (1/2) of
the cost of street and alley intersections, shall be assessed on the abutting land or lots in the manner prescribed by this chapter.
(b) The remaining one-half (1/2) of the cost of street and alley intersections shall be assessed on the land or lots abutting on
the streets or alleys that intersect the improved street or alley.
(c) Land and lots may be assessed for the following distances:
(1) One (1) block in either direction along the intersecting street or alley if the intersecting street or alley crosses the
improved street or alley.
(2) One (1) block along the intersecting street or alley if the intersecting street or alley enters but does not cross the
improved street or alley.
(d) For purposes of this section, the distance from the intersection of:
(1) a street or an alley improved under this chapter; and
(2) another street or alley;
along the other street or alley to the street line of the next intersecting street or alley is considered one (1) block.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-30
Assessments; basis; back lots; platted subdivisions
Sec. 30. (a) Lots, parcels, and tracts of land bordering on an improvement shall be assessed on the basis set forth in this
chapter, without regard to the depth of the lots, parcels, or tracts back from the front line of the improvement.
(b) After the final hearing before the works board concerning the actual benefits to abutting and adjacent property, the works
board may assess other property behind the first lot if the following conditions are met:
(1) The back lot is within one hundred fifty (150) feet of the line of the improvement.
(2) The works board finds at the hearing that properties behind the abutting lot and within one hundred fifty (150) feet of the
improvement are specially benefited by the improvement.
(c) Land and lots assessed under subsection (b) shall be assessed only in the amount the lands or lots are specially benefited
by the improvement.
(d) Lots or land adjacent to the improvement are liable for the payment of the assessment as set forth on the final assessment
roll.
(e) This subsection applies only to counties. If an improvement is constructed within a platted subdivision, the works board
may assess all or part of the lots in that subdivision or any other platted subdivision connected to that platted subdivision by
the improvement.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-31
Preparation of assessment roll
Sec. 31. (a) As soon as a contract for an improvement has been completed, the works board shall have an assessment
roll prepared for the property abutting on and adjacent to the improvement. The property abutting on and adjacent to the
improvement is liable to assessment under this chapter.
(b) The assessment roll must include the following:
(1) The name of the owner of each parcel of property.
(2) A description of each parcel of property.
(3) The total assessment, if any, against each parcel of property. The total assessment must be listed opposite each name
and description.
(c) A mistake in the name of the owner or the description of property does not void the assessment or lien against the property.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-32
Presumptive finality of assessments; publication of notice
Sec. 32. (a) The following apply to the assessment indicated against each lot, tract, or parcel of land on the assessment roll:
(1) The assessment is presumed to be the special benefit to the lot, parcel, or tract of land.
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(2) The assessment is the final and conclusive assessment unless the assessment is changed under section 33 of this
chapter.
(b) Immediately after the assessment roll is completed and filed, the works board shall publish a notice according to IC 5-3-1.
The notice must do the following:
(1) Describe the general character of the improvement.
(2) State that the assessment roll, with the names of owners and descriptions of property subject to assessment and the
amounts of any presumptive assessments, is on file and may be inspected at the works board’s office.
(3) Name a time and date after the date of the last publication on which the works board will do the following at the works
board’s office:
(A) Receive and hear remonstrances against the amounts assessed on the roll.
(B) Determine whether the lots or tracts of land have been or will be benefited by the improvement in the following
amounts:
(i) The amounts listed on the assessment roll.
(ii) Amounts greater or lesser than the amounts listed on the assessment roll.
(iii) Any amount at all.
(c) This subsection applies only to counties. The notice must also describe the platted subdivision or the parts of the
subdivision on which there is property that is benefited and liable for assessment.
(d) This subsection applies only to municipalities. The notice must also describe the following:
(1) The public way or public place on which the improvement has been made.
(2) The terminals of the improvement.
(3) The public ways:
(A) that:
(i) intersect the improvement; or
(ii) are parallel to the improvement and within one hundred fifty (150) feet of the improvement; and
(B) on which there is property that is benefited and liable for assessment.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-33
Remonstrance hearings; final determination of assessments
Sec. 33. (a) On the date fixed under section 32 of this chapter, the works board shall receive and hear all remonstrances from
the owners of property described in the notice or the representatives of the owners.
(b) After the hearing, the works board shall sustain or modify the presumptive assessment as indicated on the assessment
roll by confirming, increasing, or reducing the presumptive assessment against all or part of the property described in the roll.
The works board’s decision must be based on the works board’s findings concerning the special benefits that the property has
received or will receive on account of the improvement.
(c) If any property liable for assessment is initially omitted from the assessment roll or a presumptive assessment has
not been made against the property, the works board may place on the assessment roll any special benefit that the omitted
property has sustained or will sustain by the improvement.
(d) The aggregate amount of assessments approved by the works board under this section may not exceed the cost of the
improvement and must be equal to the aggregate amount of special benefits determined by the board under section 10 of this
chapter.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-34
Completion and delivery of assessment roll; appeals
Sec. 34. (a) The works board shall complete the assessment roll and render the works board’s decision by modifying or
confirming the roll. The assessment roll shall show the total amount of special benefits opposite each name and a description
of the property on the roll. When completed, the assessment roll shall be delivered to the following:
(1) The county assessor, for an improvement by a county.
(2) The municipal fiscal officer, for an improvement by a municipality.
(b) The decision of the works board as to all benefits is final and conclusive on all parties. However, an owner of an assessed
lot or parcel of land who has filed a written remonstrance with the board may appeal to the circuit or superior court for the
county.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-35
Delivery of primary assessment roll; payment of assessments to disbursing officer
Sec. 35. (a) The works board shall deliver a certified copy of the assessment roll completed under section 34 of this chapter
to the disbursing officer of the unit after the works board:
(1) approves and accepts the entire work under any contract; and
(2) allows a final estimate.
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(b) The duplicate assessment roll, to be known as the primary assessment roll, must show the following:
(1) The amount due on each piece of property if paid in cash within the time limit.
(2) The amount of waivers filed.
(c) The primary assessment roll must also have an appropriate column in which payments may be properly credited by the
disbursing officer.
(d) This subsection does not apply to a county. All assessments, regardless of whether the assessments are payable in
installments, are payable to the disbursing officer. The disbursing officer shall receive the payments, give proper receipts, and
enter the proper credit.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-36
Assessment installments; notice when due
Sec. 36. (a) Upon receipt of the primary assessment roll, the disbursing officer shall by mail notify each affected person of
the amount of the assessment against the person’s property.
(b) The notice must state when the assessment is due, or when the assessment installments are due.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7. Amended by P.L.62-2001, SEC.2.
IC 36-9-36-37
Cash payment of assessments; interest on delinquencies
Sec. 37. (a) Except as provided in section 38 of this chapter, the entire assessment is payable in cash without interest not
later than thirty (30) days after the approval of the assessment roll by the works board if an agreement has not been signed and
filed under section 36 of this chapter.
(b) If the assessment is not paid when due, the total assessment becomes delinquent and bears interest at the rate prescribed
by IC 6-1.1-37-9(b) per year from the date of the final acceptance of the completed improvement by the works board.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7. Amended by P.L.172-1994, SEC.1; P.L.67-2006, SEC.14; P.L.113-2010, SEC.154.
IC 36-9-36-38
Appeal of assessment; payment by property owner following court certification
Sec. 38. (a) If a property owner appeals the assessment made against the owner’s property to the circuit court or superior
court, the clerk of the court shall certify the judgment of the court to the unit’s disbursing officer. The disbursing officer shall
immediately notify the property owner of the amount of the assessment fixed by the court.
(b) The property owner has thirty (30) days from the date the notice is sent to:
(1) pay the assessment in cash; or
(2) elect to pay the assessment in installments by entering into an agreement under section 36 of this chapter.
(c) The unit shall then issue bonds in the amount of the assessment fixed by the court. The bonds must bear the date of the
final acceptance of the work.
(d) The assessment bears interest as follows:
(1) From the date of the final acceptance of the work.
(2) At a specified rate per year that is not less than the interest rate specified for installments under section 36 of this
chapter.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-39
Appeal of assessment; payment of part ordered to be assessed against unit
Sec. 39. The following applies to any part of the assessment that
the court orders to be assessed against the unit:
(1) The assessment bears interest:
(A) from the date of the final acceptance of the work; and
(B) at a specified rate per year that is not less than the interest rate specified for installments under section 36 of this
chapter.
(2) The assessment may be paid by the unit in any manner provided by law for paying other assessments against the unit
for similar work.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-40
Assessment liens
Sec. 40. (a) The unit has a lien against each parcel of real property that is assessed for:
(1) the construction, maintenance, or repair of an improvement; or
(2) the taking of lands for any purpose of the unit.
(b) The lien is established when the assessments are certified to the disbursing officer for collection. The unit may bring a
foreclosure action to enforce the lien against a person who defaults in payment of the assessment.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-41
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Installment payment procedure; proceeds constituting special fund for payment of improvement; diversion prohibited
Sec. 41. (a) The disbursing officer of the unit shall do the following:
(1) Receive the payment of assessment installments.
(2) Keep all accounts and give proper vouchers for the payment of assessment installments.
(b) Proceeds arising from assessments for the payment of a particular improvement may not be diverted to the payment of
any other improvement.
(c) The proceeds from assessments for the payment of a particular improvement constitute a separate special fund for the
following:
(1) The payment of contractors for the particular work, upon the allowance of estimates by the works board.
(2) The security and payment of any bonds issued in anticipation of the collection of the assessments for the improvement,
including debt service reserves to secure the payment of the bonds.
(3) The payment of expenses incurred by the unit in performing the unit’s duties under this chapter, IC 36-9-37, IC 36-938, and IC 36-9-39 (or under IC 36-9-18 through IC 36-9-21, before the repeal of those provisions in 1993), including expenses,
duties, and costs associated with the issuance, sale, or payment of the bonds.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-42
Notice; payments to bond owner; process collectable by fiscal officer
Sec. 42. If a bond owner receives a payment of interest or principal, or both, that was to have been collected under this
chapter (or under IC 36-9-18 before its repeal in 1993) by the fiscal officer of a unit, the bond owner shall notify the fiscal officer
of the payment.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-43
Delinquent installments; acceleration; foreclosure of lien; notice of delinquency
Sec. 43. (a) Failure to pay an installment of principal or interest when the installment is due makes all installments of
principal yet unpaid due and payable immediately, unless the unpaid installment of principal or interest is paid within the grace
period provided.
(b) If the unit fails to collect an unpaid assessment or installment when due, liability does not accrue against the unit.
However, the owner of the bonds or the person to whom the amount of the unpaid assessment for the performance of the work
is due and owing is entitled to proceed in court to do the following:
(1) Enforce the lien or the unpaid assessment.
(2) Recover interest, costs, and reasonable attorney’s fees.
(3) Have the proceeds of sale applied to the owner’s or person’s claim.
(c) If a person defaults in the payment of an installment of principal or interest, the disbursing officer shall mail a notice of
the delinquency to the person in accordance with IC 36-9-37 regardless of whether a waiver has been signed. A notice mailed
to the person in whose name the lands are assessed, addressed to the person within the unit, is sufficient notice. The person is
not liable for attorney’s fees unless an action is actually brought on the assessment.
(d) An action to collect an unpaid assessment may not be brought until the notice required by subsection (c) has been given.
(e) An action for foreclosure must be commenced not more than five (5) years after the cause of action accrues.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-44
Bonds in anticipation of assessment proceeds; authorization
Sec. 44. (a) The works board may issue bonds in anticipation of the collection of the assessments for an improvement. Except
as provided in subsections (b) and (c), the bonds shall be issued and sold in the manner prescribed for other bonds of the unit.
A unit issuing bonds under this section is not required to attach coupons to the bonds.
(b) The works board may provide for the issuance of the bonds directly to the contractor in the works board’s preliminary
resolution for the improvement. If direct issuance is authorized by the resolution, the disbursing officer shall issue the bonds
directly to the contractor.
(c) The works board may by resolution choose to:
(1) sell the bonds by negotiated private sale to a financial institution; and
(2) remit the proceeds of the sale to the contractor.
(d) The following applies after the issuance of bonds:
(1) An action to enjoin the collection of an assessment or to challenge the validity of the bonds or the sale of the bonds may
not be brought.
(2) The validity of the assessment may not be questioned.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-45
Bonds; date; tax exemption
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Sec. 45. (a) This section applies only to municipalities.
(b) Bonds issued in anticipation of the collection of assessments for an improvement must bear the date of the completion
of the improvement under the contract and the acceptance of the improvement by the works board. The bonds draw interest
from that date.
(c) The bonds are exempt from taxation for all purposes.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-46
Bonds; maturation; interest rate
Sec. 46. (a) The works board may provide in the preliminary resolution that the bonds issued in anticipation of the collection
of the assessments shall be issued so as to mature not less than ten (10) years and not more than thirty (30) years from the
date of issuance.
(b) The interest on the bonds shall be payable semiannually from the date of issue. The works board shall fix the rate of
interest on the bonds issued.
(c) Bonds issued in the manner described in subsection (a) shall mature serially, so that some bonds mature each year until
the final maturity date of the issue is reached. The terms of the bonds may allow early redemption of the bonds in the event of
and to the extent of prepayment of the assessments in anticipation of which the bonds were issued.
(d) The works board must issue the bonds to mature as provided under subsection (c) if a petition requesting the bonds to
mature in that manner is filed by a majority of the resident property owners affected by the improvement not later than sixteen
(16) days after the resolution is first published.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7. Amended by P.L.62-2001, SEC.3.
IC 36-9-36-47
Transfer of assessment liens to bond owners
Sec. 47. (a) Bonds issued in anticipation of the collection of assessments convey and transfer to the owner of the bonds all
interests in the assessments and liens upon the respective lots or parcels of land.
(b) The liens stand as security for the bonds and interest until the bonds and interest are paid. A bond owner has full power
to enforce the lien by foreclosure in court as provided in this chapter if the bond or interest is not paid when presented to the
disbursing officer.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-48
Bond owners; foreclosure actions; procedure
Sec. 48. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), sales to satisfy the bonds and interest shall be made as provided in this
chapter for sales upon judgments or decrees foreclosing liens for assessments levied for improvements.
(b) The first bondholder who brings a foreclosure action against the property or any part of the property is entitled to have the
proceeds of the action applied pro rata to the payment of that bondholder’s own bonds and of bonds held by others.
(c) Only one (1) foreclosure action may be brought against one (1) lot or parcel of land. However, all lots or parcels of land
against which the assessments are in default may be joined in one (1) proceeding.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-49
Sale of property following foreclosure action; amount
Sec. 49. (a) The property upon which the assessment is placed may not be sold for less than the amount of the assessment,
attorney’s fees, and costs. The proceeds of the sale shall be distributed as provided in this chapter.
(b) If the property sells for an amount greater than the amount necessary to pay the principal, interest, attorney’s fees, and
costs, the excess amount shall be paid to the property owner or party lawfully entitled to that excess amount.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-50
Negotiability of bonds
Sec. 50. (a) The bonds issued in anticipation of the collection of assessments are negotiable instruments and are free from
all defenses by property owners.
(b) It is not necessary that the bonds include language describing the actions taken in ordering the improvement or directing
the assessment. The bonds may instead include a general reference to this chapter.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-51
Foreclosure actions by contractors
Sec. 51. (a) This section applies to a contractor that is entitled to enforce liens or assessments.
(b) The contractor or the contractor’s assignee may bring an action against a person who has defaulted in payment of an
assessment to foreclose the lien established by the assessment.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
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IC 36-9-36-52
Foreclosure actions; complaint; proof
Sec. 52. (a) The complaint for a foreclosure action under this chapter need not set forth the specific proceedings leading to
the final assessment. However, the complaint must include the following information:
(1) The date on which the contract for the improvement was finally let.
(2) The name of the improvement.
(3) The amount and date of the assessment.
(4) A statement that the assessment is unpaid.
(5) A description of the property on which the assessment was levied.
(b) At the trial of a foreclosure action, the plaintiff is not required to introduce proof of the proceedings before the works
board leading to the final assessment. However, the plaintiff must introduce the final assessment roll or a copy of the final
assessment roll. The final assessment roll or the copy of the final assessment roll must be properly certified.
(c) The final assessment roll or the copy is presumptive evidence that the works board took all actions required to be taken
in making the final assessment.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-53
Foreclosure actions; defenses
Sec. 53. (a) A defense to a foreclosure action may not be based on any of the following:
(1) Any irregularity in the proceedings making, ordering, or directing the assessment.
(2) The propriety or expediency of any improvement.
(b) A property owner may not raise any defense to a foreclosure action if the owner has done the following:
(1) Exercised the option to pay the owner’s assessment in installments.
(2) Signed a waiver.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-54
Foreclosure actions; amount of recovery; sale procedure
Sec. 54. (a) In a foreclosure action brought under this chapter, the plaintiff is entitled to recover the amount of the assessment,
principal and interest, and reasonable attorney’s fees. The court shall order the sale to be made without relief from valuation
or appraisement law.
(b) The county sheriff shall sell the property in the same way that lands are sold on execution. The sheriff shall, not later than
five (5) days after the sale, execute a certificate of sale to the purchaser. The certificate of sale vests title in the purchaser when
the certificate of sale is delivered. Title vested by a certificate of sale is subject only to the right to redeem under section 55 of
this chapter.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-55
Foreclosure sales; irregularities; redemption
Sec. 55. (a) An irregularity or error in making a foreclosure sale under this chapter does not make the sale ineffective, unless
the irregularity or error substantially prejudiced the property owner.
(b) A property owner has two (2) years from the date of sale in which to redeem the owner’s property. The property owner may
redeem the owner’s property by paying the principal, interest, and costs of the judgment, plus interest on the principal, interest,
and costs at the rate prescribed by IC 6-1.1-37-9(b).
(c) If the property is not redeemed, the sheriff shall execute a deed to the purchaser. The deed relates back to the final letting
of the contract for the improvement and is superior to all liens, claims, and interests, except liens for taxes.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7. Amended by P.L.67-2006, SEC.15; P.L.113-2010, SEC.155.
IC 36-9-36-56
Foreclosure actions; parties; appearances; disposition of proceeds
Sec. 56. (a) In a foreclosure action under this chapter, other than a foreclosure action in which the unit is the plaintiff, the
plaintiff must do the following:
(1) Name the officer who has custody of the improvement funds of the unit as a party defendant.
(2) Name that officer as custodian of the improvement assessment fund of the unit.
(b) The officer described in subsection (a) shall then notify the attorney of the unit to appear in the action.
(c) The fiscal officer of the unit shall do the following:
(1) Trace the proceeds of the foreclosure so that proceeds arising from assessments for the improvement of a particular
project are not diverted to the payment of any other improvement.
(2) Ensure that in each case the judgment proceeds constitute a special fund for the payment of contractors or bondholders
for the particular work.
(d) The judgment proceeds shall be allocated to the proper public improvement fund for pro rata distribution to the bondholders
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or contractors who are entitled to those proceeds.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-57
Foreclosure actions; payment of judgment; costs and attorney’s fees; decree
Sec. 57. (a) The court costs and the attorney’s fees allowed in foreclosure actions shall be paid directly to the clerk of the court
to satisfy that part of a judgment. The remainder of the judgment shall be paid directly to the disbursing officer for the benefit
of the special improvement fund of the department that is entitled to the foreclosure proceeds.
(b) The disbursing officer shall do the following:
(1) Enter the payment under subsection (a) on the records and duplicates.
(2) Satisfy the judgment docket as to the payment of the judgment.
(c) The court decree of foreclosure must assign the duties described in subsection (b) to the disbursing officer.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-58
Foreclosure actions; copy of complaint forwarded to disbursing officer; certification to disbursing officer of dismissals and
sheriff’s sales
Sec. 58. (a) In every foreclosure action under this chapter, other than a foreclosure action in which the unit is the plaintiff,
the plaintiff must forward to the disbursing officer a copy of the complaint that sets out, among other allegations, the following:
(1) The name of the owner or owners being sued.
(2) The description of the property.
(3) The name of the improvement.
(4) The number of the assessment roll.
(b) The disbursing officer shall enter the facts upon the duplicate involving the litigated assessment while the action is
pending.
(c) All dismissals of foreclosure litigation and all proceedings of sheriff’s sales in foreclosures of assessment liens shall be
certified to the disbursing officer.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-59
Foreclosure actions; suspension of collection of assessments
Sec. 59. The following apply while a foreclosure action is pending:
(1) The assessment may not be certified for collection.
(2) Bills or statements for payments may not be given to anyone except the plaintiff or the plaintiff’s attorney of record.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-60
Reduction of installments
Sec. 60. (a) A statement showing the amount of the reduction of the installments shall be certified to the disbursing officer if:
(1) the property is sold by the sheriff under this chapter and the money collected is insufficient to pay the principal and
interest in full; or
(2) a court orders a reduction of principal and interest as assessed.
(b) Upon the receipt of the statement, the disbursing officer shall do the following:
(1) Calculate the reduction that applies to each installment.
(2) Enter on the bonds the amount of the reduction when the bonds are presented for payment.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-61
Disposition of foreclosure proceeds contrary to chapter
Sec. 61. (a) A person who disposes of the proceeds of foreclosure litigation in a way other than as provided by this chapter is
considered to be a receiver for those entitled to the proceeds.
(b) In such instances the statute of limitations does not apply.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-62
Improvement costs to be paid by unit; bonds and certificates of indebtedness
Sec. 62. (a) A difference between the total assessments for an improvement and the contract price of the improvement shall
be paid by the unit.
(b) The unit’s part of the cost of an improvement shall, if possible, be paid from the general fund of the unit. If payment from
the unit’s general fund is not possible, the unit may issue bonds or certificates of indebtedness to the contractor for the amount
of the unit’s part of the cost. The unit’s fiscal officer shall issue the bonds or certificates and shall fix the denominations of
the bonds or certificates at the time of the approval of the final assessment roll and at the time of a subsequent reduction of
assessments on appeal.
(c) The certificates of indebtedness issued under this section (or under IC 36-9-18 before its repeal in 1993) entitle the
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contractor to the amounts the certificates specify when a fund for redemption of the certificates has been provided.
(d) The certificates of indebtedness are negotiable instruments and bear interest from the date of the final acceptance of the
work.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-63
Certificates of indebtedness issued under IC 36-9-36-62; authorization; interest; payment; maturity date
Sec. 63. (a) The certificates of indebtedness issued under section 62 of this chapter must be authorized by a resolution
adopted by the works board and shall be signed by the following:
(1) The county auditor, for an improvement by a county.
(2) The municipal executive and fiscal officer, for an improvement by a municipality.
(b) The rate of interest on the certificates of indebtedness shall be fixed in the resolution of the works board. The rate may
not be less than the current rate being paid on bonds then being issued in anticipation of the collection of special assessments.
(c) The certificates of indebtedness are payable out of the proceeds of the special tax levy or sale of bonds under section 64 of
this chapter (or under IC 36-9-18 before its repeal in 1993). This fact must be recited on the face of the certificates.
(d) All of the certificates mature on December 31 of the year in which the special levy to pay the certificates is collected unless
the resolution authorizing the issuance of the certificates of indebtedness provides the following:
(1) That not more than one-half (1/2) of the certificates are payable on June 30 of the year in which the special levy to pay
the certificates is collected if a levy has been made in place of the sale of bonds.
(2) That the balance is payable on December 31 of the same year.
(e) The certificates of indebtedness do not draw interest after the maturity date named in the certificates unless the certificates
are presented for payment on that date and stamped “not paid for want of funds”. If not paid for want of funds, the certificates
may be presented for payment again at six (6) month intervals after the maturity date, until the certificates are paid.
(f) If a sufficient levy or sale of bonds is not made in any year for the payment of the certificates of indebtedness, the
certificates shall be paid when money becomes available for that purpose out of taxes collected from any subsequent levy of
the special tax or sale of bonds.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-64
Funding for payment of certificates of indebtedness; special tax levy
Sec. 64. (a) For the purpose of raising money for the payment of certificates of indebtedness issued under section 62 of this
chapter (or under IC 36-9-18 before its repeal in 1993) the fiscal body of the unit may do any of the following:
(1) Levy a special tax on all property in the unit each year.
(2) Issue and sell the bonds of the unit.
(3) Appropriate money from the general fund of the unit or from any other source.
(b) A special tax levied under this section shall be fixed at a rate on each one hundred dollars ($100) of assessed valuation
of taxable property in the unit sufficient for the payment of the certificates, together with interest, that were or will be issued
between July 1 of the preceding year and July 1 of the year in which the levy of taxes is made.
(c) A special tax levied under this section shall be:
(1) levied, certified to the county auditor, and collected in the same manner as other taxes are levied, certified, and collected;
and
(2) deposited in a separate fund known as the county (or municipal) improvement certificate fund for application to the
payment of the certificates.
(d) The balance of the improvement certificate fund does not revert to the unit’s general fund at the end of the unit’s fiscal
year, but remains in the fund for the next fiscal year.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-65
Special assessments to pay improvement costs; issuance of anticipatory certificates
Sec. 65. (a) This section applies only to municipalities.
(b) In addition to issuing bonds and certificates of indebtedness under section 62 of this chapter, a unit may pay the unit’s part
of the cost of an improvement from a fund raised by special assessments against all of the lands and lots in the unit. The unit
comprises a special assessment district for that purpose.
(c) The following apply to special assessments under this section:
(1) The special assessments shall be levied in proportion to the value of the land or lots, excluding the value of improvements
on the land or lots, as the land or lots are assessed for general taxation.
(2) The special assessments shall be levied annually at the time of the levy of general taxes. The levy must be for the amount
necessary to pay the cost, with interest, of all work done during the year for which the special assessments are levied.
(3) The special assessments are payable at the time of payment of general taxes.
(d) The fund raised under this section is a specific fund to be held and used only for the purpose prescribed by this section.
(e) In anticipation of the collection of the special assessments, certificates in denominations not exceeding five hundred
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dollars ($500) shall be issued under a resolution adopted by the works board in the name of the unit. The fiscal officer shall sell
the certificates or deliver the certificates to the contractor, as directed by the works board.
(f) The certificates entitle the holder to the amounts named in the certificates when a fund for redemption of the certificates
has been collected. The certificates are negotiable instruments. One-half (1/2) of the certificates are payable on June 30 of the
year after the special assessments for payment of the certificates have been made, and the remaining one-half (1/2) are payable
on December 31 of that year. The certificates must be dated as of the date of the final acceptance of the improvement and may
bear interest at any rate.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-66
Correction of defects and irregularities
Sec. 66. If a defect or an irregularity results in the invalidity of a contract, an assessment, or a lien under this chapter, the
defect or irregularity shall be corrected by supplementary proceedings that substantially comply with this chapter.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-9-36-67
Surface improvements on public ways; performance by municipality; procedure
Sec. 67. (a) This section applies only to municipalities.
(b) As an additional method of making surface improvements on public ways, the works board may do the following:
(1) Make the improvements with the municipality’s materials and employees.
(2) Assess the cost of the improvements against the abutting property owners.
(c) An improvement under this section must be at least one (1) city block long.
(d) A works board acting under this section shall determine a feasible cost for labor and materials per square yard for
nonpermanent and permanent types of street surfaces. The works board shall, on the works board’s own motion or on the
petition of an owner of property abutting on any residential street, then do the following:
(1) Name certain public ways, including those petitioned for, for which an improvement is proposed.
(2) Give notice of the proposed improvement, in person or by mail, to the owners of property abutting on and affected by
the proposed improvement.
(3) Hold a public hearing at the time and place set out in the notice.
(e) Notice of the hearing shall be given by publication in accordance with IC 5-3-1. At the hearing, the works board shall do
the following:
(1) Inform the abutting owners of each owner’s individual cost for each type of surface improvement.
(2) Inform the owners that the board shall order the improvement if, within the time fixed at the hearing, the owners do the
following:
(A) Determine by a majority vote the type of improvement the owners want.
(B) Tender the cost of the improvement to the municipality.
(f) After the hearing, the works board shall order the improvement unless:
(1) the works board finds that the improvements should not be made; or
(2) the abutting owners do not comply with the conditions listed in subsection (e)(2).
(g) A municipality acting under this chapter may establish a revolving fund and may appropriate an amount of not more than
ten thousand dollars ($10,000) for the fund. Payments made by property owners under this section shall be paid into the fund,
and the cost of material and labor for the improvements shall be paid out of the fund. The fund, which may be used only for
the purposes of this section, does not revert to the municipality’s general fund until the municipality ceases to act under this
section.
As added by P.L.98-1993, SEC.7.
IC 36-7-22
Chapter 22. Economic Improvement Districts
IC 36-7-22-1
Application of chapter
Sec. 1. This chapter applies to all units except townships.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-2
“Board” defined
Sec. 2. As used in this chapter, “board” refers to an economic improvement board established under section 11 of this
chapter.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-3
“Economic improvement project” defined
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Sec. 3. As used in this chapter, “economic improvement project” means the following:
(1) Planning or managing development or improvement activities.
(2) Designing, landscaping, beautifying, constructing, or maintaining public areas, public improvements, or public ways
(including designing, constructing, or maintaining lighting, infrastructure, utility facilities, improvements, and equipment, water
facilities, improvements, and equipment, sewage facilities, improvements, and equipment, streets, or sidewalks for a public
area or public way).
(3) Promoting commercial activity or public events.
(4) Supporting business recruitment and development.
(5) Providing security for public areas.
(6) Acquiring, constructing, or maintaining parking facilities.
(7) Constructing, rehabilitating, or repairing residential property, including improvements related to the habitability of the
residential property.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1. Amended by P.L.114-1989, SEC.12; P.L.131-2008, SEC.54.
IC 36-7-22-4
Petition; filing; contents
Sec. 4. A petition for the establishment of an economic improvement district may be filed with the legislative body of the unit.
The petition must include the following information:
(1) The boundaries of the proposed district, including the boundaries of any zones to be established under section 5(b) of
this chapter.
(2) The name and address of each parcel and owner of land within the proposed district and a description of the existing
land use and zoning classification of each parcel.
(3) A detailed description of the economic improvement projects to be carried out within the proposed district, the
estimated cost of these projects, and the benefits to accrue to the property owners within the district.
(4) A plan for the application of assessment revenue to the cost of the economic improvement projects within the district.
(5) A proposed formula for determining the percentage of the total benefit to be received by each parcel of real property
within the district, in the manner provided by section 5 of this chapter.
(6) The number of years in which assessments will be levied.
(7) A proposed list of members for the board.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-5
Apportionment of benefits
Sec. 5. (a) The benefits accruing to parcels of real property within an economic improvement district may be apportioned
among those parcels on any basis reasonably representative of the diffusion of benefits from the economic improvement
project, including the following:
(1) Proximity of the parcel to the project.
(2) Accessibility of the parcel to the project.
(3) True cash value of the parcel.
(4) True cash value of any improvement on the parcel.
(5) Age of any improvement on the parcel.
(6) Other similar factors.
The apportionment of benefits under this subsection may be adjusted by zone or land use as provided in subsections (b) and (c).
(b) If the benefit of the economic development project varies from one (1) area to another within the economic improvement
district, up to three (3) zones may be established within the district to delineate the approximate difference in beneficial impact,
and benefits may be apportioned accordingly.
(c) In order to encourage the retention or development of various land uses within the district, assessments may be adjusted
according to the zoning classification of the property.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-6
Hearing; notice; questions heard
Sec. 6. (a) After receipt of a petition under section 4 of this chapter, the legislative body shall, in the manner provided by
IC 5-3-1, publish notice of a hearing on the proposed economic improvement district. The legislative body shall mail a copy
of the notice to each owner of real property within the proposed economic improvement district. The notice must include the
boundaries of the proposed district, a description of the proposed projects, and the proposed formula for determining the
percentage of the total benefit to be received by each parcel of property.
(b) At the public hearing under subsection (a), the legislative body shall hear all owners of real property in the proposed
district (who
appear and request to be heard) upon the questions of:
(1) the sufficiency of the notice;
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(2) whether the proposed economic improvement projects are of public utility and benefit;
(3) whether the formula to be used for the assessment of special benefits is appropriate; and
(4) whether the district contains all, or more or less than all, of the property specially benefited by the proposed project.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-7
Ordinance; establishing district
Sec. 7. (a) After conducting a hearing on the proposed economic improvement district, the legislative body may adopt an
ordinance establishing the economic improvement district if it determines that:
(1) the petition meets the requirements of this section and sections 4 and 5 of this chapter;
(2) the economic improvement projects to be undertaken in the district will provide special benefits to property owners in
the district and will be of public utility and benefit;
(3) the benefits provided by the project will be new benefits that do not replace benefits existing before the establishment
of the district; and
(4) the formula to be used for the assessment of benefits is appropriate.
(b) The legislative body may adopt the ordinance only if it determines that the petition has been signed by:
(1) a majority of the owners of real property within the proposed district; and
(2) the owners of real property constituting more than fifty percent (50%) of the assessed valuation in the proposed district.
(c) The signature of a person whose property would be exempt from assessments under the ordinance may not be considered
in determining whether the requirements of subsection (b) are met. In addition, the assessed valuation of any property that
would be exempt from assessment under the ordinance may not be considered in determining the total assessed valuation in
the proposed district.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1. Amended by P.L.25-1993, SEC.12; P.L.113-2010, SEC.135.
IC 36-7-22-8
Ordinance; amending or modifying petition proposals
Sec. 8. An ordinance adopted under section 7 of this chapter may amend or modify the proposals contained in the petition
submitted under section 4 of this chapter. However, if the ordinance will increase the area of the district beyond the area
described in the petition, the ordinance may not be adopted until notice of this fact has been published in the manner provided
by IC 5-3-1 and mailed to each owner of real property in the additional area proposed to be included in the district.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-9
Ordinance; repeal or amendment
Sec. 9. An ordinance adopted under section 7 of this chapter may be repealed or amended only after notice of the proposed
repeal or amendment is published and mailed in the manner provided by section 6 of this chapter.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-10
Ordinance; exemption from special assessments
Sec. 10. An ordinance adopted under section 7 of this chapter may provide that businesses established within the district
after the creation of the district are exempt from special assessments for a period not to exceed one (1) year.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-11
Ordinance; economic improvement board
Sec. 11. An ordinance adopted under section 7 of this chapter must establish an economic improvement board to be
appointed by the legislative body. The board must have at least three (3) members, and a majority of the board members must
own real property within the district. However, if there is only one (1) property owner within a district formed before March 1,
2010, the legislative body shall appoint one (1) member to the economic improvement board who owns real property within the
district and not more than two (2) other members who are not required to own real property within the district. After, February
28, 2010, a district formed under this chapter must have at least one (1) parcel of real property that is not owned by an owner of
other parcels of real property in the district.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1. Amended by P.L.113-2010, SEC.136.
IC 36-7-22-12
Assessments; percentage of benefit; notice; hearing; decision; lien; certification; economic improvement districts
Sec. 12. (a) The board shall use the formula approved by the legislative body under section 7(a)(4) of this chapter to determine
the percentage of benefit to be received by each parcel of real property within the economic improvement district. The board
shall apply the percentage determined for each parcel to the total amount that is to be defrayed by special assessment and
determine the special assessment for each parcel.
(b) Promptly after determining the proposed assessment for each parcel, the board shall mail notice to each owner of
property to be assessed. This notice must:
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(1) set forth the amount of the proposed special assessment;
(2) state that the proposed special assessment on each parcel of real property in the economic improvement district is on
file and can be seen in the board’s office;
(3) state the time and place where written remonstrances against the special assessment may be filed;
(4) set forth the time and place where the board will hear any owner of assessed real property who has filed a remonstrance
before the hearing date; and
(5) state that the board, after hearing evidence, may increase or decrease, or leave unchanged, the special assessment on
any parcel.
(c) The notices must be deposited in the mail twenty (20) days before the hearing date. The notices to the owners must be
addressed as the names and addresses appear on the tax duplicates and the records of the county auditor.
(d) At the time fixed in the notice, the board shall hear any owner of assessed real property who has filed a written remonstrance
before the date of the hearing. The hearing may be continued from time to time as long as is necessary to hear the owners.
(e) The board shall render its decision by increasing, decreasing, or confirming each special assessment by setting opposite
each name, parcel, and proposed assessment, the amount of the assessment as determined by the board. However, if the total
of the special assessments exceeds the amount needed, the board shall make a prorated reduction in each special assessment.
(f) Except as provided in section 13 of this chapter, the signing of the special assessment schedule by a majority of the
members of the board and the delivery of the schedule to the county auditor constitute a final and conclusive determination of
the benefits that are assessed.
(g) Each special assessment is a lien on the real property that is assessed, second only to ad valorem property taxes levied
on that property.
(h) The board shall certify to the county auditor the schedule of special assessments of benefits. For purposes of providing
substantiation of the deductibility of a special assessment for federal adjusted gross income tax purposes under Section 164
of the Internal Revenue Code, the board shall, to the extent practicable, supplement the schedule of special assessments
provided to the county auditor with a statement that identifies the part of each special assessment that is allocable to interest,
maintenance, and repair charges. If the board provides the county auditor with the statement, the county auditor shall show, on
the tax statement, the part of the special assessment that is for interest and maintenance and repair items separately from the
remainder of the special assessment.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1. Amended by P.L.131-2008, SEC.55; P.L.1-2009, SEC.166; P.L.113-2010, SEC.137.
IC 36-7-22-13
Ordinance or assessment schedule; action contesting validity
Sec. 13. (a) Any owner of real property in an economic improvement district may file an action contesting the validity of:
(1) the ordinance adopted under section 7 of this chapter; or
(2) the assessment schedule adopted under section 12 of this chapter.
(b) An action under this section must be filed:
(1) in the circuit or superior court of the county in which the economic improvement district is located; and
(2) within thirty (30) days after adoption of the ordinance or assessment schedule.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-14
Certification of final scheduled assessments
Sec. 14. Within thirty (30) days after the county auditor receives the certification of final scheduled assessments for the
completion of the economic improvement project, the auditor shall deliver a copy of the certificate to the county treasurer.
Each year, the treasurer shall add the full annual assessment due in that year to the tax statements of the person owning the
property affected by the assessment, designating it in a manner distinct from general taxes.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-15
Assessments; payment to board
Sec. 15. Assessments collected under this chapter shall be paid to the board.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-16
Economic improvement fund
Sec. 16. (a) The board shall establish an economic improvement fund and shall deposit in this fund all assessments received
under this chapter and any other amounts received by the board.
(b) Money in the economic improvement fund may be used only for the purposes specified in the ordinance establishing the
economic improvement district. Any money earned from investment of money in the fund becomes a part of the fund.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-17
Budget
Sec. 17. (a) Before November 1 of each year, the board shall prepare and submit to the fiscal body a budget for the following
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calendar year governing the board’s projected expenditures from the economic improvement fund. The fiscal body may approve,
modify, or reject the proposed budget.
(b) The board may make an expenditure from the economic improvement fund only if the expenditure was approved by the
fiscal body in its review of the board’s budget or was otherwise approved by the fiscal body.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-18
Purchasing materials or equipment; contracting for public works
Sec. 18. The board must comply with IC 36-1-12 when contracting for public works.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1. Amended by P.L.1-2010, SEC.150.
IC 36-7-22-19
Lease or contractual agreements
Sec. 19. The board may enter into lease or contractual agreements, or both, with governmental, not-for-profit, or other
private entities for the purpose of carrying out economic improvement projects.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-20
Disposal of assets and liabilities upon repeal of ordinance
Sec. 20. If the ordinance that established an economic improvement district is repealed, the assets and liabilities of the
economic improvement district shall be disposed of in the manner determined by the unit. However, liabilities incurred by the
economic improvement district are not an obligation of the unit and are payable only from the special assessments and other
revenues of the district.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-21
Annual report
Sec. 21. The board shall submit an annual report to the legislative body and the fiscal body before February 15 of each year.
The report must summarize the board’s activities and expenditures during the preceding calendar year.
As added by P.L.195-1988, SEC.1.
IC 36-7-22-22
Powers of the board to finance economic improvement projects
Sec. 22. The board may:
(1) exercise of any of the powers of a unit under IC 36-7-12-18 or IC 36-7-12-18.5; or
(2) issue revenue bonds;
to finance an economic improvement project.
As added by P.L.131-2008, SEC.56.
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APPENDIX - ITEM H

POWER POINT PRESENTATION ON TOD STRATEGIC PLAN
Presentation on TOD Strategic Plan – A PowerPoint slide deck is included, which provides a summary
of the elements of the TOD Strategic Plan.
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Station Areas
station area info sheets
The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station overview
of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the TOD Strategic
Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West, Blue Line East, Purple
Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect Plan were all included as part
of this effort.
Both the Red Line North and Purple Line evaluate more stations than other
routes, due to the point in time that this plan was conducted. Both of these routes
had either multiple options are potential extensions being considered, which
accounts for the length of those sections.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land use and
development patterns of each station.

‹ STATION AREAS >
Pages in this section are able to be
used as stand alone documents, but
looking at the results of routes and
the system are informative as to the
relative merits each station exhibits
compared to others.

STATION AREA INFO SHEETS
Front Page Contents
location, Context, demographics, and tod potential
The front page of each Info Sheet is intended to provide a background as to the station’s location within the transit system and
route, along with the 1/2-mile area’s general characteristics, including demographics and TOD Potential.
TOD Potential Scoring by category.
See TOD Potential section of TOD
Strategic Plan for more detail
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Average rent
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Distance to CBD
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Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Walkscore
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Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

City-County
Building

S. Alabama Street

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Transit Center - the central hub of IndyGo and
the planned IndyConnect system.

•

The station is located in the recently formed Market-East District.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

There is a new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

The hub of local government with the City-County Building.

•

There is direct access to regional transportation with the
Indianapolis station for MegaBus.

•

The station is on the Cultural Trail with the Pacers Bike Share
system available.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps

P2
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Description of existing locations
within walking distance of each
station
Location Map with 1/2-Mile and
1/4-Mile walk areas

Station location within the overall
Indy Connect system

Birdseye photograph to depict
general character at a broad scale

Summary of demographic
information
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STATION AREA INFO SHEETS
Back Page Contents
land use, property control, typology, and investment framework
The back page focuses on land use and property within the 1/2-mile area. Land Uses are somewhat detailed due to characteristics
that arise within the Indy Connect system. The Investment Framework offers guidance for each station as to implementation.
Land Uses with 1/2-Mile and
1/4-Mile walks identified for
scale (written characteristics
to right)
1/2

-M

alk
ile W

Typology Diagrams provided. These are intended to provide general
characteristics, not dictate massing, design, or character (written
characteristics provided below)

Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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4-

Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control

Typology Characteristics

•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are two large brownfields located west and east of
the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Anthem, Farm Bureau, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue high-density,
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis

P3

Property Control with 1/2Mile and 1/4-Mile walks
identified for scale (written
characteristics to right)

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Opportunities and constraints offer an overview of
potential funding sources and areas of weakness of TOD
Potential that may be addressed
The Investment Framework shows where each station
falls relative within the implementation spectrum (see
Investment Framework section of TOD Strategic Plan for
more detail. A number of available redevelopment tools
are also noted, though additional sources may exist.
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Red line north
Station Area Info Sheets

The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station
overview of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the
TOD Strategic Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West,
Blue Line East, Purple Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect
Plan were all included as part of this effort.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land
use and development patterns of each station. Components of each sheet
include:
•

Station Location within Indy Connect System

•

Aerial Photograph with 1/4- and 1/2-mile Walking Distance

•

Birds-eye Photography of Station Area Environment

•

Existing Conditions Description

•

TOD Potential Score by Factor

•

Demographic Summary Information

•

1/2-Mile Area Land Use Diagram

•

1/2-Mile Area Property Control Diagram

•

Land Use and Property Control Description

•

Opportunities and Constraints Description

•

Typology Diagrams

•

Typology Characteristics Description

•

Investment Framework Description
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Retail sales

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse
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Average rent
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Distance to CBD
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Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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2,946
3,751
1,155
82
$34,927
44.8%

S. Delaware Street
Jail

Pearl Street

Parking
Garage

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

Maryland

Street

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Transit
Center

S. Alabama Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

City-County
Building

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Transit Center - the central hub of IndyGo and
the planned IndyConnect system.

•

The station is located in the recently formed Market-East District.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

There is a new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

The hub of local government with the City-County Building.

•

There is direct access to regional transportation with the
Indianapolis station for MegaBus.

•

The station is on the Cultural Trail with the Pacers Bike Share
system available.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are two large brownfields located west and east of
the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Anthem, Farm Bureau, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue high-density,
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

capitol & maryland

Capitol Ave
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Typology: Central business district

TOD Potential

Score | 203

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

il e

Wa

lk

Gross residential density

Monument
Circle

State
Capitol

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Population per square mile

Transit
Center

Maryland St

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Convention
Center

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

State
Capitol

Convention
Center

Ave
Capitol

Maryland St

Demographic Summary
68,296
2,139
2,723
775
91
$33,824
27.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indianapolis Convention Center.

•

Adjacent to Simon Headquarters.

•

Located in the Wholesale District with a mixture of historic
buildings and modern office and hotel towers.

•

Immediately west is Victory Field and White River State Park.

•

Very near to Union Station Terminal.

•

Very near to the Indiana State Government Center and the Indiana
Statehouse.

•

Very near Circle Center Mall and Georgia Street.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

Central Business District
•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

There are a small amount of Brownfields present that
aren’t already occupied with an active use.

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

•

Provide tree-lines streets with comfortable sidewalk widths for both
pedestrians and outdoor seating

e

1/

M il

Wal k

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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There are several large parcels that are government
owned, including just north of Lucas Oil Stadium and just
north of the State Capitol Building.

alk
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Convention Center, Lucas
Oil Stadium
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development north of State Capitol
Building
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development
on surface parking in northwest part of site

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

illinois & washington

Illinois Street
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Typology: Central business district

il e

Wa

TOD Potential

Score | 220

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

State
Capitol

Sidewalk ratio

Monument
Circle

Intersections per square mile

Washington Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Convention
Center

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
71,019
2,836
3,611
1,246
95
$33,799
35.4%

Washingto
n

Street

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

Direct access Circle Center Mall and Georgia Street.

•

Adjacent to many downtown serving hotels.

•

Located in the Wholesale District with a mixture of historic
buildings and modern office and hotel towers.

•

Very near to Monument Circle.

•

Very near to the Indiana State Government Center and the Indiana
Statehouse.

•

Very near the Indianapolis Convention Center.

Illinois

Street

Monument
Circle

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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M
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

Central Business District
•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

There are a small amount of Brownfields present that
aren’t already occupied with an active use.

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

al k

1/

il e W

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis

P8

There are several large parcels that are government
owned, including just north of Lucas Oil Stadium and just
north of the State Capitol Building.
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem
Major Trip Generators: Yes - State Government, Circle
Center, Others
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development north of State Capitol
Building
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development
on surface parking in northwest part of site

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

capitol & ohio

Capitol Avenue
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TOD Potential

Score | 223

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: Central business district

Intersections per square mile

Ohio Street
State
Capitol

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Monument
Circle

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

Convention
Center

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Ohio Street

Capit
ol

Ave

Demographic Summary
71,796
2,127
2,708
1,376
92
$33,388
33.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access the Indiana Statehouse.

•

Adjacent to the densest office district in the State of Indiana.

•

Located in an area with a large amount of both surface parking
and parking garages that serve large office buildings.

•

Directly west is the Central Canal.

•

Directly west is Military Park.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are several medium-sized brownfields to the south
and northwest of the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Population per square mile is low but appears to be
improving due to recent residential developments
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development north of State Capitol
Building
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development
on surface parking in northwest part of site

Source: City of Indianapolis

P10

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

illinois & ohio

Illinois Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 223

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: Central business district

Intersections per square mile

Ohio Street
State
Capitol

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Monument
Circle

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Convention
Center

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Ohio Street

Illin

ois
S

tree

t

Chase
Tower

Monument
Circle

Demographic Summary
71,796
2,127
2,708
1,376
92
$33,388
33.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the densest office district in the State of Indiana.

•

Very near the One America tower, Chase Tower, and many other
office towers.

•

Located in an area with a large amount of both surface parking
and parking garages that serve large office buildings.

•

Very near to Monument Circle.

•

Very near to University Park.

•

Directly west is the Central Canal.

•

Directly west is Military Park.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are several medium-sized brownfields to the south
and northwest of the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Population per square mile is low but appears to be
improving due to recent residential developments
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development north of State Capitol
Building
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development
on surface parking in northwest part of site

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

capitol & michigan

Capitol Ave

Canal

il e

Wa

TOD Potential

Score | 242

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

Central
Library

lk

Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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1 /2
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Typology: District Center

Intersections per square mile

Michigan Street
IUPUI

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

State
Capitol

Monument
Circle

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Michigan

Street

Capito

l Ave

Demographic Summary
61,368
3,374
4,296
2,389
91
$31,377
35.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to an emerging mixed-use area with a new, large
grocery store and a large amount of apartments.

•

A large amount of developable, surface parking that are very close
to the Central Business District.

•

Michigan Street is the main entry point to IUPUI.

•

Very near to the Indiana Avenue Cultural District.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

•

There are several medium-sized parcels categorized as a
Renew Indianapolis vacant buildings north of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, IPS
Major Trip Generators: Yes - American Legion Mall
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development north of State Capitol
Building
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill
development on surface parking

Source: City of Indianapolis

P14

District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

illinois & michigan

il
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TOD Potential

Score | 236

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density

1 /2
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Typology: District Center

Employment with transit preference

Wa

lk

Population per square mile
Gross residential density

Illinois Street

il e
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Central
Library

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

Michigan Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Central Canal

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
State
Capitol

Distance to CBD

Monument
Circle

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Street

Demographic Summary

Illinios

69,469
4,037
5,140
2,824
95
$32,080
38.5%

Michigan S

treet

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to an emerging mixed-use area with a new, large
grocery store and a large amount of apartments.

•

A large amount of developable, surface parking that are very close
to the Central Business District.

•

Michigan Street is the main entry point to IUPUI.

•

Very near to the American Legion Mall.

•

Very near to the Scottish Rite Cathedral.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

•

There are several medium-sized parcels categorized as a
Renew Indianapolis vacant buildings north of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, IPS
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development north of State Capitol
Building
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill
development on surface parking

Source: City of Indianapolis

P16

District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

capitol & 10th
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TOD Potential

Score | 227

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: Central business district

Wa

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

Capitol Ave

il e
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Population per square mile

I-65

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length

10th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Central
Library

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent

Central Canal

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

I-65

16,236
3,629
4,621
2,849
78
$22,879
33.4%

Stutz
Business
Center

ve
Capitol A

10th Street

Demographic Summary
Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Stutz Business Complex, which is home to a
number of local buinesses in a reused historic factory.

•

A large amount of developable, surface parking nearby.

•

Access to I-70 and I-65 nearby.

•

Directly west is the northern end of the Central Canal.

•

Several office buildings of Indiana University Health nearby.

•

Nearby access to the People Mover.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized and large brownfields at
to the north of the site.

Central Business District

•

There are several vacant land, government owned land,
and Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings parcels to the
north and south of the site.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill with
residential component

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

illinois & 10th

il
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TOD Potential

Score | 234

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: Central business district

Wa

lk

Gross residential density

Illinois Street

il e

1/4

-M

Population per square mile
Residential vacancy rate

I-65

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length

10th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Central
Library

Median household income

Central Canal

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

I-65

Illinois Street

10th Street

16,671
4,507
5,738
3,609
80
$24,237
33.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A large amount of developable, surface parking surrounds the
station.

•

Access to I-70 and I-65 nearby.

•

Directly west is the Stutz Business Complex.

•

Directly east is a concentration of large office buildings, including
offices for Indiana University Health.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized and large brownfields at
to the north of the site.

Central Business District

•

There are several vacant land, government owned land,
and Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings parcels to the
north and south of the site.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill with
residential component

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

capitol & 16th
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TOD Potential

Score | 203

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: regional office park
or campus

il e

Wa

lk

Methodist
Hospital

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

Capitol Ave

1/4

-M

Population per square mile

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

16th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

I-65

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
23,024
2,477
3,154
1,764
66
$19,849
20.6%

Capitol
Ave

Methodist
Hospital

16th Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Directly adjacent to IU Health and a number of supporting medical
office buildings

•

A large amount of developable, surface parking near the station.

•

Access to I-70 and I-65 nearby.

•

Directly east is the developing Tinker Street area of 16th Street.

•

Directly southwest is the Neuroscience Center.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized and large brownfields at
the center and to the west of the site.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land and Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings northeast of the site.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Median household incomes are low
Population per square mile is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - IU Health
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Tinker Street Improvements
Placemaking Opportunities: Take advantage of proximity
to IU Health

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

illinois & 16th
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TOD Potential

Score | 224

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: regional office park
or campus

Wa

lk

Methodist
Hospital

Gross residential density

Illinois Street

il e

1/4

-M

Population per square mile
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

16th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

I-65

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

16th Street

Illinois S
tre

Methodist
Hospital

et

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
22,664
2,814
3,583
2,063
83
$22,118
23.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Directly east of IU Health and a number of supporting medical
office buildings.

•

DIrect access to WFYI Headquarters.

•

A large amount of developable, surface parking near the station.

•

Access to I-70 and I-65 nearby.

•

Directly east is the developing Tinker Street area of 16th Street.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized and large brownfields at
the center and to the west of the site.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land and Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings northeast of the site.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Median household incomes are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - IU Health
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Tinker Street Improvements
Placemaking Opportunities: Take advantage of proximity
to IU Health

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

meridian & 18th
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TOD Potential

Score | 228

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: walkable neighborhood

Wa

lk

Gross residential density

Meridian Street

il e

I-65

1/4

-M

Population per square mile
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

18th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Methodist
Hospital

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
17,845
3,426
4,362
2,439
77
$22,736
39.5%

18th Street

•

Directly east of IU Health and a number of supporting medical
office buildings.

•

DIrect access to WFYI Headquarters.

•

A large amount of developable, surface parking near the station.

•

Access to I-70 and I-65 nearby.

•

Directly east is the developing Tinker Street area of 16th Street.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

I-6

9

Street
Meridian

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized and large brownfields to
the west of the site.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land, Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank properties
northeast of the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - IU Health
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Take advantage of proximity
to IU Health

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

meridian & 22nd

Ivy Tech

Wa

Score | 205

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

1/4
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TOD Potential
Employment density

ek
Fall Cre

Gross residential density

Meridian Street
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

22nd Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

I-65

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly

Methodist
Hospital

Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Indianapolis
Metropolitan
Airport

4,803
3,162
4,026
1,797
66
$25,572
37.3%

22nd Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A mixture of low-rise and mid-rise structure from a variety of eras.

•

Many smaller, local company headquarters.

•

Largely stable Herron-Morton Neighborhood directly east.

•

Directly east is the developing Tinker Street area of 16th Street.

eet

Meridian Str

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized brownfields to the
north, south and east of the site.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a large piece of government owned land to the
northwest.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land, Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank properties
throughout the site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Take better advantage of
proximity to Fall Creek Place

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

meridian & fall creek
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TOD Potential

Score | 159

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: regional office park or
campus
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Ivy Tech

Meridian Street
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Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

k
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Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

I-65

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Ivy Tech

Meridian Street

Demographic Summary
3,542
3,678
4,683
2,110
66
$25,065
42.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Ivy Tech’s central campus

•

Direct access to Kessler Park and Fall Creek Trail.

•

Direct access to the southeast to Fall Creek Place Neighborhood.

•

A mixture of mid-rise structure from a variety of eras, including
the directly adjacent Marott apartment and office tower.

•

Recent improvements to the bridge crossing Fall Creek.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized brownfields south and
east of the site.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land,
particularly along Fall Creek.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites, particularly
north of Fall Creek.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Ivy Tech
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Ivy Tech
Recent Initiatives: Ivy Tech Improvements
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development
on surface parking in northwest part of site

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

meridian & 30th

Meridian Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 172

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: District Center

Children’s
Museum

Intersections per square mile

30th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

I-65

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Ivy Tech

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Meridian Street

Children’s
Museum

30th Street

3,571
3,973
5,059
2,551
57
$26,427
41.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indianapolis Children’s Museum, though the
main entry is on the western face of the building.

•

Direct access to State Auto Insurance headquarters.

•

A large amount of developable surface parking near the station.

•

Located in the Near North CDC service area.

•

Large amount of brick-faced, mid-rise residential and office
buildings.

Weaver Creek
Subdivision
Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized brownfields north and
east of the site.

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land,
particularly along Fall Creek.

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Major Trip Generators: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Recent Initiatives: Illinois Place (former Winona Site)
Placemaking Opportunities: Creat a stronger presence
on Meridian Street and add mixed-use infill

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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M
4-

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

meridian & 34th

Meridian Street
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

il e

Wa

Score | 194

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Crown
Hill

TOD Potential

Intersections per square mile

Shortridge
High

34th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability

Children’s
Museum

Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Meridian Street

Demographic Summary

Shortridge
High

34th Street

17,718
4,768
6,071
3,523
54
$22,092
39.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Large amount of brick-faced, mid-rise office buildings.

•

Direct access to Shortridge High School.

•

A large amount of developable surface parking near the station.

•

Directly west is the grand, historic gated entry to Crown Hill
Cemetery.

•

There are a number of mid-rise apartment buildings near the
station.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized brownfields north,
south, and east of the site.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Median household incomes are low
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Median home values are low
Blocks are large, primarily in the north south direction,
which reduces the number of intersections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Children’s Museum
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development,
taking advantage of view to Crown Hill’s historic gates

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

meridian & 38th

Meridian Street
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Typology: District Center
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Wa

TOD Potential

Score | 146

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

Tarkington
Park

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

Crown
Hill

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Shortridge
High

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
2,635
5,059
6,441
3,550
48
$26,312
43.9%

Meridian Street

Tarkington
Park

38th Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Tarkington Park, which is in the midst of being
rehabilitated into a more active area.

•

Adjacent to the historic North United Methodist Church.

•

CityView on Meridian apartment tower, recently renovated.

•

There are a number of mid-rise apartment buildings near the
station.

•

A low-rise, pedestrian-friendly area of local retail to the west,
facing Illiinois Street.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large government-owned area near the center
of the site, used for Tarkington Park.

•

There are several small scattered brownfields at the
center and south of the site.

•

There are many scattered vacant land parcels and
parcels categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant
buildings throughout the station area, particularly west
of the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High rates of vacancy lead to low scores
The road network needs connections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Tarkington Park Redevelopment
Placemaking Opportunities: Added mixed-use density
surrounding upgraded park

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & central

Cenral Ave
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Wa

Score | 131

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Tarkington
Park

il e

TOD Potential

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Watson Rd.
Bird Preserve

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

McCord
Park

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

School
48

Shortridge
High

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Central Ave

38th Street

1,900
5,113
6,510
2,990
52
$28,809
46.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

In the immediate station area is a mixture of brick-faced historic
apartment buildings and older, historic homes, along with a few
smaller retail structures with surface parking.

•

There are a number of older apartment buildings near the station.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods, including the historic Watson-McCord
to the south.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic. It has been upgraded with a planted
median and decorative lights and crosswalks.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Typology Characteristics
Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Household incomes are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements

Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

college & 38th

College Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 137

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
State
Fair

lk

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

rail
on T

Mon

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Colle

ge A
ve

Demographic Summary

38th Stre

et

913
4,695
5,978
2,333
54
$30,524
45.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A number of underutilized parcels and auto-oriented drive-thru
food services and retail.

•

Direct access to the south to the Historic Watson McCord
Neighborhood.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large government-owned area to the east,
occupied by the Indiana State Fair.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There are several small scattered brownfields at the
center and south of the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There are many scattered vacant land parcels and
parcels categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant
buildings throughout the station area.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Rents are retail sales are low
Blocks are large, primarily in the north south direction,
which reduces the number of intersections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - State Fair
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Added mixed-use density at
site’s center and near Watson-McCord

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

college & 46th

-M

Wa

Score | 121

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Arsenal
Park

1/4
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TOD Potential
Employment density

Monon Trail

College Ave
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length

46th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Indiana
School for
the Deaf

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

College Ave

46th Street

Demographic Summary
515
4,353
5,542
2,099
69
$45,068
50.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A number of undeveloped parcels on the southwest corner of the
intersection.

•

Location of the Robinson Community AME Church.

•

Majority of the area made up of single-family homes within a
traditional street grid with sidewalks.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large government-owned area to the east,
occupied by the Indiana School for the Deaf.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There are several small scattered brownfields
throughout the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There are many scattered vacant land parcels and
parcels categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant
buildings throughout the station area.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Retail sales are low
Blocks are large, primarily in the north south direction,
which reduces the number of intersections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Added mixed-use density at
site’s center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: Yes

college & 54th

College Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 133

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Intersections per square mile

54th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Monon Trail

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
College Ave

Fresh
Market

54th Street

1,366
4,065
5,176
2,037
60
$67,139
55.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A mixed-use area of low-rise and mid-rise buildings that are
pedestrian-oriented.

•

Location of a recent natural foods grocery store.

•

Within walking distance to the east is the Monon Trail and the
Speakeasy and Developer Town projects.

•

Majority of the area made up of single-family homes within a
traditional street grid with sidewalks.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There are two small brownfields at the center of the
site and southeast of the site that have recently been
developed or are being developed.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There are many scattered vacant land parcels and
parcels categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant
buildings throughout the station area.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Retail sales are low
Blocks are large, primarily in the north south direction,
which reduces the number of intersections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Fresh Market Grocery
Placemaking Opportunities: Added mixed-use density at
site’s center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
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3,548
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1,864
74
$59,087
52.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

College Ave

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

A mixed-use area of low-rise and mid-rise buildings that are
pedestrian-oriented.

•

New mixed-use development planned with apartments, retail, and
a natural foods grocery store.

•

Access to the Central Canal, with plan for future pedestrian
upgrades.

•

Direct access to a number of entertainment venues, including the
Vogue Theater and Crackers Comedy Club

•

Access to a recent public parking garage

•

Access to 62nd street and Broad Ripple Village Cultural District,
which includes a large number of local and boutique retail
offerings.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There are two small brownfields at the center of the
site that have recently been developed or are being
developed.
There are many scattered vacant land parcels and
parcels categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant
buildings throughout the station area.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Vogue Theater
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Development on north side of canal
Placemaking Opportunities: Upgrade the canal to create
a world-class destination

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
Monon Trail

White River

67th Street

1,442
1,877
2,390
1,184
55
$58,914
61.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A predominantly residential area of low-rise and mid-rise
buildings that are pedestrian-oriented.

•

Access to the Indianapolis Art Center.

•

Access to the west to the Monon Trail and White River

•

Somewhat recent developments
condominiums and apartments.

include

medium-density

College Ave

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of government owned land that
is within the flood plain.

•

There are many scattered vacant parcels and parcels
categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant buildings
throughout the station area.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
Retail sales are low
Land available for acquisition is limited
Sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Multi-family residential to the east
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill at
higher densities

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: No
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Demographic Summary
College Ave
86th Street

2,538
2,426
3,089
1,146
63
$42,642
52.5%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

A predominantly residential area of low-rise buildings that are
auto-oriented.

•

First Baptist Church of Indianapolis.

•

86th Street is an arterial corridor with a large amount of
automotive traffic.

•

There are a small number of low-density office buildings to the
east.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large government owned parcel to the
northwest used for soccer fields.

•

There is a large brownfield area to the east of the station.

•

There are many scattered vacant parcels and parcels
categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant buildings
south of the station.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No
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Distance to CBD
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I-465

College Ave

5,881
3,176
4,044
1,960
40
$39,455
48.0%

8th Street

96th Street

Demographic Summary
Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to a large amount of office park development that is
highly auto-oriented.

•

96th Street is an arterial corridor with a large amount of
automotive traffic.

•

To the north is I-465 and more office park development.

•

The surrounding area is made of a mixture of established older
suburban homes and low-rise apartment complexes.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There are several medium-sized vacant parcels
northwest of the station and many scattered vacant
parcels to the southwest.

Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

There are several scattered vacant parcels and parcels
categorized as a Renew Indianapolis vacant buildings
southwest of the station.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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Opportunities and Constraints
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Retail sales are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill
development on surface parking

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No
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Demographic Summary
7,925
889
1,132
406
38
$61,505
46.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to a large amount of office park development that is
highly auto-oriented.

•

Pennsylvania Parkway is an arterial corridor with a large amount
of automotive traffic.

•

To the south is I-465 and more office park development.

•

The surrounding area is made of established suburban homes.

•

There is no connection between residential areas and the office
park developments adjacent to them.

I-465
Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized vacant parcels
throughout the station area.

Typology Characteristics
Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Rents and retail sales are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill
development on surface parking

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No
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Typology: regional office park or
campus

Intersections per square mile

116st Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
116th Street
Pennsylvania Street

19,386
592
754
247
34
$56,381
54.7%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Direct access to a large amount of office park development that is
highly auto-oriented.

•

Pennsylvania Parkway is an arterial corridor with a large amount
of automotive traffic.

•

To the west is US-31 and more office park development.

•

Directly west, across US-31, is IU Health North hospital campus,
which is a large, regional serving hospital.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

The surrounding area is made of a mixture of low-rise and midrise suburban offices and low-density residential subdivisions.

•

There is no connection between residential areas and the office
park developments adjacent to them.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several large vacant parcels to the south and
northwest of the station.

Typology Characteristics
Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - IU Health North
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - IU Health North
Recent Initiatives: US-31 Roundabouts
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill
development on surface parking

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

city center &
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Typology: District Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

City Center Drive

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

City Center Drive

3,430
3,102
3,950
1,918
58
$45,663
46.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

To the north and east are a number of medium-density apartment
and townhouse developments.

•

To the south and west are a mixture of office and warehouse
developments with surface parking lots.

•

City Center Drive is an arterial corridors with a large amount of
automotive traffic.

Guilford Road

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several large vacant parcels, particularly to the
south of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

More sidewalks are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - MISO
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill
development on surface parking

•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: No

city center &
rangeline

Rangeline Road
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TOD Potential

Score | 152

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: District Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

City Center Drive

Physical barriers
Palladium

Mohawk Hills
Golf Course

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

Monon Trail

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

City Center Drive

Rangeline

Palladium

3,616
2,736
3,484
1,346
71
$51,520
48.4%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the City Center Development and the Palladium
Performing Arts Center.

•

The focus of development efforts by the City of Carmel.

•

To the west are a number of medium-density apartment and
townhouse developments.

•

City Center Drive is an arterial corridors with a large amount of
automotive traffic.

Road

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are many medium-sized vacant parcels
surrounding the station,particularly to the west.

•

There are several scattered government-owned parcels
to the west of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More sidewalks are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Palladium
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Carmel Midtown
Placemaking Opportunities: Enhance pedestrian
experience

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: No

rangeline & main

Rangeline Road
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TOD Potential

Score | 150

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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1 /2
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Typology: District Center

Arts
District

Carmel
High School

Main Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Monon Trail

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Rangeline Road

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Main Street

Demographic Summary
2,469
2,827
3,599
1,499
74
$47,561
47.1%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Direct access to the Carmel Arts and Design District.

•

Main Street has several blocks of continuous storefront office and
retail space.

•

The character near the station is diverse, from older single-family
homes in a historic grid pattern to newer single-family homes in
a suburban pattern.

•

Many newer, urban condominium and apartment buildings.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

To the east is Carmel High School.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several scattered vacant parcels surrounding
the station.

•

There are several scattered government-owned parcels
to the north and south of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail sales are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development

•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

clay terrace
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TOD Potential
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Typology: regional office park
or campus

Intersections per square mile
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Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
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Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Clay
Terrace

Blvd

Meridian Street

rrace

Clay Te

6,721
1,499
1,909
653
72
$87,429
60.5%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Direct access Clay Terrace lifestyle center, which is a modern
outdoor shopping mall.

•

The development itself is very walkable, has to be accessed by car
first.

•

There is a large amount of surface parking space that may be
converted to other uses later.

•

Directly adjacent to US 31.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

West of the station is a number of suburban pattern residential
subdivisions with little connectivity.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized vacant parcels to the
east and west of the station.

Typology Characteristics
Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Land available for acquisition is limited
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Clay Terrace
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Add higher density
residential component on site

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

greyhound & 151st
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Sidewalk ratio
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TOD Potential
Employment density
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Typology: access

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

151st Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Median home value

Greyhound

Monon Trail

Average rent
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
7,094
1,325
1,687
566
60
$94,311
58.6%

151st Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Meridian Street

Greyhound

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Target department store.

•

There is a large amount of surface parking space that may be
converted to other uses later.

•

Directly adjacent to US 31.

•

South of the station is a number of suburban pattern residential
subdivisions with little connectivity.

•

West and north of the station is a mixture of low-density and
undeveloped land.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized vacant parcels to the
northwest of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

union & main
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TOD Potential

Score | 97

Factor
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favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: District Center
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

Main Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Union Street

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
5,887
2,057
2,619
928
60
$57,399
51.9%

Main Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access Westfield’s historic downtown and the planned
Grand Junction Park and Plaza - the focus of development efforts
by the City of Westfield.

•

The center of the site is made up of and older, historic grid pattern,
which is surrounded by auto-oriented suburban development.

•

To the west and northwest are Westfield Middle School and
Westfield High School.

Union Street

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several scattered vacant parcels surrounding
the station, including a large parcel to the southwest.

•

There are several scattered government-owned parcels
to the north and south of the station.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs are available, but with little transit preference
Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Retail sales are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - Westfield Schools
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Grand Junction
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development
around public space

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

grand park
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Residential vacancy rate
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Intersections per square mile
Average block length

186th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
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Average rent
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Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
3,513 Total Employees
949 Total Population
257 Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
22 Walkscore (Out of 100)
$51,064 Median Household Income
53.5% Housing & Transportation Affordability

186th Street

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the City of Westfield’s Grand Park development,
which is focused on attracting visitor’s from far distances.

•

The surrounding area is almost entirely undeveloped farm land.

8th Street

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

Much of the land is either undeveloped or agricultural.

Access

•

There is a large amount of government-owned land in
the northwest portion of the property.

•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs are available, but with little transit preference
Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Retail sales are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Grand Park
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Grand Park

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

Red line South
Station Area Info Sheets

The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station
overview of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the
TOD Strategic Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West,
Blue Line East, Purple Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect
Plan were all included as part of this effort.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land
use and development patterns of each station. Components of each sheet
include:
•

Station Location within Indy Connect System

•

Aerial Photograph with 1/4- and 1/2-mile Walking Distance

•

Birds-eye Photography of Station Area Environment

•

Existing Conditions Description

•

TOD Potential Score by Factor

•

Demographic Summary Information

•

1/2-Mile Area Land Use Diagram

•

1/2-Mile Area Property Control Diagram

•

Land Use and Property Control Description

•

Opportunities and Constraints Description

•

Typology Diagrams

•

Typology Characteristics Description

•

Investment Framework Description

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

1/4

-M

State
Capitol

TOD Potential

Sidewalk ratio

Washington Street

Downtown
Transit
Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

19,572
2946
3,751
1155
82
$34,927
44.8%

S. Delaware Street
Jail

Pearl Street

Parking
Garage

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

Maryland

Street

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Transit
Center

S. Alabama Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

City-County
Building

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Transit Center - the central hub of IndyGo and
the planned IndyConnect system.

•

The station is located in the recently formed Market-East District.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

There is a new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

The hub of local government with the City-County Building.

•

There is direct access to regional transportation with the
Indianapolis station for MegaBus.

•

The station is on the Cultural Trail with the Pacers Bike Share
system available.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are two large brownfields located west and east of
the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Anthem, Farm Bureau, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue high-density,
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis

P4

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

virginia & louisiana
Typology: central business district
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Score | 214

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Monument
Circle

TOD Potential

il e

Wa

Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Transit
Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

Louisiana Street

Physical barriers

I-65 / I-70

City Way

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

et

tre

ia S

gin

Vir

Eli Lilly
Campus

Walk Score®

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

t

Stree

Demographic Summary
33,418
2,621
3,337
942
74
$35,186
36.9%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

The station offers direct access to the newer City Way development
along with several headquarters, including Eli Lilly to the south.

•

There are a large amount of active, pedestrian uses.

•

Eli Lilly has a number of very large surface parking lots that offer
an opportunity for more active uses.

•

There are a number of private green spaces that are well kept, but
are not very active with users.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

To the northwest, Virginia Avenue offers access to the southeast
quadrant of Downtown Indianapolis via the Cultural Trail.

South

Street

Louisi

ana S

treet

nia
Virgi

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There are scattered sites, particularly in the southeast
part of the site that are either vacant or tracked by
Renew Indianapolis.

Central Business District
•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

There is a fair amount of vacant land near the center of
the site.

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Gross residential density is low and vacancy is high
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Lilly, Rolls Royce, Anthem, Farm
Bureau
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: City Way, Cultural Trail, Many
developments on Virginia Avenue
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill development on large
lawns at center of site and activate groundfloors on
Virginia Avenue

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

virginia & college

College Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 168

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: District Center

I-65 / I-7

0

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Eli Lilly
Campus

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

gin

Vir

Median household income

ve
ia A

Average rent

I-70

Median home value
Fountain
Square

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
e
ia Av

n
Virgi

College Ave

I-65 /

3,856
2,787
3,549
1,654
74
$29,976
34.0%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

The station offers direct access to the growing Fletcher Place
neighborhood portion of Virginia Avenue.

•

There are a large amount of active, pedestrian uses.

•

There are a number of pedestrian oriented brick buildings along
most of the streets in this area, away from the actual station.

•

The south and eastern end of the station area is dominated by
large expanses of highway.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

To the west, Eli Lilly Company is easily accessed.

I-70

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered sites throughout that are either
vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land on the northern
part of the site

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Retail sales are low
Vacancy is high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - Lilly, Rolls Royce, Anthem, Farm
Bureau
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Cultural Trail, Many developments on
Virginia Avenue
Placemaking Opportunities: Activate/improve bridge over
I-65/I-70 and activate groundfloors on Virginia Avenue

Source: City of Indianapolis

P8

District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

virginia & prospect
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TOD Potential

Score | 171

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: District Center

Wa

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

Prospect Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Fountain
Square

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

I-6

Average rent

5

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Virg

inia

Ave
et

Prospect Stre

Fountain
Square

1,383
4,769
6,072
2,360
78
$29,283
38.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

The station offers direct access to the heart of the Historic
Fountain Square Cultural District and the Cultural Trail.

•

The intersection of Shelby, Prospect and Virginia Avenue is very
congested with a large amount of active, pedestrian uses.

•

There are a number of pedestrian oriented brick buildings along
most of the streets in this area, away from the actual station.

•

Both the Historic Murphy Building and Historic Fountain Square
Theatre act as neighborhood anchors.

et

Shelby Stre

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered sites throughout that are either
vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis

P10

District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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M
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Typology Characteristics

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Retail sales, home values, and rents are low
Household incomes are low
Vacancy is high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Fountain Square Events
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Cultural Trail, Fountain Square Plaza
and Streetscape, Many developments on Virginia Avenue
Placemaking Opportunities: Activate groundfloors on
Virginia Avenue and Shelby and Prospect Streets

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

shelby & raymond
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TOD Potential
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Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: walkable neighborhood
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Gross residential density

Shelby Sreet
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Population per square mile
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

Raymond Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

I-65

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent

Garfield
Park

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

I-65

t
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Demographic Summary
1,125
3,619
4,608
1,776
66
$27,406
39.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

The station offers direct access to the highway, however, this acts
as a barrier to the neighborhoods to the east

•

The surrounding neighborhood is built on an older, historic street
grid pattern with good connectivity, however, the immediate
intersection is auto-oriented

•

There are a number of pedestrian oriented brick buildings along
Shelby Street in this area, away from the actual station.

•

To the north is the Pleasant Run Trail and to the south is Garfield
Park.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered sites throughout that are either
vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a large brownfield site in the northern part of
the site

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Retail sales, home values, and rents are low
Household incomes are low
Vacancy is high, causing low scores
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Build on the tremendous
historical asset of Garfield Park with infill development
on Shelby Street

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

shelby & southern

Shelby Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 117

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Intersections per square mile

Southern Ave

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

I-65

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

I-65 / I-70

Demographic Summary
453
3,777
4,809
1,922
69
$30,895
40.6%

Southern Ave

Shelby Street

Garfield
Park

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

The station offers direct access to the Historic Garfield Park,
library, Sunken Gardens, and other amenities.

•

The Garfield Park Neighborhood is built on an older, historic
street grid pattern with good connectivity

•

Immediately east, the highway acts as a barrier, but there are a
number of underpasses that allow access to more residents.

•

There are a number of pedestrian oriented brick buildings along
Shelby Street in this area.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered sites throughout that are either
vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a large Renew Indianapolis Vacant Building near
the center of the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There is a large amount of vacant land in the southern
portion of the site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Job opportunities are limited
Home values and rents are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Build on the tremendous
historical asset of Garfield Park with infill development
on Shelby Street

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

shelby & troy
Typology: access

Shelby Street
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
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Garfield Park

Sidewalk ratio

Emma Donnan
Middle School

Intersections per square mile

Troy Ave

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Indiana Bible
College

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary
851
3,146
4,006
1,490
57
$29,814
38.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The area is built on an older, historic street grid pattern with good
connectivity

•

To the southwest, there is a very large industrial structure with
more industrial uses to the south.

•

Both Troy and Madison are heavily traveled arterial corridors.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered sites throughout that are either
vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

•

There is a large Renew Indianapolis Vacant Building
near the northern part of the site and southern part of
the site.

•

There is a large brownfield at the center of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Home values and rents are low
Sidewalks are needed and blocks are overly large
Household incomes are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of large brownfield
site

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

shelby & hanna

Shelby Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 141

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
University of
Indianapolis

1/4
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1 /2

-M

Typology: regional office park
or campus

Hanna Avenue

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Madi

Walk Score®

e
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son A

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Shelb
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et

Demographic Summary

Hanna Aven

University of
Indianapolis

ue

2,221
3,472
4,421
1,106
69
$33,519
42.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

To the east is a direct connection to the University of Indianapolis
along the recently improved streetscape on Hanna Avenue.

•

The surrounding University Heights neighborhood is built on a
well-connected historic street grid.

•

To the west, Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

•

To the north and at the station itself is a mixture of uses that offer
an opportunity for more dense infill development.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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M
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Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered sites throughout that are either
vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a large Renew Indianapolis Vacant Building near
the western part of the site.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

•

There is a large brownfield at the center of the site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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Opportunities and Constraints
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are available, but with lack of transit
preference
Gross residential density is low
Home values and rents are low
Sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - University of Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - University of Indianapolis
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - University of Indianapolis
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use infill to
create a campus village

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

madison & thompson
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Typology: access

TOD Potential

Score | 102

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

nue
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

Thompson Road

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Mad
ison
nue
Ave
Thompson Road

959
2,876
3,662
1,310
51
$33,548
42.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The area is very auto-oriented with little pedestrian connectivity.

•

To the north, the highway corridor acts as a barrier.

•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots.

•

Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

•

There is a large Renew Indianapolis Vacant Building near
the northern part of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
Retail sales, home values, and rents are low
Sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

madison & edgewood
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TOD Potential

Score | 71

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: access

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

Edgewood Avenue

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Mad
ison
nu
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e

nue
Edgewood Ave

1,406
1,456
1,854
641
34
$52,237
48.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The area is very auto-oriented with little pedestrian connectivity.

•

To the northeast, the street pattern is more connected, though the
density is not very high.

•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots.

•

Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are scattered vacant land sites throughout,
particularly to the southern part of the site and some
sites that are tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
Rents are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

madison & southport
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TOD Potential

Score | 112

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
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Southport Road

Average block length
Physical barriers

le B

Walk Score®

Litt

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Little Bu

ck Creek

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

The area is very auto-oriented with little pedestrian connectivity.

•

To the north, the street pattern is more connected, though the
density is not very high.

•

To the northwest and southeast, there are a number of higherdensity apartment complexes.

•

Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org
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Southport Road

1,022
2,789
3,551
1,409
51
$40,842
46.1%

Existing Conditions

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There are scattered vacant land sites throughout,
particularly to the southern part of the site and some
sites that are tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large Renew Indianapolis property and a large
brownfield at the center of the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Job opportunities are limited
Sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve pedestrian
amenities and walkability at intersections

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

madison & stop 11
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TOD Potential

Score | 160

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: commercial Center
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

Stop 11 Road

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Winchester
Village
Elementary

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Stop 11 Road

1,215
6,360
8,098
2,495
65
$36,734
43.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots.

•

To the northeast and southwest are a number of auto-oriented
residential subdivisions.

•

To the northwest and southeast, there are a number of higherdensity apartment complexes.

•

Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

Madi
e
venu
son A

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are few vacant land sites.

Commercial Center

•

There is a large brownfield at the center of the site.

•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Sidewalks are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Assembly and reuse
opportunities on east part of the center of the site

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

madison &
greenwood mall
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TOD Potential

Score | 137

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: commercial Center
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Gross residential density

County Line Road

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Greenwood
Mall

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
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Madis

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

County Line Road

Greenwood
Mall

Madison

Avenue

Demographic Summary
1,747
1,955
2,489
1,237
68
$30,472
42.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Greenwood Park Mall and surrounding retail
uses.

•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots.

•

To the east are a number of auto-oriented residential subdivisions.

•

To the north, there are a number of higher-density apartment
complexes.

•

Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several large vacant land sites.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Sidewalks are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Greenwood Park Mall
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Multi-family residential to the east
Placemaking Opportunities: Create more walkable infill
on and surrounding mall property

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Typology: District Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

Main Street

Physical barriers

Downtown
Greenwood

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent

US

Median home value

31
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Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Main Street

2,156
1,500
1,910
713
88
$38,497
44.4%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Existing historic brick buildings line Main Street with a number of
local businesses.

•

The station is located in the heart of historic Downtown Greenwood.

•

Immediately surrounding the station, particularly to the north, are
traditional streets and sidewalks with older homes.

•

To the south is a mixture of uses, however the street pattern is
less connected.

n Ave

so
Madi

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

nue
Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are vacant land sites, particularly to the west.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores and low rents
Sidewalks are needed
Blocks are overly large
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Build on historic charm and
character with new mixed-use infill

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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M
4-

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: No

madison & kmart
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Gross residential density
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Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: access

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Kmart

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent

US 31

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Smith Valley Rd

Demographic Summary

Kmart

1

US 3

2,211
2,100
2,674
1,258
88
$37,519
45.6%

e
n Avenu
Madiso

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

DIrect access to the parking lot for the former K-Mart department
store, which is now closed.

•

There is a mixture of uses - but all are very auto-oriented with little
pedestrian connectivity.

•

Madison is a heavily traveled arterial corridor.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are many vacant land sites at the center of the site.

Access

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land just
outside the center of the site.

•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sidewalks are needed
Blocks are overly large
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: No

Blue line west
Station Area Info Sheets

The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station
overview of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the
TOD Strategic Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West,
Blue Line East, Purple Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect
Plan were all included as part of this effort.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land
use and development patterns of each station. Components of each sheet
include:
•

Station Location within Indy Connect System

•

Aerial Photograph with 1/4- and 1/2-mile Walking Distance

•

Birds-eye Photography of Station Area Environment

•

Existing Conditions Description

•

TOD Potential Score by Factor

•

Demographic Summary Information

•

1/2-Mile Area Land Use Diagram

•

1/2-Mile Area Property Control Diagram

•

Land Use and Property Control Description

•

Opportunities and Constraints Description

•

Typology Diagrams

•

Typology Characteristics Description

•

Investment Framework Description

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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TOD Potential

Sidewalk ratio

Washington Street

Downtown
Transit
Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

19,572
2,946
3,751
1,155
82
$34,927
44.8%

S. Delaware Street
Jail

Pearl Street

Parking
Garage

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

Maryland

Street

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Transit
Center

S. Alabama Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

City-County
Building

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Transit Center - the central hub of IndyGo and
the planned IndyConnect system.

•

The station is located in the recently formed Market-East District.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

There is a new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

The hub of local government with the City-County Building.

•

There is direct access to regional transportation with the
Indianapolis station for MegaBus.

•

The station is on the Cultural Trail with the Pacers Bike Share
system available.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are two large brownfields located west and east of
the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Anthem, Farm Bureau, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue high-density,
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Distance to CBD
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Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
71,022
2,836
3,611
1,246
95
$33,799
35.6%

et
Illinois Stre

State
Capitol

Monument
Circle

Washingto
n

Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access Circle Center Mall and Georgia Street.

•

Adjacent to many downtown serving hotels.

•

Located in the Wholesale District with a mixture of historic
buildings and modern office and hotel towers.

•

Very near to Monument Circle.

•

Very near to the Indiana State Government Center and the Indiana
Statehouse.

•

Very near the Indianapolis Convention Center.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There are several large parcels that are government
owned.

Central Business District

•

There are a small amount of Brownfields present that
aren’t already occupied with an active use.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Convention Center, Lucas
Oil Stadium, Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Georgia Street improvements
Placemaking Opportunities: Activate groundfloors
throughout the area, on Illinois and Capitol

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
State
Capitol

treet

Meridian Street

Maryland S
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Ave

Monument
Circle

70,914
2,786
3,547
1,174
91
$33,849
30.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indianapolis Convention Center.

•

Adjacent to Simon Headquarters.

•

Located in the Wholesale District with a mixture of historic
buildings and modern office and hotel towers.

•

Immediately west is Victory Field and White River State Park.

•

Very near to Union Station Terminal.

•

Very near to the Indiana State Government Center and the Indiana
Statehouse.

•

Very near Circle Center Mall and Georgia Street.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There are several large parcels that are government
owned.

Central Business District

•

There are a small amount of Brownfields present that
aren’t already occupied with an active use.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Convention Center, Lucas
Oil Stadium, Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: Yes - IUPUI
Recent Initiatives: Georgia Street improvements
Placemaking Opportunities: Activate Georgia Street
groundfloors and add activity to Capitol Avenue

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary

J.W.
Marriott

Maryland

Washington
S

State
Capitol

Street

treet

42,603
907
1,155
607
83
$33,817
19.4%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to White River State Park, including the NCAA
Headquarters, Eiteljorg Museum, the Indiana State Museum, the
IMAX Theater, and The Lawn at White RIver Music Venue.

•

Direct access to the Central Canal, the State of Indiana Offices, the
JW Mariott Hote, and Victory Field

•

Immediately southeast is Indianapolis Convention Center.

•

Immediately northwet is Military Park and IUPUI’s campus.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There are very few government-owned or brownfield
sites.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Central Business District
•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Land assembly scores low because most parcels are in
use or costly to acquire
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - State of Indiana, Anthem
Major Trip Generators: Yes - White River State Park,
Victory Field, Convention Center, Lucas Oil Stadium
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: Yes - IUPUI
Recent Initiatives: NCAA Expansion
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill development
opportunity in front of parking garage facing Washington
Street. Improve pedestrian crossing of West Street.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary

Indianapolis
Zoo

White
River

Washingto
n

Street

White River
State Park

1,829
258
328
119
55
$22,898
24.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indianapolis Zoo and White RIver Botanical
Gardens.

•

Direct access to the former GM Stamping Plant, which will be the
future home of the new Indianapolis Criminal Justice Center and
other future development.

•

Provides access to White River and the White River Trail.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a large Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
site.

•

There is several larger vacant land parcels.

•

There are large brownfields to the west.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
The road network needs connections
Retail sales, household incomes, home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - White River State Park,
Victory Field, Indianapolis Zoo
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: Yes - IUPUI
Recent Initiatives: Orangutan exhibit, GM Stamping Plant
Reuse planning
Placemaking Opportunities: Opportunity for significant
riverfront development with skyline views

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: No

Washington & harding
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TOD Potential

Score | 141

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
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Employment with transit preference
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Typology: District Center
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Indianapolis
Zoo

et
Washington Stre

Average block length
Physical barriers

Harding Street

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
8,847
1,671
2,128
797
51
$23,742
38.1%

Harding Street

Washington Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to IndyGo’s headquarters.

•

Direct access to the Harding Street Lofts and other historical
rehab developments.

•

The rail crossing acts as a barrier to the area to the north.

•

To the west, development is irregular, but follows historical street
grid patterns.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a large amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings and Surplus scattered throughout the site.

•

There is a large amount of vacant land scattered
throughout the site, with larger parcels south of
Washington.

•

There are large brownfields south of Washington.

•

There are multiple government owned properties
scattered throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
Retail sales, household incomes, home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Indianapolis Zoo
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Harding Street Lofts
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use,
walkable infill development on Harding with pedestrian
amenity improvements on Washington Street.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & belmont
Typology: walkable neighborhood
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Score | 130

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
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Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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TOD Potential
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

et
Washington Stre

Physical barriers

Belmont Ave

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Belmo

nt Ave

Washington Street

1,699
3,487
4,440
1,570
54
$27,107
37.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to George Washington Elementary School

•

The immediate area around the station has both suburban style
retail with surface parking and historical, pedestrian-oriented
storefront retail, providing character.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a large amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings and Surplus scattered throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a large amount of vacant land scattered
throughout the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There is a large brownfield to the north and south of the
site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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There are multiple government owned properties
clustered at the center of the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores, with high vacancy
The road network needs connections
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, household incomes, home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & warman
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TOD Potential
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for tod
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for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: regional office park
or campus
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

et
Washington Stre

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Warman Ave

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent

Eagle Cree

k

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
n
Washingto

Street

630
3,321
4,228
1,468
43
$27,162
28.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Central State Hospital Campus, which is currently
undergoing a complete redevelopment effort.

•

The immediate area around the station has both suburban style
retail with surface parking and historical, pedestrian-oriented
storefront retail, providing character.

•

Older, residential housing to the northeast and south follows
historical street grid patterns in the area surrounding the station.

Warman Ave

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a large amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings and Surplus scattered throughout the site.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a large amount of vacant land scattered
throughout the site, with larger parcels at Central State.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

•

There is a large brownfield to the northwest of the site at
Central State.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

•

There are multiple government owned properties to the
east.

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy is high, causing low scores
The road network needs connections
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Household incomes and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Central State redevelopment efforts
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue mixed-use,
walkable infill development with strong connection to
Washington Street.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & holt
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TOD Potential

Score | 64

Factor
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for tod
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for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

Eagle Creek
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Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: access

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

treet

Retail sales

Holt Road
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Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly

I-70

Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Holt Road
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1,919
2,443
876
42
$33,724
40.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Holt continues under the rail crossing to the north via a wide
underpass.

•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows street grid patterns in the area
south and west of the station, but sidewalks and connectivity are
lacking or inconsistent.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, with a large parcel to the south.

•

There are a large number of small, vacant parcels
throughout the site, with a large parcel to the northwest
and south.

•

There are several brownfields scattered throughout the
site.

•

There are several large government owned properties to
the north.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, household incomes, home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & fleming
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Employment with transit preference
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Sidewalk ratio
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Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
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Retail sales

Fleming Street
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Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

I-70

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Fleming Street

Demographic Summary
1,638
3,223
4,104
1,301
38
$32,991
41.4%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows street grid patterns in the
area surrounding the station, but sidewalks and connectivity are
lacking or inconsistent.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a large amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings and Surplus scattered throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There are a large number of small, vacant parcels
throughout the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There are several brownfields scattered throughout the
site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
More sidewalks are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & fuller
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Retail sales
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Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
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Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Fuller Drive
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3,908
1,282
57
$35,848
43.4%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking, including direct access to a fullscale grocery store.

•

Older, residential housing follows street grid patterns in the
area surrounding the station, but sidewalks and connectivity are
lacking or inconsistent.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

There is a large amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings and Surplus scattered throughout the site.

•

There are a number of small, vacant parcels throughout
the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & morris
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Employment with transit preference
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Sidewalk ratio
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Morris Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
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3,445
4,386
1,520
57
$29,969
41.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Provides access to a concentration of apartment housing to the
northwest.

•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows street grid patterns in the
area surrounding the station, but sidewalks and connectivity are
lacking or inconsistent.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Site Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus scattered throughout the
site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a fair amount of government-owned property to
the south of the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
More sidewalks are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
sigsbee
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TOD Potential

Score | 81

Factor

unfavorable
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for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: access
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Gross residential density
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Population per square mile

treet

S

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

eet

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
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1,198
1,619
2,061
654
57
$27,873
26.5%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The station area is dominated by a large amount of unused surface
parking from vacant or underutilized strip retail.

•

Sigsbee provides access to an apartment complex north of the
station.

•

Residential housing is a mix of post-war and older suburban
housing in the area surrounding the station and sidewalks and
connectivity are lacking or inconsistent.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Site Control
•

•

There is a small amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site, with one
larger parcel to the east.
There is a very large amount of government owned land
on the south side of Washington.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
bridgeport
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TOD Potential
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for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Average block length
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Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary
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685
145
185
44
18
$39,128
37.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The station area is largely unbuilt, but the road provides bus
access to Perimeter Road, which leads to Indianapolis Internation
Airport.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Site Control
•

•

There is a small amount of medium-sized Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings in the center and east of
the site
There is a large amount of vacant land area to the north
and west of the site.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales and rents are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

IND airport
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Employment with transit preference
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TOD Potential
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IND
Indianapolis
International
Airport
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Population per square mile

Parking
Garage

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Total
Employees
Employees
Per Acre
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

IND
Indianapolis
International
Airport

Existing Conditions
•

The airport terminal has no internal transit system, but there are
shuttles that provide access to different areas of the parking lot.

•

Internal, the airport featurea a central, civil plaza with a number of
dining and retail options, along with a collection of art, curated by
the Indianapolis Museum of Art.

source: Greenstreet Ltd.
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Parking
Garage

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Site Control
•

All land is owned by the Airport

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

al k
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The IND Airport is a different type of entity than other
locations within the transit line.
Connections are less about walkability and more about
local shuttle services to job opportunities that are based
around air service.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - IND Airport, FedEx
Major Trip Generators: Yes - IND Airport
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Create more shuttle
opportunities for local job opportunities. Make rapid
transit service highly visible and easy to find and ride for
first time visitors and users.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

Blue line East
Station Area Info Sheets

The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station
overview of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the
TOD Strategic Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West,
Blue Line East, Purple Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect
Plan were all included as part of this effort.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land
use and development patterns of each station. Components of each sheet
include:
•

Station Location within Indy Connect System

•

Aerial Photograph with 1/4- and 1/2-mile Walking Distance

•

Birds-eye Photography of Station Area Environment

•

Existing Conditions Description

•

TOD Potential Score by Factor

•

Demographic Summary Information

•

1/2-Mile Area Land Use Diagram

•

1/2-Mile Area Property Control Diagram

•

Land Use and Property Control Description

•

Opportunities and Constraints Description

•

Typology Diagrams

•

Typology Characteristics Description

•

Investment Framework Description

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology: central business district
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Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
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State
Capitol

TOD Potential

Sidewalk ratio

Washington Street

Downtown
Transit
Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

19,572
2,946
3,751
1,155
82
$34,927
44.8%

S. Delaware Street
Jail

Pearl Street

Parking
Garage

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

Maryland

Street

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Transit
Center

S. Alabama Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

City-County
Building

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Transit Center - the central hub of IndyGo and
the planned IndyConnect system.

•

The station is located in the recently formed Market-East District.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

There is a new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

The hub of local government with the City-County Building.

•

There is direct access to regional transportation with the
Indianapolis station for MegaBus.

•

The station is on the Cultural Trail with the Pacers Bike Share
system available.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are two large brownfields located west and east of
the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Anthem, Farm Bureau, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue high-density,
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & east

East Street
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Employment with transit preference

I-65 / I-70
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TOD Potential
Employment density
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: central business district

Artistry

Intersections per square mile

Washington Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly

Eli Lilly
Campus

Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

East
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Demographic Summary

Washing
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n Street

30,999
4,506
5,737
1,507
85
$33,617
43.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the recently formed Market-East District,
including the new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

To the north is the historic Cole-Noble Neighborhood area.

•

To the east are Harrison College and the Chef’s Academy, along
with a fair amount of surface parking lots.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Central Business District
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a limited amount of scattered sites with Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings.

Central Business District

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - City of Indianapolis, Cummins,
Anthem, Farm Bureau
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: 28-story new tower, Artistry,
Cummins, Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill with activated
public spaces

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Typology: District Center

Intersections per square mile

Angie’s List

Washington Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

South

Walk Score®
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Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary
4,583
3,437
4,376
1,253
66
$23,945
39.7%

I-65

Angie’s List

Washington S
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eet

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

South

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Angie’s List Corporate Headquarters Campus,
which is uniquely made up of renovated historic buildings.

•

The area is made up of a number of historic brick structures,
including the recently renovated Bottling House with Indiana City
Brewery, and several non-profits.

•

To the north is the historic Holy Cross Neighborhood.

•

To the south is a mixture of older industrial properties and
currently operating industrial and warehouse facilities.

easte
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Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Household incomes are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Angie’s List
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Rerouting access to I-65 / I-70,
streetscape enhancements to Angie’s List
Placemaking Opportunities: Build on momentum of
Angie’s List and improve walkability

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
arsenal
Typology: District Center

Arsenal Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 180

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

I-65 / I-70

Arsenal Tech
High School

Washington Street

Angie’s List

Willard Park

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Arsenal
Ave

Demographic Summary

Washington Street

3,844
3,931
5,005
1,549
69
$20,941
37.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Ivy Tech’s East Washington Street facility, as well
as manufacturing facilities of Horner.

•

The area is made up of a number of historic and older structures,
including some small businesses and several non-profits.

•

To the north is the historic Holy Cross Neighborhood.

•

To the south is a mixture of older industrial properties and
currently operating industrial and warehouse facilities.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Retail sales, incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Angie’s List
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Angie’s List Headquarters
Placemaking Opportunities: Build on momentum and
historic character at Ford Factory (Angie’s List) and Ivy
Tech

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & hamilton
Typology: regional office park
or campus

Hamilton Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 148

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Arsenal Tech
High School

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Willard Park

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Hamilton Ave

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Washington Street

Demographic Summary
4,110
4,299
5,474
2,231
57
$25,151
38.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Willard Park

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Willard Park and aquatic center, as well as
manufacturing facilities of Horner.

•

To the southwest is the Indianapolis Enterprise Center, a former
factory converted to a number of small businesses.

•

Directly to the south is the large RedCats manufacturing facility
and warehouse, though pedestrian access is difficult due to the
large railroad line and spurs.

•

The area is made up of a number of historic and older structures.

•

To the north is the Willard Park Neighborhood.

•

To the south is a mixture of older industrial properties and
currently operating industrial and warehouse facilities.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - RedCats
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Facade improvements to Indianapolis
Enterprise Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of Legacy Industrial
properties fronting Willard Park. Improve Washington
Street connections to existing neighborhoods.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & rural

Rural Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 131

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: District Center

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Rural Street

Demographic Summary

Washington Street

1,179
4,279
5,448
2,295
54
$24,161
37.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the PR Mallory Campus and surrounding
development, the focus of Englewood CDC and the East
Washington Street Partnership’s recent redevelopment efforts.

•

The PR Mallory area contains a mixture of recently cleared
Brownfield properties and a mixture of older homes, industrial
properties and currently operating industrial facilities.

•

To the north is the Englewood Neighborhood.

•

To the southwest is a mixture of industrial properties and currently
operating automotive and industrial facilities.

•

Directly to the south is a large, grid-pattern residential
neighborhood, though pedestrian access is difficult due to the
large railroad line and spurs.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields and
several large brownfields throughout the site.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs opportunities are limited
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Blocks are long
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: The Commonwealth and Oxford Place
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of PR Mallory site and
improvements to Washington Street.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
lasalle

Lasalle Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 129

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: access

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Pleasant Run

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Lasalle Street

Demographic Summary

Washington Street

1,701
3,947
5,025
2,064
46
$23,362
37.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately around the station are a number of auto-oriented
retail properties with surface parking and drive-through areas.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods, though pedestrian access to the south
is difficult due to the large railroad line and spurs.

•

To the east is an active CSX rail spur.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields and
several large brownfields throughout the site.

•

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs are available, but with little transit preference
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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There is a large amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites, including a very large
Surplus site near the center.

Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & sherman

Sherman Drive
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TOD Potential

Score | 107

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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1 /2
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability

Pleasant Run

Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Sherman Drive

Washington Street

1,394
4,216
5,368
2,204
43
$25,515
38.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Sherman Commons strip mall area.

•

Immediately around the station on Washington Street is a mixture
of older suburban retail and current suburban retail, along with
apartment properties with a number of small surface parking lots
dominating the street.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods with good access, including the Grace
Tuxedo neighborhood.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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•

There is a large amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites, including a very large
Surplus site near the center and a very large Vacant
Building site to the north.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields and
several large brownfields throughout the site.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Typology Characteristics
Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

al k
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Land Use and Property Control

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Blocks are long
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Provide higher density
mixed-use infill development at existing underutilized
parking lot of Sherman Commons

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & linwood

Linwood Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 108

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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1 /2
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Thomas Carr
High School

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly

Pleasant Run

Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Linwood Ave

Demographic Summary

treet
Washington S

506
5,790
7,372
3,035
38
$28,503
39.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately around the station on Washington Street is a mixture
of older apartment properties, duplexes, and single-family homes
fronting Washington Street.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods with good access, including the BosartBrown neighborhood to the north.

•

To the south is the Pleasant Run Trail and parkway

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Typology Characteristics

There is a large amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites, particularly to the
west.

•
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Blocks are long
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Incomes, rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Provide higher density
mixed-use infill development

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & emerson

Emerson Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 126

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Thomas Carr
High School

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Pleasant Run

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Emerson Av
e

Demographic Summary

Washington Street

458
4,703
5,988
2,592
54
$34,911
42.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately around the station on Washington Street is a mixture
of auto-oriented gas stations and retail, along with duplexes and
small apartment buildings fronting Washington Street.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods with good access, including Irvington
and Bosart-Brown.

•

To the southwest is the Thomas Carr High School.

•

Pleasant Run Trail and parkway runs through the station area,
leading to Ellenberger Park.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site, and a large cluster of sites at the
center.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy rates are high, causing low scores
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Provide higher density
mixed-use infill development. Make improvements to the
existing Pleasant Run Trail with improved crossings and
wider sections.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & ritter

Ellenberger
Park

Ritter Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 144

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: District Center

Irvington

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Ritter Av
e

Demographic Summary

Irvington

Washington Stre
et

817
3,999
5,092
2,264
69
$36,849
45.9%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Direct access to the commercial heart of Irvington, along with a
small area of suburban retail directly northwest of the station.

•

Direct access to the historic Irving Theatre and Irvington Lodge.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is the historic Irvington
neighborhood, which has a number of winding streets and grid
pattern streets, all of which have good connectivity.

•

To the southwest is the George Julian School.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

Washington Street in this area has recently been renovated to
include brick paving, specialty features, and upgraded traditionallooking street lights.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site, and a large cluster of sites at the
center and to the east.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Job opportunities are limited
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Streetscape Improvements
Placemaking Opportunities: Provide higher density
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
arlington

Arlington Ave
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Pleasant Run
Golf Club

TOD Potential

Score | 135

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Washington Street

Irvington

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Arlington

Ave

Washington Street

1,148
3,307
4,211
1,859
74
$36,397
44.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Just east of the commercial heart of Irvington, along with a small
area of suburban retail directly east of the station.

•

Immediately around the station on Washington Street is a mixture
of duplexes and small apartment buildings fronting Washington
Street.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is the historic Irvington
neighborhood, which has a number of winding streets and grid
pattern streets, all of which have good connectivity.

•

Washington Street in this area has recently been renovated to
include brick paving, specialty features, and upgraded traditionallooking street lights.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a large amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site, and a large cluster of sites at the
west, center and to the east.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Job opportunities are limited
Rents are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill development
at the main corner

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
ridgeview
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Pleasant Run
Golf Club

TOD Potential

Score | 93

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2
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Typology: commercial Center

Wa

lk

Ridgeview Drive

il e
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Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Irvington
Plaza

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Ridgeview

Demographic Summary
Washington Street

Irvington
Plaza

837
2,159
2,749
1,186
57
$41,393
42.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Irvington Terrace, a large strip mall development
with a very large shared, surface parking lot.

•

Immediately around the station on Washington Street is a mixture
of duplexes and small apartment buildings and small fronting
Washington Street.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods with good access.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of scattered Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings and Surplus sites.

•

There is a large amount of scattered brownfields
throughout the site, and a large cluster of sites at the
west and a very large site at the center.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected
Rents are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street. Redevelopment of
existing strip mall with mixed-use infill.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
shortridge

Shortridge Road
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TOD Potential

Score | 88

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: access

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

Shadela

Average rent
Median home value

nd Ave

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Shortridge Road

treet
Washington S

1,780
1,155
1,471
601
68
$40,720
40.7%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Direct access to the former Eastgate Shopping Mall, which is now
only partially used.

•

To the west is an interstate style interchange allowing access to
Shadeland Avenue.

•

To the east is an interstate interchange allowing access to I-465.

•

Immediately around the station is primarily suburban oriented,
large footprint retail with a large amount of surface parking.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

To the north is a residential area with a grid-pattern.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites.

•

There is a limited amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

al k
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
franklin

Franklin Road
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TOD Potential

Score | 60

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: access

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

State Road 37

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Frankl
in

Road

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

1,715
908
1,156
404
38
$42,990
43.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

To the west is an interstate interchange allowing access to I-465.

•

Immediately around the station is primarily suburban oriented,
large footprint retail and warehousing with a large amount of
surface parking.

•

To the northeast is a residential area with a grid-pattern.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites, but a very large site
at the southeast corner of the site’s center.
There is a limited amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & post
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Score | 47

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Memorial
Park Cemetery
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TOD Potential
Employment density

Post Road
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Typology: access

Washington Street

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Post Road

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

741
1,254
1,597
574
34
$51,315
48.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows street grid patterns in the area
south and west of the station, but sidewalks and connectivity are
lacking or inconsistent.

•

To the northeast is the Memorial Park Cemetery.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites.

•

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels
throughout the site.

•

There is a medium sized brownfield at the southwest
part of the site’s center.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
cherry tree
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TOD Potential

Score | 84

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: access

il e

Wa

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

Memorial
Park Cemetery

-M

Population per square mile
Washington
Square Mall

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Cherry Tree
Plaza

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
2,783
333
424
132
58
$51,656
51.4%

Washington Stre
et

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots, strip
retail, and office developments.

•

To the north is an auto-oriented residential subdivision area.

•

To the south, is a small, suburban residential area, along with
undeveloped land, farms, and Morning Star Golf Course.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

There is a fair amount of scattered vacant parcels to the
south.

•

•

There is a medium sized brownfield at the southeast part
of the site’s center.

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites, with a large site to
the east.

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
washington square
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TOD Potential

Score | 99

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: commercial Center

il e
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lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

Washington
Square Mall

1/4

-M

Population per square mile

Sidewalk ratio

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Mitthoeffer Rd.

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Morning Star
Golf Course

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
3,190
359
457
155
57
$51,994
51.6%

Washington
Square Mall

Washington Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Washington Square Mall and surrounding retail
uses.

•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots.

•

To the south is a mixture of undeveloped land, farms, and Morning
Star Golf Course.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
il e W
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

Source: City of Indianapolis

P38

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

•

There is a medium sized brownfield at the southwest
part of the site’s center.

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•

There is a fair amount of large vacant parcels to the
south.
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Commercial Center

•
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4-

There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites, with a large site at
the center.

Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street. Infill within existing
parking lots in a more walkable pattern.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington &
walmart
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TOD Potential

Score | 90

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: access

il e
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lk

Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Washington
Square Mall

Washington Park
East Cemetery

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Walmart

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability

Morning Star
Golf Course

Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
treet

S
Washington

2,937
1,004
1,278
400
54
$55,556
51.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots, strip
retail, and office developments, including Wal-Mart and Sam’s
Club big box retail.

•

To the northwest is the Washington Square Mall.

•

To the north is Washington Park East cemetery and funeral home.

•

To the south is a mixture of undeveloped land, farms, and some
suburban residential developments.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites, with a large site to
the west.
There is a fair amount of large vacant parcels to the
south and northwest

alk
ile W

il e W

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street.

Source: City of Indianapolis

P40

Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

al k

1/

M
4-

Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Washington & meijer
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TOD Potential

Score | 101

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2

-M

Typology: commercial Center

Population per square mile

il e

Wa

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Washington
Park East
Cemetery

Washington Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Meijer

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
1,197
2,522
3,211
1,101
46
$40,712
52.2%

Washington Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The intersection is dominated by large surface parking lots for the
Meijer box retail store.

•

To the north are a number of apartment complexes, along with
suburban residential developments.

•

To the east is the historic heart of the Town of Cumberland.

•

To the south is a mixture of undeveloped land, farms, and lowdensity residential.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Meijer

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a limited amount of scattered Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings sites, with a large site at
the northeast part of the center.

•

There is a fair amount of large vacant parcels with a
large site to the southwest.

•

There is a small brownfield at the center of the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Low residential density scores
More sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - Route 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Improve walking conditions
on and across Washington Street. Infill within existing
parking lots in a more walkable pattern.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: Yes

purple line

Station Area Info Sheets

The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station
overview of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the
TOD Strategic Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West,
Blue Line East, Purple Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect
Plan were all included as part of this effort.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land
use and development patterns of each station. Components of each sheet
include:
•

Station Location within Indy Connect System

•

Aerial Photograph with 1/4- and 1/2-mile Walking Distance

•

Birds-eye Photography of Station Area Environment

•

Existing Conditions Description

•

TOD Potential Score by Factor

•

Demographic Summary Information

•

1/2-Mile Area Land Use Diagram

•

1/2-Mile Area Property Control Diagram

•

Land Use and Property Control Description

•

Opportunities and Constraints Description

•

Typology Diagrams

•

Typology Characteristics Description

•

Investment Framework Description

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Employment density
Employment with transit preference

Eagele Creek Parkway
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Typology: commercial Center

Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length

38th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Marsh

Retail sales

Target

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

38th
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et

Target

Eagle Cr

Marsh

eek Park

way

Demographic Summary
2,420
4,411
5,616
2,576
54
$42,577
43.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Marsh and Target suburban retail development
at the station.

•

Immediately northeast of the station is the Eagle Highlands
Medical Office Park, the Highland Park office park complex, and
United Theatre.

•

The area to the south and west is a mixture of suburban-oriented
condominium and apartment complexes.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a limited amount of sites with Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings at the northeast corner of
the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & high school
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TOD Potential

Score | 123

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: commercial Center

lk

Home
Depot

Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

W 38th St
Plaza

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

38th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

ad

Demographic Summary

N Hig

h Sch
ool Ro

Home
Depot

38th Stre

et

W 38th St
Plaza

1,570
4,486
5,712
2,091
58
$34,393
42.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the West 38th Street Shopping Plaza and Home
Depot strip retail developments.

•

The area to the south and east is a mixture of suburban-oriented
condominium and apartment complexes, along with suburban
single-family subdivisions.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a limited amount of sites with Renew
Indianapolis Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the
site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis

P6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & moller

Moller Road
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TOD Potential

Score | 109

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Copart
Auto
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Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density

Meijer
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Typology: commercial Center

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

38th Street
Gambold
High

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

38th Street

1,341
4,240
5,399
1,731
48
$39,557
42.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately surrounding the station are large-format big box
retail developments.

•

The area to the south and west is primarily made up of suburban
single-family subdivisions.

•

To the west is an apartment complex facing 38th Street.

Moller Road

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site, with
many large parcels.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & kevin

il
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eW

TOD Potential

Score | 105

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Copart
Auto

Wa

lk

Meijer

Kevin Way

il e

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: commercial Center

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Meijer

Kevin Way

38th Street

1,874
2,243
2,856
926
48
$35,139
41.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately surrounding the station, to the north and east, are
auto-oriented strip retail developments with a large amount of
surface parking.

•

To the north is the Copart Auto facility for scavenging used auto
parts.

•

The area to the south is made up of suburban single-family
subdivisions, surrounding the Imagine Indiana Life Sciences
Academy West and it’s athletic fields.

•

To the west is an apartment complex facing 38th Street.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site, with
many large parcels.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low, vacancy is high
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & georgetown
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Score | 114

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment with transit preference

Lafayette
Square

Population per square mile

Georgetown Road
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Typology: commercial center

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length

38th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Georgetown

Lafa
yett
e

Road

38th Street

Roa

d

Lafayette
Square

Demographic Summary
2,650
1,517
1,931
710
69
$36,806
41.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately surrounding the station are auto-oriented strip retail
developments with a large amount of surface parking.

•

Running through the station area is the Little Eagle Creek.

•

To the north is Georgetown 14 Digital Cinema.

•

The area to the south is made up of suburban single-family
subdivisions, with the Imagine Indiana Life Sciences Academy
West and it’s athletic fields to the southwest.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a large amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site, with
many large parcels to the west.
There are several brownfields near the site’s center.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low, vacancy is high
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents, and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & lafayette

-M

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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Score | 117

Employment with transit preference
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TOD Potential
Employment density
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Typology: District Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

38th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
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Median household income
Average rent
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Retail sales

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary

Lafayette
Square
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d
38th Street

2,205
1,444
1,839
609
66
$34,626
41.5%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Lafayette Square Mall.

•

Immediately surrounding the station are auto-oriented strip retail
developments with a large amount of surface parking.

•

To the southeast is Saraga International Grocery and the current
home of the non-profit Big Car.

•

The area to the southwest is made up of suburban single-family
subdivisions.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site.

•

There are several brownfields near the site’s center and
a large brownfield to the east.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Big Car Arts Relocation
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

16th street

Typology: District Center

34th & lafayette
Typology: access

TOD Potential

Score | 72

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density

a lk

Employment with transit preference

-M
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I-65 / 38th Street

1 /2

Population per square mile
Gross residential density

k

Sidewalk ratio

1/4 - M
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Residential vacancy rate

Average block length

Creek

34th Street

Intersections per square mile
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
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Retail sales
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Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
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e
34th Street

Roa

1,391
3,165
4,030
1,483
51
$29,787
42.8%

d

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Saraga International Grocery and the current
home of the non-profit Big Car.

•

Immediately surrounding the station are auto-oriented strip retail
developments with a large amount of surface parking.

•

Little Eagle Creek runs through the station area to the east.

•

The area to the west and southwest is made up of suburban
single-family subdivisions.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site.

•

There is a very large brownfield near the site’s center
and to the north.

•

There is a large vacant land area to the east of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Retail sales and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: Yes
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Community Westview Hospital
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Community Westview Hospital
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

al k
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Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

30th & lafayette
Typology: access

Creek

Score | 99

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

-M

il e

W

Little Eagle

a lk

TOD Potential

Gross residential density

lk

Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4 - M

il e

Wa

1 /2

Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

30th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®

tte
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Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

d

Roa

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
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30th Street

1,405
2,550
3,247
1,285
54
$35,089
44.4%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately surrounding the station are auto-oriented strip retail
developments with a large amount of surface parking.

•

Little Eagle Creek runs through the station area to the west.

•

To the west and southwest is made up of suburban single-family
subdivisions.

•

To the north are lower-density single-family homes.

•

To the east is Moreland Park and Cardinal Ritter High School.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of sites with Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings scattered throughout the site.

•

There is a large amount of vacant land near the site’s
center and to the southwest and northwest.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Retail sales and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

30th & cold spring
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TOD Potential

Score | 64

Factor
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for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
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Wa

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Riverside
Golfcourse

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: regional office park
or campus

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

30th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
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er

Retail sales
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Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

Cold Spring Road

Average rent
Riverside
Park

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Cold S
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University
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Road

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

30th Street

Riverside
Golfcourse

Demographic Summary
1,124
541
689
254
51
$45,514
45.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Marian University.

•

East of the station is Riverside Golfcourse, along with the White
River and Riverside Park.

•

The area to the west and southwest is made up of post-war and
suburban single-family subdivisions.

•

To the south is a wooded area, followed by the MTI Center for
Knowledge and the Islamic Center of Indianapolis.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large piece of vacant land at the center of the
site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Marian University
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Marian University
Recent Initiatives: Development at Marian University
Placemaking Opportunities: Add pedestrian amenities to
recent developments and provide pedestrian access and
gateways to campus

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Average rent
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Demographic Summary

White River Parkway

White River

845
1,097
1,397
667
35
$28,815
44.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Riverside Golfcourse, along with the White River
and Riverside Park.

•

To the west is Marian University.

•

The area to the west is made up of post-war and suburban singlefamily subdivisions.

•

To the east is the Indianapolis-Marion County Maintenance
Garage, along with Riverside neighborhood, built on a traditional
street-grid with good connectivity.

•

To the northeast is the River’s Edge subdivision.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is very little usable land at the center of the site
with many scattered opportunity sites to the east.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low, vacancy is high
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Marian University
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Marian University

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
728
2,815
3,584
1,934
48
$21,523
39.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the new Clifton Square Senior Housing
development, which has a pedestrian walkway spanning 30th
Street.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods with good access.

•

To the west is the Central Canal.

•

To the north is the I-65 corridor.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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•

•

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large amount of vacant land and brownfields
scattered throughout the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Typology Characteristics

There is a very large amount of Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Clifton Square Senior Housing
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
360
2,470
3,145
1,543
49
$21,218
37.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately around the station are a number of auto-oriented
retail properties with surface parking and drive-through areas.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods, though pedestrian access to the north
is difficult due to the I-65 corridor.

•

To the north is Crown Hill Cemetery.

•

To the north is the I-65 corridor.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a very large amount of Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large amount of vacant land and brownfields
scattered throughout the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low, vacancy is high
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Typology: walkable neighborhood
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Demographic Summary

30th Street

234
3,650
4,647
2,297
57
$25,544
39.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately around the station are a number of abandoned
buildings.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods.

•

To the northwest is Crown Hill Cemetery.

•

To the west is the I-65 corridor.

•

To the east is the Indianapolis Children’s Museum and the State
Auto Insurance headquarters.

I-65

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
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Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a very large amount of Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large amount of vacant land and brownfields
scattered throughout the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
Retail sales and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Children’s Museum
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Children’s Museum
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
3,571
3,933
5,008
2,521
60
$26,498
41.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indianapolis Children’s Museum, though the
main entry is on the western face of the building.

•

Direct access to State Auto Insurance headquarters.

•

A large amount of developable surface parking near the station.

•

Located in the Near North CDC service area.

•

Large amount of brick-faced, mid-rise residential and office
buildings.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a large amount of vacant land and brownfields
scattered throughout the site.
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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There is a very large amount of Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Household incomes and retail sales are low
Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Children’s Museum
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Children’s Museum
Recent Initiatives: Illinois Place (former Winona Site)
Placemaking Opportunities: Create a stronger presence
on Meridian Street and add mixed-use infill

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Demographic Summary
Meridian Street

Shortridge
High

34th Street

35
4,768
6,071
3,523
54
$22,092
39.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Large amount of brick-faced, mid-rise office buildings.

•

Direct access to Shortridge Magnet High School for Law and
Public Policy.

•

A large amount of developable surface parking near the station.

•

Directly west are the grand, historic gates to Crown Hill Cemetery.

•

There are a number of mid-rise apartment buildings near the
station.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a very large amount of Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site, particularly to the west.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large amount of vacant land and brownfields
scattered throughout the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Household incomes are low
Home values are low
Vacancy is high, leading to low scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - The Children’s Museum
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Children’s Museum
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Children’s Museum
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill development,
taking advantage of view to Crown Hill’s historic gates

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes
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Shortridge
High

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Tarkington
Park

City View
Tower

Meridi

an Stre
et

38th Street

2,635
5,059
6,441
3,550
62
$26,312
43.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Tarkington Park, which is in the midst of being
rehabilitated into a more active area.

•

Adjacent to the historic North United Methodist Church.

•

CityView on Meridian apartment tower, recently renovated.

•

There are a number of mid-rise apartment buildings near the
station.

•

A low-rise, pedestrian-friendly area of local retail to the west,
facing Illiinois Street.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic. It has been upgraded with a planted
median and decorative lights and crosswalks.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology District Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a large amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site, particularly to the west.
There is a large amount of vacant land and brownfields
scattered throughout the site.

alk
ile W

il e W

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High rates of vacancy lead to low scores
The road network needs connections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Tarkington Park Redevelopment
Placemaking Opportunities: Added mixed-use density
surrounding upgraded park

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k

1/

M
4-

Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & central

Cenral Ave

il

a lk
eW

1 /2
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Wa

Score | 131

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Tarkington
Park

il e

TOD Potential

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Watson Rd.
Bird Preserve

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

McCord
Park

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

School
48

Shortridge
High

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Central Ave

38th Street

1,900
5,113
6,510
2,990
52
$28,809
46.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

In the immediate station area is a mixture of brick-faced historic
apartment buildings and older, historic homes, along with a few
smaller retail structures with surface parking.

•

There are a number of older apartment buildings near the station.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods, including the historic Watson-McCord
to the south.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic. It has been upgraded with a planted
median and decorative lights and crosswalks.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Household incomes are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Walkable Neighborhood
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Typology Characteristics

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & college

College Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 121

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Indiana
State Fair

lk

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

38th Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Watson Rd.
Bird Preserve

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

McCord
Park

Fall

Cre

ek

Average rent

School
48

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

38th Street

925
4,695
5,978
2,333
48
$30,524
45.5%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

College Ave

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station has both suburban style
retail with surface parking and historical, pedestrian-oriented
storefront retail, providing character.

•

There are a number of older apartment buildings near the station.

•

The area surrounding the intersection is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods, including the historic Watson-McCord
to the south.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic. It has been upgraded with a planted
median and decorative lights and crosswalks.

•

To the east is the Indiana State Fairgrounds.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large government owned parcel to the east.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Retail sales are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Indiana State Fairgrounds
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements to the Watson-McCord
Neighborhood

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & the monon

Monon Trail
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TOD Potential

Score | 102

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Indiana
State Fair

lk

Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Watson Rd.
Bird Preserve

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Fall

Cre

ek

McCord
Park

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Indiana
State Fair

38th Street

Mo

non

Tra
il

593
2,964
3,774
1,563
45
$32,825
43.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indiana State Fairgrounds and the Monon
Trail.

•

There are a number of older apartment buildings near the station.

•

The area to the south of the station is made up of grid-pattern
residential neighborhoods, including the historic Watson-McCord
to the south.

•

38th Street itself is a very busy arterial thoroughfare with a large
amount of crosstown traffic. It has been upgraded with a planted
median and decorative lights and crosswalks.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large government owned parcel at the center
of the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network needs connections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Indiana State Fairgrounds
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Indiana State Fairgrounds
Recent Initiatives: Pepsi Coliseum Redevelopment
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill and
pedestrian access improvements to parking lot areas,
particularly south of 38th Street

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & the green line

Green Line
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TOD Potential

Score | 83

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

Indiana
State Fair

Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

38th Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales

k

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

lC

ree

Median household income

Fal

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Indiana
State Fair

38th Stre

et

l
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n Lin

ek
Cre

Gree

897
1,574
2,004
977
34
$23,989
39.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately west of the station, across Fall Creek, is the Indiana
State Fairgrounds, which has both a roadway bridge via 38th Street
and a pedestrian bridge via 39th Street across Fall Creek, allowing
access.

•

The station is bordered by an two-story brick, Art Deco structure,
which is the focus of current renovation efforts.

•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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•

•

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large government owned parcel to the west
and along Fall Creek.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Typology Characteristics

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered at the
eastern part of the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network needs connections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Indiana State Fairgrounds
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Indiana State Fairgrounds
Recent Initiatives: Development at 38th and Orchard
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue infill and
pedestrian access upgrades. Improvements to Fall Creek

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & keystone

Keystone Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 106

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

38th Street

3,044
2,009
2,558
1,181
34
$20,974
39.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

•

To the northeast is the Avondale Meadows redevelopment.

Keystone Ave

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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•

•

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large government owned parcel to the west
and along Fall Creek.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Typology Characteristics

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Household incomes are low
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern. Enhance pedestrian
amenities.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & meadows dr
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Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: regional office park
or campus

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Meadows
Drive

38th Street

2,293
2,124
2,704
1,135
37
$20,905
39.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Avondale Meadows redevelopment, including
East Village at Avondale Meadows, a new YMCA facility, and two
charter schools.

•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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•

•

Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

There is a fairly large brownfield at the center of the site.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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Typology Characteristics

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Household incomes are low
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
More sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Avondale Meadows Development
Placemaking Opportunities: Continued pedestrian
access improvements and pedestrian improvements to
38th Street

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & sherman

Sherman Drive
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TOD Potential

Score | 75

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: walkable neighborhood

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

38th Street

391
3,551
4,521
1,697
38
$23,293
45.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

•

To the north are several large wooded lots with churches and
other developments.

•

To the northwest is the Mill Crossing redevelopment.

Sherman D

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

rive

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
il e W
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a fair amount of vacant land to the northeast.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
More sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern. Enhance pedestrian
amenities.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & emerson

Emerson Ave
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

il e
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Score | 80

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Roselawn
Park

TOD Potential

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

Wes
Montgomery
Park

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Emerson Ave

38th Street

418
3,016
3,840
1,580
46
$31,417
43.5%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

•

To the north are several older apartment complexes.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
il e W
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

al k
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern. Enhance pedestrian
amenities.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & layman
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TOD Potential

Score | 55

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

1 /2
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

il e
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Layman Ave

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

Wes
Montgomery
Park

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Layman

Demographic Summary

Ave
38th Street

527
2,629
3,347
1,205
37
$33,109
43.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Layman

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

•

To the north are several churches.

•

To the south is Wes Montgomery Park.

•

To the southeast is Indianapolis Power and Light’s Arlington
Service Center

Ave

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & arlington

Arlington Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 85

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: access

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

38th Street

652
2,259
2,876
929
38
$42,993
44.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, big box
suburban style retail with large amounts of surface parking.

•

To the southeast is Great Batch Medical offices.

•

To the south is Indianapolis Power and Light’s Arlington Service
Center, and other older industrial facilities.

•

Post-war housing follows street grid patterns in the area
surrounding the station.

n Ave

Arlingto

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-M

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
There is a large brownfield and Renew Indianapolis
Vacant Building near the center of the site.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis

P54

Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

al k
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M
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Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & shadeland

Shadeland Ave
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TOD Potential

Score | 117

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Typology: commercial Center

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

d Ave

Shadelan

ton

dle
Pen

Pike

38th Street

2,008
2,359
3,004
1,271
57
$30,816
41.7%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, big box
and strip suburban style retail with large amounts of surface
parking.

•

To the southeast a large concentration of apartments.

•

To the north is Pendleton Pike.

•

To the south is a mixture of large format, low-rise office and
warehouse buildings along Shadeland Avenue.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
There are several brownfields near the center of the site.
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rents and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th & richardt
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

on

Score | 81

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

Pike

Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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TOD Potential

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers

Richardt Ave

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
I-46
5

Richard
t Ave

38th Street

1,085
3,141
3,999
1,714
45
$29,408
44.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

To the north is the Pendleton Trade Center office development,
made of low-rise buildings.

•

To the east is I-465.

•

Post-war housing follows street grid patterns in the area
surrounding the station.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

1/2

-

Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a fair amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood
•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

There is a large amount of vacant space to the east.

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

38th & franklin
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TOD Potential

Score | 78

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: commercial Center
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length

Franklin Road

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Franklin Road

Demographic Summary

38th Street

475
3,420
4,354
1,482
42
$35,406
44.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

To the northwest is the Red Mill and Farmington Lake apartment
complexes.

•

To the north and directly at the intersection is a mixture of
suburban retail and undeveloped parcels.

•

The area around the station is made up of suburban-style
subdivisions.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Land Use and Property Control
•

•

There is a small amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Buildings, Surplus, and Land Bank sites scattered
throughout the site.
There is a large amount of vacant space to the northwest.
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
Blocks are overly large and need more connections
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

38th & alsace
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TOD Potential

Score | 68

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Wa

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

Alsace Pl

il e
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile

38th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value

Dubarry
Park

Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Alsace Pl
38th Street

511
3,521
4,483
1,355
40
$35,977
44.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The area around the station is made up of suburban-style
subdivisions.

•

To the northwest and east are a mixture of suburban retail and
undeveloped parcels.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Walkable Neighborhood
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a small amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites scattered throughout the site.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There are large government owned parcel to the west
and south.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

38th & post

Post Road
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Typology: commercial Center

TOD Potential

Score | 113

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

38th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent

Dubarry
Park

Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Post Road

38th Street

809
4,983
6,345
2,403
54
$29,324
43.5%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, big box
and strip suburban style retail with large amounts of surface
parking.

•

To the northeast a large concentration of apartments.

•

To the southwest is Dubarry Park.

•

The area around the station is made up of suburban-style
subdivisions.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Commercial Center
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a small amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites scattered throughout the site.

•

There is a large government owned parcel to the
southwest.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Infill within existing parking
lots in a more walkable pattern

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

42nd & post

Post Road
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Typology: access

TOD Potential

Score | 89

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

42nd Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
510
7,402
9,424
3,747
37
$23,775
40.8%

Post Road

42nd Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station contains older, strip retail
with large amounts of surface parking.

•

To the northwest and east area around the station is dominated by
a number of large apartments complexes.

•

To the southwest is a suburban-style subdivision.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a small amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites scattered throughout the site.

•

There is a small amount of vacant land throughout the
site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
More sidewalks are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

al k
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

pendleton & post
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Typology: access

TOD Potential

Score | 67

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
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Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Post Road

Demographic Summary
ton
Pendle

Pike

1,290
2,697
3,434
1,160
31
$28,687
39.1%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

The immediate area around the station contains older, strip retail
with large amounts of surface parking.

•

To the north of the station are two large trailer park residential
areas.

•

To the east is a very large distribution warehouse facility for the
Monarch Beverage Company.

•

To the northwest is Lawrence Community Park.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

To the south is a mixture of small, suburban residential and office
developments.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Access
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a small amount of Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites scattered throughout the site.

•

There is a small amount of vacant land and government
owned land throughout the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited, household incomes are low
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Monarch Beverage
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

56th & post
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Typology: commercial Center

TOD Potential

Score | 99

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

56th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
5,070
932
1,187
434
37
$31,777
45.4%

Post Road

56th Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the southwest corner of the Lawrence Village at
the Fort development.

•

Direct access southwest to the Major General Emmett J. Bean
Federal Center.

•

To the northwest of the station is the Fort Harrison State Park and
golf course, along with the historic general’s quarters buildings.

•

To the south is a mixture of small, suburban residential and office
developments.

•

To the southeast is a large trailer park development.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a Renew Indianapolis Vacant Building site at the
northeast corner of the site.

•

There is a large amount of government owned land
throughout the site and vacant land to the northwest.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales, rents, and home values are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - Federal Center
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Fort Harrison Reuse Developments
Placemaking Opportunities: Continued mixed-use infill
with active public spaces

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: No

59th & ivy tech
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TOD Potential
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Factor
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favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Typology: regional office park
or campus
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Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate

Fort Harrison
State Park

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length

59th Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®

Ivy Tech

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Post Road

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Fort Harrison
State Park

59th Street

Ivy Tech

1,307
1,161
1,478
788
35
$44,468
52.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Ivy Tech and the north end of the Lawrence Village
at the Fort development.

•

To the north is the Fort Harrison State Park and golf course.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Typology Regional Office Park or Campus
Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE
Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a large amount of government owned land to the
south and southeast.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)
Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Brownfields
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Vacant Land
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Government Owned Land
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Regional Office Park or Campus
•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely
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Typology Characteristics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Fort Harrison Reuse Developments
Placemaking Opportunities: Continued mixed-use infill
with active public spaces

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: No

green line

Station Area Info Sheets

The Station Area Info Sheets are intended to provide a station by station
overview of the various merits and attributes of each station as part of the
TOD Strategic Plan. The Red Line North, Red Line South, Blue Line West,
Blue Line East, Purple Line, and Green Line routes of the Indy Connect
Plan were all included as part of this effort.
This section is intended to be helpful in discussions on the future land
use and development patterns of each station. Components of each sheet
include:
•

Station Location within Indy Connect System

•

Aerial Photograph with 1/4- and 1/2-mile Walking Distance

•

Birds-eye Photography of Station Area Environment

•

Existing Conditions Description

•

TOD Potential Score by Factor

•

Demographic Summary Information

•

1/2-Mile Area Land Use Diagram

•

1/2-Mile Area Property Control Diagram

•

Land Use and Property Control Description

•

Opportunities and Constraints Description

•

Typology Diagrams

•

Typology Characteristics Description

•

Investment Framework Description
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Typology: central business district
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Score | 221

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

State
Capitol

TOD Potential

Washington Street

Downtown
Transit
Center

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

19,572
2,946
3,751
1,155
82
$34,927
44.8%

S. Delaware Street
Jail

Pearl Street

Parking
Garage

Demographic Summary

Washington Stre
et

Maryland

Street

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Transit
Center

S. Alabama Street

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

City-County
Building

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Transit Center - the central hub of IndyGo and
the planned IndyConnect system.

•

The station is located in the recently formed Market-East District.

•

Rapidly changing are with new apartment buildings and high-rise
buildings.

•

There is a new regional headquarters for Cummins.

•

The hub of local government with the City-County Building.

•

There is direct access to regional transportation with the
Indianapolis station for MegaBus.

•

The station is on the Cultural Trail with the Pacers Bike Share
system available.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are several medium-sized parcels that are
government owned, within two blocks of the station.

Central Business District

•

There are two large brownfields located west and east of
the station.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
Home values are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - Anthem, Farm Bureau, City of
Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Transit Center
Placemaking Opportunities: Continue high-density,
mixed-use infill development

Source: City of Indianapolis

P4

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

PENNSYLVANIA & OHIO

Pennsylvania Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 244

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2

-M

Typology: central business district

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers

Ohio Street

Walk Score®
State
Capitol

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

Transit
Center

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
31,378
4,460
5,679
2,484
97
$32,709
42.4%

Ohio Street

Meridian Street

Pennsylva
n

ia Street

Chase
Tower

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Chase Tower, and many other office towers.

•

Direct access to the Federal Courthouse.

•

Very near to University Park.

•

Direct access to the new Pulliam Square development, which is
under construction, as of 2014.

•

Very near to Monument Circle and to City Market and the CityCounty Buildiing.

•

Directly east is the first block of the Mass Ave Cultural District.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Plan View
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of government owned land near
the center of the site.

•

There are many small, scattered brownfields.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - City of Indianapolis, State of
Indiana
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Pulliam Square
Placemaking Opportunities: High-density, mixed-use
infill development along American Legion Mall

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

P6

Central Business District
•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

al k
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M
4-

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

Delaware & OHIO

Delaware Street
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TOD Potential

Score | 250

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile

lk

Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

-M

1 /2
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Typology: central business district

Intersections per square mile
Average block length

Ohio Street

Physical barriers
Walk Score®

State
Capitol

Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

Transit
Center

Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability

Banker’s Life
Fieldhouse

Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Chase
Tower

City
Market

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

Direct access to Regions Bank Tower, and many other office
towers.

•

Direct access to City Market and the City-County Buildiing.

•

Very near to University Park.

•

Very near the new Pulliam Square development, which is under
construction, as of 2014.

•

Very near to Monument Circle and to Directly north is the first
block of the Mass Ave Cultural District.

ia Street

Delaware Street

n
Pennsylva

Ohio Street

30,636
4,785
6,092
2,654
94
$32,610
42.9%

Existing Conditions

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Perspective View

LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of government owned land near
the center of the site.

•

There are many small, scattered brownfields.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: Yes - City of Indianapolis
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Banker’s Life Fieldhouse
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10, 8
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Pulliam Square, Market East
Placemaking Opportunities: High-density, mixed-use
infill development in Market East and on Mass Ave

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

Source: City of Indianapolis

P8

Central Business District
•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

al k
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M
4-

Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

ft wayne & st clair

Score | 251

Factor
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favorable
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Typology: central business district

Intersections per square mile

Ft.

Central
Library

Sidewalk ratio

St. Clair Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD

Lucas Oil
Stadium

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
ne
Way

St Clair Str

Alaba

Riley
Towers

ma St

reet

Indianapolis
Public
Schoools

Dela
ware
S

treet

Fort

et
Stre

eet

32,336
5,388
6,860
4,332
82
$30,186
37.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to Riley Towers, which is one of the densest
residential areas in Indianapolis.

•

Direct access to the historic Saint Joseph Neighborhood to the
north.

•

The area is experiencing new development, but there are many
surface parking lots as well.

•

Very near the new Braxton development, which is an addition to
the Lugar Tower.

•

To the east are the Renaissance Place condominiums and the
historic Chatham Arch neighborhood, along with the Mass Ave
Cultural District.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Central Business District

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land
southwest of the center of the site.

•

The most dense core of the city with high-rise buildings + active public spaces

•

Mix of office, entertainment, civic, retail, active public space and residential
is desired

•

Off-street parking should be avoided

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25-50 Dwelling Units per Acre throughout, and higher
at the center

•

Aspire to a minimum of 5-story throughout, and higher at the center

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - Murat Theatre
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39, 10
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Braxton, New Fire Station
Placemaking Opportunities: High-density, mixed-use
infill development on surface parking lots

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

college & 10th
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Typology: District Center

Score | 214

Factor

unfavorable
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favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference

-M

Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4

I-65 / I-70

TOD Potential

10th Street

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income

ts
set

Ave

Average rent
Median home value

u
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ssa

Distance to CBD

Ma

Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

I-65 / I-70
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t

10th Street

Demographic Summary
12,255
3,363
4,282
2,723
75
$29,762
39.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the north end of the Mass Ave Cultural District,
which is developing rapidly.

•

Direct access to the historic Coca-Cola Bottling Plant site, which
has been the subject of redevelopment conversations in recent
years, but currently remains in use as a bus parking lot for IPS
Schools.

•

Adjacent to the historic Chatham Arch neighborhood.

•

To the east is the connection of the Monon Trail, Cultural Trail, and
the soon to be constructed Pogue’s Run Trail.

•

To the east are the Cottage Home and Windsor Park Neighborhoods
as well as the Circle City Industrial Complex, which houses a
number of small artists, fabricators, and non-profits.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

•

There is a fair amount of brownfield land south of the
center of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacancy is high, causing low scoring
Retail sales are low
Household incomes are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 10
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Cultural Trail, Trailside Apartments
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of the Coca-Cola
Bottling Plant as a world-class destination

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Infill and Enhance
•

These stations are the most TOD Ready, generally characterized by good
urban form, pedestrian and bicycle connectivity, and medium to strong
market strength.

•

TOD investments here should leverage significantly higher residential and
employment densities, demonstration projects, urban living amenities and
workforce housing

•

The most appropriate locations for significant infill development

•

Primary focus is the private sector

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

16th street

Monon Trail
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Typology: District Center

TOD Potential

Score | 108

Factor

unfavorable
for tod

favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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Martin
Luther
King Park

Intersections per square mile

16th Street
College Avenue

O’Bannon
Old Northside
Soccer Park

Average block length
Physical barriers

I-70

Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

10th Street

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

O’Bannon
Old Northside
Soccer Park

Monon Trail

16th Street

Demographic Summary
188
1,627
2,072
987
54
$18,861
39.0%

Existing Conditions

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Existing historic brick buildings line 16th Street and the Monon
Trail immediately adjacent to the station.

•

The station is located in the King Park Neighborhood.

•

Immediately west are the Old Northside and Herron Morton
Neighborhoods.

•

There is direct access to recreation with the Monon Trail and the
O’Bannon Old Northside Soccer Park

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

•

There is a mixture of uses - particularly former and current
industrial buildings and single-family homes and duplexes.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land at the
center of the site, which is park space

•

There is a fair amount of brownfield land north and
northeast of the center of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Source: City of Indianapolis

P14

District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area

al k
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Typology Characteristics

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
Vacancy is high, causing low scoring
Retail sales, home values, and rents are low
Household incomes are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: Tinker Street Improvements nearby
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of existing historic
warehouse buildings

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

30th street

TOD Potential

Score | 72

Factor
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for tod
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile

30th Street

Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y

Douglas
Park Golf
Course

Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Mono
n

Trail

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

30th Street

Demographic Summary
0
2,005
2,553
1,215
48
$20,730
40.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Existing buildings immediately around the building are made up
of a mixture of former and currently operating industrial buildings
with steel siding.

•

The station is bordered by three neighborhoods, including
Martindale-Brightwood to the southeast, Washington Park to the
north, and Friends and Neighbors to the southwest.

•

Immediately east is the Douglas Park Golf Course.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land at the
north and west of the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There is a fair amount of brownfield land north and south
of the center of the site.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low and vacancy is high
More road connections are needed
Retail sales, home values, incomes and rents are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of legacy industrial
buildlings along Monon Trail

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

38th street
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary
0
1,607
2,046
1,002
34
$23,755
39.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately west of the station, across Fall Creek, is the Indiana
State Fairgrounds, which has both a roadway bridge via 38th Street
and a pedestrian bridge via 39th Street across Fall Creek, allowing
access.

•

The station is bordered by an two-story brick, Art Deco structure,
which is the focus of current renovation efforts.

•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking, and former and current smaller
industrial operations to the north.

•

Older, residential housing follows historical street grid patterns in
the area surrounding the station.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a fair amount of government owned land on the
west part of the site and along Fall Creek

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

•

There is a fair amount of brownfield land along Fall
Creek.

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
More road connections are needed
Retail sales, home values, incomes and rents are low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: Yes
Qualified Census Tract: Yes
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: Yes - State Fairgrounds
Major IndyGo Routes: Yes - 39
Anchor Institutions: Yes - State Fairgrounds
Placemaking Opportunities: Reuse of legacy industrial
buildlings along Monon Trail

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: Yes

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

52nd street
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Sidewalk ratio
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Average block length
Physical barriers
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Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
52nd Street
Walgreens

North Keystone Avenue

6,116
2,130
2,712
1,319
51
$35,928
42.1%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately south of the station, is an older office park with some
still undeveloped land available, and apartment complexes, some
of which are senior housing.

•

To the north and east of the station are a series of suburban home
developments, some with lake access.

•

To the west is Keystone Avenue, which is a mixture of older
suburban retail developments with a number of small surface
parking lots dominating the street.

•

Keystone Avenue is a difficult environment for pedestrians with
heavy auto traffic, narrow sidewalks, a high number of parking lot
entry drives, and heavy overhead utility lines.

•

Older, residential housing west of the transit line follows historical
street grid patterns in the area surrounding the station.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered sites throughout that are
either vacant or tracked by Renew Indianapolis.

Regional Office Park or Campus

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land at the center and
surrounding the site.

•

Infill development with increased walkability and varied land uses is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Existing surface parking is often abundant and should be reduced or
consolidated

•

Aspire to a minimum of 25 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Building heights will vary widely

Source: City of Indianapolis
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Low residential density scores
More road connections and sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: Use available land at
existing office park complex

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: Yes

62nd street
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Typology: walkable neighborhood

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed
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Demographic Summary

62nd Street

5,231
1,915
2,438
898
43
$43,898
48.2%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly older, suburban
style retail with surface parking, along with a post-war office
development directly southeast of the station.

•

Older, residential housing follows a street grid patterns in the area
surrounding the station, however the pattern is less dense and
more suburban in nature than in older parts of the city.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites.

Walkable Neighborhood

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land at the center and
northern part of the site.

•

Mix of uses at station with stabilized residential beyond is desired

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 8 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station area

•

Aspire to 2- 3-story buildings (or higher if neighborhood is amenable)

Source: City of Indianapolis
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•
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•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Low residential density scores
Blocks are overly large and sidewalks are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: More walkable infill
development with increased pedestrian amenities

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

71st street
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Distance to CBD
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Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

71st Street
Mays
Chemical

4,802
2,063
2,627
874
52
$76,610
53.6%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

The immediate area around the station is mainly suburban style
retail with surface parking, including a large, recently built fullscale grocery.

•

Immediately south of the station are currently operating industrial
businesses.

•

Older suburban housing makes up the bulk of the area
surrounding the station, with a large amount of tree canopy and
lower densities.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some scattered Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites.

•

There is a small amount of vacant land at the center of
the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Placemaking Opportunities: More walkable infill
development with increased pedestrian amenities

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

82nd street
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Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary
Bash Street

82nd Street

0
1,219
1,552
765
60
$29,661
45.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

•

Direct access to the Castleton Park office park, southwest of the
station, which is a large office park with a number of primarily
two-story office buildings.

•

Immediately north and southeast of the station are a mixture
of suburban retail developments and hotels, that are built with
access to the busy 82nd Street retail corridor.

•

To the east is the Community Hospital North campus, however
pedestrian access is only provided via sidewalks on the south side
of 82nd Street.

I-6

9

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There are some large Renew Indianapolis Vacant
Building sites, particularly on the west part of the site.

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land at the center of and
south of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank
Source: City of Indianapolis
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Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited job opportunities
Low residential density scores
Blocks are overly large and sidewalks are needed
Land assembly is difficult due to high costs and irregular
parcel layouts
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - Community Hospital North
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Community Hospital North
Placemaking Opportunities: More walkable infill
development at Castleton Park. Improve pedestrian
connectivity throughout.

© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved

Typology Characteristics
Commercial Center
•

A range of commercial types - aging to new strip commercial + OFFICE,
shopping malls + big box

•

Conversion to walkable developments and growing density of commercial and
residential is desired

•

Existing surface parking (if abundant) should be reduced or consolidated to
allow for new development

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 2-story buildings, though heights vary widely

Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

96th street
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Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

Indianapolis
Metropolitan
Airport

96th Street

7,099
356
453
266
51
$43,576
48.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the Indianapolis Metropolitan Airport, located
northwest of the station.

•

Immediately north and south and northeast of the station are a
mixture of suburban warehouse and big box retail developments
and hotels, that are built for ease of access to the nearby I-69
interchange.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Sam’s Club
& Menards
Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a very large amount of government owned land,
which is dedicated to the airport.

•

There is a fair amount of vacant land at the center of and
south of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential density is low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development

al k
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M
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: Yes

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

116th street
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TOD Potential

Score | 156

Factor

unfavorable
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favorable
for tod

Employment density
Employment with transit preference
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Population per square mile
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
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Typology: District Center

Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Fishers
Town Hall

116th Street

Fishers
Fair Train
Station

Demographic Summary
9,177
2,764
3,519
1,353
77
$64,914
52.9%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability
Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the rapidly-developing Municipal Complex in
Fishers, which is adding dense, mixed-use development into the
existing complex layout.

•

Immediately east of the station is the historic fabric of the Fishers
area, built on a street gride with street frontage for several
blocks, before the pattern changes to large, suburban big box
development.

•

To the west is a mixture of newer, street-grid based townhomes
and suburban style apartments and single-family homes.

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of vacant land scattered at the
center of and south of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•

The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No
Recent Initiatives: High-density mixed-use infill
development within Municipal Complex
Placemaking Opportunities: Continued infill and
pedestrian access improvements

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: No
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No
Brownfield Sites: No

146th street
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unfavorable
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for tod

Employment density
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Typology: access
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Employment with transit preference
Population per square mile
Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio
Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators

Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

146th

Stree
t

Demographic Summary
9,348
2,653
3,378
1,065
35
$88,387
59.0%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Immediately east of the station is primarily made up of auto and
truck-based warehousing businesses.

•

To the west is primarily suburban style single-family homes, with
little connectivity.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Weaver Creek
Subdivision
Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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Conceptual Birds-eye
Perspective View

LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a very large amount of vacant land on the
eastern part of the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs present have limited transit preference
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales and rents are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: No

•

Brownfield Sites: No

south 8th st
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Typology: access
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Demographic Summary

South 8th Street

Carbon Street

5,438
608
774
255
31
$67,232
56.3%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

The area around the station is primarily made up of auto and
truck-based warehousing businesses, along with undeveloped
land.

•

To the north is the southern end of the historic Noblesville street
grid area.

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a very large amount of vacant land throughout
the site.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints
•
•
•
•
•

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Job opportunities are limited
Residential density is low
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Retail sales and rents are low
The road network is spread out and poorly connected.
More sidewalks and connections are needed
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: No
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: No

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Access
•

Stations that are primarily based on transit access, such as transfers and
frequent boarding locations

•

Auto-oriented uses that will harm future development should be restricted, to
allow future transition to other typologies

•

Intensive new surface parking is discouraged to maintain land for future
development
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Plan and Partner
•

These station areas are not currently ripe for direct TOD investments, since
they generally don’t have the physical features or Market Strength to support
major private investment.

•

Given their transit accessibility, these areas are ideally suited for station area
planning and technical assistance for development implementation (e.g.,
visioning and planning for station areas, establishing a BID, etc.).

•

These areas can be an important focus for the non-profit and philanthropic
sectors, to lay a groundwork for public and private sector investment.

Redevelopment Tools
•

TIF District: No

•

Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No

•

New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes

•

Brownfield Sites: Yes

State Road 32
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TOD Potential

Score | 131
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unfavorable
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favorable
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Employment with transit preference
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Typology: District Center
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Gross residential density
Residential vacancy rate
Sidewalk ratio

1/4
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Population per square mile

Intersections per square mile
Average block length
Physical barriers
Walk Score®
Retail sales
Percentage of Boomers + Gen Y
Median household income
Average rent
Median home value
Distance to CBD
Housing & transportation affordability
Land assembly
Major trip generators
Aerial Photograph of 1/4-Mile & 1/2-Mile Walkshed

Hamilton
County
Superior Court

Hamilton
County
Courthouse

Conner Street

Maple Avenue

Demographic Summary
2,502
2,027
2,581
889
66
$31,027
47.8%

Total Employees
Total Population
Population Per Square Mile
Total Dwelling Units
Walkscore (Out of 100)
Median Household Income
Housing & Transportation Affordability

Existing Conditions
•

Direct access to the heart of the historic town center of Noblesville,
with a mixture of uses in a street-grid pattern with good pedestrian
connectivity.

•

Easy access to the Hamilton County Superior Court and Hamilton
County Courthouse.

•

To the west, crossing the White River provides access to the
Riverview Health Hospital.

8th Street

6th Street

Source: Greenstreet Ltd., Indianapolis MPO,
esri.com, walkscore.com, cnt.org

Birdseye Image Courtesy of Bing Maps
© Anderson + Bohlander, LLC / Greenstreet LTD. : All Rights Reserved
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LAND USE

Central Business District
Neighborhood Commercial
Major Suburban Center
Corridor Commercial

Legacy Industrial
Modern Industrial Center
Residential
Tax Exempt Properties
Agricultural Land

Land Use and Property Control
•

There is a fair amount of vacant and government owned
land throughout the site, particularly to the west.

Source: City of Indianapolis
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Opportunities and Constraints

PROPERTY CONTROL (as of November 2014)

Renew Indianapolis Vacant Buildings
Renew Indianapolis Surplus
Renew Indianapolis Land Bank

Brownfields
Vacant Land
Government Owned Land

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low residential density scores
The percentage of Gen Y and Boomers is low
Rents are low
Community Revitalization Enhancement District: No
Certified Technology Park: No
SBA Hub Zone: No
Qualified Census Tract: No
Major Employers: Yes - Riverview Health Hospital
Major Trip Generators: No
Major IndyGo Routes: No
Anchor Institutions: Yes - Riverview Health Hospital
Placemaking Opportunities: Mixed-use infill within the
downtown area

Source: City of Indianapolis
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District Center
•

Walkable areas of multiple city blocks, serving as cultural + commercial hubs
for multiple neighborhoods

•

Mix of office, retail, entertainment, and residential with higher densities at
center desired

•

Off-street parking is discouraged and should be limited to garages

•

Aspire to a minimum of 15 Dwelling Units per Acre at the core of the station
area

•

Aspire to a minimum of 3-story buildings at the core of the station area
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Typology Characteristics
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Investment Framework
Catalyze and Connect
•
•
•
•

These station areas offer some physical and market foundation for supporting
TOD, and are characterized by either strong urban form with limited Market
Strength, or limited urban form with more robust market support.
Projects that help catalyze future private development, and increase activity
levels through density and/or urban amenities are appropriate (e.g., parks,
plazas and public buildings).
There is an opportunity to work with local jurisdictions to identify
placemaking and infrastructure needs to enhance the pedestrian orientation
of the street network and provide better connectivity for all modes.
These areas need projects to catalyze private development and increase
activity, which is an important role for the public sector.

Redevelopment Tools
•
•
•
•

TIF District: Yes
Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area: No
New Markets Tax Credit Eligible: Yes
Brownfield Sites: Yes

